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Abstract
The use of steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete, SFRSCC, probably, will swiftly
increase in the next years, since this composite material introduces several advantages on the
concrete technology. In fact, the partial or total replacement of the conventional bar reinforce-
ment by discrete fibres optimizes the construction process. The assembly of the reinforcement
bars in the construction of concrete structures has a significant economic impact on the final
cost of this type of constructions, due to the man-labour time consuming that it requires. In
the modern societies, the cost of the man-labour is significant, so diminishing the man-labour
will decrease the overall cost of the construction. In the fresh state, SFRSCC homogeneously
spreads due to its own weight, without any additional compaction energy. Driven by its own
weight, the concrete has to fill a mould completely without leaving entrapped air, even in the
presence of dense steel bar reinforcement.
Due to these reasons, SFRSCC is a very promising construction material with a high potential
of application, mainly in the cases where fibres can replace the conventional reinforcement. At
the present time, however, the SFRSCC technology is not yet fully developed and controlled,
and, much less, the mechanical behaviour of the SFRSCC material.
The present work aims to increase the knowledge in these areas. Therefore, experimental,
analytical and numerical research was carried out. The main purpose was to achieve, as much
as possible, a consistent comprehension of the behaviour of this composite material, and to
collect data for the calibration of the analytical formulations and FEM-based numerical models
developed in scope of this research program.
The experimental research covers aspects from distinct scale levels. At a micro-level, the micro-
mechanics aspects of fibre reinforcement are analysed, while at a meso-level, the fibre distribu-
tion structure into the hardened concrete is key aspect investigated. The research carried out
at a micro/meso level enables to have a deeper understanding of the multiple reinforcement
mechanisms and factors that influence the overall composite behaviour at a macro-level. Fi-
nally, at a macro-level, the composite mechanical behaviour, namely, the compressive, flexural
and uniaxial tensile behaviour is assessed. The gathered experimental information at the dis-
tinct studied scale levels enables to acquire a deeper knowledge of the multiple reinforcement
mechanisms involved. Finally, an integrated numerical approach was developed, which based
on the fibres’ micro-mechanical properties, is able of predicting the mechanical properties of
fibre reinforced composites.
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Resumo
A utilizac¸a˜o de beta˜o auto-compacta´vel reforc¸ado com fibras de ac¸o, BACRFA, provavel-
mente, aumentara´ significativamente no decurso dos pro´ximos tempos, visto que este material
compo´sito introduz va´rios melhoramentos ao n´ıvel dos processos tecnolo´gicos do beta˜o. Na
verdade, a substituic¸a˜o total ou parcial das armaduras convencionais, usadas no beta˜o armado
corrente, por fibras discretas de ac¸o, contribui para o aumento da competitividade do processo
construtivo. Para ale´m dos benef´ıcios tecnolo´gicos, adve´m vantagens econo´micas devidas a`
reduc¸a˜o na durac¸a˜o do tempo de construc¸a˜o, nomeadamente, na montagem de armaduras con-
vencionais. Nas sociedades modernas, em que a competitividade na indu´stria da construc¸a˜o
se apresenta cada vez mais intensa, e o prec¸o da ma˜o-de-obra tem aumentado constantemente,
este material apresenta-se cada vez mais como uma soluc¸a˜o competitiva. Contudo, presente-
mente, a tecnologia do BACRFA na˜o esta´ ainda totalmente potenciada, e as suas propriedades
mecaˆnicas ainda na˜o sa˜o totalmente conhecidas.
O presente trabalho pretende contribuir para o aumento do conhecimento nestas a´reas. Para tal
foi desenvolvida investigac¸a˜o experimental, anal´ıtica e nume´rica. O principal propo´sito deste
trabalho consistiu, tanto quanto poss´ıvel, num exaustivo e consistente estudo das propriedades
mecaˆnicas deste material compo´sito, e na obtenc¸a˜o de dados para a calibrac¸a˜o de modelos
anal´ıticos e modelos nume´ricos, estes u´ltimos suportados na formulac¸a˜o do me´todo dos elemen-
tos finitos.
A investigac¸a˜o experimental engloba o estudo do comportamento a diferentes escalas. A um
n´ıvel micro, os principais mecanismos de reforc¸o das fibras foram estudados e analisados. A`
meso escala foi dada especial atenc¸a˜o a` distribuic¸a˜o das fibras numa matriz endurecida de
BACRFA. A investigac¸a˜o do material a uma escala micro/meso permite o melhor conheci-
mento dos mu´ltiplos mecanismos de reforc¸o que influenciam o comportamento global do mate-
rial compo´sito a um n´ıvel macro. Finalmente, a um n´ıvel macro, o comportamento do material
compo´sito foi aferido para diversos tipos de carregamentos, respectivamente, tracc¸a˜o e com-
pressa˜o uniaxial assim como flexa˜o.
A informac¸a˜o recolhida a diferentes escalas permitiu um melhor e profuso conhecimento dos
mu´ltiplos mecanismos de reforc¸o envolvidos no BACRFA. Consequentemente, possibilitou a
criac¸a˜o de uma estrate´gia nume´rica integrada que, de um ponto de vista racional e sustenta´vel,
facilita a previsa˜o das propriedades mecaˆnicas dos BACRFA baseada nas propriedades micro-
mecaˆnicas das fibras.
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Notation and symbols
Abbreviations
1D, 2D, 3D One, two and three-dimensions
3PBT Three-point bending tests
ACI American Concrete Institute
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
CMOD Crack mouth opening displacement
CoV Coefficient of variation
CFRC Conventional vibrated fibre reinforced concrete
EC 2 Eurocode 2
ECC Engineered cement composite
EN European Norm
FEM Finite element method
FPZ Fracture process zone
FRC Fibre reinforced concrete
FRP Fibre reinforced polymers
HPFRCC High-Performance Fibre-Reinforced Cementitious Composite
JSCE Japan Society of Civil Engineers
LNEC Portuguese National Laboratory of Civil Engineering
LVDT Linear voltage displacement transducer
IA Inverse analysis
IP Integration point
ITZ Interface transition zone
IURD Isotropic uniform random distribution
PID Proportional-integral-derivative
RILEM International Union of Laboratories and Experts in Construction Materials
RKN Runge-Kutta-Nystro¨m
SCC Self-compacting concrete
SFRC Steel fibre reinforced concrete
SFRSCC Steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete
UTS Ultimate tensile strength
UTT Uniaxial tension test
WST Wedge splitting test
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Latin
i.e. id est that is
et al. et ali and the others
e.g. exempli gratia for example
etc. et cetera and so on
vs. versus versus
Part I – Micro-Mechanical Behaviour of SFRSCC
Greek letters
εf Fibre strain –
εc Concrete strain –
η Factor that simulates the steepness pullout curve descending branch –
κb1 Bond modulus of the real fibre N/mm3
κb2 Bond modulus of the fictitious fibre N/mm3
κe Secant spring coefficient N/mm
µ Friction coefficient –
νm Poisson coefficient of the matrix –
νf Poisson coefficient of the fibre –
θ Fibre inclination angle ◦
σ Normal stress N/mm2
σf Normal stress in the fibre N/mm2
σmax Maximum pullout stress N/mm2
σb,max Maximum tensile stress due to bending N/mm2
σfu Fibre rupture stress N/mm2
σextn Normal stress due to external loading N/mm
2
σshrn Normal stress due to shrinkage N/mm
2
σy Yielding stress of the fibre N/mm2
τ Bond stress N/mm2
τ Average bond stress N/mm2
τcrit Critical shear bond resistance N/mm2
τf (s) Frictional stress for the fibre slip δ N/mm2
τf Constant friction bond N/mm2
τ
′
0 Frictional bond stress N/mm
2
Continued on next page
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ω Fibre volume deformed under shear mm3
ξ Damage coefficient of the shear stress deterioration –
Γ Bond energy of the interface zone N/mm
Roman letters
a Fibre debonded length mm
df Fibre diameter mm
rf Fibre radius mm
s Slip mm
s0 Pullout slip correspondent to the maximum bond stress mm
scrit Fibre slip corresponding the critical force mm
sd0 Fibre end slip at the full debonding stage mm
sd(x) Component of slip that produces fibre deformation mm
sf Fibre free-end slip mm
sl Fibre loaded-end slip mm
sil Experimental loaded-end slip measured in the i-th scan mm
sk Displacement difference between real and fictitious fibres mm
speak Pullout slip correspondent to maximum pullout load mm
t(x) Shear force per length unit at distance x from the fibre end N/mm
tf Frictional shear force per unit length N/mm
uf Displacement of the fibre in the axial direction mm
um Displacement of the matrix mm
w Crack opening displacement mm
w/b Water/binder ratio -
Af Fibre’s cross sectional area mm2
Af2 Fictitious fibre cross sectional area mm2
Am Cross section area of the matrix mm2
Ef Fibre´s Young modulus N/mm2
Ef2 Fictitious fibre’s Young modulus N/mm2
Em Young modulus of the matrix N/mm2
Lbent Length of the fibre bent zone mm
Lb Fibre embedded length mm
Lb2 Fictitious fibre embedded length mm
Lb,crit Critical embedment length mm
N Pullout load N
Nb Pullout load developed on the bond zone N
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Ncrit Critical pullout load N
Nd Pullout load developed on the debond zone N
N
i
l Experimental loaded end force measured in the i-th scan N
Nsp Axial force in the fibre due to the hook N
Nx Component of the pullout load on the fibre axis N
Ny Component of the pullout load perpendicular to the fiber axis N
S Interfacial stresses along the fibre N/mm2
Vf Fibre volume over the embedded length mm3
Vfb Fibres volume fraction –
Wbent Plastic deformation energy under bending N ·mm
Wshear Plastic deformation energy under shear N ·mm
Pf Fibre cross section perimeter mm
Part II – Mechanical Behaviour of SFRSCC (from meso to macro-scale)
Chapter 6 – Fibre Structure in the Composite Matrix
Greek letters
ϕ Fibre’s in-plane angle o
γ Effective reduction of the fibre content –
η Fibre orientation factor –
η2D, η3D Fibre orientation factors for 2D and 3D systems –
η¯b3 Stress transfer efficiency parameter in boundary layer –
ηexp Orientation factor determined by fibre counting at cross section –
ηimg Orientation factor determined by image analysis procedure –
λ Fibre aspect ratio –
θ Fibre’s out-plane angle o
σm Matrix tensile strength N/mm2
σ|| Stress component parallel to the orientation plane of the 2D portion N/mm2
σ⊥ Stress component perpendicular to the orientation plane of the 2D portion N/mm2
τ Interface bond strength N/mm2
ω Degree of orientation of the fibre structure –
ξseg Fibre segregation degree –
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Roman letters
a Ellipse major semi-axis mm
b Ellipse minor semi-axis mm
d Fibre diameter mm
h Cross section’s height mm
lf Fibre length mm
t Thickness of a concrete’s slice mm
xc, yc Fibre gravity centre coordinates mm
y¯ Average of the fibre’s vertical coordinate of a cross section mm
Af Fibre’s cross sectional mm2
LV Total fibre length in a unit volume of concrete mm/mm3
N
||
f Effective fibre content of a section parallel to the direction of the
vibrating force (in SFRSCC parallel to crack surface) 1/mm2
N
||
f,crk Fibre content at the specimen’s crack surface 1/mm
2
Nˇ
||
f Minimum fibre content of a section parallel to the direction of the
vibrating force (in SFRSCC parallel to crack surface) 1/mm2
N⊥f Effective fibre content of a section perpendicular to the direction of the
vibrating force (in SFRSCC parallel to crack surface) 1/mm2
Nˇ⊥f Minimum fibre content of a section perpendicular to the direction of the
vibrating force 1/mm2
N3Df Expected nominal fibre content assuming 3D distribution 1/mm
2
Vf Nominal fibre content %/mm3
Chapter 7 – Compressive behaviour (age influence and modelling)
Greek letters
α Parameter of the σc − εc relationship –
α(t) Variation of parameter α with age t –
α(fcm(t)) Variation of parameter α with the compressive strength –
εa, εb Strain for the σa, σb levels in the elasticity modulus determination test –
εa,n, εb,n Strain correspondent to the stress limits of the nth cycle –
εc Compressive strain –
εc1 Compressive strain at peak stress –
εc1,28 Compressive strain at peak stress at an age of 28 days –
εc1(t) Compressive strain at peak stress at an age t –
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εc,lim Compressive strain that limits the applicability of the σc − εc relationship’s
first branch –
µ Mean of the population –
σ2 Variance –
σa, σb Stress levels in the elasticity modulus determination test N/mm2
σa,n, σb,n Average of the stress limits of nth cycle N/mm2
σc Compressive stress N/mm2
ξ Constant of the σc − εc relationship –
Roman letters
a, b, c, d, e Dimensionless parameters used in analytical expression for modelling the
compressive behaviour mechanical properties –
ddof Number of degrees of freedom –
df Fibre diameter mm
fcm Average compressive strength N/mm2
fcm,28 Average compressive strength at an age of 28 days N/mm2
fcm(t) Average compressive strength at an age t N/mm2
lf Fibre length mm
n Number of sample values –
neff Total number of experimental points used in the fitting procedure –
p Total number of adjustable parameters used in fitting procedure –
wij Pondered weights ascribed to each experimental point –
x¯ Mean of a sample –
yji Measured values of the dependent variables –
zα/2 Upper α/2 percentage point of the t-Student distribution –
Ec,n Elasticity modulus correspondent to the nth test’s cycle N/mm2
Eci Elasticity modulus N/mm2
Eci,28 Elasticity modulus at an age of 28 days N/mm2
Eci(t) Elasticity modulus at an age t N/mm2
Gc Volumetric energy dissipated under compression N/mm2
Gc(t) Volumetric energy dissipated under compression at an age t N/mm2
T50 Concrete’s flow time to reach a spread diameter of 50 cm s
Vf Fibre volume content %/mm3
xiii
Chapter 8 – Post-Cracking Behaviour (experimental and numerical
analysis)
Greek letters
δ2, δ3 Deflection limits for determining the D
f
BZ,2 D
f
BZ,3 energy absorption
capacities, respectively mm
δavg Average displacement in the uniaxial tensile test mm
δL Deflection at the limit of proportionality mm
δR,i Deflection levels for computing the flexural residual strengths mm
ηθ Fibre effectiveness factor –
ηθ,3PBT Fibre effectiveness factor obtained from the the three-point bending
test’s specimens –
ηθ,UTT Fibre effectiveness factor obtained from the the uniaxial tensile
test’s specimens –
ηθ,SPLT Fibre effectiveness factor obtained from the the splitting-tension
test’s specimens –
νc Poisson’s ratio of concrete –
ρ Concrete’s density N/mm3
σ Tensile stress N/mm2
σ0.3mm Tensile stress for a crack opening width of 0.3 mm N/mm2
σ1mm Tensile stress for a crack opening width of 1 mm N/mm2
σ2mm Tensile stress for a crack opening width of 2 mm N/mm2
σnom Nominal tensile strength N/mm2
σpeak Maximum tensile stress N/mm2
σ¯w(w) Average stress - crack opening curve N/mm2
σw,k(w) Characteristic stress - crack opening curve N/mm2
Roman letters
b Width of the RILEM’s specimen mm
d Height of the splitting-tension test specimen mm
ei Error for the ith σ − w relationship’s parameters set –
fct,L Stress at the limit of proportionality N/mm2
feq Equivalent flexural tensile strength N/mm2
fR,i Residual flexural tensile strength N/mm2
hsp Net cross sectional area of the RILEM’s specimen mm
k Confidence level %
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t Thickness of the splitting tension test specimen mm
w Crack opening width mm
wu Ultimate crack opening width mm
Aexp Area of the experimental flexural load - deflection curve N ·mm
Ac Net cross sectional area of the RILEM’s beam mm2
Af Cross sectional area of the fibres mm2
Anum Area of the numerical flexural load - deflection curve obtained by IA N ·mm
DcBZ Energy absorption capacity due to the plain concrete contribution N ·mm
DfBZ Energy absorption capacity due to the fibre contribution N ·mm
FL Load at the limit of proportionality N
FT Tenacity index (JSCE–SF4 1984) N ·mm
Gf Fracture energy N/mm
GF1mm Energy dissipated up to a crack opening of 1 mm N/mm
GF2mm Energy dissipated up to a crack opening of 2 mm N/mm
G¯F2mm Average value of the energy dissipated up to a crack opening of 2 mm N/mm
GF2mm,k Characteristic value of the energy dissipated up to a crack opening of 2 mm N/mm
IN Tenacity indexes (ASTM C1018-89 1991) N ·mm
L Span’s length of the RILEM’s beam mm
Lb,proj Average projected embedded fibre length mm
Lf Fibre length mm
Nf Total number of fibres at the fracture surface –
Nefff Number of effective fibres at the fracture surface –
P Load value from the splitting tension test N
Chapter 9 – Finite Element Model with Short Discrete Embedded
Fibres for FRC
Greek letters
α Fibre inclination towards the pullout load direction o
β Shape parameter of the Weibull distribution, and also shear retention factor –
δ Scale parameter of the Weibull distribution –
εcrn,ult Ultimate crack normal strain –
γcrt1,n Ultimate crack shear strain corresponding to tˆ1 sliding directions –
γcrt2,n Ultimate crack shear strain corresponding to tˆ2 sliding direction –
λ Shape parameter of the Weibull distribution –
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νc Poisson’s ratio of concrete –
$ Scale parameter of the Weibull distribution –
θ Angle between fibre and crack’s normal vector o
τ crp Crack shear strength N/mm2
∆ε Incremental strain vector –
∆εco Incremental strain vector with the uncracked concrete contribution –
∆εcr Incremental crack strain vector in the global coordinate system –
∆εcrl Incremental crack strain vector in the local coordinate system –
∆εcrn Incremental normal crack strain –
∆γcrt1 Incremental crack shear strain according direction tˆ1 –
∆γcrt2 Incremental crack shear strain according direction tˆ2 –
∆σ Incremental stress vector N/mm2
∆σcrl Incremental crack stress vector in the local coordinate system N/mm
2
Roman letters
af Matrix with the direction cosines –
brct Width of prismatic specimen mm
fct Concrete’s tensile strength N/mm2
fx(. . .) Relative frequency of pseudo-Weibull distribution –
hcyl Height of cylindric specimen mm
hrct Height of prismatic specimen mm
k Constant parameter from the Cornelisson tensile law –
lb Crack band width mm
lf Fibre length mm
lrct Length of prismatic specimen mm
mf Mass weight of a single fibre g
nˆ Normal direction to the crack plane –
tˆ1, tˆ2 Orthogonal directions to nˆ –
rcyl Radius of cylindric specimen mm
Af Fibre cross sectional area mm2
A¯f Reduced shear area for circular section mm2
Bc Strain - displacement matrix 1/mm
Cf Fibre content g/mm3
D Tangent constitutive matrix N/mm2
Dco Elastic constitutive matrix of the uncracked concrete N/mm2
Dcr Crack’s constitutive matrix N/mm2
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DcrI Mode I stiffness modulus N/mm
2
DcrII Stiffness modulus of the shear fracture Mode II N/mm
2
DcrIII Stiffness modulus of the shear fracture Mode III N/mm
2
Dcrco Elasto-cracked constitutive matrix N/mm2
Ec Concrete’s Young modulus N/mm2
Fx(. . .) Cumulative frequency of pseudo-Weibull distribution –
Gc Elastic shear modulus N/mm2
Gf Fracture energy of concrete in Mode I N/mm
Gf,s Shear fracture energy of concrete N/mm
J Jacobian –
Krc Stiffness matrix of solid element with fibre reinforcement N/mm
Kcrco Stiffness matrix of of the concrete contribution N/mm
NV olf Number of fibres contained in specimen –
T cr Transformation matrix from local to global coordinate system –
T f Transformation matrix from fibre’s local to global coordinate system –
Vs Specimen’s volume mm3
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Chapter1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
T
he widespread employment of concrete in structures has been among us for millenniums,
probably, since the Egyptian civilization (Campbell and Folk 1991). However, it was dur-
ing the Roman Empire that the arisen of this material enabled a revolution on the construction
of structures, namely, on concrete vaulted structures. Consequently, back on those days, this
allowed and pushed to revolutionarily new designs both in terms of structural complexity and
dimension, e.g. Pantheon and Basilica of Maxentius (Lancaster 2005).
For the past two millenniums, the concrete technology has faced endless developments,
particularly, from mid of the eighteenth century. Since it is out of the scope of this work and
would be quite fastidious to enumerate them, a description of some of these advances can be
found elsewhere (e.g. Mindess et al. 2003). Even though the endless breakthroughs, there are
still some problems related to the utilisation of this material. More precisely, these “problems”
can be regarded rather as disadvantages from cementicious materials, in comparison to other
materials commonly used nowadays, e.g. steel. Concrete being a “quasi-fragile” material has
almost no ductility, additionally, has a very low tensile strength. Therefore, the utilisation of
rebars is mandatory, in order to bridge the cracks and to face up with the tensile forces which are
often larger than the concrete’s tensile strength. Moreover, the concrete structures’ self-weight
is quite considerable, if comparing with steel structures with the same bearing capacity, thus
a great deal of concrete’s material is just for supporting the dead-loads. This larger amount
of material, and “redundant” for the final structural purpose of sustaining something, and not
itself, besides the setbacks from a sustainability point of view, will enhance the man-labour
time used for mounting both the rebars and the heavier choring systems. Finally, concrete is
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not a maintenance-free material. During, the service life of concrete structures, they will be
subjected to distinct grades of loading, which may produce distinct grades of structural damage,
i.e. cracks, hence subsequently harmful substances can penetrate through cracks and cause the
corrosion of reinforcement. This is also influenced by the porous nature of concrete.
With regard to copping with the abovementioned disadvantages, in the past recent years,
have arisen several new cement based materials, such as: slurry infiltrated fibre concrete (Hack-
man et al. 1992, Naaman 1992, Hauser and Worner 1999), SIFCON, steel fibre reinforced self-
compacting concrete (Groth 2000, Gru¨newald 2004, Schumacher 2006), SFRSCC, engineered
cement composites (Li and Leung 1992, Li and Wu 1992, Leung 1996), ECC, high performance
fibre reinforced concrete (Markovic 2006, Lappa 2007), HPFRC, between other materials and
designations. From these enumerated alternatives, the utilization of SFRSCC poses a very fea-
sible and rational solution to some problems of conventional concrete. This material does not
intend to solve all the referred disadvantages of conventional concrete, but to greatly mitigate
them. Recently, other materials as ECC and HPFRC exhibiting multiple cracking, have shown
astonishing mechanical performances, however these have yet some drawbacks. In spite of their
outstanding properties, until the present time, structural realizations in ECC and HPFRC are
yet scarce, mainly, due to (Kabele 2000):
• limited experience with ECCs’ structural behaviour;
• non-existence of design codes that would permit to take advantage from the material’s
pseudo strain-hardening behaviour;
• high fibre cost, which makes the composite several times more expensive than ordinary
concrete.
To deal with the first itemized reason, several experimental works have been conducted in
the past decade (e.g. Naaman 2003, Kanda and Li 2006, Markovic 2006, Lappa 2007). On
the other hand, this material is quite onerous, mainly, due to the high fibre cost which arises
from the fact that, these advanced materials have been initially designed/tailored with hi-
tech industrial fibres, created originally for low-volume applications in aerospace and military
industry (Kabele 2000). As the material technology evolutes, this issue can be settled down
with the appearance and utilization of new low-cost fibres.
In what concerns the use of SFRSCC, this material introduces several advantages on the
concrete technology. In fact, the partial or total replacement of conventional bar reinforcement
by discrete fibres in certain concrete structures contribute to decrease their construction time
and costs, and collaborates for the enhancement of their durability. The assembly of the rein-
forcement bars in the construction of concrete structures has a significant economical impact
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on the final cost of this type of constructions, due to the man-labour time consuming that
it requires. Nowadays, the cost of the man-labour is significant, hence diminishing the man-
labour will decrease the overall construction’s cost. In the fresh state, SFRSCC homogeneously
spreads due to its own weight, without any additional compaction energy. To homogeneously fill
a mould, SFRSCC has to fulfil high demands with regard to filling and passing ability, as well
as segregation resistance. Driven by its own weight, the concrete has to fill a mould completely
without leaving entrapped air. For these reasons, SFRSCC is a very promising construction
material with high potential of application, mainly in the cases where fibres can totally replace
the conventional reinforcement. At the present time, however, the SFRSCC technology is not
yet fully developed and controlled, and, much less, the mechanical behaviour of the SFRSCC
material.
This material, as briefly enlightened in the previous paragraph, has its origins and congre-
gates the benefits from two independent types of concretes: self-compacting concrete, SCC, and
conventional fibre reinforced concrete CFRC.
Self-compacting concrete was first developed in Japan, in 1988, aiming to improve the dura-
bility of concrete structures. The durability of concrete is intimately related to the level of
compaction achieved while casting. Therefore, the development of a self-compacting concrete
capable of being compacted purely by its own weight, i.e. without the need of any external
vibration system, and into some extent independent from the man-labour’s quality, started
to seem a feasible alternative to be developed (Okamura and Ozawa 1996). The employment
of self-compacting technology renders great benefits, mainly, when used to improve construc-
tion systems previously based on conventional concrete, which require compaction operations.
Moreover, the vibration systems commonly used in compaction can easily cause segregation of
concrete, thus jeopardizing its quality. The durability and reliability of a concrete structure
is dependent on the compaction made by skilled workers, and if the aim is to achieve durable
concrete structures independently from the man-labour’s quality, vibration compaction systems
should be discarded.
On the other hand, short and randomly distributed fibres are often used to reinforce cementi-
tious materials, since they offer resistance to crack initiation and, mainly, to crack propagation.
In CFRC materials of low fibre volume fraction the principal benefits of the fibres are effective
after matrix cracking has occurred, since fibres crossing the crack guarantee a certain level of
stress transfer between both faces of the crack, providing to the composite a residual strength,
which magnitude depends on the fibre, matrix and fibre/matrix properties. The most benefited
properties by the fibre addition to the concrete, in the concrete hardened state, are the impact
strength, the toughness and the energy absorption capacity. A detailed description of the bene-
fits provided by the fibre addition to concrete can be found elsewhere, (Balaguru and Shah 1992,
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Casanova 1996, ACI 544.1R-96 1996). The fibre addition might also improve the fire resistance
of cement-based materials (Kodur and Bisby 2005), as well as the shear resistance (Rosenbusch
and Teutsch 2003).
Nevertheless the widespread use of SFRC on full load bearing structural applications is yet
to some extent limited, if having in mind that the appearance of this material dates back to
the early sixties. The high scatter of the SFRC material behaviour, in part due to non-uniform
fibre dispersion, conduces to the mistrust in this material. In order to overcome these doubts
it is of vital importance reducing the material behaviour scatter and, consequently, enabling
the adoption of lower material safety factors (Shah and Ferrara 2008). Thus, it is necessary to
effectively control the fibres dispersion within a structural element along its manufacturing and
casting process. An improper casting of a structural element will lead to a higher non-uniformity
in the fibres dispersion, which could result in reduced or even nil amount of fibres on certain
spots of the structural element. These locations may jeopardize the structural performance
either in terms of failure mechanisms and ultimate loads (Ferrara and Meda 2006, Shah and
Ferrara 2008).
The use of self-compacting matrices takes advantage of the elimination of any kind of exter-
nal vibration and rheological stability in the fresh state, which assures a more uniform distribu-
tion of fibres within the structural elements (Shah and Ferrara 2008). Self-compacting concrete
is effective in guaranteeing a more uniform dispersion of fibres within the specimen, as well in
effectively orienting them along the casting direction. When comparing the fibre distribution in
plates of self-compacting concrete and conventional vibrated ones, the fibre dispersion is almost
twice as much scattered in the vibrated ones (Shah and Ferrara 2008). Throughout a suitable
balance of the fresh state concrete properties, mainly the fluid viscosity, fibres can be effectively
oriented along the direction of the flow (Ferrara et al. 2007, Sta¨hli et al. 2008). Therefore, it
is desirable to design, together with the mix composition, also the casting procedure, so that
the concrete flow direction along which fibres may be aligned, coincide with the direction of
the principal tensile stresses within the structural element when in service, and consequently
enhance the structural performance (Ferrara et al. 2008).
1.2 Scope of the research
The present work involves experimental, analytical and numerical research. The main purpose
is to achieve, as much as possible, a consistent comprehension of the behaviour of this composite
material, and to collect data for the calibration of the analytical formulations and FEM-based
numerical models.
The development of advanced cement-based composites materials, in which SFRSCC is
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comprised, is often based on empirical assumptions. Nevertheless, for a rational development
of these materials, the volumetric content of fibres comprised into the material must be ratio-
nalized, avoiding the use of excessively large fibre contents. To fulfil this goal, micro-mechanics
and fracture mechanics should take part in the design phase of these composite materials (e.g. Li
and Leung 1992, Li and Wu 1992, Leung 1996). Even nowadays, fracture and failure processes
in concrete materials and structures remain a challenging problem in Mechanics, since they
play an important role in the development of those new/advanced materials for construction
industry. Moreover, they enable to enhance the knowledge of the properties of structures, e.g.
their durability and resistance. Through the past decades, Materials Science has been studied
on different scales. Concrete is a multi-scale material (Van Mier 1997), thus it is possible to
elaborate a multi-scale diagram for fibre reinforced concrete as depicted in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Distinct scales of observation, from atomic structure to large-scale building and engineering
structures (after Van Mier 1997).
The experimental research covers aspects from distinct scale levels (see Table 1.1). At a
micro-level, the micro-mechanical aspects, i.e. fibre reinforcement mechanisms involved on the
fibre pullout, are investigated, while at a meso-level the fibre distribution structure into the
hardened concrete is assessed. The research carried out at a micro/meso level enables to have
a deeper understanding of the multiple reinforcement mechanisms and factors that influence
the overall composite behaviour at a macro-level. Finally, at macro-level, the composite me-
chanical behaviour, namely the compressive, flexural and uniaxial tensile behaviour is studied.
Since one of the most important applications of SFRSCC is the pre-casting industry, where
demoulding the elements as soon as possible is an important economical requirement, the in-
fluence of the concrete age on the compressive behaviour of the SFRSCC was also investigated
in order to contribute for a safe demoulding process at early ages. It should be noted that the
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Table 1.1: Overview of the performed experimental tests.
different investigated loading conditions have been limited to the short-term response, i.e. no
creep and shrinkage were treated in the present work. The experimental investigation carried
out at a macro-level, i.e the assessment of the composite mechanical properties, was comprised
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in, and continued from, a research program/project for the development of lightweight sand-
wich SFRSCC panels for pre-casting industry. The requirements established for this SFRSCC
were the following: average compressive strength at 24 hours greater than 20 MPa; equiva-
lent flexural tensile strength greater than 2 MPa at this age; content of cement not exceeding
400 kg/m3 (Pereira et al. 2004, 2005).
With the gathered experimental information at the distinct studied scale levels, analytical
and numerical tools are developed. One of the objectives is to acquire a deeper knowledge
of the multiple reinforcement mechanisms involved. Thus, an integrated numerical approach
was developed, which based on the fibres’ micro-mechanical properties is able of predicting the
mechanical properties of fibre reinforced composites.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
This thesis is organized into two major parts comprising ten chapters. In Part I, through-
out Chapter 2 to Chapter 5, are addressed the micro-mechanical aspects of fibre reinforced
composites, namely, CFRC and SFRSCC. On the other hand, Part II, comprising Chapters 6
to 9, deals with the mechanical behaviour of SFRSCC at meso/macro level. In both parts are
comprised both experimental and analytical/numerical research.
1.3.1 Part I – Micro-mechanics
Chapter 2 provides a literature review on the micro-mechanical behaviour of fibre reinforced
concrete. It is presented a deep insight view of the pullout behaviour of smooth and hooked
end steel fibres, particularly, the main fibre reinforcement mechanisms that occur during fibre
pullout. The micro-mechanical behaviour of other steel fibres types will also be briefly ad-
dressed, however, the analysis will be restricted to an overall micro-mechanical performance.
Other relevant aspects to determine and understand the pullout load - slip relationship of a
fibre will be focused.
Chapter 3 presents a preliminary study of the fibre geometry influence on the pullout be-
haviour of FRC. A pullout test set-up is presented, emphasis is given to the accurate acquirement
of the pullout load vs. end-slip relationship. Three distinct types of hooked end steel fibres are
used. The influence of the variation of the geometrical dimensions, due to the manufacturing
processes, on the pullout behaviour is assessed.
In Chapter 4, the pullout behaviour of hooked end fibres on a steel fibre reinforced self-
compacting concrete medium, SFRSCC, is investigated. The pullout tests were performed
with hooked and smooth fibres. Additionally, the influence of the embedment length and fibre
orientation on the pullout response was assessed.
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In Chapter 5, a numerical method to obtain an analytical bond stress - slip relationship is
developed. The experimental pullout responses presented in Chapter 4 are used to obtain the
correspondent local bond - slip laws.
1.3.2 Part II – Composite behaviour
Chapter 6 deals with the fibre distribution structure, at a meso-level, in the hardened SFRSCC
specimens. A very brief review is presented on the parameters that define the fibre distribution
and factors that influence it. The fibre density, orientation factor, fibre efficiency factor and
segregation factor are ascertained for the SFRSCC compositions.
In Chapter 7, the compressive behaviour of SFRSCC is investigated experimentally for
five distinct ages, from the early hours (12 hours) up to the 28 days. This study was carried
out for two fibre contents. The principal mechanical properties of the SFRSCC, such as: the
compressive strength, the elasticity modulus, strain at peak stress, and the volumetric dissipated
energy are determined. Moreover, are presented empirical/analytical expressions for predicting
these mechanical parameters. Finally, an analytical equation is proposed for modelling the
compressive stress - strain behaviour of SFRSCC, from the early hours up to the 28 days.
Chapter 8 deals with the SFRSCC post-cracking behaviour. The advantages/disadvantages
of different test methods are presented and discussed, namely, uniaxial tensile test, three-
point bending test and splitting tension test. The post-cracking parameters obtained from
distinct tests are presented and analysed. The stress-crack opening relationship, in the three-
point bending test, is obtained from the following approaches: (1) material testing, i.e. from
the obtained load - deflection response; (2) inverse analysis, i.e. the stress - crack opening
relationship is obtained in order to fit, as accurate as possible, the force - deflection registered
in three-point notched beam tests; and (3) adjustment of the stress - crack opening relationship
to have into account the fibre efficiency factor.
In Chapter 9, a numerical approach supported on the finite element method is presented for
modelling the behaviour of SFRSCC. The developed approach considers SFRSCC as a two phase
material: self-compacting concrete, SCC, and fibres. SCC is simulated by a multi-fixed smeared
3D crack model, while fibres are modelled as discrete embedded cables, whose internal forces are
obtained from the pullout force - slip relationships recorded in pullout tests (Chapter 4). The
embedded cables inserted into the finite element mesh are randomly generated by a developed
algorithm. For that purpose, the fibre distribution parameters assessed in Chapter 6 are used.
The model is appraised by simulating the mechanical behaviour of the SFRSCC compositions
on the uniaxial tension tests and three-point bending tests (Chapter 8).
Finally, the major conclusions are presented in Chapter 10 together with suggestions for
future research.
Part I
Micro-Mechanical Behaviour of SFRSCC
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Chapter2
Literature Overview of Fibre Pullout
2.1 Introduction
S
hort and randomly distributed fibres are often used to reinforce cementitious materials,
since they offer resistance to crack initiation and, mainly, to crack propagation. In fibre
reinforced cementitious composites, FRC, of low fibre volume fraction the principal benefits
of the fibres are effective after matrix cracking has occurred, since fibres crossing the crack
guarantee a certain level of stress transfer between both faces of the crack, providing to the
composite a residual strength, which magnitude depends on the fibre, matrix and fibre/matrix
properties. The mechanical performance of FRC is highly influenced by the fibre dispersion,
since the effectiveness of fibres depend on how the fibres are oriented, their location and arrange-
ment within the cement matrix. Considering the aforementioned and that fibre and matrix are
bonded together through a weak interface, study of the interfacial behaviour is important for
understanding the mechanical behaviour of such composites.
The effectiveness of a given fibre as a medium of stress transfer is often assessed using a
single fibre pullout test, where fibre slip is monitored as a function of the applied load on the
fibre (Naaman and Najm 1991, Banthia and Trottier 1994, Li and Chan 1994, Groth 2000).
Several test and specimens configurations have been developed for measuring the fibre pullout
load vs. slip response. These kind of tests can be performed with a single or multiple fibres. The
case of a multiple fibre pullout test, where a certain number of fibres are loaded simultaneously
instead of a single fibre, is difficult to perform. Moreover, the correlation between the results
with a random distributed fibre composite is also complicated, due to these kind of tests being
commonly performed with all fibres aligned (Bartos 1981). Ouyang et al. (1994) performed
pullout tests on multiple fibres with different inclinations. However, the correlation with a
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random distributed fibre composite is difficult, since the inclination of the fibres in each specimen
was the same.
In spite of the belief sometimes held that no correlation exists between the behaviour of
fibre in a single fibre pullout test and its behaviour in a real composite (Hughes and Fattuhi
1975, Maage 1977), the data derived from single pullout tests can give relevant contribution
to optimise the properties of fibre reinforcement cement composites. The available research
indicates that there is not an ideal test or model to fully predict the mechanical behaviour of
steel fibre reinforced concrete, even for the basic case of uniaxial tension, since the relationships
withdrawn from the uniaxial tension test can not be representative of all fibre types, cement
matrices, fibre orientation and distribution in real structures. However, from the analysis of the
fibre reinforcement mechanisms in a single pullout test, the key aspects of the overall behaviour
of a composite material tested under uniaxial tension can be assessed.
The post-cracking behaviour of random discontinuous fibre reinforced brittle-matrix com-
posites can be predicted by the use of a stress - crack opening displacement relationship, σ−w.
Several authors developed micro-mechanical models for obtaining the σ−w relationship, since
for quasi-brittle materials, the stress - crack opening relationship that simulates the stress trans-
fer between the faces of the crack has a significant impact on the behaviour of a structure after
its cracking initiation. In case of FRC, the σ −w relationship can be approximated by averag-
ing the contributions of the individual fibres bridging the matrix crack plane, defining for this
purpose probability-density functions of the centroidal distance of fibres from the matrix crack
plane, and of the orientation angle (Li et al. 1991). Visalvanich and Naaman (1983) derived a
semi-empirical model to simulate the tension - softening behaviour of a cement based material
reinforced with discontinuous randomly distributed steel fibre. In this work they assumed a
purely frictional fibre/matrix interface and the possibility of fibre fracture was not contem-
plated. Based on the assumptions of the latter model, Li (1992) developed an analytical model
which take into account an additional frictional effect called snubbing effect (factor which con-
siders the angle effect of non-aligned fibres on the pullout load). Maalej et al. (1995) extended
the latter fibre pullout model by explicitly accounting for potential fibre tensile rupture.
The latter models, which are based on an averaging process of all the forces that are carried
out by the fibres over a crack plane by modelling the main mechanisms on a single fibre pullout,
can provide the general material composite behaviour with reasonable accuracy. However, they
do not account for some aspects, such as, fibre bending rupture, and matrix spalling at the exit
points of inclined fibres. Moreover, the possible interaction between neighbouring fibres, as well
as, the modification of the matrix modulus and packing density by the addition of fibres are
neglected in the abovementioned models.
Another difficulty on the prediction of the post-cracking behaviour of a composite in a real
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structure is that the material behaviour in a test specimen may differ from the behaviour of a real
structural element. It is well described in literature that various casting procedures, as well,
structural shapes may result in predominant fibre orientation into parallel planes (Stroeven
1986a, RILEM TC 162-TDF 2002a), or in the case of steel fibre reinforced self-compacting
concrete along the flow itself (in the fresh state) and the flow along the walls (Gru¨newald and
Walraven 2003). The fibre orientation nearby the walls of a structural element will not be
representative of the material, but of a structure (Stroeven 1986a). A predefined orientation of
the steel fibres parallel to the tension direction in a test specimen may result in an overestimation
the post-cracking mechanical properties of the steel fibre reinforced concrete, when compared
with specimens of equal amount of fibres but with a random fibre orientation.
2.2 Pullout behaviour of steel fibres (micro-mechanical)
In this section, the pullout behaviour of smooth steel fibres and hooked end steel fibres will be
discussed from a micro-mechanical point of view. The mechanical behaviour of other steel fibres
types will be discussed more briefly in a posterior section, not from a physical point of view,
but from the overall mechanical behaviour performance standpoint. The most relevant aspects
to determine and understand the pullout load - slip relationship of a fibre will be focused. The
interfacial transition zone, ITZ, is also here referred in a succinct and qualitative way, in order
to help understand further micro-mechanical considerations.
2.2.1 Fibre/matrix interface
A fibre reinforced cement composite is composed by the mixture of aggregates, cement paste
and fibre, bonded to each other at an interface, which is commonly called the interface transition
zone, ITZ. The properties of this zone depend on many parameters, such as the nature of the
binder, the presence of additions, and the water/cement ratio. The properties and bonding
quality of the interface plays a primordial role on the behaviour of the composite material. In
fibre reinforced cement composites, the ITZ behaviour has, even, a more relevant role on the
mechanical behaviour of FRC than in plain concretes, since the fibre aspect ratio is considerably
high, and, therefore, the contact surface area is larger than that of the aggregates.
The formation of ITZ can be explained by the wall-effect, since there is a non-efficient
packing of the binder particles in the fresh state, which leads to a high amount of empty space
that only will be partially filled with hydration products. The syneresis process (Chandra 2002)
can also justify the morphology of the ITZ. During syneresis, the exudation of the cement gel
produces the release of the water molecules from the gel structure. This leads that the particles
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arrangement of the originally homogeneous mass, at the contact surfaces, will readjust into two
separate parts, a water rich and a solid rich mass.
In spite of existing several explanations for the formation of the ITZ, the main outcome
withdrawn of the ITZ formation is that all these phenomena at this zone result in a significantly
higher porosity than in the bulk paste, and also in an increase amount of calcium-hydroxide
(CH) crystals, Figure 2.1(a). For this reason the ITZ has substantially lower strength and
stiffness when compared to the bulk cement paste (Diamond and Huang 2001). Test results
of the microhardness of concrete around the steel fibre (Wei et al. 1986) indicate that the
microhardness in the ITZ is lower than in the bulk cement matrix, Figure 2.1(b), and that the
width of the interface zone is of about 75 µm. Bentur and Mindess (1990) determined with a
SE Microscope that the width of the ITZ ranges from 20-50 µm, whereas Li and Stang (1997)
points out values on the order of 40-70 µm thickness.
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Figure 2.1: Interface transition zone: (a) Transverse cross-section through a steel fibre (adapted from
Bentur and Mindess 1990); (b) Results of microhardness tests around steel fibres (adapted from Wei
et al. 1986).
Densification of the ITZ strengthen the transition zone and thus, enhance the fibre/paste
interfacial bond strength. This can be accomplished with the reduction of water/cement and/or
the use of micro-fillers, e.g. micro-silica. This can be observed in Figure 2.1(b), where the
strength of the ITZ increases with the reduction of the water/binder ratio. However, not
always densification of the transition zone results in bond strength improvement (Li and Stang
1997). There are other parameters which influence the hardness of the ITZ. In fact, with the
increase of aggregate porosity, in general, bond strength increases, since the binder impregnates
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more deeply the aggregate border, extending the adhesion zone more to the interior. On the
other hand, the absence of porosity in steel fibres surface extends the adhesion zone to an outer
zone from the fibre. The debonding of the surround interface between the fibre and the paste
occurs at a weak zone, at a certain distance from the fibre surface (Wei et al. 1986, Bentur and
Mindess 1990), and not in the actual contact paste/fibre surface, being a direct consequence of
the differences between the ITZ structure and the rest of the cement paste, Figure 2.1(b).
2.2.2 Bonding
The micro-mechanical behaviour of fibre reinforced cementitious composites is somehow very
complex, in part due to the presence and combined action of several mechanisms of bond.
According to Naaman and Najm (1991) the principal bond mechanisms during the pullout
of a fibre that contribute to the ductility of the composite material are: adhesion, friction,
mechanical and fibre interlock.
The adhesion or chemical bond represents the resistance offered by interface transition zone
between the fibre and concrete matrix that surrounds it, therefore this type of bond depends on
the ITZ properties. The chemical bond is the first mechanism to be activated on the pullout.
During this initial phase, the fibre and matrix deformations are fully compatible, in such a way
that the bond of the fibre/matrix interface does not suffer any damage. As previously said, fibre
matrix interface can upon depend on several parameters and also be improved by several ways.
However, due to the brittle nature of adhesion, the bond improvement observed in a single
pullout test does not translate in an equal improvement at the composite level (Naaman and
Shah 1976). After full debond is attained, frictional stresses are generated due to the abrasion
and compaction processes on the interfacial zone throughout the slipping of the fibre along its
channel.
The mechanical bond can be obtained by fibre deformation processes. This leads to local
interaction between fibre and matrix on the millimetre scale, and from a macroscopic point of
view can be regarded as a roughening effect (Li and Stang 1997). All steel fibres at the present
days have their bond improved through mechanical deformations (e.g. crimping, indenting, or
adding at their ends hooks, paddles or buttons), since this technique has proven to be the most
effective one in improving fibre/matrix bond (Banthia and Trottier 1994, Li and Stang 1997).
While for a smooth fibre, the slip mainly depends on the break down of chemical adhesion
and on friction, for deformed fibres (e.g. crimping, indenting or hooked end) it is generally
accepted that the chemical bond can be neglected in favour of the mechanical bond between
the fibre “deformations” and the surrounding concrete (Maage 1977). Finally, fibre to fibre
interlock exists only in high volume fraction of fibre reinforcement, e.g. ' 10% of steel fibres in
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SIFCON (Homrich and Naaman 1987), where the fibres are in contact with each other. For the
current volume fraction of fibre reinforcement used in conventional fibre reinforced composites,
fibre to fibre interlock should be not taken into account.
The type of bond was also categorised by Bartos (1981) and Gray (1984) in accordance with
the nature of stress transfer and type of interface:
• Shear bond: Transfer of the parallel stresses to the longitudinal axis of the fibre. When
mobilised, this type of bond assures the deformation compatibility between fibre and
matrix. If the shear bond stress exceeds a limit value, it will be observed a relative
displacement of the fibre towards the cementitious matrix. In this case, shear bond in a
length where a relative displacement between the fibre and matrix occurs, corresponds to
a friction phenomena.
• Tension bond: This stress component enables to resist forces perpendicular to the
interface. This type of bond can be mobilised by phenomena due to mechanical stresses
(e.g. Poisson coefficient), or due to physical phenomena (e.g. concrete shrinkage). This
radial bond is usually ignored in models for a single fibre. Remark that, however, for a
random fibre distribution over a cementitious matrix, the fibre interaction with each others
can produce local confinements, which could better mobilise this kind of bond (Kelly and
Sweben 1976).
On the other hand, the average fibre orientation and fibre spacing influence the efficiency of
a group of fibres. The pullout resistance may decrease as the distance between fibre decreases,
due to the higher probability of mutual influence of the fibres stress fields (Naaman and Shah
1976).
2.2.3 Critical embedment length
The failure mode of the fibre reinforced concrete is highly influenced by the stress transfer
between the fibre and cementitious matrix. After matrix cracking, and for a smooth fibre
without anchorage, it can be observed two failure modes: the fibre rupture and the fibre sliding.
The most elementary model consists on balancing the forces on a smooth fibre submitted
to traction load. Assuming the hypothesis of an uniform distribution of the adherence, τ¯ , over
the fibre, it is possible to define a critical embedment length:
Lf,crit =
σfu · df
4τ¯
(2.1)
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where σfu and df are, respectively, the fibre rupture stress and diameter. If the fibre embedment
length is higher than the value of Lf,crit, the fibre will fail, if not, the fibre will slide.
This simplest model is the basis of the study of the fibre/matrix interface. The reinforcement
mechanisms in this case depend on the mechanical properties of the material, the adherence
phenomena between the fibre and the matrix, and the geometrical dimensions of the fibres.
However, there are other parameters that influence the reinforcement mechanisms, such as:
the fibre orientation respect to the load, the fibre geometry configuration (e.g. fibres with
anchorages or corrugated) and the fibre/matrix interfacial bond stress that is not constant over
the fibre embedded length.
2.2.4 Pullout mechanisms of aligned fibres
Smooth fibres
Generally, the overall mechanical behaviour of a smooth steel fibre can be described as the
combination of two mechanisms: debonding of the surround interface and frictional slip of the
fibre. Afterwards the embedment fibre length is fully debonded, the fibre pullout occurs under
frictional resistance.
The pullout behaviour of an aligned fibre can be represented by a load - slip curve as shown
in Figure 2.2. In the first phase of the pre-peak branch, the pullout load almost linearly increases
with the slip. However, before the peak load (B) is attained, usually, a nonlinear phase in the
pullout load-slip curve is observed. Therefore, in the pre-peak branch two distinct phases are
usually observed. The first one, a linear ascending part (OA) which is associated with the
elastic bond. The second part of the pre-peak branch (AB) starts with the micro-cracking of
the ITZ, corresponding to the initiation of the debonding process. The non-linearity observed
in this part is regarded as an indication of an interfacial crack propagation (Shah et al. 1995).
The interfacial crack stably propagates up to the peak load, and is usually designated as the
critical crack length.
After the maximum load is reached, the load decreases with the increase of slip, which cor-
responds to unstable interfacial crack growth on the post-peak behaviour, i.e. the interfacial
crack grows even though the pullout load decreases, and full debonding will occur (C). Subse-
quently, the fibre pullout occurs under frictional slip (CD). In this part of the post-peak branch
the load also decreases with the increase of slip, since the available frictional area decreases as
well the roughness of the failure surface.
When a smooth fibre is submitted to a pullout load, as previously seen, the load transfer at
the fibre/matrix interface is effectuated firstly by the adhesion bond stresses and after by the
frictional stresses. However, during the debonding phase, if the pullout load attains the force
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Figure 2.2: Pullout relationship between the load and the end-slip for a smooth fibre.
corresponding to the fibre tensile strength without being exceeded the bond strength, it will be
observed the fibre rupture. Notice that this case is not intended from the reinforcement point of
view, since the energy dissipated by this failure mode is limited, and is released abruptly without
mobilizing the potential benefits of fibre reinforcement in terms of increasing the concrete
toughness. In fact, if the tensile strength of the fibre is not attained, the fibre/matrix interface
properties will progressively degrade generating a mechanism with higher dissipated energy.
Hooked end fibres
The pullout behaviour of hooked end steel fibres, in similitude to smooth fibres, consists also on
debonding and frictional pullout. In what concerns to the debonding phase of this type of fibre,
the process has generally the same character of the one reported for smooth fibres. However,
in the frictional pullout, significant differences can be found between these two types of fibres.
In the hooked end fibres frictional pullout is accompanied by a mechanical bond mechanism
correspondent to the mechanical interlock and plastic deformation of the hook.
In Figure 2.3 is depicted the pullout curve for both smooth and hooked end fibres. The
pre-peak behaviour of a hooked end fibre can be described by three branches associated to
distinct phenomenon’s. The ascending parts OA and AB are associated, respectively, to the
adhesive bond and to the debonding process until full debonding occurs at point B. However,
in opposite to the smooth fibres behaviour, after full debond is attained an additional load
increase (BC) is observed due to the mechanical anchorage provided by the fibre hook. At the
maximum pullout load (C) both curvatures 1 and 2 are deformed (see Figure 2.3), afterwards
the mechanical anchorage starts to become progressively deformed, the pullout load starts to
decrease (CD). While the fibre is not fully straightened (DE) another peak load is observed,
which coincide with the fibre (curvature 2) passing the last corner of the fibre imprint made
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Figure 2.3: Pullout relationship between the load and the end-slip for hooked end fibre.
in the matrix. Finally, after the fibre is fully straightened, the pullout process occurs under
frictional resistance (EF) as in smooth fibres. Remark that in hooked end fibres, usually the
fibre hook is not fully straightened, which will increase the frictional stresses, resulting in a
higher residual pullout load at the final stage of the pullout (see Figure 2.3).
2.2.5 Pullout mechanisms of inclined fibres
On the pullout of an inclined fibre with respect to the pullout load, as on the pullout of aligned
fibres, debonding of fibre/matrix interface and sliding of the fibre on the debonded interface
mechanisms are also observed. However, for inclined fibres other additional mechanisms usually
occur: bending of fibres at the matrix crack surface and spalling of the matrix due to the fibre
bending.
When a fibre is pulled out from a matrix at an inclined angle, θ, the pullout load, N , can be
decomposed into two components, Nx and Ny (see Figure 2.4). From this two components of the
pullout load only the component on the fibre axis, Nx, is dedicated to the debonding/pullout
of the inclined fibre generating interfacial stresses along the fibre (S), and is currently termed
as the pulley effect (Shah et al. 1995).
The pullout resistance of inclined fibres, for an angle smaller than 45◦, usually is higher than
the one of aligned fibres (Brandt 1985). This may be due to several mechanisms associated
to the component Ny. As a consequence of the fibre inclination with respect to the pullout
load, there are additional concentrated stresses where the fibre is bent. These concentrated
stresses may cause local concrete spalling, since the concrete between the fibre and the crack
plane is crushed or pushed off. For these reasons, in the pullout of inclined fibres, the matrix
strength is extremely important, whereas a weak matrix is prone to spalling and local damage
due to the additional concentrated stresses. However, local stiffness of the matrix can vary
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significantly, and spalling of the matrix at crack surface fibre exit depends on whether or not
there are aggregates or even fibre interlock at this zone (see Figure 2.4). In the case where the
concrete spalling occurs the fibre can easily bend, and the stress carried by the fibre is reduced.
The pullout resistance of inclined fibres may also depend on fibre bending (Morton and Groves
1974) or fibre yielding mechanisms (Brandt 1985), and on an additional frictional resistance on
the fibre matrix interface due to local compression (Li et al. 1990).
Figure 2.4: Bending and shearing of an inclined fibre across a crack and the components of a crack
bridging force (based on Leung and Geng 1998).
The bending or yielding mechanism is present for small pullout loads, since the fibre will
almost immediately be bent when the pullout load starts to be applied. On the other hand,
frictional stress at the fibre/matrix interface will be generated only when the fibre starts to
slip, and for this to occur the interface has firstly to debond. Since the slip value prior to peak
load is relatively small, the effect of frictional stress on the pullout load of inclined fibres may
not be significant before the peak load (Shah et al. 1995). Therefore, both the pulley effect
and bending mechanism may be the principal factors to the increase of the peak pullout load
for inclined fibres. Nevertheless, the influence of frictional stress becomes more important after
the peak load, since slip is more significant.
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2.2.6 Concept of energy dissipated on the fibre pullout
The phase correspondent to the elastic deformation of the fibre is observed for a small slip.
Therefore, in the calculus of the energy dissipated on the pullout of the fibre, the component
due to the fibre deformation can be neglected, and only the energy dissipated on the debond
and frictional phenomena is considered, assuming that the fibre has rigid body movement.
Hereinafter, frictional stress represents indistinguishably the shear stress occurred in the debond
and frictional phases of the pullout process. Assuming that the debond/friction behaviour can
be simulated by a τf (s) law, the work produced on the fibre pullout is given by:
W =
∫ lf
0
pi · df · τf (s)(lf − s) · ds (2.2)
where df , lf and s are the fibre diameter, the fibre embedded length and fibre slip, respectively.
Kelly (1970) proposed a constant value for the frictional stress law (τf (s) = τfc) obtaining the
equation 2.3 for the work produced under pullout.
W = pi · df · τfc
l2f
2
(2.3)
Assuming a polynomial law h (s/lf ), where (s/lf ) is the normalized slip variable, the equation
for determining the work produced is given by:
W = α ·pi · df · τfc · l2f (2.4)
where α is a constant value that depends on the integration of polynomial function h(s/lf ).
Equation 2.4 shows that the energy dissipated on the pullout of a smooth fibre from a matrix
varies quadratically with the embedded length of the fibre.
Several authors (Helfet and Harris 1972, Hing and Groves 1972, Brandt 1985) have reported
that for inclined fibres an additional amount of work is required to fully pullout a fibre. This
additional energy absorption can be assigned to different mechanisms, such as: the plastic
deformation under shearing (Helfet and Harris 1972), or to plastic deformation under bending
(Hing and Groves 1972), both for the fibre. In a simplified way, the plastic deformation energy
under shear, Wshear, can be considered proportional to the fibre volume deformed, to the
ultimate shear resistance of the fibre, τcrit, to the crack opening, w, and to the fibre orientation
angle, θ (see Figure 2.4):
Wshear =
pi
4
· d2f ·w · θ · τcrit (2.5)
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However, the previous model presents some limitations. In fact, the deformation under
shear can only occur if the matrix surrounding the fibre can support the stress increments
derived from the imposed strain increments. As it was previously indicated, local spalling
of the matrix can occur, which is followed by bending of the fibre. The energy dissipated
calculated by equation 2.5 can be regarded as the upper limit value of the plastic energy that
can be dissipated.
For the case that the dissipated energy is determined assuming a plastic deformation under
fibre bending, it is necessary to define a criterion for the material behaviour. In case the fibre
curvature is sufficiently small, the matrix damage is limited, moreover is realistic to assume
the formation of a plastic hinge. Hing and Groves (1972) propose to determine the plastic
deformation energy by considering that the fibre is in a first phase bent with an angle θ, and
as the fibre deformation process starts this same angle must be updated:
Wbend = 2 ·
σy · d3f
6
· θ (2.6)
Unfortunately these authors run up against the problem of the determination of the angle θ
and it is then impossible to determine the total dissipated energy.
More recently, assuming the fibre as an elastic material, and considering that the maximum
tensile stress in the fibre section reaches the yield stress material under the pullout load, Ouyang
et al. (1994) presented the following equation for determining the additional bending energy,
which is based on the yield stress of the fibre:
Wbend =
σ2b,max pi Lb r
2
f
8Ef
(2.7)
where σb,max is the maximum tensile stress due to bending (the stresses resulting from tension
are subtracted), Lb is the length of the bent zone of the fibre and is assumed to be proportional
to the pullout slip (Lb = m ·uf ), where m = 20 and uf is the fibre’s pullout slip evaluated
based on the solution provided by Stang et al. (1990), and rf is the fibre radius.
2.3 Experimental research on the pullout behaviour of fibre
reinforced composites
The composite behaviour of steel fibre reinforced concrete, SFRC, is governed by the addition
of the individual contribution of the single fibre interaction with the matrix. In spite of the-
oretically being possible to predict the bulk behaviour of SFRC from the single fibre pullout
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performance, this task is considerably hard since there are several complex mechanisms involved
in the overall composite behaviour. Single pullout tests have been carried out in the past 30
years to optimise the combination of both fibre type and concrete mix, and to understand the
mechanisms of fibre reinforcement.
The pullout study of smooth fibres has reached its peak during the 80s. Analytical studies
were carried out to justify the fibre benefits of fibre addition to cementitious matrices (Bartos
1981, Brandt 1985). Over the years, so-called improved shaped fibres have been brought onto
the market by different producers with claimed better performances than smooth fibres (Naa-
man and Najm 1991, Chanvillard 1993). When the fibre has mechanical anchorages, they can
be straightened during its pullout, therefore being necessary to take into account the energy
dissipated in the fibre straightening process (Maage 1977, Chanvillard 1993). Recently the
pullout study of a single fibre is resurging due to the development and increasingly application
of new types of concretes, such as: self-compacting fibre reinforced concrete (Groth 2000) and
high performance concretes with hybrid reinforcement (Markovic 2006, Lappa 2007). It is well
recognised of the importance of fibre/matrix bond in the behaviour of fibre reinforced concrete.
Moreover, in these new types of concretes is commonly used the inclusion of fine filler materials
that modifies the properties of the interface transition zone, i.e the fibre/matrix bond, therefore
its influence on the performance of the composite behaviour should be assessed.
There are several factors that affect the pullout behaviour of steel fibres. Throughout
the last 30 years, pullout performance of steel fibres embedded in cementitious matrices has
been assessed as a function of several variables. From these variables can be pointed out: the
matrix quality (Wei et al. 1986, Naaman and Najm 1991, Banthia and Trottier 1994), fibre
inclination (Morton and Groves 1974, Naaman and Shah 1976, Ouyang et al. 1994, Banthia
and Trottier 1994), fibre embedment length (Chanvillard 1993, Li and Stang 1997, Robins et al.
2002), the rate of loading application (Gokoz and Naaman 1981, Banthia and Trottier 1991,
Bindiganavile and Banthia 2001), temperature of the environment (Banthia and Trottier 1992).
In this section the analysis is restricted to the influence of the fibre type, fibre orientation,
matrix quality and fibre embedment length on the pullout response of a single fibre.
2.3.1 Influence of fibre type
The short fibres used in concrete can be classified in different ways. First, according to the
fibre material, which can be natural, both organic and mineral, or man made (e.g. steel,
titanium, carbon, glass, etc.). Second, according to their physical/chemical properties, such
as: density, surface roughness, non-reactivity with cement matrix, fire resistance, etc. Third
according to their mechanical properties such as: tensile strength, elasticity modulus, elongation
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to failure, surface adhesion properties, etc. Moreover, once a fibre has been selected, an infinite
combination of geometric properties related to its cross sectional shape, length, diameter or
equivalent diameter, and surface deformation can be selected.
There are several types of steel fibres available, which differ in size, shape and material
properties. Due to different materials and manufacturing processes, the mechanical properties
such as, tensile strength and grade of mechanical anchorage differ considerably from each fibre.
These differences have a significant effect on the fibre pullout behaviour and, consequently, in
the overall behaviour of FRC under loading. Some typical profiles of steel fibres commonly used
in concrete technology are presented in Table 2.1
Table 2.1: Steel fibre profiles.
Longitudinal profile Cross section
Smooth
Round, flat or any shapeIndented
Etched
Roughened
Flat-ended Round or flat
Buttons-ended
Round
Hooked-ended
Crimped
Round, flat or any shape
Corrugated
Polygonal twisted
Polygonal
(triangular or rectangular)
As it was described in a previous section, the behaviour of aligned smooth steel fibres during
its debond is mainly governed by the adhesion and friction mechanisms, while for non-aligned
smooth fibres with the pullout load direction other mechanisms must be taken into account,
such as, the fibre internal work due to its shear and bending deformation, as well as the energy
dissipated in the deformation of the matrix surrounding this fibre critical zone. Due to the
weak bond between steel and cement matrix, the pullout energy of a smooth fibre is small.
This problem may be solved by optimising the fibre anchorage properties (Chanvillard 1993),
in order to develop better bond between the fibre and matrix. The fibre can be modified along
its length by roughening or etching its surface, or by inducing other mechanical deformations.
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Other way of improving the bond is to enhance the chemical and physical bonding of wire
surfaces to the cement paste (Hannant 1987, ACI 544.1R-96 1996).
Among various attempts to improve the bond - slip characteristics of steel fibres bonded to
cementitious matrices, the most effective is mechanical deforming (Banthia and Trottier 1994,
Li and Stang 1997). Steel fibres have a significant advantage over other fibres in terms of the
facility in which they can be deformed and indented to improve their anchorage to cementitious
matrices. Mechanical deformations in the form of hook, cone or crimp placed at the end or along
the fibre have proven to be very effective in improving pullout resistance and, consequently, on
enhancing several mechanical properties of the composite (Soroushian and Bayasi 1991, Naaman
and Najm 1991, Banthia and Trottier 1994, Rossi and Chanvillard 1996, Groth 2000).
More recently, Naaman (2003) developed a new kind of steel fibre of optimised geometry to
increase the performance of steel fibre reinforced concretes. An originally, triangular or square
fibre cross section assumes a polygonal cross section shape after twisting mechanical treatment
(see Table 2.1). This fibre is made of high strength steel wire, approximately with a tensile
strength of 2000 MPa.
In Figure 2.5 are depicted the typical pullout load - slip responses for some commonly used
steel fibres (smooth, hooked end, crimped, buttons-end) and for the polygonal twisted fibre
developed by Naaman (2003). Figure 2.5(a) shows clearly the benefits of the fibres mechanically
deformed, when compared with a smooth fibre, on the peak pullout load and pullout energy.
In what concerns to the polygonal twisted fibres, the key feature of these fibres is that when
pulled-out from a cement matrix, its resistance increases with fibre slip. Increasing the lateral
surface area of a fibre, for the same cross section, increases frictional and adhesive bond forces
along the fibre that leads to an increase in pullout resistance and thus in fibre efficiency. On the
other hand, during the fibre pullout, the fibre additional stiffness provided by the untwisting
process will improve the ductility of the pullout load - slip response; since a slip hardening will
occur.
In Figure 2.5(b) are compared the pullout responses of deformed fibres. The crimped fibre
presents a higher pullout energy, since they have more curved parts than hooked end fibres, so
that more energy is needed to deform them, in comparison with hooked end fibres (Chanvillard
1993, Groth 2000). The buttoned end fibre has a higher pullout resistance, in spite of the lower
pullout energy due to its rupture at peak pullout force. Remark that the pullout responses of
Figures 2.5(a) and 2.5(b) cannot be compared, since the fibre embedment length, Lb, and the
matrix compressive strength, fc, are distinct.
In the case of a deformed fibre, both fibre and matrix are severely stressed during pullout,
therefore fibre fracture and matrix splitting occur more commonly than in smooth fibres. For
this reason, material properties like elastic modulus, strength, strain capacity, etc., for both
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of typical pullout response of different steel fibres: (a) adapted from Naaman
(2003), (b) adapted from Banthia and Trottier (1994).
fibre and matrix, are more significant in the case of deformed fibres than for smooth fibres
(Banthia and Trottier 1994).
2.3.2 Influence of fibre orientation
In fibre reinforced concrete, the fibres are rarely aligned in the same direction of the pullout
load. This is a consequence of the production technology of dispersed reinforcement provided
by discontinuous fibres in the bulk material.
In Figure 2.6(a) are depicted different relations between the fibre inclination angle and the
normalised values of the maximum inclined pullout force, where Ninclined is the pullout force
for an angle inclination ranging from 0◦ and 60◦, and Naligned is the pullout force of an aligned
fibre with respect to the load. In general, the pullout resistance of inclined fibres is higher than
of the aligned fibres, even for a significant inclination angle of 60◦, the exception are the cases
of Bartos and Duris (1994) and Leung and Geng (1998). However, it should be noticed that the
values of the fibre slips correspondent to the maximum pullout load of an inclined fibre were
much larger than of the aligned fibres. Since the fibre slip at maximum pullout load for an
inclined fibre can range from 0.5 to 4 mm, the previous remarks do not say much of the fibre
performance on a real structural element. Regarding durability, serviceability limit sates, an
appropriate crack width for a structural element would lay between 0.1 to 0.4 mm (EN 1992-
1-1 2004). However, these crack opening values should be taken into account carefully, since
distinct allowable crack openings could be established for different fibre reinforced concrete
applications, such as: small to moderate crack openings in slab on grade applications, or large
crack openings in tunnel linings and in structures designed to dissipate energy when subjected to
seismic loading. Taking into account the previous observation, in Figure 2.6(b) are represented
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the relation between the fibre inclination angle and the pullout load registered at a constant
fibre slip of 0.5 mm. For this fibre slip, i.e. crack opening (it is assumed that crack opening
is similar to fibre slip), the pullout forces of inclined fibres are higher than for aligned fibres
until an inclination angle of 15◦, decreasing significantly for larger values of this angle. The
exceptions were the cases of Bartos and Duris (1994) and Leung and Geng (1998), where pullout
load of inclined fibres was always lower than of the aligned fibres.
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Figure 2.6: Relationship between normalized pullout force of an inclined fibre and the angle of fibre
inclination: (a) for fibre slips at which the maximum pullout was achieved, (b) at a constant fibre slip
of 0.5 mm.
It should be noticed that the scatter of the results found between these authors (Banthia
and Trottier 1994, Bartos and Duris 1994, Leung and Geng 1998, Gysel 1999, Robins et al.
2002) can be assigned to distinct parameters that also influence the pullout response and can
not be regarded independently, such as: concrete matrix strength, fibre embedment length and
fibre cross section dimensions, fibre strength, dimensions of the fibre mechanical anchorage,
fibre surface characteristics, etc. For instance, as fibre inclination angle increases (for θ > 30o),
the pullout response of a hooked end fibre becomes less influenced by the matrix strength and
increasingly more influenced by the mechanical properties provided by the straighten of the
fibre with respect with load direction. Another example is whenever the mechanical anchorage
of the fibre is not fully mobilised, i.e if the embedment is less than the length of the fibre
mechanical anchorage (not larger than 5 mm in the majority of the fibres). In this case the
orientation of the fibre has a minor significance on the pullout behaviour (Robins et al. 2002).
In Figure 2.7 are depicted the pullout relationships of hooked end fibres with different incli-
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nation angles. The fibre ultimate tensile strength, UTS, is also indicated in this figure, revealing
that the peak loads remained far below the fibre UTS. However, fibres under inclination angles
of 45◦ and 60◦ fractured below their ultimate tensile strength. This phenomenon was observed
by several authors for hooked end fibres (Banthia and Trottier 1994, Gysel 1999, Robins et al.
2002) and corrugated fibres (Banthia and Trottier 1994, Chanvillard and Aı¨tcin 1996) for dis-
tinct fibre inclinations, and can be explained by the relatively high stress concentrations at the
fibre bending point. According to Banthia and Trottier (1994), the additional shear stresses
imposed on inclined fibres, at the point they exit the matrix, will favour the fibre intercrystal
slippage within an atomic level point of view, causing a reduction on both the yield and ultimate
strength of the material.
Figure 2.7: Pullout relationships for hooked end fibre from a high strength matrix (85 MPa) at various
inclination angles (Banthia and Trottier 1994).
In conclusion, the peak load and toughness are, in general, maximized for inclination angles
laying between 0◦ and 20◦. Higher angles usually lead to a lower pullout load on the first phase
of the pullout behaviour, which should not be neglected, since from the point of view of the
fibre performance in the structure, this phase is an important one. However, depending on
the fibre type, matrix strength, and other parameters, the maximum pullout load may increase
with the fibre inclination up to an angle of about 45◦ (Naaman and Shah 1976, Banthia and
Trottier 1994, Robins et al. 2002).
Theoretically, the toughness should increase with the inclination angle, since inclined fibres
undergo plastic bending of successive sections of the fibres during pullout. Moreover, as bigger
is the inclination angle, the higher is the normal force applied to the fibre at the bend, in-
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creasing friction stresses at the debonded interface, which contribute also to increase the work
requirements to fully pullout a fibre. In spite of that, for deviation angles higher than 20◦, the
toughness decreases significantly, which may be justified by the fact that for higher inclination
angles the fibre generally fractures in an earlier stage.
2.3.3 Influence of embedment length
The pullout response is expected to be improved from the increase of the embedment length,
since a larger fibre surface area is in contact with the cement matrix, safeguarding that both the
fibre geometry and matrix quality are the same. This holds mainly true for smooth fibres (Li
and Stang 1997). However, for some deformed fibres, e.g. hooked end steel fibres, the maximum
pullout load may be higher for a smaller embedment length (Robins et al. 2002, Gru¨newald
2004). This may be justified by the fact that in a hooked end fibre the mechanical component
of the bond, corresponding to the plastic deformation of the fibre hook, is more significant
than the component due to the debonding of the fibre over a certain embedded length. This
was experimentally assessed by Naaman and Najm (1991). Thus, the maximum pullout load
of deformed fibres depends principally on the grade of the hook’s mobilization. In addition,
Robins et al. (2002) observed on the pullout behaviour of hooked end fibres that a fibre with
an embedded length smaller than 5 mm, which usually is the length of the hook for a 30 and
60 mm fibre length, the mobilisation of the potential fibre pullout strength cannot fully occur.
This results on a significant turn down of both the maximum pullout load and toughness. On
the other hand, for fibres with mechanical deformations along the fibre length, the embedded
length improves significantly both the maximum pullout load and toughness. This is due to the
fact that as higher is the fibre embedded length, more number of mechanical deformations are
mobilised. This was observed by Chanvillard (1993) for corrugated fibres and by Groth (2000)
for indented steel fibre.
2.3.4 Influence of the matrix properties
The mechanical quality of the matrix, which can be evaluated from its compressive strength,
depends upon several factors, such as: water/cement ratio or water/binder ratio, presence of
fine filler materials, type and quality of the cement, maximum dimension and type of aggregates,
etc. Since the fibre/matrix bond is influenced by the properties of interfacial transition zone,
the matrix quality plays an important role on the fibre pullout behaviour.
Figure 2.1(b) shows that, the water/binder ratio (w/b) influences the density and micro-
hardness of the fibre concrete interfacial transition zone (Wei et al. 1986), therefore influencing
the pullout behaviour of fibres. Several authors have reported improvement of the maximum
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pullout load with the decrease of the w/b ratio for both hooked end fibres (Banthia and Trot-
tier 1994, Groth 2000) and crimped fibres (Banthia and Trottier 1994, Chanvillard and Aı¨tcin
1996). On the other hand, the toughness generally decreases with the decrease of w/b ratio,
which can be justified by the brittleness increment of the fibre/matrix interface with the in-
crease of the matrix strength (Banthia and Trottier 1994). Moreover, within a high strength
matrix, deformed fibres have higher probability of fracture at an early stage of pullout, and
consequently, the fibre pullout toughness decreases significantly.
Several matrix modifications have been examined as a possible way of improving the bond
slip of fibres in a cementitious matrix. This includes the addition of fine filler materials, e.g.
silica fume, fly ash, limestone filler, metakaolin or polymer additions. These additions are
often used with several purposes, such as increasing the matrix strength, concrete durability
or even its workability. The average grain size of these particles is considerably smaller than
the ones of the cement, therefore the empty spaces between the cement particles and the
fibre, in the interface zone, can be efficiently filled, leading to a higher packing density of
the interface. Furthermore, some additions (e.g. silica fume, fly ash, metakaoline) exhibit a
pozzolanic reaction. This reaction improves the strength and quality of the interfacial transition
zone, ITZ, since during this reaction the calcium-hydroxide crystals are partly replaced by
other stronger crystals, e.g. in the case of silica fume are replaced by the calcium-silicate
crystals (Bentur and Mindess 1990). The addition of polymers is another technique to dense
the ITZ, i.e. to get a higher packing density. The use of silica fume may also increase the
concrete shrinkage 2-3 times when compared to a concrete without it. This will produce a
higher clamping pressure on the fibre that could lead to an improvement of the debonding
and frictional pullout resistance (Li and Stang 1997). Robins et al. (2002) observed that the
addition of silica fume (10 % in vol.) improved both the maximum pullout force and toughness
of hooked end fibres up to approximately 50 %. Guererro and Naaman (2000) also reported an
improvement of the maximum pullout force in 50 % with the addition of fly ash (20 % in vol.).
The presence of short fibres, either steel or polypropylene, in the pullout medium can
improve the maximum pullout load of hooked end steel fibres. In the first phase of the pullout,
when micro-cracking starts to develop, short fibres bridge those micro-cracks mitigating their
propagation, which will increase the energy, i.e. pullout force, needed to deform the curvatures
of the hook (Markovic 2006), see Figure 2.2. In Figure 2.8 is depicted the improvement on the
pullout behaviour of hooked end steel fibres (Dramix rc-80/60-bp) on concretes containing short
steel fibres (Dramix ol 13/0.20, fibre length lf = 13 mm and fibre diameter df = 0.2 mm). An
increase of about 40 % was observed in the maximum pullout load with an addition of 2 vol. %
of short steel fibres.
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Figure 2.8: Influence of short fibres in the pullout medium on the pullout behaviour of hooked end
steel fibres (Markovic 2006).
2.4 Models for predicting the pullout of fibres
One of the first pullout models was proposed by Lawrence (1972), which relates the shear stress
distribution along the fibre to the elastic properties of the matrix and fibre. In addition, the
solution was extended for the case of a partially debonded fibre, assuming constant frictional
shear stress along the failed interface. Laws et al. (1972) applied the analytical model developed
by Lawrence (1972) to the study of glass fibre reinforced cement composites failure.
Based on the Lawrence (1972) model, other models were developed to simulate the fibre
pullout problem (Gopalaratnam and Shah 1987, Lim et al. 1987, Wang et al. 1988, Stang et al.
1990, Naaman et al. 1991b, Leung and Li 1992). These models are one-dimensional, with many
common features. They include a shear-lag model for predicting the bond stress variation, over
the fibre embedded length, due to the fibre slip, in full bond conditions, gradual debonding,
and free frictional sliding. In their study, Wang et al. (1988) considered only frictional bond.
Lim et al. (1987) and Naaman et al. (1991b) deduced the force distributions in the fibre and
matrix. Leung and Li (1992) developed a two-way debonding theory, in which the debonding
can progress from both fibre ends. In other models, it is assumed that the interfacial shear
bond stresses are elastic in the beggining/at the first stage, but gradually debonding takes
place at the interface and the stress transfer is shifted to a frictional one (Gopalaratnam and
Shah 1987). To describe the debonding criterion, basically two different approaches can be
used: a strength-based criterion (or stress-based) and a fracture-based criterion. In the stress-
based models, it is assumed that debonding initiates when the interfacial shear stress exceeds
the shear strength. For the fracture-based models, on the other hand, the debonding zone is
treated as an interfacial crack. The conditions for the debonding propagation are considered,
in terms of fracture parameters of the interface and an assumption that, to drive the debonded
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zone forward, adequate energy must be supplied; see Stang et al. (1990) and Li and Stang
(1997).
Nevertheless, the models for smooth fibres are of limited use for hooked end fibres, since
the behaviour of hooked end fibres is dominated by the mechanical anchorage. In hooked end
fibres the bond strength may be meaningless when compared to the parcel provided by the
mechanical bond (Naaman and Najm 1991, Robins et al. 2002).
Alwan et al. (1999) developed an analytical model to predict the mechanical contribution
of anchorage forces in hooked end steel fibres. This model is based on the concept of frictional
pulley along with two plastic hinges. The mechanical bond provided by the hook is considered
as a function of the work needed to straighten the fibre during pullout. To predict the full
pullout response is needed a two-step process corresponding to the contribution of the two
hinges, and then one hinge superposition of the frictional and mechanical components. To
overcome this two step process Sujivorakul et al. (2000) developed an analytical model where
both the frictional bond and mechanical anchorage components are combined in the solution.
This model is an extension of the smooth fibre pullout model previously developed by Naaman
et al. (1991b), where the adoption of a nonlinear spring component in the latter model intends
to simulate the mechanical anchorage reinforcement mechanism.
Bentur and Mindess (1990) point out the importance of proper evaluation of the pullout
behaviour, which should not be based on the determination of a limited number of numerical
parameters (e.g. maximum pullout load, embedment length and fibre cross-sectional geometry),
but rather it should include analysis of the entire curves obtained during such tests. The
problems of correctly interpreting fibre pullout tests can partly explain the huge differences in
the quoted values of the interfacial shear bond strength, which in the literature range from 0.5
up to 9 MPa, while the interfacial shear friction ranges from 0.5 to 5 MPa; see Beaumont and
Aleska (1978), Bartos (1981), Bentur and Mindess (1990), Gopalaratnam and Shah (1987), Li
and Stang (1997), Groth (2000) and Gru¨newald (2004). In general, the higher bond strength
values were evaluated from the peak-load values.
2.4.1 Perfectly bonded/debonded smooth fibre model (Stang et al. 1990)
For the current steel fibre dimensions, the pullout problem is mostly governed by frictional
pullout, where the fibre slip is of the millimetre magnitude. On the other hand, the slips that
are due to the rupture of the chemical bond can often be neglected, inasmuch as the chemical
bond only is mobilised over a very small slip (only a few micrometers). This has lead to the
development of perfectly bonded/debonded models.
Amongst these models, the stress-based approach and the fracture mechanics approach are
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the most referred, therefore they are discussed in the present work. Both approaches have the
aim of checking if the fibre is still perfectly bonded, or has already been debonded. In the
stress-based approach the fibre is debonded from the matrix once the shear stress reaches a
critical value τcrit in a certain point. On the other hand, in the fracture mechanics approach,
an energy criterion for debonding is defined taking into account the chemical bond Γ of the
interfacial transition zone, ITZ.
Figure 2.9: Pullout of a single fibre perfectly bonded/debonded.
Stress-based approach
Consider the plane model shown in Figure 2.9, where a single fibre is embedded in a matrix
with an embedment length Lb. The fibre is assumed to have constant cross sectional area, Af ,
and a constant Young’s modulus, Ef . The displacement of the fibre in the axial direction, uf ,
is assumed to be constant over fibre cross section, and can be calculated when a fibre has a
debonded length a, applying equation 2.8. A detailed description of the constitutive relations,
as well as the equilibrium equations can be found in Stang et al. (1990).
uf (x) =

N − tf · a
w ·EfAf ·
cosh(w ·x)
sinh[w(Lb − a)] 0 ≤ x ≤ Lb − a
N − tfr · a
w ·EfAf · coth [w (Lb − a)]−
N − tf ·Lb
EfAf
(Lb − a)
− tf
2EfAf
(Lb − a)2 + N − tf ·Lb
EfAf
·x+ tf
2EfAf
·x2 Lb − a ≤ x ≤ Lb
(2.8)
where tf , df and N are, respectively, the frictional shear force per unit length along the
debonded interface, the fibre diameter and pullout force that is acting on the fibre; x is the
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distance from the embedded fibre end to the point where displacement uf is considered. In
equation 2.8, w and k are defined by:
w =
√
k
EfAf
[1/mm] (2.9)
and
k =
t(x)
um(x)
[N/mm2] (2.10)
where t(x) and um(x) are the shear force per unit length at a distance x from the fibre end,
and the displacement of the matrix at a distance x from the fibre end. Remark that, in the
aforementioned equations, the length unit is given in [mm], whereas the force unit is in [N].
Equation 2.8 is the general equation of the perfectly bonded/debonded model for obtaining
the fibre displacement at any fibre point. However, the total fibre displacement at the crack
surface, s, is of special interest (see Figure 2.9). To obtain this displacement, it must be
substituted x = L in equation 2.8. Moreover, to solve this equation, the length of the debonded
zone, a, must be defined. For this purpose a stress criterion is defined for debonding, based on
the assumption that debonding only occurs when the shear stress at the fibre/matrix interface
reaches a critical value. This criterion is expressed in terms of force per length, and assuming
that debonding starts once the force per length, t, reaches the critical force per unit length
around the fibre, tcrit, which is a constant value. It is also assumed that the fictional shear
force, tf , is expressed in terms of tcrit. For a certain debonded length a, the shear stress has a
maximal value at the place where the debonded zone ends, therefore the condition for debonding
can be written as:
N = tf · a+ tcrit
w
tanh [w (Lb − a)] (2.11)
This model can simulate the basic pullout behaviour of a aligned smooth fibre, since the load -
displacement relationship during debonding, N−s, can be obtained numerically, by substituting
x = Lb in equation 2.8 and eliminating the length of debonded zone a from equations 2.8
and 2.11, i.e., a = 0.
Fracture mechanics approach
The fracture mechanics is based on an energy approach that considers that the propagation of
the debonding zone requires a certain energy, which is characteristic for the bond between the
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fibre and the matrix. In this model (Stang et al. 1990, Li and Stang 1997), it is assumed that
debonding takes place when the energy release rate reaches a critical value, which is related to
the fracture work of the interface Γ. Adopting a certain displacement continuity assumption
as approximation for the shear lag strain energy, the work done by friction and a constitutive
relation for the matrix shear lag, the stress in the fibre can be established in function of the
total pullout displacement relative to the crack surface, s, (see equation 2.12).
σf =
N
Af
= 2
√(
tf
pi · df s+ Γ
)
· 2Ef (1 + η)
df
(2.12)
with,
η =
Ef ·Vf
Em (1− Vf ) (2.13)
where σf [N/mm2] and Γ [N/mm] are, respectively, the axial stress in the fibre at the place of
the crack surface and the bond energy of the interface transition zone, ITZ, per unit bonded
interface area; Vf and Em [N/mm2] are the volume fraction of fibres and the Young modulus
of the matrix.
Once debonding has just finished, the maximum pullout stress, σmax, is attained. σmax
and the corresponding pullout displacement, speak, when debonding has just completed can be
determined by:
σmax =
tf ·Lb (1 + η)
Af
+
√
8Γ ·Ef (1 + η)
df
(2.14)
speak =
tf ·L2b (1 + η)
2Ef ·Af +
Lb
Ef
√
8Γ ·Ef (1 + η)
df
(2.15)
It should be noted that, equation 2.12 is only valid if the fibre has not yet fully debonded from
the matrix. After the fibre has fully debonded, it starts to slip out. Li and Stang (1997) suggest
equation 2.16 for determining the frictional shear stress in the fibre for this stage.
τ = τcrit +∆τ(s) = τcrit + a1 · s+ a2 · s2 (2.16)
where τcrit is the ultimate frictional stress for the interface between concrete and fibre before the
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fibre starts to slip. The coefficients a1 and a2 are empirical constants to take into account the
dependency of frictional shear force per unit length on the pullout length. The latter constants
can be obtained from direct pullout tests of single fibres. In Li and Stang (1997) can also be
found the values of the parameters of equation 2.16 for different fibres types and concrete mix
compositions.
Moreover, there is evidence that τcrit may be sensitive to lateral pressure, Leung and Geng
(1995) found that τcrit obeys a Coulomb type friction law with coefficient of friction µ:
τcrit = τ
′
crit + µσ
shr
n + µσ
ext
n (2.17)
where τ
′
crit is the friction of the contact surfaces without any residual normal stress due to
shrinkage (σshrn ) or external normal stress (σ
ext
n ).
2.4.2 Smooth fibre with an end anchorage model (Sujivorakul et al. 2000)
In Figure 2.10 is schematically represented the pullout model of a smooth fibre with an end
anchorage embedded in a matrix. The fibre is decomposed in two parcels, the one corresponding
to the smooth part of the fibre and the other corresponding to the anchorage itself. The first
one corresponding to the smooth part is modeled by a fibre that has a cross sectional area
Af1, a elastic modulus Ef1 and is embedded over a length Lb in a matrix with a cross section
Am and elastic modulus Em. On the other hand, the mechanical anchorage is modeled by a
spring which connects the fibre to a similar fictitious fibre along its axis (see Figure 2.10). The
fictitious fibre is assumed to have a cross sectional area Af2 = Af1, a elastic modulus Ef2 = Em
and length Lb2. The fictitious fibre is coupled to the spring to overlap some limitations that
would occur if the model had only a nonlinear spring, since the introduction of a fictitious fibre
allows to model the movement of the matrix at the embedded end of the fibre, which could not
be simulated with the spring exclusively.
Figure 2.10: Representative pullout model for a smooth fibre with an end anchorage.
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To account with the interfacial bond, a bond shear stress vs. slip relationship between the
fibre and matrix is used. Sujivorakul et al. (2000) assumed a linear elastic relation until the
bond strength, τcrit, of the interface is attained. Afterwards τcrit is reached at the interface, the
shear stress drops to a constant frictional bond, τf . On the other hand, the bond shear stress
vs. slip relation of the fictitious fibre is linear without debonding. In Figure 2.11 are depicted
the adopted bond stress vs. slip relationships. The influence of the mechanical anchorage is
modeled from the stiffness attributed to the spring, κe, see Figure 2.10, which expresses the
relationship between the force and the displacements at the embedded end of the fibre.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: Assumed bond shear stress vs. slip relationships: (a) fibre, (b) fictitious fibre.
The derivation of the mathematical equations of the model are presented elsewhere (Sujivo-
rakul et al. 2000). The complete pullout load vs. slip curve is divided in three distinct regions:
pre-critical region, partial debonding region and pullout region. Moreover, for every region an
iterative procedure is necessary to obtain the correct value of κe that satisfies the boundary
conditions.
Pre-critical region
In this phase, the fibre will not start debonding until the bond shear stress (which is maximum
at the crack tip, i.e. x = Lb) reaches the shear bond stress τcrit. The critical load, Ncrit, can
be computed when the shear stress is equal to τcrit at x = Lb by:
Ncrit =
τcritψ
λ1 (Aeλ1Lb −Be−λ1Lb) (2.18)
with,
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λi =
√
KiQi
Ki =
ψκbi
AmEm
Qi = 1 +
AmEm
AfiEfi

i = 1, 2 (2.19)
where ψ, κb1 and κb2 are the fibre perimeter, the bond modulus of the real fibre and fictitious
fibre, respectively. The constant κb2 can be assumed from knowing the shear strength of the
matrix, whereas κb1 and the other parameters of the bond shear stress relationship can be
determined from the inverse problem between the pullout test and the analytical solution on
a smooth fibre (Naaman et al. 1991b). The unknown constants A and B are determined from
the boundary conditions of the problem.
For a point correspondent to a load N ≤ Ncrit, the displacement at the crack tip s can
be determined with equation 2.20. The critical point (Ncrit, scrit) has to be determined by an
iterative procedure, a flowchart for determining this point and others contained in this region
is given by Sujivorakul et al. (2000).
s =
(
N
AmEm
)(
Q1
λ1
)[
A
(
eλ1Lb − 1
)
+B
(
1− e−λ1Lb
)]
(2.20)
Partial debonded region
In this region, afterwards the Ncrit is reached, the fibre will have two interfacial zones, a bonding
zone and debonding zone with a length u. The length of the debonded zone will grow with
the displacement at the crack tip s until u = Lb. Over the length of the debonded zone the
interfacial shear stress is constant and equal to τf . The external forceN is given by equation 2.21
and is the sum of the force developed on the bonded zone, Nb, and the force due to frictional
resistance on the debonded zone Nd.
N = Nb +Nd =
τcrit ψ
λ1
(
Aeλ1(Lb−u) −B e−λ1(Lb−u)) + τf ψ u (2.21)
In turn, while u ≤ Lb, the displacement of the fibre at the crack tip δ can be computed by:
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s = N (Q1 − 1)uAmEm −
u2 τf ψ
2AmEm
(Q1 − 2)− uLb τf ψAmEm
(
n
AmEm
)(
Q1
λ1
)
[
A
(
eλ1(Lb − u) − 1
)
+B
(
1− e−λ1 (Lb − u)
)] (2.22)
Pullout region
When the debonded zone of the fibre reaches u = Lb, a dynamic mechanism of pullout will
develop with rigid body displacement of the real fibre, which will be equal to the pullout slip,
s. For this region, from the static equilibrium, the pullout load can be determined by:
N = κesk + τf (s) ·ψ (Lb − s) (2.23)
where sk and τf (s) are the displacement at the embedded end and the frictional stress for
the slip s, respectively. Since the fibre undergoes some elongation, the displacement at the
embedded end sk is smaller than the displacement at the fibre tip s. However, for the case of
large displacements, the elastic elongation of the fibre is very small compared to the rigid body
displacement, so that it can be assumed for large displacements that sk = s. The displacement
sk can be determined by:
sk =
Af1Ef1
(Af1Ef1 + κe(Lb − s)) ·
[
s− τf (s) ·ψ(Lb − s)
2
2Af1Ef1
]
(2.24)
In turn, the frictional stress for the slip s can be determined with the following equation:
τf (s) = τf · exp
−(s− s0)η −ξ exp−(Lb)η
1− ξ exp−(Lb − s+ s0)
·
1− exp
 −2νf ·µ(Lb − s+ s0)
Efrf
(
1 + νm
Em
+
1− νf
Ef
)

1− exp
 −2νf ·Lb
Efrf
(
1 + νm
Em
+
1− νf
Ef
)

(2.25)
that was proposed by Naaman et al. (1991b), since for large slips the assumption of constant
friction is not valid due to the deterioration of the τf when slip increases. In equation (2.25),
s0 is the end slip at the full debonding stage, which can be determined by substituting u = Lb
in equation 2.22. The parameter ξ is the damage coefficient related to the rate at which the
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frictional shear stresses deteriorates, η is a factor that simulates the steepness of the descending
branch of the pullout curve, and νm and νf1 are the Poisson coefficients for the matrix and the
real fibre, respectively.
2.5 Test configuration
The test configuration should simulate the fibre located in the composite under a realistic stress
situation, avoiding unrealistic stress concentrations around the fibres. Moreover, a realistic
variation of the fibre orientation, embedded length and an accurate measurement of the fibre
pullout should be possible. Several tests assemblies have been used to carry out fibre pullout
tests. Nevertheless, up to date, a standard method has not yet been acknowledged. It is well
described in literature that test set-up and loading conditions can strongly affect the results.
The tests results are particularly sensitive to the occurrence of stresses normal to the loading
direction. These can be induced by the test set-up configuration, as well as by matrix shrinkage
during its curing process. Therefore, the curing conditions and other preparation methods must
be maintained constant in order to mitigate the scatter of the results between different tests.
Two major groups of pullout test configurations arise from experimental research carried
out in the past. The pullout tests can be performed on both single-sided specimens, see Fig-
ures 2.12(a) to 2.12(c), and double-sided specimens, see Figures 2.12(d) and 2.12(e), using both
a single fibre or an array of fibres. Single-sided test profiles have been carried out with the
configuration as in Figure 2.12(a), by e.g. Gru¨newald (2004) and Markovic (2006). The test
set-up as depicted in Figure 2.12(b) has been used by e.g. Naaman and Najm (1991) and Groth
(2000), whereas the configuration represented in Figure 2.12(c) has been used by e.g. Li and
Chan (1994). On the other hand, double-sided test specimens were also used by several authors
to access the fibre pullout behaviour (Naaman and Shah 1976, Chanvillard 1993, Banthia and
Trottier 1994, Ouyang et al. 1994, Robins et al. 2002).
In both cases of a single-sided and double-sided specimen configurations some back points
can be pointed out, and several aspects should be paid in attention. For the single-sided
specimen, the fibre length that gets out of the matrix block must have the necessary free length
to be fixed at the test machine grip, in such a way that the slip between the fibre and the grip
can be neglected. Moreover, in case that a steel ring at the upper side of the specimen is used
as a support, see Figure 2.12(b), lateral confinement to the fibre due to compressive stresses
transferred through surrounding concrete could exist depending on the sample and steel ring
dimensions. This stress field can unrealistically improve the pullout behaviour of the fibre due
to the lateral confinement applied to the fibre.
In respect to the double-sided specimen, care must be taken to ensure that pullout only
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 2.12: Examples of pullout test configurations: (a) to (c) single-sided specimen; (d) and (e)
double-sided specimens
occurs at one of the specimen two halves. This can be achieved, by example, applying an addi-
tional mechanical anchorage on the fibre end at one of the specimens halves, see Figure 2.12(d),
or with using a matrix strength at one of the halves considerably higher than at the other half,
or even taking a higher embedment length on one of the specimens halves, see Figure 2.12(d).
However, in spite of all of these measures, it is highly questioned if the pullout really occurs
exclusively on one of the halves. On the other hand, if the fibre is placed perfectly centred in
the specimen, the global behaviour would be symmetric, since equal slips would be observed
in both specimen halves, Figure 2.12(e), although this being highly improbable to happen due
to lack of sufficient accuracy to exactly place the fibre as well as on assuring symmetry for the
material properties. In such case, it is highly probable that the pullout responses would depend
on displacements that are mixed from each side during the initial part of the curve, resulting
in a more difficult task to interpret the results.
In conclusion, from a conceptual point of view, these assemblies differ in the way of extract-
ing the fibre from the matrix and of positioning the fibre at the time of manufacture. However,
in all the cases the goal of these assemblies is to measure the force necessary to pullout or
fracture the fibre.
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Chapter3
Influence of Hooked End Steel Fibres
Characteristics on the Pullout Behaviour
3.1 Introduction
T
he composite behaviour of steel fibre reinforced concrete, SFRC, is governed by the ad-
dition of the individual contribution of the single fibre interaction with the matrix. In
spite of theoretically being possible to predict the bulk behaviour of SFRC from the single fibre
pullout performance, this task is considerably hard since there are several complex mechanisms
involved in the overall composite behaviour. Single pullout tests have been carried out in the
past 30 years to optimise the combination of both fibre type and concrete mix, and to under-
stand the mechanisms of fibre reinforcement. The short fibres commonly used in concrete can
be classified in different ways. First, according to the fibre material, which can be: natural, both
organic and mineral, or man made (e.g. steel, titanium, carbon, glass, etc). Second, accord-
ing to their physical/chemical properties, such as: density, surface roughness, non-reactivity
with cement matrix, fire resistance, etc. Third, according to their mechanical properties such
as: tensile strength, elasticity modulus, elongation to failure, surface adhesion properties, etc.
Moreover, once a certain fibre has been selected, an infinite combination of geometric proper-
ties related to its cross sectional shape, length, diameter or equivalent diameter, and surface
configuration can be selected. There are several types of steel fibres available, which differ in
size, shape and material properties. Due to different materials and manufacturing processes,
the mechanical properties such as, tensile strength and grade of mechanical anchorage differ
considerably from each fibre. These differences have a significant effect on the fibre pullout
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behaviour and, consequently, in the overall behaviour of SFRC under loading (Banthia and
Trottier 1994, Naaman 2003).
In this chapter, it will be presented a study about the influence that the fibre characteristics
have on the fibre pullout behaviour. It was opted to conduct this study with an intermediate
strength class conventional concrete. This study has also the purpose of selecting the hooked
end steel fibre to be used in the steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete investigated in
the next chapters. Moreover, the pullout results obtained in the conventional concrete medium
will be used to stress out the eventual differences between the pullout behaviour on a self-
compacting and conventional concrete. The pullout tests were carried out with fibres at three
different orientation angles, respectively, 0o, 30o and 60o, whereas the adopted fibre embedded
length was maintained equal to 15 mm.
An analysis of the fibre geometric properties, namely, diameter, length, weight, aspect ratio
and anchorage geometric dimensions was carried out. The influence on the pullout behaviour
of the abovementioned parameters was assessed.
3.2 Fibre geometry and mechanical properties control
In this section are presented the results of the fibre geometry analysis for the three types of
fibres studied. In order to check out the fibre geometry conformity, for application in fibre
reinforced concretes, it was followed the ASTM A820-90 (1990) standard. Even though all the
three fibre types studied are commercialized for this kind of concretes, and therefore at the first
sight complying with the required specifications, the previous referred standard was used more
in the sense of providing a methodology in the fibre geometry assessment.
The three hooked ends steel fibres will be designated by type A, B and C, and were
manufactured by distinct producers. According to the manufacturers, the announced fibre
length for the three fibre types is 60 mm, the declared diameter for the fibre type A and C
is 0.75 mm, whereas for the type B is 1 mm. Supported in a visual inspection of the fibres,
i.e. qualitative analysis, it was possible to withdraw two brief conclusions. Firstly, the fibres
type B and C presented their longitudinal axis slightly warped. This was more pronounced
in the fibres from type C, which have a smaller diameter and, consequently, a lower flexural
stiffness. This can also be regarded as a direct result from fibre commercialization method,
specifically, its transportation and packaging. On the other hand, in the case of the fibre
type A that fact does not occurs, since these fibres are commercialized glued in combs, which
increases the flexural stiffness and, therefore, the fibre warping during its transportation and
packaging procedures. Secondly, at the first sight the hook dimensions and shape of the fibre
type B and C are somewhat irregular.
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3.2.1 Dimensions and tolerances
The measurement of the distinct fibre geometry dimensions, previously enumerated, were car-
ried out according to the recommendations of the ASTM A820-90 (1990) standard. For the
geometric control were randomly selected 10 fibres from each type. The fibre length and di-
ameter were measured with an electronic calliper that had a precision of ±0.01 mm, see Fig-
ure 3.1(a). While, the fibre weight was assessed with a digital scale of ±0.0001 g, as depicted in
Figure 3.1(b). As established in the referred standard, deformed cold-drawn wire fibres, which
is the present case of the studied fibres, are characterized by their diameter, d, or equivalent di-
ameter, de, and length (out-to-out) after being mechanically deformed, ln. The nominal aspect
ratio, λn is defined as ln/d or ln/de. With regard to the fibre geometric conformity checking,
resultant from its manufacturing, the ASTM A820-90 (1990) establishes that both diameter
and length should not have a ±10% variation higher than that specified in the fibre technical
data sheet, whereas the aspect ratio should not differ more than ±15% the one announced.
Moreover, a minimum of 90% of the tested fibres must fulfil the tolerances previously referred.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Measurement devices: (a) digital calliper and (b) digital scale.
3.2.2 Mass
In Table 3.1 are included, for each fibre type, the average weight value, Mavg, correspondent
standard deviation, sd, and coefficient of variation, Cov. From the obtained results it can be as-
certained that fibres type A and C have similar weights, of approximately 0.20 g as expected,
since both the fibre producers claim on their data sheets the same geometry dimensions. How-
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ever, the CoV value is significantly smaller in the fibre type A. On the other hand, the fibre
type B weight is approximately two times of the other fibres, with an average value about
0.42 g.
Table 3.1: Measured fibre average mass values.
Fibre Mavg sd CoV
type [g] [g] [%]
A 0.2053 0.001 0.7
B 0.4249 0.007 1.6
C 0.2038 0.012 5.8
3.2.3 Length
The average nominal length, ln,avg, of each fibre type, and the respective standard deviation
and coefficient of variation values are given in Table 3.2. Additionally, it is also included the
average percentage in which the measured fibre length differs from the length value announced
by each manufacturer, designated as Tolavg. The CoV values of the fibre length measured for
all fibre types is quite low. Regarding the fibres type A and C, the average measured length
is smaller than the announced by the corresponding producers, in opposition to that evidenced
in the fibre type B. The difference between the measured length and the one proclaimed by
the producers, for the totality of the tested fibres, was lower than the ±10% limit established
in the ASTM A820-90 (1990).
Table 3.2: Measured fibre average length values.
Fibre ln,avg sd CoV Tolavg
type [mm] [mm] [%] [%]
A 58.38 0.051 0.1 2.7
B 60.51 0.260 0.4 0.8
C 57.56 0.337 0.6 4.1
3.2.4 Diameter
In Table 3.3 are indicated the average values of the diameter, d, or equivalent diameter, deq,
and the corresponding standard deviation and coefficient of variation. Additionally, it is given
the average percentage difference, in modulus, between the measured and the announced fibre
diameter, |Tolavg|, since for the fibre type C this difference is in some cases negative and in
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others positive. It should also be pointed out that, after some measurements of diameter of
the fibre type B, it was evidenced that some did not presented a circular cross section. The
majority of the latter fibres present a rectangular cross section with rounded corners. The
smallest edge of the cross section ranges between 0.90 and 0.98 mm, while the biggest edge sets
between 1.05 and 1.15 mm. The latter fact could be ascribed to the deforming procedure of
the fibre for obtaining the mechanical anchorage, i.e. the hooked ends. Therefore in the case of
fibre type B, the diameter indicated in Table 3.3 corresponds to a equivalent diameter, which
was computed by:
deq =
√
4M
pi · ln · ρ (3.1)
where ρ is the volumetric mass value for the steel, and in the present work was adopted the
value of 7850 kg/m3, as suggested by the ASTM A820-90 (1990). The difference between the
measured diameter and the one proclaimed by the producers, for the whole tested fibres, was
lower than the ±10% limit establish in the latter standard.
Table 3.3: Measured fibre average diameter values.
Fibre d or deq sd CoV |Tolavg|
type [mm] [mm] [%] [%]
A 0.74 0.003 0.4 1.5
B 1.07 0.009 0.9 6.6
C 0.74 0.020 2.7 2.1
3.2.5 Aspect ratio
The average nominal aspect ratio, λn,avg, for each fibre type studied and correspondent standard
deviation, coefficient of variation and the average percentage in which the computed nominal
aspect ratio differs from the one announced by each manufacturer are given in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Fibre aspect ratio computed from the measured dimensions.
Fibre λn,avg sd CoV Tolavg
type [-] [-] [%] [%]
A 79.0 0.378 0.5 1.2
B 56.7 0.625 1.1 3.2
C 77.4 2.043 2.6 5.4
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The difference between the measured diameter and the one proclaimed by the producers, for
the whole tested fibres was lower than the ±15% limit establish in the ASTM A820-90 (1990)
standard.
3.2.6 Anchorage
Throughout the fibre dimensions measurement, with a mere visual inspection it was ascertained
that the fibre hooked end dimensions and shape in some cases shown a significant scatter. In
order to assess this in qualitatively fashion, the fibres were electronically scanned and the
measurement of the end hook was performed with the help of a computer aided design software
(AutoCad 2010 from AutoDeskR©). In Figure 3.2 are depicted the parameters that define the
hook dimensions and shape. These parameters were measured throughout the fibre longitudinal
axis.
Figure 3.2: Scheme of the parameters that define the hook geometry.
In Table 3.5 are included the average values of those parameter, Avg, and the correspondent
standard deviation and coefficient of variation. For each fibre type was used a 10 fibre set, in
each fibre the dimensions of the two hooked ends were measured, resulting in 20 measurements
for each parameter.
From the obtained results, it is possible to conclude that the fibres type A and C have
very similar hook lengths. The influence of the hook length on the fibre pullout response will
be discussed further ahead. When comparing those two fibres, and concerning the bending
angles of the hook (θ1 and θ2), the average values are slight higher in the fibre type C. The
coefficients of variation of the hook l1 length were similar in the fibre type A and C, whereas
the parameters l2, θ1 and θ2 for the fibre type C presented higher coefficient of variation values.
Regarding the fibre type B, the hooked end length dimensions were significantly higher than
in the other fibres. It should also be remarked the high coefficient of variation obtained for the
parameter l1 for this fibre. In conclusion, the fibre type A has shown a considerable smaller
variation of both their hook dimensions and shape.
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Table 3.5: Measured values of the fibre anchorage dimensions.
Fibre type
Avg sd CoV
[-] [-] [%]
A
l1
[mm]
2.2 0.20 8.9
l2 2.5 0.14 5.6
θ1
[o]
139 2.19 1.6
θ2 138 1.89 1.4
B
l1
[mm]
3.3 0.83 24.9
l2 4.0 0.54 13.3
θ1
[o]
147 3.09 2.1
θ2 140 5.86 4.2
C
l1
[mm]
2.2 0.19 8.6
l2 2.6 0.26 10.0
θ1
[o]
145 6.77 4.7
θ2 145 5.66 3.9
3.2.7 Tensile strength
The fibre tensile strength was assessed on a electromechanical LloydR© LR30K machine with a
capacity of 30 kN. The tests were carried out under closed-loop displacement control performed
by the testing machine internal displacement transducer, with a displacement rate of 10 µm/s.
A valid tensile test was only considered when the fibre fracture occurred out of the grips influence
zone. Consequently, in order to fulfil the previously established criterion and obtaining 10 valid
tests per fibre type, it were necessary to perform 12 tests for the fibre type A, 13 tests for the
fibre type C and 14 tests for the fibre type B.
The average tensile strength, fu,avg, characteristic tensile strength, fu,k, correspondent stan-
dard deviation and coefficient of variation are given in Table 3.6. The characteristic tensile
strength was computed with equation 3.2 for a 95% confidence interval corresponding to the
lower-confidence limit, moreover it was assumed a t-student distribution:
fu,k = fu,avg − tα/2,n−1 · sd/
√
n (3.2)
where fu,avg and sd are, respectively, the average tensile strength and standard deviation of a
random sample with a normal distribution, being n the number of tested specimens. For the
studied sample size, tα/2,n−1 yields the value of 2.262. Remark that all the studied samples have
a normal distribution, since all of them passed the Shapiro-Wilk normality test (Montgomery
and Runger 1994).
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The tensile strength ascertained for the three fibre types was similar, nevertheless the fibre
type A shown a tensile strength, approximately, 10% higher than the other fibres. Remark
also that the announced tensile strength values in the technical data sheets are lower than those
obtained in the tensile tests.
Table 3.6: Average and characteristic values of the fibre tensile strength.
Fibre fu,avg sd CoV fu,k
type [MPa] [MPa] [%] [MPa]
A 1313 40.5 3.1 1284
B 1153 32.7 2.8 1130
C 1184 32.4 2.7 1161
3.2.8 Ductility
The fibre ductility was ascertained in a qualitative fashion as suggested by the ASTM A820-90
(1990) standard. The referred standard establishes a simple bending test for the fibres, in which
the fibres shall withstand bending up to an angle of 90o without breaking. Remark that this test
only provides an indication of the fibre ductility, and subsequently to the fibre rupture strength
on handling and mixing operations. Hence, the ductility of a fibre reinforced composite can not
be inferred from this test. Every single fibre passed the test, thus being in conformity with the
ascribed in the standard, see Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Ductility test as suggested by ASTM A820-90 (1990).
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3.3 Fibre pullout tests
3.3.1 Concrete mixture and test specimens
The pullout tests on single steel fibres were performed using cylindrical concrete specimens.
The diameter and height of each specimen was 80 mm. In order to produce the specimens, a
special mould was designed, able to accommodate 81 fibres fixed at its bottom (see Figure 3.4).
This device was used to cast 81 pullout specimens simultaneously, allowing a correct placement
of the fibre and keeping the desired embedded length and orientation angle.
Figure 3.4: Device used to cast the pullout specimens.
For each fibre brand (type A, B and C) and orientation angle (0, 30 and 60o) were produced
5 specimens with hooked end fibres and 4 specimens with smooth fibres. An embedment length
of 15 mm was adopted for all specimens. After casting, the concrete slab was cured at a
temperature of 20oC and at a relative humidity of about 95%. After 7 days, the concrete was
demoulded, and cylindrical specimens containing each one single fibre were drilled out from the
slab (Figure 3.5).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: (a) Slab after drilling the specimens and (b) pullout specimen.
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The fibre pullout tests were performed at approximately 35 days. The compressive strength
of the concrete was assessed by performing compression tests with three cubic specimens of an
edge length of 150 mm. The average value of the concrete compressive strength, at the testing
age (35 days), was 59.8 MPa with a coefficient of variation of 2.6%. Regarding the EN 1992-1-1
(2004), the concrete strength class is the C40/50.
3.3.2 Experimental set-up
The pullout tests were performed on a electromechanical LloydR© LR30K machine with a
capacity of 30 kN. The built-in load cell of the test machine, for the expected experimental
load values, was not enough accurate. In order to acquire more precise recordings of the load
values, a HBMR© S9 load cell with a capacity of 5 kN and accuracy class 0.05 was attached to
the machine test frame.
The single-sided specimen is mounted in a steel frame, see Figure 3.6. This frame incor-
porates one steel plate attached to testing machine frame and a steel ring coupled to the first
by three steel screws. The protruding end of the steel fibre is fastened to a standard LloydR©
grip which allows a secure hold of the fibre. However, due to the small fibre diameter, special
attention was given in fastening the fibre, since deforming the fibre end could induce that the
fibre would break at the grip.
For the measurement of the fibre pullout slip, three LVDTs (linear stroke +/- 5mm) were
used. In order to exclude measuring deformations of the testing rig and fibre slip at the grip,
the LVDTs were fixed at the upper steel ring and touching the bottom surface of an aluminium
plate fixed to the fibre. The plate was fixed to the fibre with two fine screws and was used
as a support for this LVDT configuration, detail in Figures 3.6(c) and 3.6(d). Since the three
LVDTs were disposed around test specimen forming an angle of 120 degrees between consecutive
LVDTs, the actual pullout slip of the fibre is the average of the three LVDTs readouts. The
closed-loop displacement control was performed by the testing machine internal displacement
transducer. This control procedure guaranties a stable response during the tests and ensures
that a constant deformation rate is kept even for e.g. the case of catastrophic debonding during
single fibre pullout, i.e. it turns possible to obtain the pullout post-peak behaviour. In all
pullout tests, it was used the same displacement rate of 10 µm/s.
For the adopted test set-up, in which a steel ring at the upper side of the specimen is
used as a support, see Figure 3.6(b), lateral confinement of the fibre by compressive stresses
could exist depending on the sample dimensions. These stress concentrations can unrealistically
improve the pullout behaviour of the fibre due to the lateral confinement. This was observed
by Markovic (2006) for a cylindrical specimen with 65 mm diameter and 50 mm height. Taking
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.6: Configuration of the single fibre pullout test: (a), (b) general view, and (c), (d) detailed
view of the aluminium plate fixed to the fibre.
into account this, a linear-elastic finite element simulation was used to select the steel ring hole
and specimen dimensions in order to avoid the development of arch action by the compressive
stresses. With the adopted solution, composed by a cylindrical specimen with 80 mm diameter
and height, and a 60 mm diameter ring hole, no compressive stresses nearby the fibre were
developed.
3.3.3 Failure modes
The typical failure modes observed on the pullout tests are schematically represented as the
projection on the longitudinal plane of the cylinder from which the fibre was pulled out, and are
depicted in Figure 3.7. The totality of both hooked and smooth aligned fibres were completely
pulled out, see Figure 3.7(a). In the case of hooked fibres, after debonding of the fibre/matrix
interface, the hook was fully straightened. This failure is designated as Fm1. A similar failure
mode, Fm2, was observed for some inclined fibres, however, in opposite to aligned fibres, spalling
of the matrix at the fibre bending point was observed, Figure 3.7(b). During the pullout of
inclined fibres was also observed fibre rupture, being this failure mode designated by Fm3, see
Figure 3.7(c). This failure mode was always preceded by matrix spalling. Another observed
failure mode, Fm4, was by matrix spalling, which is depicted in Figure 3.7(d). In this case the
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fibre is almost fully pulled out of the concrete specimen, however, when the embedded end of
the fibre approaches the exit point of the concrete matrix, it detaches a portion of concrete
near the fibre bending point. This failure mode only occurred for fibres with an orientation
angle of 60o. Moreover, it was more common for the fibres with the highest diameter, i.e. the
fibre type B. The pullout specimens where the conditions of premature fibre or matrix failure
were observed occurred exclusively for inclined fibres. Moreover, for a 30o orientation angle has
occurred predominantly fibre pullout with matrix spalling. Regarding the hooked end fibres
with a 60o orientation angle, only for the fibre type C was observed fibre rupture for all the
specimens of this series, whereas for the other two fibres types were observed both Fm2 and
Fm4 failure modes.
Figure 3.7: Typical failure modes observed during the pullout tests.
In Table 3.7 are indicated the failure modes observed for each series. When more than
one failure mode occurred for a specific series, the number of specimens corresponding to each
failure type was indicated between parenthesis.
Table 3.7: Failure modes observed during the pullout tests on conventional concrete.
Fibre Inclination
type 0o 30o 60o
S
m
o
o
th A Fm1 Fm2 Fm2
B Fm1 Fm2 Fm4
C Fm1 Fm2 Fm2(3); Fm4(1)
H
o
o
k
ed A Fm1 Fm2 Fm3(3); Fm4(2)
B Fm1 Fm2(3); Fm3(2) Fm3(2); Fm4(3)
C Fm1 Fm3 Fm3
The fibre rupture observed for hooked inclined fibres is a result of both a strong and compact
concrete matrix, and a good fibre anchoring in it. Due to the higher tensile strength of the fibre
type A comparatively to the others, this kind of fibres failed only for higher orientation angles
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(60o), since as the orientation angle increases, the stress concentration present in the bent part
of the fibre will also increase, consequently subjecting the fibre to a higher maximum tensile
stress due to a mixed tensile - bending mode. A more detailed discussion of this phenomena
will be given in Chapter 4. When comparing the fibres type B and C (with similar tensile
strengths), one may be lead to think that the higher diameter of the fibre type B would
avoid fibre rupture. However, the lengthier hook of the latter fibre provides a higher grade
of the anchorage mechanism. Thus, fibre type B was subjected to higher pullout loads, and
consequently, to a higher stress state.
3.3.4 Pullout load - slip curves
The average pullout load - slip experimental relationships for the tested series are depicted in
Figure 3.8, whereas within Annex I, the pullout load - slip relationship for each single specimen
tested is presented. Since the reading range of the displacement transducers was limited to
a smaller value than the fibre embedment length (15 mm), the abovementioned experimental
relationships are depicted up to a maximum slip of 8 mm. In spite of that, the tests were
continued until the fibre was completely out of the concrete specimen. If premature failure did
not occur the final fibre slip will be approximately the fibre’s embedded length, i.e. 15 mm.
For both the type A and C hooked aligned fibres analysed, the average pullout load - slip
curve shape was very similar, as expected, since as previously ascertained in the geometrical
study of the fibres, both fibres have almost identical dimensions (see Tables 3.3 and 3.5). On
the other hand, although the similitude of the average pullout - slip curve shape of the three
types of fibres, the response of the fibre type B has shown a significantly higher pullout load
and dissipated energy, as expected, since the contact surface of this fibre is larger due to the
higher perimeter of its cross section. The larger dimensions of the hook of this last fibre has also
contributed to its better performance. The pre-peak branch of these pullout load - slip curves
is made up of a linear and nonlinear part. The first one is associated with the elastic bonding,
whereas the nonlinear part starts with the micro-cracking of the interface, corresponding to the
debonding process. The loss of stiffness associated to the pre-peak nonlinear branch is justified
by the irrecoverable deformation component of the fibre and the surround paste at the zone of
the hooked end, when this part of the fibre starts being straightened. After the peak load is
attained, as the fibre mechanical anchorage becomes progressively mobilised with the increase
of the slip, a gradual load decay is observed until the full straightening of the hook. Afterwards,
fibre/paste friction is the commanding mechanism of the pullout behaviour. In this part of the
post-peak branch, the load decreases with the increase of slip, since the available frictional area
decreases, as well as the roughness of the failure surface.
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Figure 3.8: Average pullout - slip curves for a orientation angle: (a) hooked and (b) smooth with 0
degrees; (c) hooked and (d) smooth with 30 degrees, and (e) hooked (f) smooth with 60 degrees.
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Discussion of the response of aligned series
As previously stated, the pullout - slip curves’ shape for the three kinds of fibres are quite similar,
however, there are some minor differences that are of interest to be discussed. Regarding the
initial linear branch, the fibre type B has shown a stiffer behaviour when comparing to the
other fibre types. Since in the elastic phase the pullout force is almost linearly dependent on
the fibre specific embedded surface area, the higher is this area the larger will be the pullout
force. Regarding the post-peak behaviour of the fibres type A and C, the pullout process
occurs under frictional resistance at an approximately 4.5 mm slip, which corresponds to the
straightened hook length of both fibres (see Table 3.5). After this slip is attained, it would be
expectable that the residual pullout load for both fibre types should be almost the same, since
both have the same diameter, it would be feasible to think that, consequently, they should have
similar frictional resistance. However, the fibre type C presented a slightly higher residual
pullout load on the frictional debonding stage. This may be related with the warping of the
longitudinal axis observed in the fibre type C which may have contributed to enhance the
frictional bond performance of this fibre, see Figure 3.8(a). On the other hand, as expected, in
the fibre type B the pullout process occurs under frictional resistance for a higher slip, nearby
the 7 mm, since for this fibres the hook length is considerably lengthier than for the other two
types of fibres. It should also be noticed that for each fibre type, a high scatter was observed for
the single specimen pullout response (see Annex I). If having in account the geometrical study
previously performed, this was expected for both fibres type C and type B, since these fibres
have high values of the coefficient of variation for their geometrical dimensions. However, this
scatter was also observed in fibre type A, in spite of having revealed a considerably smaller
variation on their geometrical dimensions when compared to the other two types of fibres.
Moreover, the fibre type A has presented a higher scatter of their single specimens pullout
responses comparatively to the type C fibres (see Annex I). Remarking that the pullout
behaviour is strongly influenced by the geometrical properties of the fibre, such observation
was not expected. This could be related to the concrete mixture used, having in mind that it
was used a conventional concrete mixture with a low workability and that this concrete was
not manufactured on a laboratory, i.e. with a restrict quality control, consequently, the high
heterogeneity and voids of the mixture could favour the higher scatter and influencing the
obtained results. Therefore, it can be pointed out that for both the fibres and matrix studied,
the matrix heterogeneity plays a more important role on the pullout response scatter, than the
observed variation of the fibre dimensions.
In what concerns to the smooth aligned fibres, fibre type B has shown a typical pullout
behaviour for a smooth aligned fibre. In general, the pre-peak branch of the pullout - slip
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curve of a smooth fibre, in similitude to the hooked fibres, is also made up of a linear and
nonlinear part. However, for the smooth fibres the nonlinear part of the ascending branch is
less pronounced than in hooked fibres, since it starts very close to the peak load. In smooth
fibre type B , after the peak load is attained a sudden drop is observed, which corresponds
to an abrupt increase of damage at the fibre/paste interface (unstable debond). Afterwards,
fibre/paste friction is the commanding mechanism of the pullout behaviour. Comparing the
average hooked and smooth curves for fibre type B , see Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b), it can be
observed a significant higher peak pullout load and dissipated energy for the hooked series, as
a result of the end hook mobilization. Moreover, in the hooked series the residual pullout load
after full mobilization of the hooked end, i.e. for a slip higher than 7 mm, is slightly higher
than for the smooth series, compare Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b). Having in mind that, when this
stage is attained in the hooked fibres, the hooked end is fully straightened and the fibre is under
frictional pullout as a smooth fibre after the peak load, one could be mislead to think that in
this stage the residual pullout load should be the same. However, in hooked fibres the residual
pullout load in frictional pullout stage is indeed higher than for the smooth fibres, since the
hooked end hardly is fully straightened and will increase frictional stresses between the fibres
and surrounding matrix.
On the other hand, for the smooth fibres type A and C, the pullout behaviour was quite
different from the theoretical pullout behaviour of a smooth fibre, which was observed for the
fibre type B, Figure 3.8(b). Besides the peak pullout load and dissipated energy differences
between the fibre type B and the other two types of fibres, which would be expected regarding
the distinct diameters, the main difference was in the shape of the pullout curve. In the pre-
peak branch, fibre type C has shown a considerable nonlinear part, in resemblance to the
hooked fibres behaviour. Moreover, for both fibres type A and C after the peak load it was
not observed a sudden drop due to unstable debond.
Discussion of the response of inclined series
In the case of hooked fibres with a 30o orientation angle, as previously seen, for the three
fibres types, two failure modes have occurred, which was reflected into two distinct types of
pullout - slip curves (see Annex I). All the fibres type A were fully pulled-out, whereas all the
fibres type C failed by fibre rupture. On the other hand, for the fibre type B was observed
both the abovementioned failure modes. In Figure 3.8(c), the average curve is represented up
to the slip where the fibre rupture took place, therefore the curve averaging was performed
only up to a slip correspondent to the peak load. The average experimental pullout curves
of fibres type A and C exhibit similar peak pullout loads, however, the dissipated energy for
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the fibre type A is considerably higher than for fibre type C. Hence the slight difference
observed between the tensile strength of fibres type A and C (nearby 10 % higher in fibre
type A) influences considerably the dissipated energy on the fibre pullout. Concerning the
fibre type B, even though the average tensile strength of these fibres is similar to the fibre
type C, there were some fibres of type B that were fully pulled-out (see Annex I). This was
due to the higher diameter of the fibre type B, i.e. higher cross sectional area, which assured
a higher bearing capacity to the fibre. However, it should be regarded that, even though the
higher fibre diameter, there were some fibres that failed by fibre rupture. This could be related
to the length of the hook of fibre type B, which is much higher than in the other fibres.
As a consequence of the lengthier hook, a higher mobilization level of the hook mechanism is
assured, since it is needed a higher pullout force to deform the hook, resulting in higher stresses
concentration. Finally, it can be remarked that, a higher diameter is not an univocal condition
for avoiding fibre rupture, as the hook dimensions should also be taken in account.
The pre-peak branch for the curves of hooked fibres with a 30o angle is similar to the one
observed for aligned hooked fibres, compare Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(c). However, the nonlinear
part is more pronounced than for aligned fibres, due to the cracking and spalling of the matrix
at the fibre bending point, as a consequence of the additional stress concentration at this zone
for inclined fibres. For some specimens, sudden load drops were observed before attaining the
peak load (see Annex I), which was a consequence of matrix wedges that have spalled, after
the completion of wedge each spalling off, a new more stable wedge will be formed, and the
remaining fibre segment embedded in the matrix will then be pulled out. Whenever for a 30o
orientation angle the hooked fibre did not rupture, and therefore the fibre was fully pulled out,
the post-peak behaviour could be assessed (see Annex I).
The post-peak curve of the hooked fibre type A with a 30o orientation was slightly different
to the one observed for the aligned series. In a first stage, for the inclined fibres, the load
decay was smoother than for aligned fibres. Afterwards, an approximately slip of 4.5-5.0 mm
(corresponding just about to the straightened hook length), a more pronounced load decay
was observed, Figure 3.8(c). Whenever the post-peak pullout behaviour of the hooked fibre
type B with a 30o orientation could be assessed, i.e. did not exhibit a fibre rupture mode, it
was observed a very high scatter (see Annex I), which may be related to both the matrix and
hook dimensions heterogeneity observed for fibre type B.
On the other hand, smooth fibres with an orientation angle of 30o revealed two distinct
pre-peak behaviours. Regarding the series of fibres type A and B, the pre-peak behaviour
was similar to the theoretical behaviour expected for aligned smooth fibres, Figure 3.8(d). Due
to the bending mechanism associated to fibre orientation angle, it would be expected that a
higher peak load would be attained than for aligned fibres. However, this was only observed
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for the fibre type A. The lower peak pullout load of the fibre type B inclined fibres, may be
concerned with an anomalous failure mode and, hence, obtaining biased results. Concerning
the pre-peak behaviour of inclined fibre type C, and in similitude with aligned fibre type C,
a significant nonlinear branch was observed, however with a higher peak pullout load, due to
both the pulley effect and bending mechanism, see Figures 3.8(b) and 3.8(d).
With respect to the post-peak behaviour of smooth fibres with an orientation angle of 30o,
the load decreases with the increase of slip. Comparatively to the aligned smooth fibres, the
load decay is lesser abrupt, since the influence of the frictional resistance is more significant for
inclined fibres. For the inclined fibres type A and C, after the peak, the residual pullout load
is higher than the aligned series. On the other hand, fibre type B with a 30o orientation has
a lower residual pullout load than the correspondent aligned fibres. Moreover, when comparing
with fibres type A and C for the 30o orientation angle, the fibre type B also exhibited a lower
residual pullout load after the peak, Figure 3.8(d), in spite of the higher embedded surface area
due to a higher diameter.
A completely distinct behaviour was observed for the series with an orientation angle of 60o,
Figures 3.8(e) and 3.8(f). As previously seen, the hooked series with the latter orientation angle
failed by fibre rupture, with the exception of one specimen (see Annex I), whereas in the smooth
series fibres were fully pulled out. As the orientation angle increases, the stresses concentration
at the fibre exit point from the matrix increases, therefore the concrete matrix will be more
prone to cracking and spalling. In terms of pre-peak behaviour, this will be decoded in a
significant loss of stiffness. Comparing, respectively, Figures 3.8(c), 3.8(d), with Figures 3.8(e),
3.8(f), can be perceived that for the series with an 60o angle, cracking and spalling starts for
a lower load level. Moreover, as a larger portion of concrete is pushed or pulled out, a larger
fibre length can be more easily bent favouring the stiffness decrease up to the peak load.
3.3.5 Influence of the fibre’s orientation angle
In Figure 3.9(a) is depicted the influence of the fibre’s orientation angle on the peak pullout
load. It was not observed a significant variation of the peak pullout load with the variation of
the orientation angle. Nevertheless, in general, it was ascertained a slight increase of the peak
pullout load from a 0o to a 30o orientation angle followed by a decrease for a 60o orientation
angle. The only exception was the smooth series of the series of fibre type B and could be
related to an eventual anomaly during testing.
For the peak pullout load of the hooked series with a 30o orientation angle, a 10% increment
was observed for the fibre type A, whereas for both the other two fibres was observed a similar
increment of 9%. On the other hand, regarding the smooth series, this increment for a 30o angle
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was even higher. Thus, a 26% and 30% increment was computed for the fibres type A and
C, respectively. The differences on the peak pullout load variation from a 0o to a 30o fibres’
orientation angle, between the smooth and hooked series are ascribed to the distinct pullout
mechanisms mobilised for these series. For the hooked series, there is the contribution of the
hooked end mechanical deformation to the overall pullout response, which is quite significant
(as will be seen in the next section). Hence, the parcel due to the pulley effect (present in the
inclined fibres) will be smaller, in percentage terms, for the hooked series than for the smooth
series.
Concerning the series with an orientation angle of 60o, in general, and with the exception of
the smooth series of the fibres type B and C, it was observed a decrease on the peak pullout
load ranging from 13 to 19%, from a 30o to 60o orientation angle. As the fibre orientation angle
increases, the stress concentration at the fibre’s exit point also increases. Since inclined fibres
are subjected to a mixed tensile-bending loading state, this stress concentration will subject
the fibre to a higher shear state, thus decreasing the pullout load due to premature rupture of
the fibre. This aspect will be addressed in more detail in the next chapter.
The influence of the orientation angle on the slip at the peak pullout load is depicted in
Figure 3.9(b). It is not observed a clear trend, this is in part due to the considerable high scatter
for both the 0 and 30o orientation angle’s series, in particular for the smooth fibres. However,
in general, the slip at the peak pullout load was higher for the series with a 60o orientation
angle. Moreover, the slip at peak load for this series revealed a smaller scatter than for the
other ones. For the hooked series, in which the scatter was smaller, it is observed an increment
of the slip at peak load with the orientation angle.
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Figure 3.9: Influence of the orientation on the: (a) peak pullout load, (b) slip at peak pullout load.
In Figures 3.10(a) and 3.10(b) is represented the variation of the pullout load at a slip
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of 1 mm, N1mm, and 3 mm, N3mm, respectively, with the orientation angle. Regarding the
smooth series, there was not a noteworthy observation, thus there is not a clear evidence that
the fibre’s orientation influences the pullout load for the latter slips. On the other hand, for
the hooked series, it was ascertained a decrease on N1mm, from a 0 to a 30o orientation angle,
ranging between 6 to 13%. When increasing the orientation angle, i.e. from 30 to 60o, the
decrease on N1mm is considerably higher, and lays between 39 to 56%. Regading the variation
of N3mm with the orientation angle, also for the hooked series, in general there is a decrease on
the latter pullout load when increasing the fibre’s angle. Remark that, the exceptions of the
fibres type A and C series, with an orientation angle of 30o, can be justified by the observed
failure modes. In fact, for this orientation, all the fibres from type A were fully pulled out,
whereas the totality of the fibres type C failed by fibre rupture for a slip smaller than 3 mm,
consequently, the average value of N3mm is zero. On its turn the fibres type B failed either by
fibre pullout or fibre rupture.
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Figure 3.10: Influence of the orientation on the pullout load at a slip of: (a) 1 mm and (b) 3 mm.
In Figures 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) is depicted the influence of the fibre’s orientation angle on
the dissipated energy up to a slip of 1 mm, G1mm, and 3 mm, G3mm, respectively. In similitude
to N1mm and N3mm, for the smooth series, there was not a noteworthy variation of G1mm and
G3mm with the orientation angle. Regarding the variation of G1mm from an orientation angle of
0o to 30o, for the hooked series, there is a decrease of nearby 20%. When increasing the angle,
i.e. 60o, the observed decrease for G1mm is even higher, nearby 31% for both type C and
type B fibres and 53% for the fibres type A.
In what concerns to the variation of G3mm with the orientation angle for the hooked series,
it can be withdraw similar conclusions to ones for the N3mm. As it will be discussed in a
posterior section, the value of G3mm is intimately related to the N3mm value. In general, G3mm
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decreases with the orientation angle. The only exception was the fibre type A with an angle
of 30o. This slight increase was only observed for the latter series, due to the fact that this
fibres were fully pulled out, in opposition to the other series in which fibre rupture occurred for
slips smaller than 3 mm, thus decreasing the dissipated energy.
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Figure 3.11: Influence of the orientation on the energy absorption up to a slip of: (a) 1 mm and
(b) 3 mm.
3.3.6 Influence of the fibre type
In Figure 3.12(a) is represented the influence of the fibre type on the peak pullout load. In
general it was observed a higher peak pullout load for the hooked series, when comparing with
the correspondent smooth series. This was expected, since afterwards the elastic bond stage is
completed (common to the both fibre types), the hooked end starts to be mobilised. Thus a
higher pullout load is needed for the plastification of the hooked end underwent during the fibre
pullout from the matrix imprint channel. The increase on the peak pullout load for the hooked
series, depending on the fibre’s orientation angle, ranges between [68− 92%], [60− 112%] and
[43− 113%] for the fibres type A, B and C, respectively.
If analysing exclusively the smooth series, for the fibre type B, which has the highest di-
ameter (≈ 1 mm), comparatively to the other two types of fibres with an announced diameter
of 0.75 mm, the peak pullout load increased in between 38 to 105%, depending on the corre-
spondent orientation angle, being the increase of the fibre diameter responsible for this trend.
If a similar reasoning is assumed for the hooked series, the increase of the peak pullout load
for the fibre type B ranges between 61 and 71%. Regarding the hooked series, besides the
latter fibres’ higher diameter, this fibre type has also a lengthier hooked end. Thus, it would
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Figure 3.12: Influence of the fibre type on the: (a) peak pullout load, (b) slip at peak pullout load.
be expectable a higher increase on the peak pullout load when using the fibre type B.
The fibre type did not influence clearly the slip at peak pullout load, see Figure 3.12(b). The
absence of a clear trend for the slip at peak load maybe, in part, justified by the high scatter
of the individual pullout responses (see Annex I). If having in mind the theoretical pullout
response of both smooth and hooked fibres (as shown in Chapter 2), this lack of trend was also
not expected.
In Figures 3.13(a) and 3.13(b) is represented the influence of the fibre type on the pullout
load at a slip of 1 mm, N1mm, and 3 mm, N3mm, respectively. The pullout load N1mm for the
fibre type B with hooked ends was approximately 54 to 63% higher than for the other hooked
series with the lowest diameter. The pullout load N1mm for the smooth fibre type B was
approximately 18 to 59% higher than the smooth fibres type A and C series. When comparing
hooked and smooth series from the same brand, the difference on N1mm value between those
fibres is quite high. The only exception was the series of fibre type A with an orientation angle
of 60o, in which the increase for the hooked fibres of the N1mm value was only 6%. For the
orientation angles of 0 and 30o, the hooked series shown an increase on N1mm of [111-149%],
[186-205%] and [132-143%] for the series of fibres type A, B and C, respectively.
In what concerns the variation of N3mm with the fibre type, it can be pointed out similar
conclusions to the ones for the N1mm. Since for the type C fibres occurred fibre rupture for a
slip within 1 and 3 mm, the previous remarks are not applicable to this series, since N3mm is
null.
In Figures 3.14(a) and 3.14(b) are depicted the influence of the fibre type on the variation
of the energy dissipated up to a slip of 1 mm, G1mm, and 3 mm, G3mm, respectively. Regarding
G1mm, the conclusions that can be withdraw are very similar to those discussed for the N1mm,
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Figure 3.13: Influence of the fibre type on the pullout load at a slip of: (a) 1 mm and (b) 3 mm.
when comparing Figure 3.14(a) with Figure 3.13(a). As it will be seen in the next section, the
relationship between these two parameters is quite high.
On the other hand, the influence of the fibre type onG3mm is somehow distinct, depending on
the orientation angle. For the slip at which this dissipated energy is computed, some specimens
have failed prematurely (by e.g. fibre rupture or matrix spalling) turning a clear analysis more
difficult. In a general fashion, the dissipated energy G3mm increased for the fibre series with
hooked ends and for the series with the highest diameter (i.e. fibre type B series). For the
hooked fibre type B the increase on G3mm ranged between 51 to 94% if comparing with the
correspondent fibre type A series. Since for the hooked type C series was observed fibre
rupture for the totality of the specimens with a 30o orientation, comparatively to the referred
fibres, the increase of the G3mm for the fibre type B can go up to 163%.
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Figure 3.14: Influence of the fibre type on the dissipated energy up to a slip of: (a) 1 mm and (b) 3 mm.
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3.3.7 Relationships between fibre’s micro-mechanical parameters
In this section it will be presented and discussed several plots between distinct fibre’s micro-
mechanical parameters. It is not intended to find any type of empirical/semi-analytical rela-
tionships between those parameters, but to render a more clear insight on the interaction of
the distinct parameters that in some extent partially characterize the pullout response.
In Figures 3.15(a) and 3.15(b) is comprised the relationship between the peak pullout load,
Nmax, and the pullout load N1mm and N3mm, respectively. For both relationships, it is visible
a clear linear trend between Nmax and both N1mm and N3mm, nevertheless the scatter for
these relationships being quite high. In general N1mm and N3mm increase with Nmax, the only
exceptions were observed for N3mm regarding the fibres that failed by fibre rupture.
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Figure 3.15: Relationship between peak pullout load and pullout load at a slip of: (a) 1 mm and
(b) 3 mm.
In Figures 3.16(a) and 3.16(b) is depicted the relationship between the peak pullout load,
Nmax, and the dissipated energy up to a slip of 1 mm, G1mm, and 3 mm, G3mm, respectively.
A clear linear trend is observed for both relationships, where a relatively small scatter can be
pointed out for the relation between Nmax and G1mm.
If the dissipated energy up to a certain slip is correlated with the pullout load correspondent
to the same slip, e.g. N1mm − G1mm, the scatter previously observed will be significantly
reduced, compare Figures 3.16(c) and 3.16(d), with Figures 3.16(a) and 3.16(b), respectively.
As an illustration, for the N1mm−G1mm relationship, if a linear-fitting of the data is performed,
a correlation factor R2 = 0.97 is obtained, which emphasizes the good agreement between these
two parameters. The lowest scatter observed for the N1mm−G1mm relationship, comparatively
to the one of N3mm − G3mm, can be justified by the pullout process being in its initial stage.
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Notice that, as the slip increases the distinct pullout mechanisms will be further mobilized in
different ways, and additionally distinct failure modes will be observed. Moreover, this will be
enhanced by two aspects, namely: the concrete matrix heterogeneity; the abovementioned plots
comprise data from distinct fibres types and orientation angles.
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Figure 3.16: (a), (b) Relationship between Nmax and the dissipated energy G1mm and G3mm, respec-
tively; (c) Relationship between N1mm and G1mm, (d) Relationship between N3mm and G3mm.
3.4 Conclusions
In the present chapter was carried out a comparative analysis between three types of hooked
end steel fibres, designated by fibres type A, B and C. For this purpose the fibre geometry
dimensions were checked out and the mechanical properties were assessed, namely, the fibre ten-
sile strength and fibre/matrix bond strength. Additionally, it was also checked out if the fibres
complied with the ASTM A820-90 (1990) requisites for their use in fibre reinforced concrete.
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3.4.1 Fibre quality control and pullout performance
Regarding the obtained results, as it was expected, the fibre types studied were in conformity
with the ASTM A820-90 (1990). In what concerns to performed geometry dimensions con-
trol, respectively, mass, diameter and length, the fibre type A presented a significantly lower
variation of the referred dimensions than the other two types of fibres. Moreover, due to the
commercialization method of the fibres type B and C, these showed up a slight warping along
their longitudinal axis, being this more relevant for the fibre type C, since the latter fibre has a
smaller diameter and consequently, has a smaller flexural stiffness. On the other hand, the fibre
type A did not show this so called warping, probably, due to their commercialization method,
since they are glued in bundles, they have a considerably higher flexural stiffness during its
transportation and packaging.
The fibre tensile strength was similar for the three fibre types, nevertheless type A of fibres
presented a tensile strength, approximately, 10% higher than the other fibres.
Regarding the pullout performance, the fibres type A and C, for a 0o orientation angle,
revealed similar performance, as it was expected, since they are both very similar from the
geometrical point of view. However the pullout performance of fibre type A showed up a
considerable higher scatter, when comparing to the fibre type C, which would not be expected
if having in consideration the geometry control previously carried out. A possible and feasible
explanation may be related to the fact that, the concrete used in this study was a conventional
construction concrete with a low workability. Consequently, this will favour a higher void ratio
and a higher matrix heterogeneity, which may have influenced slightly these results.
When comparing the pullout performance of those two types of fibres, for an orientation
angle of 30o, the dissipated energy for the fibre type A is considerable higher than for the fibre
type C, in spite of the maximum pullout load being quite similar. This difference is ascribed to
the distinct failure modes observed for each brand, i.e. fibre pullout for fibre type A and fibre
rupture for fibre type C. Hence, the slight difference observed between the tensile strength of
fibres type A and C (nearby 10% higher in fibre type A) influences considerably the dissipated
energy during the pullout process.
The pullout response of the fibres with a higher diameter and hook length (fibre type B)
has shown, in general, a significantly higher pullout load and dissipated energy, when comparing
with the other two brands of smaller diameter.
3.4.2 Adopted fibre brand for SFRSCC
The fibre to be used in steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete was selected based on
the pullout performance of each fibre brand. The two types of fibres with similar geometry,
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in general, they exhibited a very similar behaviour. However, the pullout response of the fibre
type A was considerably better for an orientation angle of 30o. Thus, and apart economical
aspects, intuitively this fibre is chosen in detriment of the fibre type C. This option is also
supported in the fact that, the average fibre’s orientation angle with regard to an active crack
will be nearby the 30o. This will be addressed further ahead, on the discussion of the composite’s
fibre distribution.
On the other hand, opting from the fibres type A and B is not a so straightforward task,
since these fibres have distinct geometry dimensions. Hence, if the same volumetric fibre content
is used, the theoretical number of fibres expected to intersect an active crack will be distinct.
Assuming a 3D isotropic uniform random distribution of the fibres, it can be computed the
fibre density expected to intersect a certain plane. Adopting the latter 3D distribution and
the correspondent fibres geometries, it is expected that for the fibre type A there will be
approximately 78% more fibres intersecting a certain plane. In table 3.8 is presented the
obtained increment, in percentage terms, on the studied micro-mechanical parameters, when
using the fibre type B hooked fibres instead of the fibre type A. Here, it will not be detailed
the adopted methodology, since it will be addressed and detailed in Chapter 6.
Table 3.8: Increment on the micro-mechanical parameters, when using the fibre type B.
Angle Nmax N1mm N3mm G1mm G3mm
0o 71% 63% 79% 57% 73%
30o 68% 58% 34% 55% 50%
60o 56% 119% 60% 124% 94%
From the analysis of the previous table, and thinking in averaging terms, in general, the
increments observed on the micro-mechanical parameters properties for a single type B fibre
are smaller than the increment on the fibre density for the fibre type A (≈ 78%). Thus,
probably, the overall mechanical behaviour of a composite reinforced with fibre type A will
be better than other composite reinforced with fibre type B. For these reasons, the fibre
type A was used in the composition of the steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete.
Please, have in mind that, in spite the composite overall mechanical behaviour can be
regarded as the sum of the individual fibre micro-mechanical contribution; due to the panoply
of the involved fibre reinforcement mechanisms, complexity and their interaction (group effect),
the previous assumption may not be entirely accurate and will be less true as the fibre volumetric
content increases.
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Chapter4
Pullout from a SFRSCC Medium
Experimental Results
4.1 Scope of tested parameters
T
he main scope of this chapter is to access the fibre pullout bond - slip behaviour on a steel
fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete medium, SFRSCC. In opposition to conventional
concrete matrices, such as the one used in the previous chapter, these matrices are rather
innovative, since for attaining self-compactibility they have to fulfil high demands with regard
to filling and passing ability, as well as segregation resistance. In order to accomplish these
requirements, it should be used high percentage of fine materials, low water/binder ratios,
technological advanced admixtures, and considerable high amounts of cement and fine additions.
In steel fibre reinforced cement composites, the interface between fibre and cement paste is the
weak link of its micro-structure. Therefore, study of the interfacial behaviour is important for
understanding the mechanical behaviour of such composites.
The pullout tests presented here may be divided into two main groups, according to the
type of fibres used: hooked and smooth. The benefits of the fibres mechanically deformed
(e.g. hooked end), when compared with a smooth fibre, on the peak pullout load and pullout
energy are well documented. In spite of that, in the present work smooth fibres were tested,
with the main purpose of isolating the adherence bond from the mechanical bond provided
by the hook. This makes it possible the separate assessment of the influence of the various
mechanisms of bond. Furthermore it allows to develop rational analytical models to describe
bond in fibre reinforced cement-based composites, e.g. SFRSCC. Within these two main groups
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it was assessed the influence on the pullout response of the fibre embedment length and fibre
orientation. In all performed tests it was used a hooked end steel fibre of type A with a length
(lf ) of 60 mm, a 0.75 mm diameter (df ), an aspect ratio (lf/df ) of 80 and a yield stress of
1100 MPa. In order to perform the smooth fibre tests, the hook of the fibres were cut with a
pliers.
Code names were given to the tests series, which consist on alphanumeric characters sep-
arated by underscore. The first character indicates the fibre type (S - smooth; H - hooked),
the second string indicates the embedded length in mm (for instance, lb10 represents a fibre
with an embedded length of 10 mm) and finally the last numeral indicates the fibre inclination
angle, in degrees, with the fibre pullout force orientation. The complete overview of all the
fibre pullout tests performed, with reference to their type, aspect ratio, embedded length (lb)
and inclination angle, is given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Overview of the performed pullout tests.
Series Fibre type lb [mm] Angle [
o] N. Specimens
S lb10 0
Smooth
10
0 3
S lb10 30 30 3
S lb10 60 60 3
S lb20 0
20
0 3
S lb20 30 30 3
S lb20 60 60 3
S lb30 0
30
0 3
S lb30 30 30 3
S lb30 60 60 3
H lb10 0
Hooked
10
0 6
H lb10 30 30 6
H lb10 60 60 6
H lb20 0
20
0 6
H lb20 30 30 6
H lb20 60 60 6
H lb30 0
30
0 6
H lb30 30 30 6
H lb30 60 60 6
4.2 Concrete mixture, test specimens and test set-up
The materials used in the composition of the steel fiber reinforced self-compacting concrete,
SFRSCC, were: cement (C) Cem I 42.5R, limestone filler (Lf), superplasticizer (Sp) of third
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generation based on polycarboxilates (Glenium 77SCC), water (W), three types of aggre-
gates fine river sand (Fs), coarse river sand (Cs) and crushed granite 5-12 mm (Ca) and
type A hooked end steel fibres.
The method used to define the composition of the SFRSCC and the mixing procedure is
described in Chapter 7. Regarding the properties of the SFRSCC in the fresh state, it was
observed a spread of the fresh concrete over 700 mm, when testing with the Abrahm’s cone in
an inverted position, i.e. the concrete flowing throughout the smaller orifice. Table 4.2 includes
the composition that has best fitted self-compacting requirements for the adopted fibre content,
(Cf). Remark that, in Table 4.2,Ws is the water necessary to saturate the aggregates and W/C
is the water/cement ratio. TheWs parcel was not used to compute the W/C ratio, on the other
hand to compute the latter ratio was considered the water parcel from the superplasticizer.
Table 4.2: Composition for 1 m3 of SFRSCC.
Cf [kg]
Paste/Total Cement Lf Water Ws Sp Fs Cs Ca W/C
volume [%] [kg] [kg] [dm3] [dm3] [dm3] [kg] [kg] [kg] [-]
30 0.34 359.4 312.2 96.9 64.7 6.9 108.2 709.4 665.2 0.29
The pullout specimen’s dimensions and geometry used for SFRSCC were identical to the
one used for the conventional concrete, view previous chapter. After casting, the concrete slab
was cured at a temperature of 20oC and a relative humidity of about 95%. After 30 days, the
concrete was demoulded, and cylindrical specimens containing each one single fibre were drilled
out from the slab. The fibre pullout tests were performed at approximately 180 days according
the procedure described in Chapter 3. The concrete’s compressive strength was assessed by
three cubic specimens with an edge length of 150 mm. The average value of the concrete
compressive strength, at the testing age, was 83.4 MPa with a coefficient of variation of 0.9%.
Moreover, six single fibres were tested under direct tension in order to assess the fibre tensile
strength. The average value of the fibre tensile strength was 1141 MPa with a coefficient of
variation of 2.0%. Notice that, this tensile strength was nearby 10% smaller than the one for
the same fibre type used in the pullout study carried out for conventional SFRC, view Table 3.6.
4.3 Pullout test results
4.3.1 Failure modes
The failure modes observed during the fibre pullout tests from the self-compacting concrete
were identical to the ones observed for conventional concrete, see section 3.3.3. However, there
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is a noteworthy difference. Whenever matrix spalling has occurred, in both conventional and
self-compacting concrete, the volume of the concrete parcel which is detached during spalling
is smaller for self-compacting concrete. This is due to both the higher strength and stiffness of
the self-compacting concrete.
The totality of both hooked and smooth aligned fibres were completely pulled out, see
Figure 3.7(a). In the case of hooked fibres, after debonding of the fibre - matrix interface, the
hooked was fully straightened. This failure is designated as Fm1. The cross section striction
at the end of the hook curvatures produced by the straightening of the hook is depicted in
Figure 4.1. A similar failure mode, Fm2, was observed for some inclined fibres, however in
opposite to aligned fibres, spalling of the matrix at the fibre bending point was observed,
Figure 3.7(b). Nevertheless, the most common failure mode observed during the pullout tests
of inclined hooked fibres was fibre rupture, Fm3, see Figure 3.7(c). Another observed failure
mode, Fm4 was by matrix spalling, which is depicted in Figure 3.7(d). In this case the fibre
is almost fully pulled out of the concrete specimen, however, when the embedded end of the
fibre approaches the exit point of the concrete matrix it detaches a portion of concrete near the
fibre bending point. This failure mode was only observed for a few fibres with an inclination
angle of 60o and an embedded length of 10 mm. The pullout specimens where the conditions
of premature fibre or matrix failure were observed, occurred exclusively for inclined fibres.
Moreover, fibre rupture was the predominant failure mode for a 30o inclination angle, whereas
matrix failure was detected for an angle of 60o and lower embedded lengths. Similar finds were
observed for hooked fibres pulled out from a high strength matrix by Banthia and Trottier
(1994).
Figure 4.1: Cross section striction at the hooked end.
In Table 4.3 are indicated the failure modes observed for each series. When more than
one failure mode occurred for a specific series, the number of specimens corresponding to each
failure type was indicated between parenthesis. Due to technical problems, the series S lb10 0
and S lb10 30 could not be correctly tested, therefore they are not presented.
The fibre rupture observed for hooked inclined fibres is a result of both a strong and compact
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concrete matrix, and a good fibre anchoring in it. The fibre rupture stresses observed for inclined
fibres were smaller than the fibre tensile strength (1141 MPa). As already mentioned, this tensile
strength was nearby 10% smaller than the one for the type A fibres used in the pullout study
carried out for conventional concrete, nevertheless was slightly higher than the nominal tensile
strength of 1100 MPa announced by the manufacturer. This may, quite surely, be responsible
of fibre rupture being the primarily failure mode for hooked end fibres with an inclination angle
of 30o in SFRSCC, in contrast to the observed for conventional concrete. However, have in
mind that, the compressive strength and compactness of the self-compacting matrix is higher
than for the studied conventional concrete. This could also have favoured the fibre rupture.
Table 4.3: Failure modes observed during the pullout tests on self-compacting concrete.
Smooth series Failure mode Hooked series Failure mode
S lb10 0 - H lb10 0 Fm1
S lb10 30 - H lb10 30 Fm2(2); Fm3(4)
S lb10 60 Fm4 H lb10 60 Fm3(5); Fm4(1)
S lb20 0 Fm1 H lb20 0 Fm1
S lb20 30 Fm2 H lb20 30 Fm2(2); Fm3(4)
S lb20 60 Fm2 H lb20 60 Fm3
S lb30 0 Fm1 H lb30 0 Fm1
S lb30 30 Fm2 H lb30 30 Fm3
S lb30 60 Fm2 H lb30 60 Fm3
The average value of the fibre rupture stress for a 30o inclination angle was about 865 MPa,
whereas for a 60o angle this value was 736 MPa. This can be explained by the fact that the
fibre is submitted to a mixed tensile - bending mode. The fibre rupture for lower stresses than
the direct tensile stress is a result of the stress concentrations present in the bent part of the
fibre. The strength capacity under composed bending is governed by an interaction diagram
between the normal tensile force and the flexure moment. As the bending moment increases, the
tensile force corresponding to the ultimate capacity envelope of a section subjected to composed
bending must decrease. Moreover, as the inclination angle increases, the bending moment will
increase resulting therefore in a decrease of the tensile rupture stress. From an atomic level
point of view, the additional shear stresses imposed on the fibres at the matrix exit, favour
the intercrystal slippage within the crystal system in steel, hence lowering both the yield and
ultimate strength of the material (Banthia and Trottier 1994).
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4.3.2 Pullout load - slip curves
In Figure 4.2 are depicted the average pullout load - slip curves for the tested series. The pullout
curve for each single specimen can be found in Annex II. Comparing the individual fibre pullout
responses with those obtained from a conventional concrete medium, it is observed a significant
smaller scatter on the micro-mechanical behaviour of fibres pulled-out from a self-compacting
concrete (see Annexes I and II). This may be ascribed to both the lower heterogeneity and
higher stiffness of the self-compacting concrete matrix.
In general, for both hooked and smooth aligned fibres analysed, the configuration of the
pullout load - slip curve was similar, regardless the fibre embedded length but, as expected, the
peak load and the dissipated energy increased with it, see Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b). The vertical
offset distance between curves can be regarded as the fibre embedded length contribution to
the bond increment or decrement. The pre-peak branch of these pullout - slip curves for both
hooked and smooth fibres is made up of a linear and nonlinear part. The first one is associated
with the elastic bonding, whereas the nonlinear part starts with the micro-cracking of the
interface, corresponding to the debonding process. The non-linear part of the ascending branch
is more pronounced in hooked fibres. The lost of stiffness associated to the pre-peak nonlinear
branch could be due to the irrecoverable deformation component of the fibre and the surround
paste at the zone of the end hook, when this part of the fibre starts being straightened. On the
other hand, for smooth fibres the nonlinear part of the ascending branch has a relative small
amplitude, since starts very close to the peak load. In smooth fibres, after the peak load is
attained a sudden drop is observed, which corresponds to an abrupt increase of damage at the
fibre/paste interface (unstable debond). Afterwards, fibre - paste friction is the commanding
mechanism of the pullout behaviour. In this part of the post-peak branch, the load decreases
with the increase of slip, since the available frictional area decreases, as well as the roughness
of the failure surface. On the other hand, the post-peak load decay in hooked fibres was not so
abrupt than in smooth fibres, since with the increase of the slip the fibre mechanical anchorage
starts to become progressively mobilised. At an approximately 4.5 mm slip (corresponding
approximately to the straightened hook length), the pullout process occurs under frictional
resistance in similitude to smooth fibres.
In the case of hooked fibres with a 30o inclination angle, as previously seen, occurred two
failure modes, which will reflect into two distinct types of pullout - slip curves (see Annex II). In
Figure 4.2(c), the average curve is represented up to the slip where the fibre rupture took place,
therefore the curve averaging was performed only up to a slip correspondent to the peak load.
The pre-peak branch of these curves is similar to the one observed for aligned hooked fibres.
However, the nonlinear part is more pronounced than for aligned fibres, due to the cracking
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Figure 4.2: Average pullout load - slip curves for a fibre inclination angle: (a), (b) 0 degrees; (c), (d)
30 degrees, and (d),(f) 60 degrees.
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and spalling of the matrix at the fibre bending point, as a consequence of the additional stress
concentration at this zone for inclined fibres. For some specimens, sudden load drops were
observed before attaining the peak load (see Annex II), which was a consequence of the spalling
of the matrix wedges. After each completion of wedge spalling off, a new more stable wedge is
formed, and the remaining fibre segment embedded in the matrix is then pulled out. Whenever
for a 30o inclination angle the hooked fibre did not break, and therefore the fibre was fully pulled
out, the post-peak behaviour was assessed (see Annex II). The post-peak curve of the latter
specimens was similar to the observed for aligned series, however, an increment of the residual
force was perceived up to a slip of 4 mm. This was more easily noticeable for the hooked fibres
with an 20 mm embedded length. Such difference is ascribed to the frictional resistance increase
due to the force component perpendicular to the fibre axis. Afterwards, at slip of about 4.5 mm
(corresponding approximately to the straightened hook length), a significant load decay was
observed. For higher slips, only for the fibres with a 20 mm embedded length was seen an
increase of the frictional resistance.
On the other hand, smooth fibres with an inclination angle of 30o revealed two distinct
pre-peak behaviours. Regarding the series with an embedded length of 20 mm, the pre-peak
behaviour was identical to the one observed for the aligned smooth fibres, with the exception
that a higher peak load was attained, as a consequence of the bending mechanism associated to
fibre inclination angle. For a larger embedded length (30 mm), before reaching the peak load it
is observed a decrease of the stiffness subordinated to several load decays corresponding to the
cracking or spalling of the concrete matrix, see Figure 4.2(d). With respect to the post-peak
behaviour, the load decreases with the increase of slip. Comparatively to the aligned smooth
fibres, the load decay is lesser abrupt, since the influence of the frictional resistance is more
significant for inclined fibres.
A completely distinct behaviour was observed for the series with an inclination angle of
60o, view Figures 4.2(e) and 4.2(f). As previously seen, the hooked series with the latter
inclination angle failed by fibre rupture, with the exception of one specimen (see Annex II),
whereas the smooth series fibres were fully pulled out. As the inclination angle increases, the
stresses concentration at the fibre exit point from the matrix increases, therefore the concrete
matrix will be more prone to cracking and spalling. In terms of pre-peak behaviour, this is
decoded in a significant loss of stiffness. Comparing Figures 4.2(c), 4.2(d) and Figures 4.2(e),
4.2(f), respectively, it can be perceived that for the series with an 60o angle, cracking and
spalling starts for a lower load level. Moreover, as a larger portion of concrete is pushed or
pulled out, a larger fibre length can be more easily bent favouring the stiffness decrease up to
the peak load. Regarding the post-peak in smooth fibres a gradual load decay was observed,
in opposite to smooth fibres aligned and with a 30o angle, since for a 60o inclination angle the
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frictional resistance due to the force component perpendicular to the fibre axis is much higher.
Another interesting point was that the post-peak load decay for a 60o inclination angle was
more significant for higher embedded lengths. For the S lb10 60 series a plateau is observed
after the peak load is attained, which abruptly finishes with the matrix spalling, without the
fibre being completely pulled out.
4.3.3 Influence of the embedded length
The influence of the embedded length, Lb, on the maximum pullout load, Nmax, is represented
in Figure 4.3(a). In general, the Nmax increased linearly with the embedded length for both
hooked and smooth fibres. The series H lb 60 was the only exception, since it was observed a
decrease on the Nmax for a 20 mm embedment length. In the case of aligned fibres the influence
of Lb was more significant on the smooth fibres, since an increase of more than 100% on Nmax
occurred, increasing Lb from 20 to 30 mm, while relatively small increments were registered for
the hooked end fibres. In fact, for hooked fibres the increment of Lb from 10 to 30 mm provided
an increase in the Nmax of about 20%. These results demonstrate that the pullout response of
hooked fibres at given embedment length is predominantly influenced by the mobilisation and
straightening of the hook, which is in accordance with published findings (Naaman and Najm
1991, Robins et al. 2002). For inclined smooth fibres, in resemblance to the aligned hooked
fibres, the Nmax increase with Lb was also relatively small, 17% and 23% for an inclination
angle of 30o and 60o, respectively. These results can also point out that, in inclined fibres,
the frictional resistance due to the force component normal to the fibre axis (originated by the
inclination angle) plays a more important role on the peak pullout load than the embedded
length. Therefore, for the hooked series, the increase of Nmax with Lb will be smaller than for
smooth fibres. Moreover, this increment will decrease with the inclination angle (20%, 15% and
7%, respectively for the hooked series with a 0o, 30o and 60o).
Additionally, comparing the curves of the hooked and smooth series in Figure 4.3(a), with-
out regarding to specific details, can be clearly perceived two distinct facts. Firstly, in a general
manner the variation of the maximum pullout load with the embedded length can be approxi-
mated by a straight line, in which the slope reflects the variation of the pullout load per fibre
embedment length. Secondly, a vertical offset between the curves corresponding to the smooth
and hooked series can also be identified. This offset distance between those curves represents
the contribution of the mechanical anchorage to the Nmax. Moreover, this contribution was not
significantly influenced by the embedment length.
The influence of the embedded length on the slip at the peak load, speak, is depicted in
Figure 4.3(b). For both smooth and hooked aligned fibres a slight increase of speak with Lb was
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Figure 4.3: Influence of bond length on the (a) peak pullout load and (b) slip at peak load.
observed, whereas for inclined fibres was not found any clear relevance of the embedded length
influence on the speak.
The allowable crack opening in fibre reinforced structural elements depends on a specific
application. Therefore it is of special interest to assess the mechanical pullout properties,
e.g. the maximum pullout load and toughness, for a determined crack opening (i.e. slip).
The pullout toughness was computed by integrating the load - slip curve up to slips of 1 and
3 mm, which were respectively designated by G1mm and G3mm. In Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b)
is depicted, respectively, the embedment length influence on G1mm and G3mm. The average
values of these parameters, as well as the correspondent variation coefficients are indicated in
Annex II. In general, as the fibre embedded length increases, the toughness for a given slip also
increases. However, series H lb 30 was an exception to the latter assertion, since G1mm and
G3mm fall off for an embedded length of 30 mm. The reason of this occurrence is due to distinct
types of pullout failure observed for each series (see Table 4.3). For the H lb30 30 specimens,
fibre rupture has always occurred, whereas for the other embedded lengths of the series H lb 30
there were specimens from which the fibre was completely pulled out. Moreover, the toughness
of the latter specimens is considerably larger than the toughness of the ones where fibre rupture
occurred (see individual pullout curves in Annex II). As a result, the average toughness value
for series H lb30 30 is smaller than for the other embedded lengths with the same inclination
angle. Besides, the fact that G3mm of the H lb30 30 series has been smaller than the smooth
fibre series with the same inclination angle and embedded length, may also cause bewilderment.
Anyhow, once again this was due to the fibre failure modes observed for each series. Since, for
the S lb30 30 all the specimens failed by pullout in opposite to the correspondent hooked series
that failed by fibre rupture for an approximate slip of 1 mm. Therefore, the overall toughness
is markedly influenced by the type of failure, since fibre fracture will significantly reduce the
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toughness when comparing to fibres that underwent a complete pullout.
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Figure 4.4: Influence of bond length on pullout energy dissipated up to a slip of:(a) 1 mm (b) 3 mm.
For the aligned series, since always took place the complete fibre pullout, the increase of
both G1mm and G3mm with the increase of the embedded length was more significant than for
inclined fibres. Regrading the H lb 0 series, G1mm and G3mm increased with Lb 18 and 28%,
respectively. Inasmuch the smooth fibres this increase was even more considerable, since both
G1mm and G3mm increased with Lb more than 100%. Once more, previous demonstrates that
the pullout response of hooked fibres at given embedment length is predominantly influenced
by the mobilisation and straightening of the hook.
4.3.4 Influence of the fibre orientation angle
In Figure 4.5(a) is depicted the influence of the inclination angle on the maximum pullout load,
Nmax. In general, the Nmax increases up to a inclination angle of 30o and then decreases for
60o angle. For both hooked and smooth fibres the highest maximum pullout load was observed
for an inclination angle of 30o. However, the increase of the maximum pullout load with the
inclination angle was more significant on the smooth fibre series. For the latter, the series with
a 30o inclination angle have a Nmax 30 to 125% higher than the aligned smooth fibre series.
On the other hand, for the hooked fibre series with a 30o inclination angle, the Nmax is just 7
to 15% higher than aligned hooked fibre series. In spite of the increase of the frictional pullout
component with the inclination angle, increasing the angle from 30o to 60o will provide a slight
decrease on the Nmax. Remember that for the inclined hooked series the pullout occurred
generally by fibre rupture. Moreover, the average fibre rupture load was smaller for the series
with a 60o inclination angle than for 30o, as previously explained.
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The slip at peak load, speak, increased with the inclination angle for both hooked and smooth
fibres. The trend of the speak evolution with the inclination angle was very similar for all the
series, see Figure 4.5(b). First, a slight increase on the speak for a 30o angle was observed,
afterwards the speak increased considerably. In fact, for the smooth series with 60o inclination
angle, the speak was approximately 5 to 9 times higher than for a 30o angle, whereas for the
hooked series it was 1.3 to 2.3 times higher. The significant higher values of speak for a 60o angle
can be ascribed to other additional mechanisms that usually occur on inclined fibres in opposite
to aligned fibres. As the fibre inclination angle increases, the stresses concentrated at the fibre
bending point also increase. This leads to a more significant portion of concrete that is crushed
or pushed off at the crack plane. As the volume of concrete that spalls is higher, a larger fibre’s
protruding length (i.e. extending out beyond the concrete matrix) is deformed without any
constraints (see Figure 2.4), which will add to the measured slip a supplementary displacement
correspondent to the deformation of the protruding part of the fibre. So, for large inclination
angles, such as 60o, the slip includes a significant parcel which is due to fibre deformation.
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Figure 4.5: Influence of inclination angle on the: (a) peak pullout load and (b) slip at peak load.
The capacity level of a fibre can be given as the ratio of the maximum tensile stress observed
in the fibre during pullout (σmax) and the tensile strength of the fibre steel (σy). The analysis
of this ratio allows to assess the optimisation level of the fibre utilised in conception of the
present self-compacting concrete, i.e. if the fibre type and aspect ratio are adequate to the
matrix strength. As perceived in a previous section, the rupture stress for inclined fibres was
smaller than the one obtained experimentally in the direct tension tests, since in the former
case a tensile stress due to bending limits the tensile stress component due to axial load (see
Figure 4.6). As the inclination angle increases, the bending moment will increase and the axial
force must decrease in order to attend the ultimate capacity diagram of the cross section under
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composed bending. Therefore, for the computation of the σmax/σy for the inclined series, the
tensile strength obtained in direct tension tests was not used. In order to accomplish a better
interpretation of the results, for the inclined series, the tensile strength was computed as the
ratio between the average rupture load observed in the pullout tests and the fibre cross section
area (σmax = Nmax/Af ). The influence of the inclination angle on the ratio σmax/σy is depicted
in Figure 4.7.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Composed bending: (a) interaction diagram between bending moment and axial force
(b) strain and stress distribution on the fibre cross section.
The peak pullout force of a fibre, or its corresponding tensile stress, should not be determined
exclusively at the maximum stage, i.e. at the correspondent slip at peak load, since this does not
say much about the performance of fibres in real structures. In fact they should be determined
at normative values of the fibre slip, i.e. of the crack width. As it was previously seen, the
maximum pullout load can be observed for distinct slips, see Figure 4.5(b), ranging 0.2 to
3.3 mm depending on the type of fibre, embedment length or inclination angle. The allowable
crack openings (fibre slip) in real structural elements depends on the durability. These values
can lay out between 0.1-0.4 mm regarding durability (EN 1992-1-1 2004). In Figure 4.8 is
depicted the ratio between the tensile stresses of aligned and inclined fibres, at fibres slips
(which is related to crack widths) of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and 1 mm, for both hooked and smooth
fibres.
Figure 4.8(a) shows that hooked fibres inclined at 60o possess the lowest efficiency for all
fibre slips (i.e. at all crack widths). Hooked fibres inclined at 60◦ are 1.5 to 2.6 times lesser
effective when compared to fibres aligned with the tensile load. Regarding the fibres with a 30o
inclination, a positive effect is mainly observed at very small fibre slips (0.1 mm). For the latter
inclination, no significant differences were observed for larger slips, when compared to aligned
fibres. In opposite to this observation, results of several researchers, shows that for a 30o angle
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Figure 4.7: Ratio between the highest achieved tensile stress, σmax, and the fibre tensile strength, σy.
the efficiency of hooked fibres is significantly smaller than for aligned fibres. The tensile stress
in a 30o inclined fibre can be up to 2.5 times smaller than for aligned fibres (see Figure 2.6). The
discrepancy between the obtained results and those depicted in Figure 2.6 can be due to the
differences between the self-compacting and conventional concrete matrices. The high strength
matrix of the self-compacting concrete used is in general considerably more compact, i.e has
fewer voids, than a conventional matrix. Remark that, as a consequence of the fibre inclination,
there are additional concentrated stresses nearby the concrete surface fibre exit. Therefore, a
weaker matrix or less compact (e.g. conventional concrete) is more prone to spalling and
local damage. As concrete spalling occurs the fibre can easily bend, and the stress carried
by the fibre is reduced. On the other hand, on fibres with a 30o inclination angle pulled-out
from high performance reinforced concrete (with “micro” fibres to increase the splitting tensile
strength of the matrix) was also observed a positive effect (Markovic 2006). Consequently, in
opposite to conventional matrices, high compacity matrices (e.g. self-compacting concrete or
high performance cement composites) can improve the effectiveness of inclined fibres for 30o
angles.
Inasmuch as for smooth fibres, the efficiency for both inclinations studied was higher, com-
paratively to hooked fibres, see Figure 4.8(b). For a 30o inclination angle depending on the
fibre slip the efficiency of the inclined fibre can reach up to 2.2 times of an aligned smooth fibre.
This increase is more significant in smooth fibres, since this kind of fibres did not fail by fibre
rupture, in opposite to the hooked fibres. On the other hand, for fibres with a 60o inclination
angle the efficiency increased only for higher slips, i.e. 0.5 and 1 mm, whereas for the other
fibres slips the fibre efficiency was almost the same as for aligned fibres. The absence of a
mechanical anchorage in the smooth fibres will lead to smaller pullout forces, consequently, the
concentrated stresses nearby the concrete surface fibre exit due to fibre angle will be smaller.
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Figure 4.8: Ratio between the tensile stresses in aligned and inclined fibres (0o, 30o and 60o), at
different fibre slips for: (a) hooked and (b) smooth fibres.
Considering the abovementioned, when pulling out smooth fibres, the fraction of concrete ma-
trix damaged will be smaller. Therefore, the efficiency of a smooth fibre at an inclination angle
of 60o is not so compromised as for the hooked fibres.
In Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) is depicted, respectively, the influence of the inclination angle
on the toughness up to a slip of 1 mm, G1mm, and 3 mm, G3mm. In general, an increase of G1mm
was observed up to an inclination angle of 30o followed by a decrease for a 60o angle. With
regard to the hooked series a significant reduction (118 - 155%) of G1mm for a 60o inclination
angle was observed. As the inclination angle increases, the frictional resistance also increases
supplying an additional parcel to the overall energy necessary to pullout the fibre. In spite of
that, when pulling out at an angle, the fibre will appoint the matrix nearby the fibre bending
point under additional stress. As the angle increases more, splitting of the matrix becomes more
considerable and arises for lower load levels. Additionally, for the last mentioned series, as the
matrix becomes more spalled for smaller slips, the loss of stiffness due to the fibre bending
starts also for a lower load level, repercussing on a lower toughness (see Figure 4.2). On the
other hand, for the series of smooth fibres with a 60o inclination angle, though the decreasing
of toughness, a significantly smaller decrease was observed than the one for the latter hooked
series.
Looking upon the influence of the inclination angle on the G3mm, two distinct trends could
be perceived for each the smooth and hooked fibres. Concerning the smooth series an increase
of G3mm was observed with the increase of the inclination angle, while for the hooked series
it was observed the opposite. The prior finding has a feasible explanation. In the case of
inclined smooth fibres, as previously said, the principal mechanism that contributes to the
toughness increase is the additional frictional resistance provided by the inclination angle. This
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Figure 4.9: Influence of the inclination angle on pullout energy dissipated up to a slip of: (a) 1 mm
(b) 3 mm.
was only reflected for G3mm, and not for G1mm, since the frictional resistance will become
more important for higher slips, which is in accordance with other authors findings (Shah et al.
1995). In opposite, regarding the inclined hooked series, as also previously said, the influence
on the pullout mechanisms of the additional frictional resistance is less significant than the
mobilisation of the hook. This fact, associated to the fibre rupture observed in these series at a
slip smaller than 3 mm, contributed to the decrease of toughness. The toughness of the series
H lb30 30 was smaller than expected, in comparison to the other series with a 30o angle, since
fibre rupture occurred for the totality of the series specimens.
4.3.5 Influence of the matrix type
In Figure 4.10 are comprised both smooth and hooked fibres’ pullout responses obtained from
a conventional vibrated fibre reinforced concrete, CFRC, and from a SFRSCC. The pullout
curves for a CFRC presented in the referred figure were the ones obtained and discussed in
the previous chapter corresponding to the fibre type A. Since these responses were obtained
for a fixed embedded length of 15 mm, and because the SFRSCC responses were assessed for
other embedded lengths, the experimental envelope and average pullout curve for the SFRSCC
specimens relate to both the series with 10 and 20 mm. Notice that, for the smooth series
this comparison was not possible due to technical problems with the series of 10 mm fibre
embedment length, therefore the series with 20 and 30 mm were used for comparison purpose.
The scatter obtained for the fibre pullout responses from CFRC was considerably higher
than for SFRSCC, in particular for the smooth series. In addition, if having in mind that the
envelope presented for SFRSCC responses regards two series with distinct embedded lengths,
one may say that these differences in the responses’ scatter are even more substantial. As
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previously referred, the differences between the CFRC and SFRSCC responses’ scatter, may be
ascribed primarily to the matrix heterogeneity of the conventional vibrated concrete. However
there are other factors that may enhanced this. Even though the casting of the slab containing
the CFRC specimens was carried out with care, the low workability and higher dimension of
the maximum aggregate in CFRC composition (25 mm, in opposition to 15 mm for SFRSCC)
may caused that some fibres have warped. The fibre warping could have enhanced both the
response’s scatter and the pullout behaviour for this series.
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Figure 4.10: Fibres type A pullout response for CFRC and SFRSCC: (a), (b) hooked fibres with a 0
and 30o inclination, respectively; (c), (d) smooth fibres with a 0 and 30o inclination, respectively.
Regarding the hooked series, Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b), the principal differences between
the pullout responses between SFRSCC and CFRC are during the post-peak stage. In what
concerns to the pre-peak behaviour, the CFRC aligned hooked fibres presented an average
maximum pullout load nearby 10% higher than of the correspondent SFRSCC fibres. On
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the other hand, for an inclination angle of 30o, the average pullout load up to a 1 mm slip
was higher for the SFRSCC specimens, i.e. up to the slip correspondent to fibre rupture of
these specimens. For this inclination angle (30o), there were no significant differences on the
maximum pullout load. However, the pullout load at a slip of 1 mm was approximately 15%
higher for the SFRSCC specimens. This was due to both the higher strength and compactness
of the self-compacting matrix, as the pullout response up to fibre rupture was more stiffer.
Since the CFRC matrix had a smaller strength, the matrix spalled more often and for a lower
pullout load (compare individual pullout responses from Annexes I and II).
The post-peak response of the aligned hooked fibres pulled-out from CFRC specimens was
better than the one from SFRSCC. If a brief analysis is carried out, just by viewing the responses
of smooth fibres from those matrix types, Figure 4.10(c), it can be noticed that after the peak
load is attained, i.e. in smooth fibres corresponds to the end of the elastic/chemical debonding
stage, the pullout load is considerably higher for CFRC. This is even of more preponderance,
if having in mind that, the SFRSCC smooth series are for higher embedment lengths than for
the CFRC smooth series. Therefore, the frictional pullout strength is considerably higher for
CFRC. Even though the pullout results from the CFRC could be overestimated, as previously
referred (see section 3.3.4), it is feasible to ascribe this to differences on the composition of
those matrices. These aspects will be further detailed in section 4.4 and more easily perceived,
since it will be presented the isolated contribution of each reinforcement mechanism.
The post-peak pullout of hooked fibres from a self-compacting matrix could not be assessed,
since for this matrix the predominant failure mode was fibre rupture, in opposition to the
observed for CFRC. The average dissipated energy up to a 3 mm slip was approximately 100 %
higher for fibres pulled out from a CFRC, obviously, this difference will be increased as the
energy is computed for higher slips. On the other hand, the energy dissipated up to 1 mm was
nearby 20% higher for the fibres pulled out from a SFRSCC. The differences between fibres
pulled-out with a 30o angle from CFRC and SFRSCC, in the post-peak stage, are not just
ascribed to differences between those matrices. Since the tensile strength from the fibres used
in SFRSCC pullout tests was unexpectedly lower than the ones used for CFRC. Remember
again that those fibres were from both the same brand and type, however were from distinct
shipments.
4.3.6 Relationships between fibre’s micro-mechanical parameters
In this section it will be presented and discussed several relationships between distinct fibre’s
micro-mechanical parameters. Once again is emphasized that it is not intended to find any
type of empirical/semi-analytical relationships between those parameters, but only to render
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a more clear insight on the interaction of the distinct parameters. In addition, the data for
the conventional vibrated fibre reinforced concrete, CFRC, presented in section 3.3.7 is also
comprised.
In Figures 4.11(a) and 4.11(b) is depicted the relationship between the peak pullout load,
Nmax, and the pullout load N1mm and N3mm, respectively. Regarding the SFRSCC, for both
relationships, it is visible a linear trend between Nmax and both N1mm and N3mm, nevertheless
the scatter for these relationships is quite high. In similitude to what was observed in the
CFRC, in general N1mm and N3mm increase with Nmax, the only exceptions were related with
the fibres that ruptured prematurely.
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Figure 4.11: Relationship between peak pullout load and pullout load at a slip of: (a) 1 mm and
(b) 3 mm.
Nevertheless, within the scatter of the SFRSCC relationships can be clearly ascertained some
clusters. Notice that, that the scatter on SFRSCC is predominantly resultant from distinct pull-
out responses for each series studied, since within each series the scatter response was relatively
low. In opposition, for CFRC, the pullout response within the same series was considerably
higher, thus it was not possible to identify, so clearly, clusters from pullout responses regarding
distinct series. Within Figure 4.11(a) were identified four distinct data subsets: Cluster 1
includes the hooked fibres with an embedded length of 30 mm and with an inclination of 30o;
Cluster 2 comprises the aligned hooked fibres, and the hooked fibres with an inclination of
30o, namely, with a 10 and 20 mm embedded length; Cluster 3 regards to all the smooth
fibres; whereas Cluster 4 includes the hooked fibres with an inclination of 60o. For the re-
lationship Nmax − N3mm, it was identified one data subset in which the fibres have ruptured
for a slip smaller than 3 mm. This was designated as Cluster 5, and in general, this group
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includes the data from Cluster 1 and 4, and in addition the fibres with an inclination of 30o
from Cluster 2.
In Figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(b) is depicted the relationship between the peak pullout load,
Nmax, and the dissipated energy up to a slip of 1 mm, G1mm, and 3 mm, G3mm, respectively.
A linear trend is observed for both relationships. The scatter for the relation between Nmax
and G1mm is considerably smaller, in spite of not being so visible due to the scale of the plot.
For this relationship it was identified a new subset, Cluster 6, which is nonetheless than the
data from Cluster 2 and Cluster 1. Since the fibres from Cluster 1 ruptured before a slip
of 1 mm, in general, the G1mm value for these specimens was smaller than for the ones from
Cluster 2.
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Figure 4.12: Relationship between Nmax and the dissipated energy: (a) G1mm and (b) G3mm, respec-
tively.
The worse correlation, in a qualitative fashion, betweenNmax and bothN3mm andG3mm was
expected, since these entities usually are assessed at different stages of fibre pullout, depending
on the tested series, i.e. fibre’s embedded length and inclination. Thus, if the dissipated
energy up to a certain slip is correlated with the pullout load correspondent to the same slip,
e.g. N1mm − G1mm, the scatter previously observed will be significantly reduced, compare
Figures 4.13(a) and 4.13(b), with Figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(b), respectively. The reduction of
the scatter on the N1mm−G1mm relationship, is in part ascribed to the translation of Cluster
4 towards Cluster 3, see Figure 4.13(a). Remember that Cluster 4 comprises the hooked
series with an inclination of 60o, which ruptured for relatively high pullout load, but had a
relatively low stiffness in the initial phase of the pullout, since the matrix has spalled for a
lower load, due to the higher stresses concentration at the fibre exit point. In what concerns
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the N3mm−G3mm relationship, it were identified 3 clusters. Remark, that Cluster 5 includes
the data from Cluster 1 and 4, and in addition the fibres with an inclination of 30o from
Cluster 2. In Figure 4.13(b), the subset identified as Cluster 2 only comprises the aligned
hooked series.
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Figure 4.13: (a) Relationship between N1mm and G1mm, (b) Relationship between N3mm and G3mm.
4.4 Mechanical contribution of the hooked end
In Figure 4.14(a) is depicted the contribution of the hook mechanism on the overall pullout
behaviour of aligned fibres. The mechanical component of bond, curve 3 in Figure 4.14(a), was
obtained by subtracting the average curve of the hooked series, curve 1 in Figure 4.14(a), to the
correspondent average curve of the smooth series, curve 2 in Figure 4.14(a). Comparing curves
3 obtained for both the 20 mm and 30 mm embedment lengths, respectively, in Figures 4.14(a)
and 4.14(b), it can be observed that these curves are extremely similar. This also reveals that
if the full mobilisation of the hook is attained, the mechanical component of the hook is not
influenced by the embedment length. This will not be true if the embedment length is smaller
than the length of the hooked end (Robins et al. 2002), which is not the case of the present
work.
In order to assess, in a quantitative way, the contribution of the hook straightening and
deformation on the overall pullout behaviour of aligned hooked fibres, it was used the curve 3
depicted in Figure 4.14 to compute the maximum pullout load and toughness ratios between the
later curve and the correspondent average curve of the hooked series (curve 1). For the maxi-
mum pullout load, the contribution of the hook mechanism was of 88% and 77%, respectively
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for a 20 and 30 mm embedded length. Regarding both G1mm and G3mm the endowment of the
hook was about 84% and 71% for an embedded length of 20 and 30 mm, respectively. Obviously,
in the case of aligned hooked fibres the influence of the hook on the pullout behaviour decreases
when the embedded length increases, since the debonding process proceeds throughout a larger
distance on the case of the series with 30 mm, and, additionally, the mechanical component
was not influenced by the embedded length.
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Figure 4.14: Contribution of the end hook to the overall pullout behaviour in aligned hooked end
fibres with an embedded length of: (a) 20 mm and (b) 30 mm.
On the other hand, for inclined fibres, the assessment of the contribution of the hook is
not so easy, since for inclined hooked fibres several other mechanisms arise in comparison with
aligned fibres. Those mechanisms are respectively: the additional frictional resistance due to
the force component normal to the fibre axis, the deformation, bending and plastification on
the bending point of the fibre, and finally, spalling of the concrete matrix nearby the fibre exit
point of the concrete. Moreover, these mechanisms during the pullout process interact with
each others. In Figures 4.15 and 4.16 is depicted, respectively, the contribution of the end
hook mechanism on the overall pullout behaviour of fibres with a 30o and 60o inclination angle.
The contribution of the hook mechanism for inclined fibres was assessed in a similar way to the
aligned fibres. Comparing this contribution for aligned and inclined fibre (see Figures 4.14, 4.15
and 4.16), can clearly be observed that as the inclination angle increases, the contribution of
the hook mechanism decreases. In fact, for inclined fibres with a 30o angle, the hook influence
on the maximum pullout behaviour was about 54%, whereas for a 60o inclination angle was of
48%. Regarding the G1mm, the hook contribution was about 58% for a 30o angle and 20% for
the 60o angle.
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The previous assertions for the inclined series (30o and 60o) must be regarded with care,
since in the present work fibre rupture occurred. Therefore, these assumptions can only be
applied to the slip corresponding to fibre rupture. Moreover, for fibres with a considerable
inclination angle, such as 60o, there is significant parcel of the slip that is due to the bending
deformation of the fibre. Figures 4.15(b) and 4.16(b) point out that the end hook only starts
to be mobilized for large slips (over 1 mm).
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Figure 4.15: Contribution of the end hook to the overall pullout behaviour in hooked end fibres with
a 30o inclination angle: (a) 20 mm and (b) 30 mm.
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Figure 4.16: Contribution of the hook to the overall pullout behaviour in fibres with a 60o inclination
angle: (a) 20 mm and (b) 30 mm.
In order to enlighten the validity of these arguments, the mechanical contribution of the
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end hook was acquired for a single specimen from the series with an inclination angle of 30o
and 60o which has been fully pulled out (see Figure 4.17). The mechanical contribution curve
withdrawn from the H lb20 30 specimen is very similar to the one obtained for the aligned series
(see Figure 4.14). Regarding the curve of the mechanical contribution related to the H lb10 60
specimen, can be withdrawn that the contribution of the hook to the maximum pullout load
was of 60%, whereas the input to G3mm was 45%. This also points out that even in the case
that fibre rupture does not occur, for a high inclination angle (60o) the contribution of the end
hook to the overall pullout behaviour is not so significant as in aligned fibres.
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Figure 4.17: Contribution of the hooked end to the overall pullout behaviour for the single specimen
from series: (a) H lb20 30 and (b) H lb10 60.
4.4.1 Self-compacting concrete vs. conventional vibrated concrete
In Figure 4.18 is depicted the contribution of the hook mechanism on the overall pullout be-
haviour of aligned fibres extracted from a conventional vibrated concrete, CFRC. The mechan-
ical component of bond (curve 3) was determined in the same way as previously described for
the SFRSCC specimens. When comparing the hook’s mechanical contribution in CFRC spec-
imens with the correspondent in SFRSCC specimens (see Figure 4.14), it is ascertained that
for CFRC the abovementioned mechanism has a relatively smaller contribution to the overall
pullout response. In fact, at and after the pullout peak-load, the hook contribution in a CFRC
medium is nearby 60%, whereas for a SFRSCC medium and regarding the series with a 20 mm
embedded length was roughly 80%.
This difference within the hook’s contribution in a CFRC and SFRSCC is related to the
distinct strength and compactness between those matrices. In Figures 4.19(a) and 4.19(b) is
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depicted the fibre imprint channel in a CFRC and SFRSCC matrix, respectively, for an aligned
hooked fibre. For a SFRSCC matrix the imprint of hook is more clear, moreover the angles
that define the imprint in the matrix are closer to the angles that defined the fibre’s hook shape
previously from having been pulled-out. Therefore, due to the high stiffness of the SFRSCC, a
higher grade of hook’s plastification has to be attained in order that the fibre is fully pulled-out.
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Figure 4.18: Contribution of the end hook to the overall pullout behaviour in aligned fibres with an
embedded length of: (a) 20 mm and (b) 30 mm.
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Figure 4.19: Fibre type A imprint channel in a: (a) CFRC and (b) SFRSCC.
On the other hand, the curvature of the hook’s imprint in the CFRC matrix is considerably
smoother than the sharp angles observed for the SFRSCC matrix. Since the CFRC matrix
was less stiffer than the SFRSCC, it was more prone to micro-cracking during the plastification
of the hooked end, so that the fibre could be fully pulled-out. This lead to two interesting
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aspects. The first, a lower grade of the hook’s mechanical contribution, as already discussed
and visualized in terms of pullout load - slip response, compare Figures 4.18 and 4.14. The
other relevant aspect is that afterwards the hook has passed through both imprint curvatures,
the frictional resistance will be higher than in SFRSCC, since the hooked end in a CFRC is
not so straightened as in a SFRSCC. This increase on the frictional resistance of the hooked
fibres is not only ascribed to the hook’s deformation grade. Remark, that for smooth fibres, the
frictional pullout resistance in CFRC is considerably higher than in SFRSCC, see Figures 4.10(c)
and 4.10(d). The lower fictional pullout strength in SFRSCC, may be related with the inclusion
of large amounts of limestone filler, in order to attain self-compactability requirements. The
limestone filler, which are very small spherical particles may have favoured the fibre slippage
throughout the fibre’s channel. The sizes of limestone filler are significantly inferior to cement
grains with an approximate mean particle size of 5 µm (Pereira 2006).
4.5 Conclusions
The experimental results of hooked end steel fibres pullout tests on a SFRSCC medium were
presented and discussed in this chapter. The influence of the fibre orientation, the fibre embed-
ment length, as well as the matrix type on the fibre pullout behaviour was studied. Additionally,
the role of the hook, on the overall pullout behaviour, is attained by isolating the contribution
of the frictional bond component.
In general, two main pullout failure modes were observed during the pullout tests. The
complete fibre pullout was observed for aligned hooked fibres and smooth (either aligned or
inclined), whereas for inclined hooked fibres the principal failure mode observed was fibre rup-
ture. The latter failure mode observed for hooked inclined fibres was a result of both a strong
and compact concrete matrix.
Generally, the maximum pullout load increased linearly with the embedded length for both
hooked and smooth fibres. However, this increase was more significant on the smooth fibres,
since the pullout response of hooked fibres at a given embedment length is predominantly
influenced by the mobilisation and straightening of the hook. Regarding the effect of the
orientation angle, the maximum pullout load increased up to a inclination angle of 30o and
then decreased for a 60o inclination angle. For both hooked and smooth fibres the highest
maximum pullout load was observed for an inclination angle of 30o. However, the increase of
the maximum pullout load with the inclination angle was more significant on the smooth fibre
series.
For both smooth and hooked aligned fibres a slight increase of the slip at peak load with the
embedded length was observed, whereas for inclined fibres was not found any clear relevance
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of the embedded length influence on the slip at peak load. On the other hand, regarding the
influence of the orientation angle, a slight increase on the slip at peak load was observed for a
30o angle, whereas for a 60o angle, the slip at peak stress increased considerably. The significant
increase of the slip at peak load for a 60o angle can be ascribed to other additional mechanisms
that usually occur on the pullout of inclined fibres, in opposite to aligned fibres. In fact the
measured slip includes a parcel that corresponds to the fibre deformation and matrix spalling.
The pullout toughness was computed by integrating the load-slip curve up to slips of 1 and
3 mm, respectively, G1mm and G3mm. In general, as the fibre embedded length increased the
toughness to a given slip also increased. Moreover, for the aligned fibres, since always took
place the complete fibre pullout (in opposite to inclined fibres in which, frequently, occurred
fibre rupture), the increase of G1mm and G3mm with the embedded length was more significant
than for inclined fibres. Looking upon the influence of the inclination angle on the toughness,
in general, an increase of G1mm was observed up to an inclination angle of 30o, followed by a
decrease for a 60o angle. On the other hand, for the G3mm two distinct trends were perceived
for each the smooth and hooked series. Concerning the smooth series, an increase of G3mm was
observed with the orientation angle, while for the hooked series the opposite was observed. The
overall toughness was markedly influenced by the type of failure, since fibre fracture significantly
reduced the toughness when comparing to fibres that underwent a complete pullout.
Regarding the influence of the matrix type, the inclusion of large amounts of limestone
filler in the SFRSCC, in order to attain self-compactability requirements, has an important
influence in the fibre/matrix interface properties, namely, bond strength and mobilization of the
mechanical anchorage. The principal differences between the pullout responses from SFRSCC
and CFRC are during the post-peak stage. These differences arise from distinct grades of the
hooked end mobilization and the frictional resistance. The higher strength and compactness of
the SFRSCC matrix enables a better mobilization of the hook, however, both the smoothness
of the matrix and limestone filler provide smaller resistance to the fibre pullout, mainly in the
post-peak fibre pullout phase. The post-peak response of the aligned hooked fibres pulled-out
from CFRC specimens had an higher residual pullout strength and toughness than the for
SFRSCC. However for the series with an inclination of 30o, it was not possible to withdraw
conclusive remarks due to the unexpected distinct tensile strengths of the fibres used in each
either CFRC and SFRSCC compositions.
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Chapter5
Analytical Modelling of the SFRSCC
Pullout Results
5.1 Introduction
A
nalytical models for pullout problems are only capable to determine a load - slip rela-
tionship N(s) of a pullout test on basis of a given bond law, τ(s), i.e. the direct problem,
where with τ(s) is obtained N(s). The straightforward analytical determination of the bond
stress vs. slip relationship for a given pullout curve, i.e. the inverse problem, where τ(s) is
obtained from N(s), is extremely difficult due to considerable complexities from mathematical
point-of-view (Banholzer et al. 2005). Actually, to overcome this concern, the inverse problem
must be approached as a direct problem complemented with a numerical fitting tool.
In the present section, the developed numerical method for obtaining an analytical bond
stress - slip relationship will be described. The mathematical representation of the pullout prob-
lem is often expressed by a second order differential equation expressed in terms of forces (Naa-
man et al. 1991b, Sujivorakul et al. 2000, Banholzer et al. 2005). However, since in the present
model the displacements of the concrete points at the interface between concrete and fibre were
neglected, the differential equation was derived in terms of slip, after Russo et al. (1990), Focacci
et al. (2000) and Sena-Cruz (2005). This model was used for both smooth and hooked fibres.
However, for hooked fibres, in order to account for the mechanical anchorage resistance at the
embedded end, an additional spring component at the embedded end of the fibre was included,
Figure 5.1. The pullout problem of hooked fibres is markedly a three dimensional problem.
Nevertheless it was approached as two dimensional problem, since otherwise it would be more
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difficult to plant an analytical model. Moreover, it seemed feasible to model the interfacial
bond of the hooked fibre as a two dimensional axisymmetric problem, since the hook length
is relatively smaller than the fibre length, and then introduce the anchorage component by a
spring.
5.2 Theoretical relationships
5.2.1 Local bond - slip
The equilibrium of the free body of an infinitesimal length dx of a fibre bonded to a concrete
matrix can be given by (see Figure 5.1(c)):
σf ·Af + τ ·Pf · dx = (σf + dσf ) ·Af (5.1)
where τ = τ (s (x)) is the local bond shear stress acting on the contact surface between fibre
and concrete, and s is the slip, i.e. the relative displacement between the fibre and the concrete.
In equation 5.1, σf , Af and Pf are the normal stress, cross section area and perimeter of the
fibre, respectively.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.1: Axisymetric pullout model: (a) general problem, (b) simplified model (c) equilibrium of
an infinitesimal fibre free-body.
Assuming that the fibre has a linear elastic constitutive law in the longitudinal direction
(dσf = Ef dεf ), equation 5.1 can be rewritten into:
τ =
EfAf
Pf
· dεf
dx
(5.2)
where Ef and εf are, respectively, the Young modulus and the strain of the fibre.
The strain components in a representative bulk of the fibre/concrete interface are indicated
in Figure 5.2. The slip variation over an infinitesimal length, ds/dx, is given by:
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ds
dx
= εf − εc (5.3)
where εc is the concrete strain. However, the contribution of the concrete deformability in the
slip assessment may be neglected, since for the diameter of the steel fibres used in the current
applications of SFRC, the deformation of the fibre is much higher than the deformation of the
surrounding matrix. Several authors have neglected this component on the evaluation of the
bond - slip relationship of reinforcing bars (Russo et al. 1990) or of FRP reinforcement (Focacci
et al. 2000, Sena-Cruz 2005). In spite of this belief, in order to validate this assumption for
small fibres, it was used an analytical model which took into account the deformation of the
matrix surrounding the fibre (Sujivorakul et al. 2000) in the assessment of the pullout load -
slip relationship. A sensitivity analysis was carried out using the latter model to evaluate the
influence of the matrix deformation on the pullout response. For the current fibres lengths and
matrix stiffness, the εc did not influence the slip value determination, since εc << εf .
Figure 5.2: Stresses and strains on the fibre bond region.
Considering the abovementioned, neglecting the concrete deformability in the slip determi-
nation (εc = 0), incorporating the equation 5.3 into 5.2, the second order differential equation
that governs the local bond phenomena of the fibre/matrix interface is given by:
d2s
dx2
=
Pf
Ef Af
· τ (5.4)
5.2.2 Pullout load - slip relationship
The pullout load and slip relationship can be determined using either an energy approach (Fo-
cacci et al. 2000) or an equilibrium approach (Russo et al. 1990, Naaman et al. 1991b). In the
present work will be adopted the energy approach.
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Considering a steel fibre embedded into a concrete matrix over a bond length L˜b = Lb,
where N is the generic applied pullout force, and sf and sl are, respectively, the free and
loaded end slips, with respect to the longitudinal axis of the fibre, x, starting at the free end
(see Figure 5.3). When the fibre is slipping due to an applied pullout load, N , the following
functions can be evaluated along the fibre bond length: slip along the fibre, s(x); bond shear
stress along the embedded length, τ(x); fibre strain, εf ; and the axial force, N(x).
Figure 5.3: Entities evolved in the developed method.
In Figure 5.3 the slip diagram along the fibre, s(x), can be regarded as the sum of two
components. A constant component sf that produces a rigid body displacement of the fibre,
whereas the sd(x) component results from the deformation of the fibre. Moreover, for any point
x of the fibre embedded length, just the sd(x) component will result in a fibre length change,
and, therefore, contributing to the fibre deformation energy. Likewise, the axial force along
the fibre, N(x), can be decomposed into two components. A constant component Nsp due to
the spring load (only in the case of hooked fibres) and the Nd(x) component. Only the latter
contributes to the fibre deformation energy, since in the adopted model it was assumed that Nsp
will not produce a fibre length change. Therefore, the fibre deformation at a point x would be
εf (x) = Nd(x)/(EfAf ). Considering a generic fibre cross section, constrained by 0 ≤ x ≤ L˜b,
and that the fibre lateral surface over embedded length is Ω = Pf ·x, the work performed by
external forces acting on the range 0 ≤ x ≤ L˜b is:
Wext =
∫
Ω
(∫ s(x)
sf
τ (s) ds
)
dΩ = Pf
∫ x
0
(∫ s(x)
sf
τ (s) ds
)
dx (5.5)
On the other hand, remarking that Vf = Af ·x is the fibre volume over the embedded
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length, the elastic energy of the fibre is:
Wint =
∫
Vf
(∫ ε(x)
0
σf (εf ) dε
)
dVf = Af
∫ x
0
(∫ ε(x)
0
Efεfdε
)
dx
=
Af
2Ef
∫ x
0
σ2f (x) dx
(5.6)
From equations 5.5 and 5.6 is obtained:
∫ x
0
(
Pf
∫ s(x)
sf
τ (s) ds− Af
2Ef
σ2f (x)
)
dx = 0 (5.7)
Since equation 5.7 must be satisfied for each value of 0 ≤ x ≤ Lb, this equation may be rewritten
as:
Pf
∫ s(x)
sf
τ (s) ds− Af
2Ef
σ2f (x) = 0 (5.8)
At x = Lb equation 5.8 becomes:
Pf
∫ s(x=L˜b)
sf
τ (s) ds− N
2
d
2EfAf
= 0 (5.9)
Nd =
√√√√2Ef ·Af ·Pf ∫ s(x=L˜b)
sf
τ (s) ds (5.10)
Equation 5.10 allows to determine the generic applied pullout force for a smooth fibre, or in the
case of a hooked fibre, the pullout load component at the fibre free end due to the interfacial
bond of the fibre. Remarking that in the case of hooked fibres, the generic applied load is
N = Nd +Nsp (see Figure 5.3), for the latter fibres the generic applied load is given by:
N =
√√√√2Ef ·Af ·Pf ∫ s(x=L˜b)
sf
τ (s) ds+Nsp (5.11)
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5.3 Determination of the local bond stress - slip relationship
The local bond stress - slip relationship, τ−s, was determined throughout the previous described
theoretical relationships. The adopted method is supported on the work developed by Focacci
et al. (2000) and Sena-Cruz (2005). In order to improve the performance of the method and to
adapt it to the specificities of the present study, some modifications were implemented. In this
section the implemented algorithm is described in detail.
5.3.1 Analytical bond stress - slip relationship
The obtained experimental pullout load - slip curves (see Figure 4.2) revealed a distinct pullout
behaviour for the different fibre inclination angles studied, as previously described in Chapter 4.
Therefore, in the present work, a distinct local bond law is proposed to define the stress-slip
relationships for each inclination angle.
For the series with an inclination angle of 0o and 30o equations 5.12 and 5.13 were used,
respectively.
τ(s) =

τm
(
s
sm
)α
if s ≤ sm
τm
1
1 +
(
s− sm
s1
)α′′ if s > sm (5.12)
τ(s) =

τm
(
s
sm
)α
if s ≤ sm
τm
(
s
sm
)−α′
if s > sm
(5.13)
where τm and sm are, respectively, the bond strength and its corresponding slip. Parameter
α defines the shape of the pre-peak branch, whereas α′, α′′ and s1 describe the configuration
of the post-peak branch of the curve. These relationships were selected due to its easiness and
aptitude to accurately model the local bond stress-slip behaviour, as previously ascertained
by several researchers (Eligehausen et al. 1983, Stang and Aarre 1992, Lorenzis et al. 2002,
Sena-Cruz 2005).
On the other hand, for the series with a 60o inclination angle, the pullout load - slip curve
could not be correctly simulated with the abovementioned laws. Consequently, for this inclina-
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tion was adopted the quadri-linear law with the following generic form:
τ(s) =
τi − τi−1
si − si−1 · s+ τi−1, si−1 < s ≤ si (5.14)
where i = 1, ..., 4; τi and si are, respectively, the bond stress and its correspondent slip at point
i, and τ0 and s0 are both zero and define the origin point of the bond stress - slip relationship.
5.3.2 Analytical relationship for the mechanical anchorage
The contribution of the end hook mechanism on the overall pullout behaviour was obtained
separately for the series with a 0o, 30o and 60o inclination angle. The adopted procedure
was described in section 4.4. In Figure 5.4 is depicted the analytical simulation of the hook
mechanical contribution for the distinct inclination angles studied.
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Figure 5.4: Analytical simulation of the hook mechanical contribution for the series with an inclination
angle of: (a) 0o, (b) 30o and (c) 60o
The analytical expressions for the series with a 30o and 60o inclination angle are given in
Figure 5.4, whereas for the aligned series the analytical expression is given by equation 5.15.
Remark that for the inclined series the contribution of the hook was only assessed for an initial
stage, since, in general, fibre rupture occurred during the fibre pullout on these series.
Nsp =

918.98 · s− 717.1 · s2 if s ≤ 0.6
2.2423 · s5 − 35.326 · s4 + 201.61 · s3
−497.84 · s2 + 444.79 · s+ 171.96 if 0.6 < s ≤ 5.5
−1.57 · s+ 70.0 if s > 5.5
(5.15)
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5.3.3 Description of the method
Regarding the entities described in Figure 5.3, the boundary conditions at the free and loaded
ends for smooth fibres and hooked fibres can be stated by equation 5.16 and equation 5.17,
respectively. In the present method, both numerical and experimental entities are simultane-
ously used, hence the experimental ones were distinguished by an overline, i.e. N i stands for
the pullout force experimentally measured in the i -th scan read-out. Additionally, remark that
for a smooth fibre Nd(L˜b) = N . On the other hand, for a hooked fibre, N = Nd(L˜b) +Nsp.
x = 0→

s(0) = sf
N(0) = 0
εf (0) = 0
x = L˜b →

s(L˜b) = sl
N(L˜b) = N
εf (L˜b) = Nd(L˜b)/(EfAf )
(5.16)
x = 0→

s(0) = sf
N(0) = Nsp
εf (0) = 0
x = L˜b →

s(L˜b) = sl
N(L˜b) = N
εf (L˜b) = Nd(L˜b)/(EfAf )
(5.17)
where sf and sl are, respectively, the slips at the free and loaded ends, and Af and Ef are the
cross section area and elasticity modulus of the fibre.
The fibre pullout tests provide, in terms of pullout load, N , and loaded end slip, sl, several
scan read-outs, being sil and N
i the values of the i -th scan read-out. Regarding these experi-
mental results, the set of unknown parameters of a given local bond relationship (equations 5.12,
5.13 and 5.14) is obtained by fitting the differential equation 5.4 as accurately as possible. A
computational code was developed and implemented, supported on the algorithm described in
Figure 5.5. The second order differential equation 5.4 included in the algorithm is solved by the
Runge-Kutta-Nystro¨m (RKN) method (Kreyszig 1993), which is detailed in Annex III. The
algorithm is built up from the following main steps:
1. the τ−s relationship is defined attributing values to the unknown parameters. The error,
e, defined as the area between the experimental and analytical curves, is initialized;
2. the loaded end slip is calculated at the onset of the free end slip, s˜l, (see Module A in
Figure 5.6);
3. for the experimental i -th scan reading, the loaded end slip, sil, and the pullout force, N
are read;
4. taking the loaded end slip, sil, and using equation 5.4, the pullout force at the loaded end,
N i(sil), is evaluated. In this case the following two loaded end slip conditions must be
considered:
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Figure 5.5: Algorithm implemented to obtain the local bond-stress slip relationship.
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Figure 5.6: Modules A, B and C of the algorithm shown in Figure 5.5.
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i) if sil < s˜l, the determination of N
i(sil) must take into account that the effective bond
length is smaller than the fibre embedded length (see Module B on Figure 5.6). For
the case of hooked fibres, the mechanical anchorage contribution is not considered,
since the fibre is not yet fully debonded;
ii) if sil ≥ s˜l, the evaluation ofN i(sil) is based on Module C (see Figure 5.6). In the latter
module, the contribution of the hook end, Nsp(sil(Lb)), is assessed by the equations
presented in section 5.3.2;
5. the error associated with N i(sil) is calculated. This error is the area between the ex-
perimental (Aiexp,f ) and numerical (A
i
num,f ) curves. The points (s
i−1
l , N
i−1(si−1l )) and
(sil, N
i(sil)) are used to define the numerical curve, whereas the experimental curve is
represented by the points (si−1l , N
i−1) and (sil, N
i);
6. the error is updated.
In Modules B and C the Newton Raphson method is used. Whenever the Newton Raphson
method fails, the bisection method is used as an alternative.
The algorithm previously detailed was used for both aligned and inclined fibres. In order
to use it for inclined fibres several issues must be clarified. As previously said, the pullout
behaviour of inclined fibres is a very complex problem, since several mechanisms interact with
each others during pullout. The establishment of an analytical model that takes in consideration
those mechanisms is much more difficult. Therefore, to simulate inclined fibres the following
aspects were neglected: bending and plastification of the fibre, spalling of the concrete matrix
at the fibre exit point, and finally, the change on the embedded length due to matrix spalling.
Moreover, for ascertaining the local bond stress - slip law of inclined fibres only the pullout
load component on the fibre axis was used, since it is the only component dedicated to generate
interfacial stresses along the fibre. In practical terms, the pullout load component on the fibre
axis is N i · cosα.
The determination of the unknown parameters defining the bond stress - relationship, τ−s,
was performed by a back-analysis, i.e. determining the τ −s relationship in such a way that the
difference between the numerical and experimental load - slip curves corresponds to minimum
error, e. Additionally, two restriction conditions were added in order to assure similar values
between the numerical and experimental peak pullout load and its corresponding slip (with a
tolerance smaller than 2%). The back-analysis was performed by the exhaustive search method
(brute force method), based on several parameters sets ascertained by a predefined range and
step for each parameter of the corresponding set.
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5.4 Parameters for the local bond stress - slip relationship
The values of the parameters of the defined local bond stress-slip relationships (see equa-
tions 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14) were determined using the numerical strategy described in sec-
tion 5.3.3. The local bond stress - slip relationship for each series was calibrated from the
average experimental pullout load - slip curve. In the model was adopted a Young modulus,
Ef , of 200 GPa, a cross sectional area, Af , of 0.562 mm2 and a cross section perimeter, Pf , of
2.356 mm.
In Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 are depicted both the numerical pullout load - slip relationship and
the experimental envelope for each tested series. On the other hand, the values of the parameters
defining the local bond relationships obtained by back analysis are included in Table 5.1 (0o
series), Table 5.2 (30o series) and Table 5.3 (60o series). Moreover, in the abovementioned
tables is also included the corresponding normalised error, e, which was defined as the ratio
between e and the area under the experimental curve.
The numerical curves fitted the experimental data extremely accurate even for high slips, as
the normalised error in each series is quite low. In Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 are also indicated the
average values and corresponding coefficients of variation of the local bond law parameters. In
spite of the accurateness of the numerical simulation, the coefficients of variation of the bond law
parameters were extremely high. This fact can be related to the method used in back - analysis
(exhaustive search), since the parameters search is based on a previously defined range and step,
i.e. the parameter variables are discrete. Moreover it was only used one objective function,
i.e. difference between the area under the experimental and numerical curves to determine
the best fit for each series. A possible way to solve this problem could be the utilisation of a
multi-objective function.
Regarding the abovementioned, the interpretation of the obtained results can not be con-
clusive. However, in spite of the high coefficients of variation, some trends can be observed.
For the series with a 30o and 60o inclination angle, the bond strength, τm (30o) and τ1 (60o),
decreased with the increase of the bond length. Moreover, the bond strength average value in-
creased for the series with a 30o angle (i.e. from 0o to 30o), and afterwards decreased abruptly
(i.e. from 30o to 60o). The smaller bond strength value for the series with a 60o inclination
angle was expected, since for this series cracking of the matrix, and consequently degradation of
the local bond strength, started for a lower load level. The higher value of the bond strength for
the series with a 30o angle can be explained by the fact that the frictional resistance increases
with the inclination angle. Additionally remark that the post-peak branch of the local bond
law is defined in function of the bond strength (see equation 5.13). On the other hand, the
increase of the frictional resistance was even more pronounced for the 60o series, however, with
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Figure 5.7: Pullout load - slip numerical simulation for a 0o fibre inclination angle: (a), (c) and (e)
hooked end fibre with an embedded length of 10, 20 and 30 mm, respectively. (b), (d) and (f) smooth
fibres with an embedded length of 10, 20 and 30 mm, respectively.
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Figure 5.8: Pullout load - slip numerical simulation for a 30o fibre inclination angle: (a), (c) and (e)
hooked end fibre with an embedded length of 10, 20 and 30 mm, respectively. (b), (d) and (f) smooth
fibres with an embedded length of 10, 20 and 30 mm, respectively.
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Figure 5.9: Pullout load - slip numerical simulation for a 60o fibre inclination angle: (a), (c) and (e)
hooked end fibre with an embedded length of 10, 20 and 30 mm, respectively. (b), (d) and (f) smooth
fibres with an embedded length of 10, 20 and 30 mm, respectively.
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a lower bond strength. For these reasons the bond laws used for the series 0o and 30o are not
suitable for the series 60o. Additionally, the multi-linear bond law used to model the series
60o allowed that the post-peak branch of this law could be defined independently of the bond
strength parameter. Therefore, parameter τ3 of the multi-linear bond stress - slip law can not
be regarded as the bond strength, although being considerable higher than τ1 (see Table 5.3).
Table 5.1: Parameters for the local bond stress - slip relationship obtained by back analysis for the
aligned series.
Series
sm τm α α
′′ s1 e
[mm] [MPa] [-] [-] [mm] [%]
S lb20 0 0.14 1.77 0.60 0.22 0.44 3.2
S lb30 0 0.24 2.27 0.69 0.42 1.30 5.0
H lb10 0 0.25 1.61 0.22 0.88 0.53 4.3
H lb20 0 0.23 1.80 0.84 0.45 1.10 2.2
H lb30 0 0.14 2.10 0.89 0.42 2.21 1.9
Average
0.20 1.91 0.65 0.48 1.11
-
(24%) (11%) (37%) (45%) (57%)
Values in round brackets are the coefficients of variation of the corresponding series.
Table 5.2: Parameters for the local bond stress - slip relationship obtained by back analysis for the
series with an inclination angle of 30o.
Series
sm τm α α
′ e
[mm] [MPa] [-] [-] [%]
S lb20 30 0.16 3.12 0.90 0.30 4.1
S lb30 30 0.40 2.34 0.42 0.36 3.4
H lb10 30 0.28 4.31 0.13 0.34 2.2
H lb20 30 0.11 3.29 0.70 0.25 1.4
H lb30 30 0.40 1.99 0.21 0.16 1.3
Average
0.27 3.01 0.47 0.28
-
(50%) (30%) (69%) (28%)
Values in round brackets are the coefficients of variation of the corresponding series.
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Table 5.3: Parameters for the local bond stress - slip relationship obtained by back analysis for the
series with an inclination angle of 60o.
Series
s1 τ1 s2 τ2 s3 τ3 s4 τ4 e
[mm] [MPa] [mm] [MPa] [mm] [MPa] [mm] [MPa] [%]
S lb10 60 0.15 1.92 0.58 1.40 2.40 3.07 4.58 5.80 3.1
S lb20 60 0.18 1.27 0.44 1.08 1.94 3.63 20 0 1.6
S lb30 60 0.12 0.91 2.17 1.95 3.19 1.82 30 0 3.8
H lb10 60 0.12 2.62 0.54 1.90 1.72 1.39 10 0 3.2
H lb20 60 0.05 0.88 0.41 0.95 1.55 3.33 20 0 4.1
H lb30 60 0.06 0.58 0.62 0.84 2.22 1.85 30 0 2.8
Average
0.11 1.36 0.79 1.35 2.17 2.51 19.1
- -
(44%) (56%) (85%) (36%) (27%) (37%) (54%)
Values in round brackets are the coefficients of variation of the corresponding series.
5.5 Conclusions
To predict the experimental pullout load - slip relationships, an analytical model was developed.
For this purpose a computational code was implemented with the developed analytical model.
The local bond stress - slip law parameters were obtained by a back-analysis performed by the
exhaustive search method. In the following paragraphs the main conclusions withdrawn in the
present study will be presented.
The analytical model presented was able to simulate with extreme accuracy the experimen-
tal pullout load - slip curves, even for high slips for both hooked and smooth fibres (aligned
or inclined). In the simulation of inclined fibres, the present model neglected the following
aspects: bending and plastification of the fibre, spalling of the concrete matrix at the fibre
exit point and, finally, the change on the embedded length due to matrix spalling. In spite
of the accurateness of the numerical simulations, the coefficients of variation of the bond law
parameters were extremely high. This fact can be related to the method used in back-analysis
(exhaustive search), since the parameters search is based on a previously defined range and step,
i.e. the parameter variables are discrete. Moreover, it was used only one objective function,
i.e. difference between the area under the experimental and numerical curves, to determine
the best fit for each series. A possible way to solve this problem could be the utilisation of a
multi-objective function, hence additional study should be performed in order to ascertain the
local bond law parameters with a lower coefficient of variation.
In spite of the high coefficients of variation for the local bond law parameters, some trends
could be observed. For the inclined series, the bond strength decreased with the increase of the
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embedded length increment. Regarding the influence of the inclination angle, the bond strength
average value increased for the fibres at 30o (i.e. from 0o to 30o), and afterwards decreased
abruptly (i.e. from 30o to 60o). The smaller bond strength value for the series with a 60o
inclination angle was expected, since for this series cracking of the matrix and, consequently,
degradation of the local bond strength started for a lower load level. A higher value of the bond
strength parameter was obtained for the series with a 30o angle due to two main reasons: the
higher frictional resistance observed for the inclined series, and to the fact that the post-peak
stress of the local bond law used, for the series with a 30o inclination angle, was defined in such
a way that it is dependent from the obtained numerical bond strength. The increase of the
frictional resistance was even more pronounced for the 60o series, however, with a lower bond
strength, since the bond law used for the 60o series allowed that the post-peak branch of this
law could be defined independently from the bond strength parameter.
Part II
Mechanical Behaviour of SFRSCC (from
meso to macro-scale)
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Chapter6
Fibre Structure in the Composite Matrix
6.1 Introduction
I
n fibre reinforced composites, FRC, relations of a law-of-mixture type are often used to
describe the mechanical behaviour of the composite, assuming for this purpose that the
fibres are distributed uniformly at random nature through the matrix. Therefore, in order to
take into account a disorder nature of fibre distribution in general applications of FRC, it is
used a coefficient which considers the fibre efficiency reduction (Stroeven 1986b). Moreover,
usually this coefficient is obtained by regression, which best fits the experimental data (Swamy
et al. 1974).
In spite of fibre distribution within a cementicious matrix being commonly assumed as
“random”, i.e. isotropic uniformly random distribution – IURD, nowadays it is widely accepted
that are factors which promote the re-orientation of such fibres (Stroeven 2008). Amongst these
factors, it can be pointed out the geometry of the fibre, casting procedure, geometry of the
mould, compaction energy and rheology properties of concrete. The factors, which influence
the fibre efficiency, can be divided into two main groups. The first group comprises the factors
that lead to an increase of the fibre efficiency by the improvement of the bond properties of a
single fibre, and were largely discussed in Chapter 2. The other group is related to the fibre
structure. Among these factors it can be quoted the fibre distribution inhomogeneity along an
element, segregation of fibres over the depth of an element, boundary effect and effectiveness
of fibre orientation. All of them may either increase (in the case of a preferential alignment
towards the direction of the principal tensile stresses) or reduce the residual strength of a FRC
in comparison to the residual strength of a hypothetically FRC in which the fibres are uniformly
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random distributed.
According to Stroeven and Shah (1978), the real fibre dispersion and orientation, in the
more general case, can be expressed by a combination of three, two and one-dimensional fibre
orientation arrangements, i.e. 1D, 2D and 3D systems. Nevertheless, according to Stroeven
(1986b) it has been proven to be sufficiently accurate to assume the actual fibre distribution is
governed by a mixture of two and three-dimensional fibre orientation arrangements. This holds
true, if fibre orientation is not significantly deviated from the state of rotational symmetry,
otherwise it would be necessary to add a 1D fibre orientation arrangement as well (Stroeven
1986b). In low-volume fibre reinforced concretes, the fibre reinforcement contribution in the
un-cracked stage is quite reduced. Therefore, the prime contribution of the fibre reinforcement
arises after the crack localization. Remark that not all local fibre reinforcement will be activated
in the stress transfer over cracks, in fact only a small parcel of the fibres in bulk will take part
in the crack opening control. These fibres are the so-called effective or active portion of fibres
(Stroeven 2008). Moreover, the number of fibres intersecting the active crack will be correlated
with the average spacing of fibres within the matrix (Soroushian and Lee 1990).
The post-cracking behaviour of fibre reinforced composites assessed from different types of
test specimens does not necessarily provides the correct post-cracking relation to be used in
structural design. There are several reasons that justify this statement. One of the most pre-
ponderant factors for possible errors is the deviation in preferred orientation between the fibre
reinforcement in a test specimen and in a structural element. Moreover, the effectiveness of fi-
bre reinforcement strongly depends on the fibre orientation towards the orthogonal direction(s)
of the principal tensile stress(es) (Kooiman 2000). Therefore, the post-cracking material be-
haviour obtained from the test results has to be translated into the expected material behaviour
in a structural element.
The widespread use of steel fibre reinforced concrete, SFRC, on full load bearing structural
applications is yet to some extent limited, if having in mind that the appearance of this material
dates back to the early sixties. The high scatter of the SFRC material behaviour, in part due to
non-uniform fibre dispersion, contributes to the mistrust in this material. To contribute for a
higher self-confidence in the use of FRC is of vital importance reducing the material behaviour
scatter and, consequently, enabling the adoption of lower material safety factors (Shah and
Ferrara 2008). Thus, it is necessary to effectively control the fibres dispersion within a structural
element along its manufacturing and casting process. An improper casting of a structural
element leads to a higher non-uniformity in the fibres dispersion, which results in reduced or
even nil amount of fibres on certain spots of the structural element. These locations may
jeopardize the structural performance either in terms of failure mechanisms and ultimate loads
(Ferrara and Meda 2006, Shah and Ferrara 2008).
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The use of self-compacting matrices takes advantage of the elimination of any kind of ex-
ternal vibration, resulting on improvements in terms of rheological stability in the fresh state
which leads during casting to a more uniform distribution of fibres within the structural ele-
ments (Shah and Ferrara 2008). Self-compacting concrete is effective in guaranteeing a more
uniform dispersion of fibres within the specimen, as well in effectively orienting them along the
casting direction. When comparing the fibre distribution in plates of self-compacting concrete
and conventional vibrated ones, the fibre dispersion is almost twice as much scattered in the
vibrated ones (Shah and Ferrara 2008). Throughout a suitable balance of the fresh state con-
crete properties, mainly the fluid viscosity, fibres can be effectively oriented along the direction
of the flow (Ferrara et al. 2007, Sta¨hli et al. 2008). Therefore, it is desirable to design together
with the mix composition also the casting procedure, so that the concrete flow direction along
which fibres may be aligned, coincide with the direction of the principal tensile stresses within
the structural element when in service and, consequently, enhance the structural performance
(Ferrara et al. 2008).
This chapter provides a brief overview of the main factors which influence the fibre density
and orientation in a concrete medium. Additionally, it is presented an insight view of distinct
methodologies for ascertaining the fibre distribution in a cement matrix. The main parameters
which characterize the fibre distribution within the studied self-compacting matrix will be
assessed and discussed. These parameters enable a better comprehension of the differences
between the post-cracking behaviour obtained from three-point bending tests and uniaxial
tests, which will be posteriorly presented in Chapter 8. In addition, the fibre orientation
factors experimentally ascertained will be also used in the numerical generation of virtual fibre
meshes, to be used under the scope of the finite element method model developed and presented
in Chapter 9.
6.2 Factors influencing the fibre structure
The main factors that can influence the morphological characteristics of the fibre distribution
and favour the fibre alignment in a structural element are: boundary of formwork, specimen size,
casting direction (gravity), type of compaction, mixture composition and rheological properties,
and presence of reinforcing bars or other kind of obstacles. The fibre orientation in conven-
tional steel fibre reinforced concrete, CFRC, has been investigated, by several researchers, e.g.
Stroeven (1978, 1979), Babut (1986), Soroushian and Lee (1990), Toutanji and Bayasi (1998),
Dupont (2003), Gettu et al. (2005). Within concrete matrices with high-flowability in the fresh
state, such as self-compacting concrete, SCC, the flow direction strongly affects the fibre orien-
tation. Obviously, in SCC the re-orientation of fibres due to vibration can be excluded, since for
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this material it is not employed any kind of compaction’s external energy. More recently, sev-
eral authors have investigated the fibre orientation in self-compacting matrices, e.g. Gru¨newald
(2004), Schumacher (2006), Markovic (2006), Lappa (2007), Torrijos et al. (2008), Vandewalle
et al. (2008), Sta¨hli et al. (2008).
The casting procedure and characteristics of the mould affect the fibre distribution. More-
over, the wall effect clearly depends on the ratios between the dimensions of the mould and
length of fibres (Soroushian and Lee 1990, Torrijos et al. 2008). According to Torrijos et al.
(2008) in beams cast vertically (like a column), a more homogeneous fibre orientation was
found. However, the fibre reinforcement was notably less efficient from the mechanical point of
view, since a relatively low content of fibres is oriented in the direction of the principal tensile
stresses (Torrijos et al. 2008), see Figure 6.1. On the other hand, the orientation of fibres
along the formwork boundaries, the so-called wall effect, is as more predominant as smaller are
the specimens dimensions. Nevertheless, the volume at a FRC element affected by the wall
effect also depends of the fibre length, since the fibre orientation is affected by the formwork
boundaries up to a distance of one time the fibre length (Stroeven and Hu 2006). Hence, hy-
pothetically speaking, if the fibre length and specimen dimensions ratio is maintained, the wall
effect when decreasing the specimen dimensions (and consequently the fibre length) would have
in percentage the same impact on the fibre orientation.
Figure 6.1: Influence of the casting procedure on the SFRSCC flexural behaviour.
In CFRC, fibre orientation, and consequently fibre density (the number of fibres per unit
area crossing a certain section), are not only influenced by the boundaries that restrict the
random orientation of fibres, but also by the compaction by vibration, which tends to re-orient
the fibres in horizontal planes (Soroushian and Lee 1990). According to Gettu et al. (2005),
internal vibration does not has a significant effect on the fibre orientation, since it appeared to
preserve the fibre’s isotropy. On the other hand, table vibration induces a preferential horizontal
alignment of fibres. For over-vibrated specimens, in particular 90 seconds, a clear preferential
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fibre orientation together with segregation were observed. Nevertheless, the abovementioned
should be looked upon with care, since from other research (Babut 1986), the increase of the
vibration time induced a fibre re-orientation, from a preferential horizontal orientation of the
fibres (without vibration) to a more isotropic fibre orientation (vibration time of 180 seconds).
The results from bibliography are somehow distinct, and cannot be regarded as an axiomatic
true, since there are several parameters which are intercorrelated with the vibration time and
thus affecting the fibre orientation in distinct ways.
Technological parameters, compaction and placing procedures influence not only the fibre
orientation, but also other morphological characteristics of the fibre distribution (Stroeven 1979,
Babut 1986). Other technological parameters such as fibre content, vibration frequency, work-
ability (as influenced by the addition of superplasticizer) also influence the fibre distribution.
Therefore all the aforementioned factors that affect the fibre morphology, directly influence
the mechanical properties of a FRC. The boundary and segregation effects increase with the
fibre volumetric percentage. However, remark that the segregation effect cannot be captured
in sections perpendicular to the gravity axis (Stroeven 1979, Babut 1986). In research carried
out by Babut (1986), the variation of the degree of segregation was low. In spite of that, a
slight decrease of the segregation coefficient could be observed with an increase of fibre con-
tent (parallel to gravity axis), since the fibres are blocked by themselves and the aggregates
skeleton. In what concerns to the influence of vibration time in the segregation degree, i.e. the
fibre distribution over the cross sectional height of the specimens. Several authors (Stroeven
1979, 1986b, Babut 1986, Barros and Antunes 2003, Gettu et al. 2005, Ozyurt et al. 2007) have
found similar findings, i.e. the increase of the vibration time increase the fibre segregation.
Stroeven (1986b) observed that without compaction a rather uniform fibre distribution was
observed along the height of the cross sections of conventional FRC. The type of fibre (hooked
versus straight) does not have a significant influence on the fibre density and therefore on the
segregation degree (Soroushian and Lee 1990).
In what concerns self-compacting concrete, several researchers (Gru¨newald 2004, Schu-
macher 2006, Lappa 2007, Sta¨hli et al. 2008, Vandewalle et al. 2008, Ferrara et al. 2008) have
observed in prismatic specimens a fibre alignment effect due to the concrete flow, since the
fibres were mainly aligned perpendicular to the cross section of the prismatic specimen (frac-
ture surface). Gru¨newald (2004) and Markovic (2006) have also observed an increase on the
orientation factor with the fibre length increase. Beside the aforementioned fibre alignment,
Lappa (2007) observed an alignment of fibres along a circular flow in the mould as the concrete
was flowing from the the top to bottom of the mould. Moreover, according to Vandewalle et al.
(2008), Sta¨hli et al. (2008), after a certain flow distance the fibre alignment does not changes
any more, similar findings were observed by Schumacher (2006). In the study carried out by
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the latter author, the fibre segregation over the specimen’s height due to the gravity influence
was not significant. Indeed, more fibres were found in the specimen’s top half, however, this
tendency was not pronounced and was within the scatter observed for those cross-sections.
On the other hand, Sta¨hli et al. (2008) assessed in a qualitative fashion the fibre segregation
due to gravity, concluding that the fibre segregation leads to a much higher bending strength
than expected due to fibre alignment only. Supposedly, the fibre alignment in self-compacting
concrete along the flow may be ascribed to both the wall-effect and the velocity profile in
concrete developed most likely due to frictional restraint along the walls of the mould (Sta¨hli
et al. 2008). In Figure 6.2 is schematically represented a possible explanation for the fibre
alignment due to a non-linear velocity profile of the concrete’s flow in the fresh state. The
fibre alignment in prismatic specimens leads to higher post-cracking strength, when compared
to conventional vibrated fibre reinforced concrete (Gru¨newald 2004, Vandewalle et al. 2008,
Torrijos et al. 2008, Sta¨hli et al. 2008, Ferrara et al. 2008).
Figure 6.2: Explanation for the fibre alignment due to a non-linear velocity profile of the concrete’s
flow (Sta¨hli et al. 2008).
6.3 Parameters of the fibre structure
In this section will be presented some analytical expressions found in literature (Krenchel 1975,
Kasperkiewicz et al. 1978, Stroeven 1978, 1979, Kamerwara Rao 1979, Stroeven 1986b, Babut
1986, Soroushian and Lee 1990, Stroeven and Hu 2006) that can be used to characterize the
fibre distribution within a cementicious matrix. They are generally based on the dimensions
and volume of fibres used, and can be employed to predict the uniformity and isotropy of the
fibre distribution as a function of the compaction and casting procedures.
6.3.1 Effective number of fibres
The expected number of fibres that intersects a plane, N3Df , (herein after will be designated by
effective number of fibres) can be defined by (Babut 1986):
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N3Df =
2 ·Vf
pi · d2 · 100/100 mm
2 (6.1)
where d and Vf are, respectively, the fibre diameter [mm] and the fibre content [per cent by vol-
ume]. This analytical expression is nonetheless than a simplification of equation 6.2 (Krenchel
1975, Soroushian and Lee 1990) assuming a three-dimensional isotropic uniform random distri-
bution:
Nf = η · Vf
Af
(6.2)
where η and Af [mm2] are, respectively, a dimensionless orientation factor and the cross sec-
tional area of a single fibre. The orientation factor η will assume the value of 0.5 for a three-
dimensional isotropic distribution. Further ahead, it will be presented the derivation of η for
the three, two and one-dimensional situations.
6.3.2 Minimum fibre content
The minimum fibre content intersecting an active crack plane, with regard to the mechanical
properties of the FRC, may have a similar meaning to that of the minimum strength (e.g.
tensile) of plain concrete (Babut 1986). The lowest value of effective fibre content of a section
parallel to the direction of the vibrating force or to gravity force, N ||f , can be selected to define
the possible minimum number of fibres per unit area, Nˇ ||f . The relative difference between
the minimum effective number of fibres and the expected value of N3Df can be regarded as a
reduction of the effective number of fibres (Babut 1986):
γ =
N3Df − Nˇ ||f
N3Df
(6.3)
6.3.3 Degree of orientation of the fibre structure
The degree of orientation of the fibre structure can be regarded as a preferential fibre orientation
towards a certain direction. For partially planar-oriented fibre structures (laminar elements),
which can be assumed as generated by the addition of two sub-sets, namely between a ran-
dom fibre distribution (three dimensional structure), and another comprising fibres randomly
distributed in planes (two dimensional structure); the degree of orientation can be determined
by (Stroeven 1978, 1979):
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ω = (2 t / lf + 1) ·
N
||
f −N⊥f
N
||
f + (4/pi − 1) ·N⊥f
(6.4)
where, N ||f and N
⊥
f are, respectively, the number of fibres per unit cross-sectional area in a
slice of concrete, of thickness t, projected on a plane parallel and perpendicular to the filling
direction, whereas lf is the fibre length. When the degree of orientation is null, ω = 0, signifies
perfect isotropy. On the other hand, if ω = 1 means that all the fibres are oriented in a plane
perpendicular to the filling direction (see Figure 6.3).
Remark that the degree of orientation computed by equation 6.4 is based upon on stere-
ological technique of feature counting of projections. If only the number of fibres crossing in
a specific plane is available, equation 6.4 can be simplified for the limiting case of a thin slice
(t→ 0):
ω =
N
||
f −N⊥f
N
||
f + (4/pi − 1) ·N⊥f
(6.5)
Equations 6.4 and 6.5, which can be used to determine the degree of segregation, as previously
referred, are valid for partially planar-oriented fibre structures. In the case of a significant
deviation from the state of rotational symmetry, it is necessary to add a 1D fibre distribution
arrangement as well (Stroeven 1986b). Thus, beside the degree of planar orientation there
would also be a degree of linear orientation (Stroeven and Hu 2006).
Figure 6.3: Degree of orientation of the fibre structure in laminar elements.
6.3.4 Segregation of fibres
Babut (1986) proposed a coefficient for inferring the fibre segregation degree, which can be
defined by:
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ξseg =
1
h ·Nf ·
Nf∑
i=1
y¯i (6.6)
where y¯ and h are, respectively, the coordinate of the centre of gravity of the fibre reinforcement
and the height of the analysed cross-section parallel to the vibration direction (Figure 6.4). In
the case of ideal fibre distribution, without segregation, the value of ξseg is 0.5. If ξseg tends to
1, the fibres are disposed towards the bottom part of the cross section, whereas if ξseg tends to
0 the opposite occurs.
Figure 6.4: Procedure for inferring the fibre segregation degree.
6.4 Fibre orientation, efficiency and effectiveness
According to Kamerwara Rao (1979), the term fibre efficiency is used to indicate the perfor-
mance of an individual fibre with a certain orientation relative to the tensile stress direction.
On the other hand, the term effectiveness is used for the average value of the efficiency, obtained
by considering all possible orientations of the fibre.
In Part I of this thesis was studied the efficiency of an individual steel fibre, by means of its
pullout behaviour. Additionally it was shown that the fibre efficiency is strongly influenced by
the fibre inclination angle towards the pullout load, i.e. relatively to the tensile stress.
6.4.1 Fibre orientation factors
One-dimensional case
For the one-dimensional case, the fibre orientation is inevitably aligned with the direction of
the applied load. Theoretically, the fibre effectiveness is 1. Several authors (Kooiman 2000,
Lappa 2007) suggest that the latter value would be the optimal one, since the fibre efficiency
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is always optimal due to preferable fibre orientation regarding the fracture plane. However,
in the author opinion this could be incorrect. As previously seen in the chapters regarding
the micromechanical behaviour of a single fibre, the fibre efficiency is usually maximum for
an orientation angle regarding the pullout load between 0 to 30 degrees. Other researchers
found similar findings by conducting pullout tests for fibre inclination angles within 0 and 30o,
namely, Banthia and Trottier (1994) for a 15o angle, and Robins et al. (2002) for a 10o angle.
Consequently, the optimal effectiveness factor could not be 1, but a slightly lower value.
Two-dimensional case
In a two-dimensional system, it is assumed that the fibres are randomly oriented in a plane. In
Figure 6.5(a) is depicted the 2D case where the fibre orientation angle θ between the embedded
fibre length and the crack line (x -axis) can vary between 0 and pi. According to Kamerwara Rao
(1979) the average efficiency or effectiveness of multiple fibres, η2D, can be determined from
projecting the mean fibre length towards the direction of the tensile stress (y-axis). Moreover,
it is assumed that all fibres comprised in the plane, represented by “crack line” in Figure 6.5(a),
are subjected to a parallel translation until their gravity centre coincide at the intersection of
the x and y-axis. Thus the mean effectiveness in a planar random system can be expressed by
an orientation efficiency factor computed as follow:
η2D =
∫ pi
0
sin θ · dθ
pi
=
2
pi
(6.7)
Three-dimensional case
For the general case, where fibres can have any orientation in a three-dimensional system,
the unit sphere model depicted in Figure 6.5(b) reflects the actual isotropic uniform random
fibre dispersion in the specimen. Stroeven and Shah (1978) determined the spatial-random
effectiveness adopting the geometric probability theory. Similarly to the 2D case, the fibres are
imaginary translated from their original positions, while maintaining their orientations, and
joined with one end in the sphere with a diameter equal to the fibre length. Assuming the xy
plane as the crack plane and the z -axis as the tensile stress direction, the fibre effectiveness or
three-dimensional orientation factor is given by (Stroeven and Hu 2006):
η3D =
∫ pi/2
0
cos θ · sin θ · dθ∫ pi/2
0
sin θ · dθ
=
1
2
(6.8)
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where, the trigonometric term cosine represents the relative probability of fibre intersecting
with crack, whereas the sine term is the relative spatial frequency as depicted in Figure 6.5(b).
In space the fibre orientation is defined by two angles, however, the second angle (the one not
related with the tensile stress direction) will lead to the same integration in the nominator and
denominator, consequently, there is no effect on the orientation factor (Stroeven and Hu 2006).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: Spatial averaging of fibre contribution to stress transfer over the leading crack: (a) two-
dimensional case and (b) three-dimensional case visualizes by the unit sphere model.
6.4.2 Influence of the geometrical boundaries on fibre orientation
Several researchers have presented theoretical models to take into account the boundary re-
strictions imposed by a mould of a structural element in the fibre effectiveness of random short
fibre reinforcement (Kamerwara Rao 1979, Soroushian and Lee 1990, Kooiman 2000, Dupont
2003, Stroeven and Hu 2006). In spite of their differences and complexity, commonly to all of
them, an average fibre efficiency factor, η, can theoretically be computed considering both the
dimensions of the structural element and fibre, and the wall effects.
The fibre orientation is strongly influenced nearby boundaries, especially when the fibre
length is relatively large compared to the structural element or specimen dimensions. Accord-
ing to an analysis performed by Soroushian and Lee (1990) and Kooiman (2000), the effect of
constrained orientation of fibres is mainly more predominant when the element dimensions are
smaller than five times the fibre length. When the dimensions of the elements are consider-
ably larger than the fibre length, the effect of constraint is reduced, consequently, the fibres’
orientation approaches those of freely random orientated, i.e. without constraints from the
boundaries.
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Table 6.1 presents some examples of average orientation factors (η), computed from the the-
orethical models developed by Soroushian and Lee (1990), Kooiman (2000) and Dupont (2003),
considering distinct fibre lengths and number of boundary surfaces. The orientation factor val-
ues computed from the distinct methodologies differed. Nevertheless, the differences between
values obtained by Soroushian and Lee (1990) and Dupont (2003) are not considerable. The
methodology presented by Soroushian and Lee (1990) has flaws if analysed within the scope of
the geometrical statistics, geometrical probability theory or integral geometry field (Stroeven
1994, Stroeven and Hu 2006, Stroeven and Guo 2008). On the other hand, in the mathemat-
ical model proposed by Dupont (2003), the orientation factor is determined by averaging the
orientation factor computed for three distinguished zones in a rectangular cross section. The
adopted orientation factors for the bulk, with one boundary (zone 1) and two boundary con-
ditions (zone 2) are, respectively, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.84 (see Figure 6.6). Dupont (2003) evaluated
his model performance by comparing the calculated number of fibres with the number of fibres
crossing a section assessed experimentally on 107 distinct specimens, involving different fibre
types. The model provided good predictions of the number of fibres crossing a section.
Figure 6.6: Distinct boundary conditions at a beam’s cross section (after Dupont 2003).
More recently, Stroeven and Hu (2006) presented a three-dimensional model for fibre aniso-
tropy supported on the geometrical probability theory, which take into account not only the
boundary effect on the fibre orientation, but also the decline of the number of fibres toward
the boundary surface. With this model, the authors predicted a decrease (nearby 10%) on the
fibres’ stress transfer capability at the boundary zones in comparison to the bulk performance
according the same direction.
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Table 6.1: Average orientation numbers available in literature, when considering boundaries.
Reference
Boundary Specimen dimensions
lf [mm] η [-]
surface b [mm] h [mm]
Soroushian and Lee (1990)
2
150 150 60
≈ 0.48
4 ≈ 0.57
Kooiman (2000) 2 150 150
60 0.70
30 0.66
Dupont (2003) 4 150 150
60 0.60
30 0.55
6.4.3 Anisometry and anisotropy
As previously discussed, several factors related to the production of fibre reinforced composites,
FRC, affect the distribution characteristics of the fibres within a cementicious matrix. Thus it
is feasible to assume anisotropic mechanical behaviour for the FRC due to the anisometry in the
fibre reinforcement (Stroeven 1979, 1986b, Stroeven and Hu 2006). The actual fibre distribution
can be assumed as a mixture of three, two and one-dimensional fibre orientation arrangements,
respectively, 3D, 2D and 1D. All the fibres geometrical centres are assumed dispersed randomly.
However, fibres from the 1D portion are oriented parallel to the so-called orientation axis, while
fibres from the 2D portion are oriented uniformly random parallel to the so-called orientation
plane (Stroeven and Hu 2006).
For partially planar-oriented fibre structures, Stroeven (1978, 1979) demonstrated, based
on the geometric probability theory, that the number of fibres per unit cross-sectional area in
a slice of concrete, of thickness t, projected on a plane parallel to the filling direction can be
computed as (see Figure 6.3):
N
||
f = LV [(t/lf + 0.5) + (2/pi − 0.5) ·ω] (6.9)
where LV is the total fibre length in a unit volume of concrete (= 4Vf/pid2), lf is the length of
each single fibre and ω is the degree of orientation defined in section 6.3.3. In equation 6.9, Vf
is the fibre content in volume and d is the fibre diameter. On the other hand, for the case of
a plane perpendicular to the filling direction, the number of fibres projected on it is given by
(Stroeven 1978, 1979):
N⊥f = LV [(t/lf + 0.5)− 0.5 ·ω] (6.10)
When only the data of the number of fibres crossing a specific plane is available, equations 6.9
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and 6.10 can be simplified for the limiting case of a thin slice (t→ 0):
N
||
f = LV [0.5 + (2/pi − 0.5) ·ω] (6.11)
N⊥f = 0.5LV (1− ω) (6.12)
Hence, this anisometry of the fibre distribution is directly reflected in a anisotropic be-
haviour of the fibre reinforced composite. Stroeven (1986b) derived the following constitutive
relationships for estimating the composite strength:
σ|| = σm (1− Vf ) +
1
6
λ τVf · (1 + 0.5 c Vf ) (6.13)
σ⊥ = σm (1− Vf ) + 16 λ τVf · (1− c Vf ) (6.14)
where λ and τ are, respectively, the fibre aspect ratio and interface bond strength, whereas c
is a constant (computed from ω = cVf ) in which ω is the degree of orientation. σm and Vf are,
respectively, the mortar strength, the fraction of the cross-sectional area transmitting tensile
strengths and the fibre volume fraction. On the other hand, in the case of a random uniform
fibre dispersion can be found:
σ|| = f⊥ = σm (1− Vf ) +
1
6
λ τVf (6.15)
According to Stroeven (1986b), the strengths computed from equations 6.13 and 6.14, and
using the values of ω determined by stereological computations from the image analysis pro-
cedure, are in agreement with experimental test results performed in different orthogonal di-
rections. Analysing the latter equations, can be drawn out that the rearrangement of fibres
in a specimen can either enhance fibre reinforcement effectiveness up to Vf (1 + 0.5 c Vf ) in a
favourable cross-section (see equation 6.13), or reduce the fibre reinforcement effectiveness to
Vf (1− c Vf ) (see equation 6.14).
More recently, Stroeven and Hu (2006) presented a complete three-dimensional solution to
boundary cases in fibre reinforced composites, where the strength relationships in bulk and in
boundary zones (i.e. having into account the wall-effect) are derived for prismatic specimens of
fibre reinforced concrete. Assuming that, in most practical cases, fibre reinforcements develops
a partially planar structure in bulk, the stress components parallel to the orientation plane of
the 2D portion can be computed by:
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σ|| = σm (1− Vf ) +
1
3
λ τVf η¯b3 · (1 + 0.5ω) (6.16)
where η¯b3 is a stress transfer efficiency parameter in the boundary layer, which for prismatic
elements with surfaces parallel to orientation plane of the 2D portion yields 0.203. The deriva-
tion of this parameter can be found elsewhere (Stroeven and Hu 2006). On the other hand,
the stress components perpendicular to the orientation plane can be determined in a similar
fashion by:
σ⊥ = σm (1− Vf ) + 13 λ τVf η¯b3 · (1− ω) (6.17)
6.5 Methods for analysing the structure of FRC
There are several methodologies for assessing the fibre structure within a concrete matrix
(Soroushian and Lee 1990, Stroeven 1986b, Franchois et al. 2004, Ozyurt et al. 2006b, Bar-
ros et al. 2005, Ferrara and Meda 2006, Farhat et al. 2007, Vandewalle et al. 2008). These
methods differ considerably on their complexity and on the type, amount and accuracy of the
fibre structure’s information that can be withdraw.
Among more expedite methods are the wash-out tests, which consist of after the mixing
concrete procedure and respective mould filled, the concrete content in the mould is then poured
over a sieve while the concrete is still in the fresh state. After washing out the coarse aggregates
and fibres that remain in the sieve, steel fibres can be separated from the aggregates with a
magnet. Finally just by counting and weighting them, the fibre concentration in the mixture
can be evaluated (Vandewalle et al. 2008). However, this simple procedure has a main drawback
since it cannot provide information about the fibre orientation in a specimen, but only about the
fibre concentration. A similar method can be also used for assessing the fibre concentration in
hardened cored specimens. The specimen can be crushed until the fibres are fully desegregated
from the paste and aggregates, afterwards with a magnet the fibre parcel is separated and then
weighted (Ferrara and Meda 2006).
Another method supported on fibre counting, which has widely been used by researchers, e.g.
Soroushian and Lee (1990), Kooiman (2000), Dupont (2003), Barros et al. (2005) and Markovic
(2006), can be the manual counting of fibres present in the fracture surface of a tested specimen.
For low fibre content, this procedure presents simple and fast way of assessing the number of
fibres that intersect an active crack plane. Comparatively to the wash-out methods, it presents
information about the fibre density variation over a hardened concrete’s section. However, this
method has two main disadvantages. The first, is that it can not provide the orientation of the
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fibres; the other is that in the case of fibre rupture, during the pullout process, there could be
double counting of the fibres that have fractured. Moreover, regarding the mixtures with high
fibre contents, this method would be extremely time consuming and strenuous, and in addition
it would be difficult to ensure the accurate counting of fibres.
Other common methods that recently have been widely employed are supported on counting
fibres on images of specimen sections and not on the specimen fracture surfaces. With this
procedure, and in opposite to fibre counting on the fracture surface, it can be avoided the case
of double counting fibres that eventually have fractured. In this method, the images could
be from x-ray (Stroeven and Shah 1978, Kasperkiewicz et al. 1978) or simple photographs of
the cross sections (Gru¨newald 2004, Markovic 2006, Lappa 2007, Hegger et al. 2008). The
latter images can be counted manually (Gru¨newald 2004) or automatically with the help of an
appropriate digital image analyser software (Markovic 2006, Lappa 2007, Hegger et al. 2008).
Since the aggregates and paste have distinct reflective properties from the steel fibres, as the
first ones absorb the light, and on contrary steel fibres reflect it, steel fibres can easily be
distinguishable on a image with a proper threshold colour parameter.
Another type of methods are based on the measurement of distinct electrical properties (such
as resistivity, capacity, etc.) of fibre reinforced composites (Franchois et al. 2004, Woo et al.
2005, Ozyurt et al. 2006b). These methods, when comparing to image analysis methods, are
quite more straightforward and less time consuming. Ozyurt et al. (2006a) compared the elec-
trical properties, namely, the matrix-normalized conductivity parameter with the orientation
factor obtained from the image analysis procedure (counting fibres at cross sections) and found
a linear relationship between them with a reasonable agreement. Moreover, this method showed
its sensitivity to other sources of non-uniform fibre dispersion, such as clamping, segregation,
among others.
Recently a novel technique such as computerized tomography (Farhat et al. 2007) was also
used for inferring the fibre concentration, however, the latter only allows to have a global idea
of the steel fibre concentration in a mixture.
6.5.1 Determination of the orientation factor by image analysis
Whenever a specimen is cut, the fibres intersected in the cross section, in the general case,
will be visible as an ellipse. However, whenever the fibre longitudinal axis is perpendicular to
the cross section, it will be visible a full circle. In the general case of an ellipse, the minor
semi-axis of the ellipse, b, corresponds to the fibre diameter, whereas the major semi-axis, a,
is the visible fibre length at that plane. This holds true if the fibres have a perfectly circular
cross-section, which may be not entirely true even for supposedly circular fibres and depends
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on their manufacturing process.
According to Eberhardt and Clarke (2001), the fibre orientation can be characterized by
two angles: the in-plane angle ϕ and the out-plane angle θ (see Figure 6.7). The out-plane θ
corresponds to the fibre alignment with regard to the loading direction. On the other hand, the
in-plane angle ϕ regards to the orientation of the ellipse major semi-axis, a, with respect to an
arbitrary in-plane direction. The out-plane angle θ can be determined by the ellipse semi-axis
length of the fibre at the cross section by:
θ = arccos(b/a) (6.18)
Remark that when analysing the fibre orientation angles from a single cross section, there
will be ambiguity in the determination of the fibre orientation, since (θ, ϕ) and (θ, ϕ + pi)
orientations are indistinguishable (Eberhardt and Clarke 2001). Therefore, to fully ascertain
the fibre orientation there will be the need of three perpendicular planes. However, with regard
to the fibre crack bridging ability in the beams of this study, the response of fibres orientated
with (θ, ϕ) and (θ, ϕ + pi) would be equal. Hence it will sufficient to only regard one cross-
section for each beam and the fibres out-plane angles in order to derive information on the fibre
orientations.
The orientation factor can be determined with the ascertained out-plane angle via image
analysis of the cross section from equation 6.19.
ηimg =
1
Nf
·
Nf∑
i=1
cos θi (6.19)
where Nf is the total number of fibres counted at the cross section and θ is the out-plane angle,
i.e. angle between the fibre longitudinal axis and the loading direction. Nf , can be obtained
by just adding up all the visible ellipses and circles.
On the other hand, the dimensionless orientation factor, η, which gives an indication on the
average orientation within a cross section can also be determined by counting the number of
fibres present in a certain cross section, Nf [1/mm2], and adopting the fibre volumetric fraction
used in the mixture. According to Krenchel (1975) and Soroushian and Lee (1990) the factor
ηexp can be obtained from:
ηexp = Nf · Af
Vf
(6.20)
where Vf [Vol.-%] and Af [mm2] are, respectively, the volumetric fraction of fibres and the cross
sectional area of a single fibre.
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Figure 6.7: Left: Fibre in a 3D space, definition of the in-plane angle φ and out-of-plane angle ϕ;
Midle: definition of an ellipse and the in-plane angle; Right: the probability that a fibre is cut by a
section plane is proportional to its orientation angle θ (adapted from Eberhardt and Clarke 2001).
6.6 Assessment of the SFRSCC structure
In this section, it will be presented and discussed the results regarding the fibre distribution,
namely, the fibre density, orientation and segregation in the self-compacting matrix studied. For
this purpose, these parameters were computed from the geometric data that define the ellipses
and gravity centre corresponding to the intersected fibres. The fibre structure assessment was
supported on the image analysis of saw cut concrete surfaces. Moreover, the number of fibres
present at the crack planes of the specimens tested, for assessing the steel fibre reinforced
self-compacting concrete’s post-cracking behaviour (in Chapter 8), will be also presented.
6.6.1 Procedure for assessing the structure of SFRSCC
As previously stated, there are several methods for determining the fibre distribution and ori-
entation in steel fibre reinforced composites, in which the most promising are image-analysis,
magnetic induction method, tomography and measurement of the concrete’s electrical proper-
ties. In the present work the image analysis was chosen due its simplicity and relatively low
cost of the necessary equipment.
Method of analysis
The adopted procedure for fibre detection comprised four main steps. Firstly, a concrete surface
must be cut from the concrete specimens and, for better results, should be ground, since the
polishment of the steel fibres enhances their reflective properties. Afterwards, an image of the
surface is taken with a digital photograph camera. The third step incorporates three tasks:
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Pre-Processing by using a rectification mask – in the present study the colour channels were
eliminated, thus a grey-scale photograph is obtained; the Segmentation (by using thresholds);
and the Classification in which the detection and calculation of the circles and ellipses corre-
sponding to the fibres cross sections are performed. Finally, the Post-Processing step where the
obtained results from the analysis software are evaluated.
The images used in the section analysis were taken with a high resolution digital camera
(Canon EOS 450DTM, with 12 Mpix). To avoid shadows and enable a correct illumination
of the concrete surface, the camera was slightly inclined. Therefore, before the Classification
process there was the need to rectify the image due to the inclination and also of the lens
distortion. For this correction marks were executed (at defined distances) on the concrete
surface, the calibration was then automatically performed by the used image analyser software.
In Figure 6.8 are depicted an image sample obtained on the Pre-Processing, Segmentation and
Classification procedures, respectively.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.8: Image analysis procedure of the concrete’s surface: (a) Pre-Processing, i.e. applied mask,
(b) Segmentation procedure, and (c) Classification procedure.
In the Pre-Processing, since the photos of the specimens were coloured, a mask was applied
to transform the photo into a grey scale format. In spite of the used image analyser program
(GSA Image-AnalyserTM) enables the execution of the Classification procedure in coloured
image, this would not lead to good results on the fibre identification. Afterwards, the segmen-
tation of the fibre and non-fibre areas was achieved using a threshold function. The threshold
is nonetheless than a grey scale limit. In the present work a static value for each of the anal-
ysed surfaces’ photos was manually set up. Remark, however that there much more fancier
procedures, such as automatic calculation methods of the grey scale limits (Hegger et al. 2008).
Even though the segmentation of fibre and non-fibre areas has been performed, there were
some areas due to localized bright points that have been included as fibre areas, see Fig-
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ure 6.8(b). Since in the present composition as a coarse aggregate was selected crushed granite,
the mica comprised on its constitution had similar reflective properties to the fibres. This was
eliminated during the Classification procedure. After the detection of the clusters marked as
fibre areas, the boundary and interior areas are known. Hence, a selection restrain equal to the
circular fibre cross section area (≈ 0.442 mm2) was applied, i.e. all the selected regions with
a smaller area than the fibre are eliminated, compare Figures 6.8(b) and 6.8(c). Whenever an
identified cluster consisted of more than one fibre, due to either a lower image or cut quality, or
even in some cases two fibres touching themselves, the referred cluster must be divided into the
correspondent fibres. Thus avoiding obtaining biased results of either the number of fibres at
the concretes’ surface and orientation (by means of the parameters that define the ellipse). In
the present work this was achieved manually. After the Classification procedure was performed,
a visual inspection of the obtained image and compared with the initial photo, the joined fibres
were then separated with a tool comprised in the image analyser software. For the fibre volume
ratios studied in the current work, this task is feasible to be performed manually, since in each
analysed image there where a few cases like the above mentioned. However, as the fibre volume
ratio increases, this task becomes more harder and time consuming, thus should be used au-
tomatic separation procedures. Hegger et al. (2008) implemented three distinct mathematical
approaches for the fibre separation, and applied it on the fibre orientation’s study of reinforced
composites with a high fibre content.
Finally in the Post-Processing, the number of detected ellipses corresponds to the number
of fibres at the concrete surface. Moreover the parameters that characterize the fibres such as,
global coordinates, minimum and maximum radius and area are analytically computed.
Sampling of SFRSCC specimens
The analysis of the fibre structure was carried out either on prismatic specimens (150× 150×
600 mm3) used for the three point bending tests, and on cylinders (300 mm of height and
150 mm of diameter) used in the uniaxial tension tests (the experimental results of the latter
tests will be comprised in Chapter 8). In the prismatic specimens, the cross sections’ analysis
was carried out after the mechanical tests have been performed. Two series with distinct fibre
contents were studied, respectively, with 30 kg/m3 and 45 kg/m3. Hereinafter, they will be
designated as Cf30 and Cf45, respectively. Each series comprised five prismatic and cylindrical
specimens.
In Figure 6.9 are depicted the localizations of the cross sections analysed in the fibre struc-
ture assessment. In each prismatic specimen were analysed four cross sections parallel to the
beam notch’s plane and other perpendicular to the referred plane. Regarding the cross sections
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parallel to the notch plane, i.e. to the crack surfaces, were chosen two sections nearer to the
crack plane and the other two nearer to the corners. Since the cross section analysis was car-
ried out after performing the bending tests, the sections nearest to the crack plane must be at
least separated by half of the fibres’ length, in order to rule out that fibres at the cross section
have been pulled out during the three-point bending tests and, consequently, leading to distort
results. On the other hand, the remain sections were also distanced from the corners more
than half of the fibres’ length, thus only comprising the same mould’s boundary conditions as
the planes nearer to the crack plane. Regarding the cylindric specimens, only one cross section
was studied by the image analysis procedure. The latter was parallel to the notches preformed
for inducing the crack plane on the uniaxial tension tests, thus perpendicular to the gravity
direction during casting.
Finally, as previously mentioned, a restrain equal to the circular fibre cross section area
(≈ 0.442 mm2) was considered for the fibre identification at a certain plane. This restraint
excludes, from the count up, the cases when the fibre is just touching the studied plane, i.e
when the smallest fibre embedded length is very reduced. However, the image analysis method
does not allow to assess the number of effective fibres. Notice that a hooked fibre with an
embedded length smaller than the hook length it will not be effective (Robins et al. 2002)
and, nevertheless, could fulfil the adopted fibre cross section area restraint. For instance, a
perpendicular fibre to the studied plane could have a cross sectional area of 0.442 mm2 and
an embedded length smaller than 5 mm, thus, for the fibre geometry adopted in this work, it
would not be effective even though it would be count.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.9: Localization of the cross sections considered in the fibre distribution assessment: (a) pris-
matic specimens and (b) cylindric specimens (units in mm).
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6.6.2 Experimental results on the prismatic specimens
Fibre density
In Table 6.2 are comprised the fibre density of the analysed prismatic specimens’ cross sections.
N
||
f is the fibre density obtained from the cross sections parallel to the crack surface of the three
point bending test specimens (see Figure 6.9), N ||f,crk is the fibre density at the crack surface
analysed in a net cross section of 150× 125 mm2 and N⊥f is the fibre density in a perpendicular
plane to the crack surface (see Figure 6.9). The fibre densities N ||f,crk and N
⊥
f were both
determined from only one cross section per specimen, whereas N ||f was determined from four
cross sections per specimen. Finally, Nˇ ||f and Nˇ
⊥
f are defined as the minimum fibre densities
observed in a specimen for the parallel and perpendicular directions, respectively,. Additionally,
the theoretical fibre density for each series assuming a three-dimensional isotropic uniform
random fibre distribution, N3Df , is also comprised. The latter parameter was computed using
equation 6.2 and adopting η = 0.5 corresponding to the orientation factor for the theoretical
3D isotropic uniform random distribution.
Table 6.2: Fibre density on the prismatic specimens.
Specimen
(nom.) Parallel direction Perpendicular direction Min. num. fibres
N3Df N
||
f CoV N
||
f,crk CoV N
⊥
f CoV Nˇ
||
f Nˇ
⊥
f
fibres/cm2 % fibres/cm2 % fibres/cm2 % fibres/cm2
Cf30
1
0.435
0.776 5.6 0.757
–
0.391
–
0.716
2 0.655 12.8 0.555 0.356 0.533
3 0.734 7.5 0.501 0.542 0.501 0.356
4 0.644 4.2 0.656 0.596 0.612
5 0.804 6.6 0.635 0.627 0.627
Avg. – 0.723 11.4 0.621 16.4 0.502 24.3 0.598 –
Cf45
1
0.653
0.995 6.9 0.896
–
0.761
–
0.896
2 0.968 10.7 0.837 0.745 0.837
3 0.942 4.2 0.955 0.667 0.895 0.587
4 0.916 4.8 1.003 0.768 0.884
5 0.996 6.5 0.864 0.587 0.864
Avg. – 0.963 7.1 0.911 7.4 0.706 11.0 0.875 –
Both the average and minimum fibre density according to the parallel and perpendicular
directions to the crack surfaces increased with the volumetric fibre content, as expected. The
theoretical increment of 50% on the fibre density (for η = 0.5), between Cf30 and Cf45 series,
produced an increase in fibre density according the parallel direction of nearby 33%, whereas
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in the perpendicular direction, an increment of 39% was observed. As an example, Figure 6.10
shows photos from cross sections with the fibres reflecting the light, and also the fibres obtained
from the classification procedure for a certain specimen’s cross section with 30 and 45 kg/m3
of fibres.
(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Figure 6.10: Examples of fibre distributions in a concrete surface: (a) photo of a Cf30 series specimen’s
cross section (parallel), (b) and (c) identification of the fibres in a parallel plane of a specimen of the
Cf30 and Cf45 series; (d) zoom perspective from Cf30 series.
For both Cf30 and Cf45 series, the fibre density of the hardened SFRSCC specimens ac-
cording to the parallel direction was significantly higher than the theoretical value assuming a
3D isotropic uniform random distribution. In fact, the N ||f was 66% and 47% higher than N
3D
f ,
respectively, for the Cf30 and Cf45 series. This increase can be regarded as an effective increase
on the fibre density intersecting an active crack and can be ascribed to two intercorrelated rea-
sons. The high flowability of the concrete in the fresh state, which favours the fibre alignment
according the flow direction, namely along the lengthier dimension, i.e. beam’s longitudinal
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dimension. Moreover, there is also the wall-effect, in which the fibres within a distance from
the mould surface smaller than half the fibre length, also tend to be preferentially aligned along
to the surfaces. Approximately just 34% of the total prismatic volume (150× 150× 600 mm3)
will not be influenced by the wall-effect. Consequently, as the fibre orientation factor increases
due to the fibre alignment, the probability of the fibre to intersect a plane perpendicular to the
wall plane increases resulting a higher fibre density along the direction orthogonal to this plane.
The theoretical number of fibresN3Df does not have into account the cross sectional boundary
conditions. A theoretical value of the expected number of fibres having in consideration the
wall-effect can be computed with the mathematical model developed by Dupont (2003). For
the purpose, this model yields an average orientation factor of 0.6 for the current specimen and
fibre dimensions (see Table 6.1). Inserting this orientation value into equation 6.2 will render an
expected fibre density of 0.522 and 0.783, respectively, for the Cf30 and Cf45 series. Therefore,
if now N ||f is compared with the referred expected fibre densities considering the wall-effect, an
effective increase of 39% and 23%, respectively, for the Cf30 and Cf45 series, can be observed.
These effective increases can be just ascribed to the high flowability effect of the self-compacting
concrete.
In Table 6.3 are included values withdraw from literature for the fibre density observed
on prismatic specimens. Moreover, when applicable it was computed the effective increase of
the fibre density in similitude to the performed for the studied compositions. For each cited
reference is specified the fibre content, fibre’s aspect ratio, fibre length and type of concrete. The
SFRC is defined as traditionally vibrated steel fibre reinforced concrete, SFRSCC as steel fibre
reinforced self-compacting concrete and HPHFC as high performance hybrid fibre concrete, i.e.
there are used high fibre contents with distinct sizes.
The effective increase of the fibre density obtained from the literature for the self-compacting
matrices range between 31 and 75% and are in consonance with the obtained results for the
studied composition. On the other hand, concerning the results from literature for SFRC (Babut
1986, Barr et al. 2003), the effective increase on fibre density lays between 4 and 24%, which is
smaller than the one observed for SFRSCC (Vandewalle et al. 2008, Torrijos et al. 2008). This
differences are quite feasible, since for SFRC the only factor that will influence the effective
increase on fibre density will be the wall effect, whereas for SFRSCC there will be also the
effect of concrete’s high flowability. In what concerns to HPHFC (Markovic 2006), the effective
increase on the fibre density for the lengthier fibres, 60 mm, is within the observed values for
the SFRSCC. Remark that the later type of concrete has also self-compatibility requirements.
On the other hand, for the shorter fibres, with 13 mm length, the effective increase on the
fibre density was just observed for the series with 36 kg/m3 of fibres. Moreover, this increase
is considerable smaller than the one observed for the fibres with 60 mm. This may be justified
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Table 6.3: Fibre density obtained by other researchers on prismatic specimens.
Reference
fibre content type of aspect N3Df N
||
f effective
[kg/m3] concrete ratio / length [fibres/cm2] increase [%]
Babut (1986)
39
SFRC
66/25
2.00 2.38 19
78 4.00 4.53 13
117 6.00 6.26 4
Barr et al. (2003)
25 65/60 0.239 0.251 5
50 80/60 0.725 0.843 14
75 65/60 0.718 0.890 24
Markovic (2006)
36
HPHFC
65/13 7.958 8.550 7
78 80/60 1.132 1.536 36
144 65/13 31.83 29.98 -
Vandewalle et al. (2008) 30
SFRSCC
65/25 1.60 2.10 31
65/60 0.28 0.49 75
Torrijos et al. (2008) 35 50/50 0.286 0.430 50
by two aspects. Firstly, due to the smaller fibre length, the parcel of the cross sectional area
which is under the wall-effect will be considerable smaller.
Returning to the analysis of the values included in Table 6.2 and regarding the fibre density
along the perpendicular direction, it were observed smaller average values and much closer to
the N3Df values than for the parallel direction. The N
⊥
f was approximately 15% and 8% higher
than N3Df , respectively, for the Cf30 and Cf45 series. In fact, the minimum fibre density along
the perpendicular direction, Nˇ⊥f , was smaller than the N
3D
f for both series. On the other hand,
Nˇ
||
f value was also nearer to the N
3D
f theoretical value, and in all sections the Nˇ
||
f value was
higher than N3Df . The obtained values of the coefficient of variation, CoV, for the computed
fibre densities was higher in the Cf30 series. Nevertheless, the variation of the results in both
series is relatively low, which indicates a good fibre distribution within the specimen volume,
particularly in the Cf45 series.
In Figures 6.11(a) and 6.11(b) are depicted the fibre density in the cross sections designated
as parallel, along the specimen’s length, respectively, for the Cf30 and Cf45 series.
In general, it was not observed a significant variation of the fibre density along the prismatic
beams’ longitudinal length. However, at half the beam’s longitudinal length a decrease on the
fibre density was observed for both series. Remark, that fibre density at this location was
assessed by manual counting of the fibres at the crack surface of the tested specimens (a fibre
was considered effective either if it had its hook deformed or if it had rupture). In addition, these
sections had a smaller cross sectional area due to the beam’s notch, which was executed in a
zone where it is present the wall-effect, i.e. probably with a higher fibre density. At a first sight,
one can ascribe this reduction of the fibre density to fibre segregation during casting towards
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Figure 6.11: Fibre density in the parallel direction along the specimen’s length
the notched zone. However, this does not happens since the notch is made perpendicular to
the casting direction. Another factor that could hypothetically enhanced this was that when
breaking the specimen in two halves, in order to make it possible counting the number of fibres
at the fracture surface, in the top of the specimen where the load is applied the concrete is
crushed and disaggregated leading to a smaller number of fibres that still remain in the crack
surfaces. This could have happened to some specimens, thus leading also to the higher CoV of
the fibre density at this section.
Fibre orientation
The fibre orientation factors for each analysed section were computed by two distinct ap-
proaches. In the first approach, the orientation factor ηimg is determined from equation 6.19
based upon the image analysing procedure of the elliptical axis of the intersected fibres, as
described in section 6.5.1. The other approach consisted in computing the average orientation
factor, ηexp, from equation 6.20, based on the counted number of fibres presented in Table 6.2.
The latter can also be regarded as a fibre effectiveness factor, as designated by several authors.
The results obtained from both approaches are included in Table 6.4.
The average orientation factor computed from the image analysis approach, in general, is
higher than the correspondent ηexp, with the exception of the Cf30 series along the parallel
direction. Both ηimg and ηexp values along the parallel direction are relatively higher, nearby
15 to 30%, than the theoretical value of the orientation factor for a 2D isotropic random
distribution, i.e. 2/pi ≈ 0.637. Thus there is a clear preferential orientation of the fibres along
the prismatic specimen’s longitudinal axis, as the orientation factors observed experimentally
lay within the theoretical values for a 2D (≈ 0.637) and 1D (1.0) uniform isotropic distribution.
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Table 6.4: Fibre orientation factors on the prismatic specimens.
Specimen
Parallel direction Perpendicular direction
ηexp CoV ηimg CoV ηexp CoV ηimg CoV
– % – % – % – %
Cf30
1 0.891 5.6 0.779 1.6 0.449
–
0.643
–
2 0.753 12.8 0.754 2.6 0.409 0.671
3 0.844 7.5 0.775 1.7 0.623 0.734
4 0.740 9.6 0.770 4.3 0.685 0.717
5 0.924 14.7 0.761 2.9 0.721 0.623
Avg. 0.830 11.3 0.768 2.7 0.577 24.3 0.698 5.6
Cf45
1 0.762 6.9 0.765 3.4 0.583
–
0.713
–
2 0.741 10.7 0.767 3.1 0.570 0.747
3 0.721 4.2 0.750 2.2 0.511 0.694
4 0.701 4.8 0.737 3.3 0.588 0.682
5 0.763 6.5 0.752 4.2 0.449 0.658
Avg. 0.737 7.1 0.754 3.1 0.540 11.0 0.699 3.5
The average orientation factor ηexp decreased with the fibre content increase. This can
be ascribed to the differences between the self-compatibility properties of the Cf30 and Cf45
series. In particular, the slightly higher flowability of the Cf30 mixture, since the increase
on the fibre content led to a decrease of the total spread observed in the slump flow test.
Moreover, it was also observed a decrease on the average value of ηexp from the parallel to
the perpendicular sections. In opposite to the parallel sections, the ηexp for the perpendicular
sections is relatively smaller and is quite close to the theoretical orientation factor for a 3D
isotropic uniform distribution (0.5). On the other hand, the values of the average ηimg computed
for the Cf30 and Cf45 series did not differ much and are slightly higher than the theoretical
orientation factor for a 2D isotropic uniform distribution (≈ 0.637).
The observed scatter on the fibre orientation factor was higher for the Cf30 series, and in
particular for the perpendicular planes.
In Figure 6.12 is represented the relationship between the fibre density and the orientation
factor computed from the cross section image analysis, ηimg. There is no significant difference
in this relation between the Cf30 and Cf45 series apart the natural offset in the fibre density
in the Cf30 and Cf45 series. As previously observed in Table 6.4, the average values of ηimg
for both Cf30 and Cf45 series are very similar, being slightly lower for the Cf45 series. If the
results’ analysis is carried out just within each single series, one can state that there is slightly
increase of the orientation factor with the fibre density. However, if the results of the two series
are analysed together, then the fibre density does not affects so much the orientation factor,
since the properties of the matrix in the fresh state play a more important role in the fibre
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Figure 6.12: Relationship between the fibre density and orientation factor.
alignment. Nevertheless, it is clearly observed an increase of the orientation factor with the
fibre density from the perpendicular to the parallel planes.
Influence of gravity on the fibre segregation
In Table 6.5 are included the segregation coefficients, ξseg, computed by equation 6.6, for
the prismatic specimens regarding the gravity direction. This parameter was assessed in the
cross sectional planes designated as parallel, see Figure 6.9(a), in order to give an idea of
the segregation degree due to the gravity action. Since in self-compacting concrete is not
applied external vibration, the segregation observed in the specimens is exclusively due to the
gravity influence on the concrete’s flow during the casting procedure. Remember, that ξseg is
nonetheless than the ratio between the average fibre depth and the total depth of the cross
section, thus if no segregation is observed ξseg = 0.5, on the other hand as the ξseg value is
nearer to 0 or 1, the fibres tend to be segregated, respectively, to the top or bottom of the cross
section.
The obtained average values of ξseg for the studied cross sectional planes were slightly
higher than 0.5, approximately 7 to 10% higher. Thus, for the studied self-compacting concrete
composition, and in particular for the rheological properties in the fresh state of this SFRSCC,
was observed a slight fibre segregation towards the bottom of the prismatic specimen due to the
gravity action. The differences between the Cf30 and Cf45 series were marginal. Nevertheless,
for the Cf30 series, the average segregation coefficient was slightly higher than for the Cf45
series, and can be ascribed to the higher flowability of the Cf30 series as a consequence of the
lower fibre content.
The scatter observed for both series was also relatively reduced, and the maximum value
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Table 6.5: Fibre segregation on the prismatic specimens.
Specimen
Parallel direction Perpendicular direction Min./Max. ξseg
ξseg CoV ξseg CoV max. min.
– % – % – –
Cf30
1 0.541 2.7 0.538
–
0.558 0.524
2 0.543 2.4 0.527 0.550 0.524
3 0.582 3.5 0.614 0.614 0.527
4 0.547 3.3 0.554 0.554 0.571
5 0.518 3.9 0.557 0.557 0.516
Avg. 0.546 4.5 0.551 4.0 – –
Cf45
1 0.532 1.4 0.518
–
0.548 0.517
2 0.541 2.5 0.571 0.569 0.513
3 0.544 1.9 0.531 0.561 0.522
4 0.522 2.4 0.524 0.527 0.502
5 0.556 1.7 0.538 0.563 0.534
Avg. 0.539 2.2 0.536 2.1 – –
of ξseg observed in a cross section was 0.614 which represents a degree of fibre segregation of
22.8%. In general, the ξseg values for the studied self-compacting concrete composition are
slightly lower when comparing with values from literature, for conventional fibre reinforced
concrete. Therefore, the fibre segregation in the studied self-compacting concrete is slightly
lower than in conventional concrete. This held true if the conventional fibre reinforced concrete
is vibrated, as commonly it is. For conventional fibre reinforced concrete, Babut (1986) obtained
a ξseg = 0.5 for specimens without external vibration. In Table 6.5 are comprised segregation
factors obtained from the literature for several fibre contents, fibre aspect ratio and vibration
times. Remark, that the results from Barros et al. (2002) and Barr et al. (2003) were determined
from the manual fibre counting at the crack surface, whereas results from Babut (1986) were
obtained from the image analysis of cut cross sections.
6.6.3 Experimental results on the cylindric specimens
Fibre density
In Table 6.7 are included the fibre density of the analysed cylindric specimens’ cross sections.
The fibre density was assessed at three sections perpendicular to the specimen’s longitudinal
axis, at three distinct heights, namely, 75, 150 and 225 mm, respectively, designated of bottom,
mid and top sections, as depicted in Figure 6.9(b).
For the Cf30 series, the fibre density was considerably higher at the specimen’s mid sec-
tion, nearby 53% when compared to the average value of the other two sections (bottom/top),
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Table 6.6: Fibre segregation on prismatic specimens of conventional fibre reinforced concrete.
Reference
fibre aspect vibration
ξseg
content [kg/m3] ratio time [sec.]
Babut (1986)
39
66/25 120
0.560
78 0.570
117 0.540
Barros et al. (2002)
10
80/60 40
0.540
20 0.582
30 0.596
Barr et al. (2003)
25 65/60
–∗
0.605
50 80/60 0.530
75 65/60 0.543
∗ the vibration time is not specified.
whereas for the Cf45 series the fibre increase observed at the mid section was just about 24%
when comparing with the average value of the other two sections. Regard that area of the mid
section corresponds to a diameter of 150 mm and is larger than at the bottom and top sections
(diameter of 120 mm), since for these last two sections the fibre density was assessed at the
fracture surfaces, i.e. at the notched sections of the tensile specimens. This suggests that there
is a higher amount of fibres nearby the cylindric mould walls, moreover as fibres are located
closer the mould walls, there will be a wall effect which will favour the fibre alignment towards
the longitudinal axis of the cylindric specimen, and consequently, perpendicular to the studied
cross sections, increasing the fibre probability of intersection with the studied planes.
Concerning the Cf30 series, the measured average fibre density along the specimen’s height
was considerably smaller, nearby 57%, than the expected theoretical fibre density, N3Df = 0.435,
assuming a 3D isotropic uniform random distribution. As previously seen, this theoretical value
is related with the fibre inclination factor and fibre content (see equation 6.2), in addition it
does not have into account the boundaries of the specimen, which promotes the preferential
fibre orientation according a parallel direction to those boundary surfaces. Due to the geometric
dimensions of the used cylinders, it was not expected such a significant difference, since a great
volume of concrete is within the influence zone of the specimen’s boundaries. Thus, the fibre
density reduction observed, may be ascribe either to an improper filling of the mould or a
bad fibre dispersion within the planetary mixture. On the other hand, for the Cf45 series, the
measured fibre density and the correspondent theoretical one N3Df = 0.649 are quite similar. In
fact, only for the bottom section was observed a difference worthy of register, with a measured
fibre density 14% smaller than the theorectical one assuming a 3D uniform isotropic random
distribution.
In Figure 6.13 is depicted the fibre density variation along the cylindric specimen’s height.
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Table 6.7: Fibre density on the cylindric specimens.
Specimen
(nom.) Num. of fibres in the planes: Min. num. fibres
N3Df Bottom Mid Top Nˇ
||
f
∗
fibres/cm2 fibres/cm2
Cf30
1
0.435
0.256 0.289 0.132
0.115
2 0.283 0.317 0.283
3 0.327 0.373 0.230
4 0.177 0.340 0.265
5 0.115 0.458 0.309
Avg. 0.232 0.355 0.244
–
CoV 36.7% 18.4% 28.2%
Cf45
1
0.653
0.575 0.702 0.734
0.486
2 0.486 0.605 0.716
3 0.522 0.775 0.566
4 0.672 0.662 0.645
5 0.548 0.741 0.548
Avg. 0.561 0.697 0.642
–
CoV 9.5% 12.6% 13.1%
∗ Parallel to the notched planes
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Figure 6.13: Fibre density along the cylindric specimen’s length for: (a) Cf30 and (b) Cf45 series.
Although it was observed a higher average fibre density at the mid section, due to the already
explained reasons, in general no significant differences were observed between the bottom and
top sections for the Cf30. On the other hand, regarding the Cf45 series, the fibre density
observed for the top section was higher than at the bottom section, approximately 14%. Never-
theless, these small difference may suggest that in the cylindric specimens the fibre segregation
due to both the high concrete flowability and gravity action is smaller than the one observed
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for the prismatic specimens. In the author opinion, this may be related to the smaller mould
dimensions and geometry of the cylinder, since the smaller mould’s opening in which the fresh
concrete is poured will not enable the concrete to freely flow in a specific direction.
Fibre orientation
In Table 6.8 are included the fibre orientation factors computed from two distinct approaches,
as performed for the prismatic specimens, ηimg from the image analysis procedure, and ηexp
from equation 6.20, based on the counted number of fibres presented in Table 6.7.
Table 6.8: Fibre orientation factors on the cylindric specimens.
Specimen
Bottom Mid height Top
ηexp ηimg ηexp ηexp
Cf30
1 0.294 0.607 0.332 0.152
2 0.325 0.542 0.364 0.325
3 0.376 0.585 0.429 0.264
4 0.203 0.553 0.391 0.305
5 0.132 0.622 0.526 0.355
Avg. 0.266 0.586 0.408 0.280
CoV 36.7% 7.1% 18.4% 28.2%
Cf45
1 0.440 0.560 0.538 0.562
2 0.325 0.593 0.464 0.421
3 0.400 0.665 0.594 0.434
4 0.515 0.612 0.507 0.549
5 0.420 0.671 0.568 0.495
Avg. 0.421 0.620 0.534 0.492
CoV 16.3% 7.6 % 9.5% 13.1%
The average orientation factor computed from the image analysis approach, ηimg, is con-
siderably higher than the correspondent ηexp, this is only applicable to the mid section. As
previously stated, ηexp is determined based upon the number of fibres counted at the cross sec-
tion. Moreover, the fibre density at the bottom and top section, corresponding to the notched
cross section of the tensile specimens of the Cf30 series, was unexpectedly lower than the the-
oretical fibre density assuming a 3D isotropic uniform distribution, thus leading to these low
values that may be biased. The only exception was the mid section for the Cf45 series with
a value of 0.534, i.e. 6.8% higher than the theoretical orientation factor for a 3D distribution
η3D = 0.5.
In what concerns to the orientation factor computed from the image analysis approach, the
obtained values seem more realistic, and they were approximately 17 and 24 % higher than
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the theorectical value for a 3D distribution, respectively, for the Cf30 and Cf45 series. For
the smaller dimensions of the cylindric specimen (in comparison to the prismatic specimens)
and casting direction, the fibre alignment along the fresh concrete flow is not so preponderant
as in the prismatic specimens, thus it is quite feasible that the orientation factor is closer
to 0.5 (3D distribution). However, having also in mind that the fibre’s orientation within
36% of the cylinder cross sectional area will be influenced by the mould surface (wall-effect),
for this reason is also feasible that the fibre orientation factor would be higher than 0.5. The
obtained ηimg average values suggest that the fibre structure is slightly aligned with the cylinder
longitudinal axis, as they lay between the theoretical orientation factor for a 3D and 2D isotropic
distributions with a value of, respectively, 0.5 and 2/pi ≈ 0.637.
6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter was conducted an analysis of the fibre distribution within a self-compacting
concrete matrix. With this purpose, it were ascertained some parameters that give an idea of the
fibre structure, such as: fibre density, orientation and segregation. The obtained experimental
results were compared with results from literature for conventional fibre reinforced concrete
and other concretes with self-compacting ability. The fibre structure analysis was performed
in cylindrical and prismatical specimens, by means of fibre counting at the fracture surfaces of
the specimens used for assessing the mechanical properties of the SFRSCC, as well as using an
image analysis procedure on sawn sections from the specimens.
Regarding the prismatic specimens, the fibre density and orientation factor were assessed
in two orthogonal planes’ directions. One parallel (||) to both the crack surfaces of the tested
specimens and the concrete’s flow direction, and another perpendicular (⊥). The fibre density
measured for SFRSCC at the parallel planes, N ||f , was considerably higher than the expected
theoretical fibre density assuming a 3D isotropic uniform random distribution, N3Df . In fact,
N
||
f was between 47% and 66% higher than N
3D
f . This effective increase on the fibre density can
be ascribed to both the wall-effect and high flowability of the concrete in the fresh state. This
effective increase on the fibre density for SFRSCC was considerably higher than for conventional
SFRC. This was to some extent expected, if having in mind that an eventual effective increase
for conventional SFRC can only be justified by the wall-effect or a deficient fibre dispersion,
i.e. fibre bundles at the measured sections. In what concerns to the fibre orientation factor,
similar findings can be pointed out. In fact, the difference between the measured fibre density
and the correspondent expected one of SFRSCC is due to an increase of the average orientation
factor consequence of a fibre alignment along the concrete’s flow direction. The degree of fibre
segregation due to gravity effect on the SFRSCC was slightly smaller than the fibre segregation
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of conventional SFRC (values withdraw from literature).
For the cylindric specimens, both the fibre density and orientation factor are much closer to
the expected theoretical values assuming a 3D isotropic random distribution, when comparing
with the results obtained from the prismatic specimens. However, in general, the experimental
fibre density was smaller than the theoretical one for a 3D random distribution. Considering
that the expected fibre density does not have into account the boundaries of the specimen, it
is feasible to assume that a improper filling of the mould or a deficient dispersion within the
planetary mixture has occurred. The ascertained degree of fibre segregation for the cylindric
specimens due the gravity effect did not show any conclusions worthy of register.
At last, epitomizing, the fibre structure parameters assessed for the prismatic and cylindric
specimens shown that there are considerable differences on their fibre structure. The differences
on the fibre effectiveness found for each type of specimen, due to distinct geometries of the
mould and casting procedures, will lead to distinct mechanical performance of the composite.
The knowledge of how the fibre orientates within certain test specimens (e.g. cylindric - uniaxial
tension tests; prismatic - three-point bending tests) enables a better understanding of the post-
cracking behaviour derived from each experimental test.
Chapter7
Compressive Behaviour of the SFRSCC
(age influence and modelling)
7.1 Introduction
T
he existing material models are not able of simulating, with sufficient accuracy, the com-
pressive behaviour of steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete, SFRSCC. The de-
velopment of both the compressive strength and elasticity modulus are probably ones of the
most intensely studied parameters of concrete. Mainly, this is due to the fact, that these pa-
rameters are ones of the most important and used in structural analysis. The development of
the compressive strength and the elasticity modulus with age are dependent of several aspects,
such as: water/cement ratio, type of cement, additives, puzzolans or other additions and curing
conditions, namely, temperature and moisture. The mechanical properties of young concrete
limit the construction speed and quality. Thus, a better understanding of these mechanical
properties of concrete at early ages is essential for engineers to make their decisions during the
construction phase. For steel fibre reinforced composites, the knowledge of the stress - strain
behaviour under compression plays even a more important role than for plain concrete. Since,
to take advantage of this composite higher toughness, the stress - strain curve is necessary for
a correct evaluation of the structures’s ductility.
A good knowledge of the stress - strain relationship at early ages plays also an important role
in the determination of time for the removal of shoring and in the calculation of thermal stresses
due to the hydration heat of cement and shrinkage stresses that occur during the hardening. A
comprehensive understanding of the concrete members’ behaviour, at an early age, is necessary
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not only for the design and construction of the concrete structures, but also for the evaluation
of durability and service life. Moreover, in the precasting industry, demoulding the elements as
soon as possible is an important requirement. To assure safe demoulding process, the influence
of the concrete age on the compressive behaviour of the SFRSCC should be known.
Concrete can be regarded as a multi-scale material consisting of aggregates embedded in a
binder matrix. The properties of this material, depend on both the properties of its constituents
and of the interface between these constituents. The presence of the weak interfaces zones allows
the crack initiation and successive stable crack propagation before the peak load is attained.
The nucleation, growth, interaction and coalescence of micro-cracking leads to the macroscopic
failure of concrete, since in the post-peak behaviour, after the crack localization, it is induced
an unstable crack propagation, i.e. decrease of the stress with the crack increase (Shah et al.
1995, Van Mier 1997). Thus, according to Van Mier (1997), the use of strain as state variable
in constitutive laws for concrete is not accurate. Hence, fracture mechanics should be used to
describe the failure of concrete, since the localized damage band can be physically simulated
by a crack. Stress and strain variables used to define constitutive laws are, from an axiomatic
point of view, only valid at a macro-level of analysis and, consequently, unsuitable to describe
localized phenomena, like tensile and shear failure modes.
The full compressive stress - strain relationship, σc – εc, can be regarded as a structural
response dependent on the adopted test set-up and specimen, rather than a pure material
behaviour in a representative volume element. Since, there are structural changes at a scale of
the same specimens’ size magnitude, due to the macro-cracks growing process. In spite of that,
representing the compressive material behaviour in terms of a σc – εc relationship is quite useful
in terms of structural design. Most model equations used presently have been developed for old-
age concrete and for plain (Wang et al. 1978, Carreira and Chu 1985, CEB-FIP 1993) and current
fibre reinforced concrete (Fanella and Naaman 1985, Ezeldin and Balaguru 1992, L. S. Hsu and
C. T. Hsu 1994, Barros 1995, Nataraja et al. 1999). More recently, Yi et al. (2003) studied
the effect of different concrete’s strength classes and ages on the stress - strain relationship of
current fibre reinforced concrete. The latter author, also proposes a model equation supported
on the previous work of Carreira and Chu (1985). In the context of SFRSCC, and within the
author knowledge, there are not appropriate stress - strain equations to model the early age
concrete behaviour under compression.
In this chapter, the compressive softening behaviour of SFRSCC was investigated, within
a structural point of view. Stress - strain laws are proposed to model the behaviour of the
SFRSCC since the early ages. Additionally empirical expressions to predict the principal me-
chanical properties are presented.
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7.2 Experimental program
7.2.1 Research parameters
The present experimental program was defined to evaluate the influence of the fibre content
and concrete age on the uniaxial compressive behaviour of steel fibre reinforced self-compacting
concrete, SFRSCC. For this purpose, two series with distinct fibre contents were prepared.
The first one with 30 kg/m3 is denominated by Cf30 and, the other, with 45 kg/m3 designated
by Cf45. Each of these series was composed by sub-series that were tested at distinct ages,
respectively, 12 and 24 hours, 3, 7 and 28 days.
The stress-strain relationship was obtained as the direct result of the compression tests.
Additionally, the principal mechanical properties of the SFRSCC, such as: the compressive
strength, fcm, the elasticity modulus, Eci, strain at peak stress, εc1 and the volumetric energy
dissipated, Gc were also determined.
7.2.2 Concrete mixture
Conception method
The materials used in the composition of the SFRSCC, were: cement cem i 42.5r, C, limestone
filler, Lf, superplasticizer of third generation based on polycarboxilates (Glenium 77SCC), Sp,
water, W; three types of aggregates (fine river sand, Fs, coarse river sand, Cs, and crushed
granite 5-12 mm, Ca) and type A hooked end steel fibres. The adopted fibre had a length
lf=60 mm, a diameter df=0.75 mm, an aspect ratio lf/df=80 and a yield stress of 1100 MPa.
In previous works (Pereira et al. 2004, 2005), a series of tests were carried out to achieve
the optimum composition. The method used for defining the composition of the SFRSCC was
based upon the three following steps:
1. the proportions of the constituent materials of the binder paste were defined;
2. the proportions of each aggregate on the final solid skeleton were determined;
3. binder paste and solid skeleton were mixed in different proportions until self-compacting
requirements in terms of spread ability, correct flow velocity, filling ability, blockage and
segregation resistance were assured.
In the first step, a series of tests were performed to achieve the optimum composition of
the binder paste. To define the optimum percentage of Lf addition in the final composition,
several mixes of Lf, cement and water were executed. The proportions of each component were
defined in terms of volume, the water content was 66% of cement volume, and the percentage
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of Lf has varied between 0% and 125% of the cement volume. To promote the dispersion and
deflocculation of the fine particles in suspension, a small constant quantity of superplasticizer
was also added to each mix. The relative spread in the “Flow table” and the “Marsh cone” flow’s
time of each mix were measured. In order to have some guidance in the paste design phase,
the compressive strength of each mix was also evaluated on 5 cm edge cubic specimens at an
age of 7 days. A percentage of Lf similar to the cement percentage has resulted in a good
compromise between strength and flowability requirements. Moreover, this has also allowed to
maintain the amount of cement on the final concrete mix only slightly above 350 kg/m3 for the
Cf30 series.
In the second step, the most appropriate proportions of the three types of aggregates were
obtained executing mixes of distinct quantities of each type of aggregate, and weighting 5 dm3
volume for each mix. The optimum aggregate mix was assumed to be the heaviest one, since
it should correspond to the most compact. An estimated portion of fibres equivalent to 30 kg
of fibres per m3 of concrete was included in every mixture. Initially, only two of the three
aggregates’ types were mixed. After finding the optimum relation between those two, the third
aggregate was added in distinct volumetric percentages, keeping constant the relation between
the two first aggregates. These results indicated that the optimum solid skeleton was composed,
in volume, by 49.5% of coarse sand, 40.5% of crushed stone and 10% of fine sand for the Cf30
series.
Relatively to the Cf45 series, since a higher content of fibres is used, the solid skeleton
composition (aggregates) should be redesigned to avoid an increase of void content in the solid
skeleton structure. The solid skeleton composition was evaluated according to the procedure
previously described. The final composition of the solid skeleton for Cf45 series was (in per-
centage of volume): 46.75% of coarse sand, 38.25% of crushed aggregate and 15% of fine sand.
Note that, the percentage of fine sand increased, while the relative percentage of coarse sand
and crushed aggregate decreased. To obtain the percentage of the binder paste in the total
volume of concrete, some mixes of concrete were conceived, varying the paste percentage. To
attain the self-compacting requirements for the series with a fibre content of 45 kg/m3, when
compared to the Cf30 series, it was necessary to increase the ratio of paste/total volume, as
well as the volume of the superplasticizer. The self compacting parameters were measured for
each trial, performing the L-Box and the Slump Flow tests. In this phase the V-Funnel test was
not used. In fact, this test is not feasible since the fibre has a length too high for the reduced
overture of this test’s apparatus.
Table 7.1 includes the composition that has best fitted self-compacting requirements, for
the adopted fibre contents, Cf, 30 and 45 kg/m3. Remark that, in Table 7.1, Ws is the water
necessary to saturate the aggregates and W/C is the ratio water/cement. The parcel Ws was
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not used to compute the ratio W/C.
Table 7.1: Compositions for 1 m3 of SFRSCC.
Cf [kg]
Paste/Total Cement Lf Water Ws Sp Fs Cs Ca W/C
volume [%] [kg] [kg] [dm3] [dm3] [dm3] [kg] [kg] [kg] [-]
30 0.34 359.4 312.2 96.9 64.7 6.9 108.2 709.4 665.2 0.29
45 0.38 401.7 344.3 108.4 60.8 7.6 101.7 666.4 624.8 0.29
Mixing
A planetary mixer of vertical axis, with 360 l capacity, was used to manufacture the SFRSCC. In
each series, approximately 250 l were produced. For every mixture, fine and coarse river sand,
crushed granite, water, cement, limestone filler and the steel fibres were weighed separately.
The accuracy of the scale device for the aggregates and binder was about 10 g, whereas for the
other items the scale device’s accuracy was about 1 g.
The aggregates were put into the mixer in a predetermined order regarding their dimensions,
i.e. from the highest to the lowest aggregate dimension. First the crushed granite was added,
then the coarse river sand and the fine river sand, and finally were mixed during one minute.
Meanwhile, the aggregate saturation degree was determined. After this, it was added the
necessary water quantity to saturate the aggregates (Ws), and the mixing continued again
during one minute. Then, by this order, the limestone filler and cement were added, and
another minute of mixing was taken. Afterwards, the water necessary to hydrate the cement
was added with the mixing machine running. Finally, the superplasticizer and the steel fibres
were added. The concrete was mixed during about 300 seconds, until it started to exhibit good
homogeneity.
After mixing the concrete and before casting, the following properties were measured: flow
spread and flow rate.
Properties of the fresh concrete
Figure 7.1 depicts the final state of a performed slump flow test for a self-compacting concrete
with 45 kg/m3 of fibres. No sign of segregation was detected. A total spread of over 700 mm
was measured for both series, and the mixture showed good homogeneity and cohesion, even
when flowing through the small orifice of the Abrams cone. Notice that when testing, the
Abrams cone was always used in the inverted position.
Another parameter measured was the time to reach a spread diameter of 500 mm, T50. For
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the Cf30 series, T50 was 4.5 seconds, whereas for the Cf45 series a time of 5.2 seconds was
measured.
Figure 7.1: Self-compacting concrete spread obtained on the slump flow test for a self-compacting
concrete with 45 kg/m3 of fibres.
7.2.3 Test specimens
The recommendation of RILEM TC 148-SSC (2000), for strain - softening tests under uniaxial
compression, requires at least three test specimens per experiment. In the present work, six
specimens were used for each series. This number of specimens was chosen to take into account
the scatter, in order to obtain more realistic average and characteristic results.
Dimensions
Several authors recommend a minimum test specimen size according to the maximum dimension
of the aggregate, or in the present case, the fibre length, since fibre is assumed as an aggregate.
Kooiman (2000) and RILEM TC 148-SSC (2000) suggested that the minimum dimension of
the test specimen should be at least five times the largest aggregate. On the other hand, the
ACI Committee 544 (1988) recommend that the smallest specimen dimension should be three
times larger than the fibre length and/or the maximum aggregate size. In the present work,
fibres with a length of 60 mm were used, which suggests that the minimum test specimen size
should be 180 mm or 300 mm according to the previous recommendations.
To have a representative zone that is not influenced by the confinement effect introduced
by the steel load platens of the compression machine into the concrete (Mier 1984, Van Mier
1997), the specimen should have a length larger than twice the characteristic dimension of its
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cross section (RILEM TC 148-SSC 2000, Camo˜es 2002).
If a cylinder specimen is adopted, the previous recommendations point out the use of a
specimen with a diameter of 180 mm and a length of 360 mm, or a specimen of 300 mm diameter
and 600 mm length. If this last specimen was adopted, the number of specimens for each batch
would have to be smaller than the desired number, due to the volume capacity of the mixer.
Since the addition of fibres to a concrete matrix scatter increases the dispersion of the main
relevant concrete properties, the minimum number of specimens, previously indicated, should
be a priority requisite on the decision of selecting the specimen dimensions. In addition, since
the dimensions of the smallest possible specimen are not too different of the cylindrical moulds
available in the laboratory, 150 mm diameter and 300 mm height cylindrical specimens were
adopted for the assessment of the compressive behaviour of the designed SFRSCC.
Production
The test results are affected by the way that the specimens are obtained and tested (Van Mier
1997). In fact, the relative direction between the concrete casting and the test loading, and
the method for obtaining the specimens (sawing or casting) are some of the conditions that
affect the stress - strain relationship recorded in the tests. This can be aggravated in fibre
reinforced concrete specimens, since the shape and dimensions of mould, the casting method
and the type of compaction affects the fibre orientation and fibre distribution within concrete
and, consequently, different responses could be obtained.
According to the RILEM TC 148-SSC (2000) recommendation, to determine the strain -
softening behaviour of plain concrete under uniaxial compression, there are two possibilities
to manufacture the test specimens: casting them directly in the size required for the tests,
or sawing them from larger blocks. The first alternative is preferred in the present work.
This recommendation also suggests that cylinders must be cast vertically and the specimen
top surface must be ground in order to assure that the specimen extremities are parallel and
orthogonal to the specimens axis.
Within the scope of the present work, due to the smaller resistance of the test specimens
for recent ages (12 and 24 hours), a cap of a self-levelling high resistance mortar was applied
on the surface of specimen extremities in detriment of the surface grind procedure. In the test
specimens with an age of 3, 7 and 28 days, the parallelism of the specimen end surfaces was
assured by the grind procedure.
Obviously, the totality of specimens were cast without any external compaction energy.
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Curing and demoulding
After the specimens having been cast, they were covered with a wet cloth to avoid moisture
losses and were left in the laboratory until the day of the tests. During this period, the cloth
was maintained soaked. This procedure was adopted by the fact that, due to the large quantity
of specimens, they could not be all put in the fog room at 99% RH and 20◦C as recommended
by RILEM TC 148-SSC (2000). However, since the specimens were all the time covered by a
wet cloth, the relative humidity value should be nearby the value recommended by RILEM TC
148-SSC (2000). The average temperature in the laboratory, during the experimental program,
for the series with a fibre content of 30 kg/m3 was approximately 10oC; while for the series
with 45 kg/m3 of fibres was 20oC. The temperature for the Cf30 series was slightly distinct
than the one recommended by RILEM TC 148-SSC (2000). The specimens were demoulded on
the testing day.
7.2.4 Test set-up
The uniaxial compressive tests performed for obtaining the elasticity modulus and the stress -
strain relationship, were carried out in a servo-controlled equipment of 3000 kN maximum load
carrying capacity.
Elasticity modulus
The determination of the elasticity modulus was performed according to the LNEC E397 (1993)
Portuguese standard. Other standards, such as RILEM TC 14-CPC (1975) and ASTM C469
(1994) recommend similar procedures to those proposed by the adopted standard. According
to this specification, the test should be carried out under force control over a certain number of
cycles. The test ends when the strain difference, between two consecutive loading cycles, does
not exceed 1×10−5. In the initial phase of the test, a stress of 0.5 MPa (σb) is applied, and the
corresponding strain is measured, εb. The stress is then increased at a velocity of 0.2 MPa/s
until a stress level σa = fc/3 is attained, where fc is the compressive strength, previously
obtained in a direct compression test. The stress σa is maintained during 90 seconds, and in
the last 30 seconds of this period, the strains are recorded εa. After this period, the load is
decreased at a stress ratio of 0.2 MPa/s until a stress level σb. This stress level is maintained
during another period of 90 seconds, and in this period the strains are recorded only on last 30
seconds. The elasticity modulus is the average of the Ec,n values obtained in each cycle:
Ec,n =
∆σn
∆εn
=
σa,n − σb,n
εa,n − εb,n (7.1)
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where σa,n and σb,n are the average of the two stress limits of the nth cycle, εa,n and εb,n are
the correspondent strains. The axial displacement measurement was accomplished using three
linear voltage displacement transducers, Lvdts, placed in such a way as depicted in Figure 7.2.
The distance between the two rings should be greater than the length of the specimen edge or
diameter with a minimum value of 100 mm. During testing, the distance between the two rings
was 100 mm. Moreover, the ring device was positioned at mid height of the specimen.
Figure 7.2: Set-up of the compressive test to obtain the elasticity modulus.
Stress - strain curve
To obtain the entire stress - strain curve, σc – εc, it is demanded that the tests overpass the peak
stress and should be only ended when the residual stress in the post peak (softening phase) is
a small percentage of the peak stress. To assure stable tests, in the softening phase, the testing
equipment should have enough stiffness and sophisticated PID control should also be available.
The used testing rig has these features, additionally the tests were carried out in displacement
control.
During the test execution, the strains were obtained from the relative displacement of the
loading platens. For this purpose, three Lvdts were disposed around the test sample forming
an angle of 120 degrees between consecutive displacement transducers. Figure 7.3 shows the
adopted test scheme. This test set up avoids that, the deformation of the test equipment
is added to the displacements read by the Lvdts. This arrangement of the transducers also
allows that the specimen deformation in the longitudinal axis, can be computed simply by the
average readouts of the three transducers. There is no need to attend to the rotation of the
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upper loading platen, since the computed average deformation is located at the longitudinal
axis of the cylindrical specimen. The strain was then calculated from the average displacement
readings divided by the height of the specimen.
(a)
Lowerplaten
Test specimen
lvdt
(b)
Figure 7.3: Set-up of the compression test to obtain the stress - strain curve: a) general view, b)
section s-s’.
According to RILEM TC 148-SSC (2000), the uniaxial compressive test for plain concrete
specimens should be carried out with a displacement ratio of 1 µm/s ± 0.1 µm/s. However,
for steel fibre reinforced concrete, SFRC, the tests can be performed with higher displacements
ratios, since this material is considerable less britle than plain concrete. The Japanese recom-
mendation JSCE–SF4 (1984) suggests displacements ratios between the 10 µm/s and 30 µm/s,
for the uniaxial compressive tests on SFRC specimens. According to Barros (1995) the stability
of the compressive test on SFRC specimens is guaranteed for those displacement ratios. In the
present work, the compressive test was carried out using two distinct displacement ratios, a
displacement ratio of 10 µm/s was used up to a deformation of 5 mm, while the remaining test
phase was controlled at a displacement ratio of 30 µm/s. The test ended at an approximate
deformation of 20 mm.
7.3 Failure modes
The typical failure modes observed in the specimens tested under uniaxial compression are
schematically represented as the projection to the longitudinal symmetry plane of the cylinder,
and are depicted in Figure 7.4. In the tested specimens two main failure modes, Fm1 and Fm2
were visualized. The third failure mode observed, Fm3, was very similar to Fm1; however a
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larger volume of concrete at the specimen bottom zone was maintained with marginal damage
on the specimens, in comparison to the specimens with a Fm1 failure mode. An eventual fibre
concentration in the specimen bottom part could justify this failure mode.
The Fm1 failure mode is characterized by the formation of two cones on the extremities of
the cylinder, whereas in the central zone there was the formation of compressive struts separated
by vertical cracks. The central part of the cylinder and the cones were not detached due to
fibres bridging the cracks, which assured the stress transfer between the rupture surfaces.
Figure 7.4: Scheme of the failure modes observed in the uniaxial compressive tests.
In the specimens failed in Fm2 mode, after the formation of the vertical cracks, which
were visible just before the peak load, a shear failure crack was formed in the beginning of the
softening phase. The opening and the sliding of this shear failure crack have augmented up
to the end of the test. In general, this failure mode leads to stress - strain responses of high
volumetric energy, mainly in the softening phase. This can be justified by the fracture mode
I energy dissipated in the opening process of the cracks positioned in the vertical (or quasi-
vertical) direction (GfI), and the fracture mode I and II energies dissipated in the opening
(GfI) and sliding (GfII) of the surfaces of the shear failure crack, see Figure 7.5(a). Since
the fibres bridging this shear crack offer resistance to crack opening, the energy dissipated for
sliding the faces of this crack increases (higher effect of aggregate interlock).
Finally, the Fm3 failure mode developed a smaller cone on the top part of the specimen,
whereas the bottom part had little damage. As already mentioned, the higher fibre concentra-
tion in the specimen bottom part can justify the reduced damage verified in the almost bottom
half part of the specimen. The confinement provided by this zone has forced the vertical com-
pressive struts to propagate into the zone where a cone of confined concrete is formed due to
the friction between the top steel platen of the equipment and the top specimen extremity.
In result, the height of this cone become smaller. An eventual lower content of fibres in the
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top part of the specimen could also have contributed for the decrease of the dimension of this
concrete cone.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.5: (a) Fibre reinforcement mechanisms in failure mode Fm2, (b) Critical shear bands in Fm1
and Fm3.
Table 7.2 indicates the failure modes observed in each series, whenever more than one failure
mode is observed per series, the number of specimens which failed according either mode is in-
cluded in parenthesis. The confinement provided by the machine steel platens and the existence
of fibre reinforcement leads to two zones, at the specimens extremities, of higher resistance to
the crack propagation into these zones. In plain concrete of moderate and low strength concrete,
each one of these zones, generally, degenerates into conical geometry. However, in high strength
fibre reinforced concrete, the fibre pullout resistance is much higher than the resistance offer by
the fibres to the crack sliding. In result, when these highly confined concrete zones are displaced
due to the applied load, the principal stresses in the contour of these zones are inclined forming
inclined micro-cracks that degenerate into a shear failure crack band, see Figure 7.5(b). This
justifies why only Fm2 failure mode have occurred in the higher strength concrete series (3, 7
and 28 days), while Fm1 and Fm3 failure modes were visible in the remaining series with lower
strength.
The specimens of the series with 3, 7 and 28 days, which in these series presented a lower
toughness under compression, had a visible smaller number of fibres crossing the rupture surface.
Figure 7.6 shows two specimens with a rupture mode by shear (Fm2) containing distinct fibres
densities crossing the rupture surface. A closer analysis to the fibres on the rupture surface
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Table 7.2: Failure modes observed within the compressive tests.
Age
Series
Cf30 Cf45
12 hours Fm2(1), Fm3(4) Fm2(1), Fm3(5)
24 hours Fm1(5), Fm2(1) Fm2(1), Fm3(5)
3 days Fm2 Fm2
7 days Fm2 Fm2
28 days Fm2 Fm2
showed that in general they did not fail. In some cases the hooked end of the fibres was
stretched, which means that the pullout resistance of these fibres were effectively activated.
However, in another cases the fibres were bent without the end hook being mobilized. This
could be ascribed to the spalling of a concrete volume around the fibre’s hooked end within the
shear band.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.6: Shear rupture surface: (a) with fibres and (b) without fibres (image edited).
7.4 Stress - strain relationships
The stress - strain curves, σc – εc, for the Cf30 and Cf45 series are represented in Figures 7.7
and 7.8, respectively.
A larger nonlinear branch can be observed in the pre-peak behaviour of the younger spec-
imens, namely, 12 and 24 hours. In fact, a pronounced nonlinear behaviour is observed in the
pre-peak phase due to the aggregates – paste weak bond at this age. The porous structure of
the interface is gradually converted into discontinuous micro-cracks and, finally, into continuous
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Figure 7.7: Experimental stress - strain relationships for the series Cf30: (a) 12 hours, (b) 24 hours,
(c) 3 days, (d) 7 days and (e) 28 days.
cracks during the strain increment applied to the specimens. Since the stiffness of the paste
is relatively low at these stages, this evolutive damage procedure is much more stable than in
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Figure 7.8: Experimental stress - strain relationships for the series Cf45: (a) 12 hours, (b) 24 hours,
(c) 3 days, (d) 7 days and (e) 28 days.
older specimens. Consequently, a smother residual strength decay has occurred in the softening
phase of the 12 hours specimens. At this age, eventually, the energy dissipated by the pullout
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of the fibres after crack initiation is only a small part of the energy at older ages, since the bond
strength and the stiffness of the fibre/concrete interface is still relatively low at this age. More-
over, throughout the concrete ageing, the interface and the paste become more stiff, resulting
in a σc – εc linear relationship of higher amplitude in the pre-peak phase. This stiffening and
strengthening gaining process leads to more brittle responses in the post-peak phase.
Since fibres crossing the cracks did not break, the concrete energy absorption capacity
would have increased with the content of fibres added to the mixture. However, this was not
evidenced in the present research, which can be justified by the decrease of the compressive
strength from Cf30 to Cf45 series, that caused a decrease in the fibre/concrete bond strength
and, consequently, a decrease in the energy dissipated in the fibre pullout process. The decrease
of the compressive strength from Cf30 to Cf45 series might be justified by the higher w/c ratio
and Lf percentage, as well as the lower content of coarse aggregate and coarse sand. As
previously mentioned, these changes in the concrete composition were conducted in order to
fulfil self-compactibility requirements.
The average σc – εc curves are depicted in Figure 7.9. The average compressive strength
for the older specimens 3, 7 and 28 days was higher on the Cf30 series. For these series, the
softening branch was less abrupt than for the Cf45 series. On the other hand, the residual
stress for large deformations was slightly higher in the Cf45 series.
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Figure 7.9: Average stress - strain relationships for the series: (a) Cf30 and (b) Cf45.
This increase on the residual strength for the Cf45 series, i.e. with higher fibre content,
was expected since there is a higher probability of fibres bridging active cracks, and therefore
enhancing the post-cracking behaviour as direct consequence of the fibre density increment.
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However, the differences observed in the residual strength between the two series were rather
small, in particular for the older series. A plausible explanation for this, may be appointed
to the observed failure mode. For these designated older series, namely, 3, 7 and 28 days, the
failure mode observed was by a shear crack band, see Figure 7.6(a). In the referred failure
mode, the fibre reinforcement mechanisms mobilized, after the localization of the shear band,
are due to a mixed fracture mode composed by crack opening and sliding. Since the crack
sliding mode probably will be more influential than the crack opening mode. Having in mind
that the fibre’s shear resistance will be considerably smaller than the fibres pullout resistance,
an increase on the fibre content will proportionate a small increase on the residual strength.
This justification, may also be corroborated with the uniaxial tensile test results presented in
Chapter 8, in which the same fibre content increase produced a significant enhancement of the
post-cracking behaviour. Remark, that in the tensile test develops a pure crack opening mode
in which the fibres are pulled out, in opposition to the mixed mode observed in the compressive
tests.
Since the compressive strength for each series has varied considerably, the normalized stress
- strain diagram, σc/fcm − ε, can better evidence the influence of the fibres on the post-peak
behaviour, for the different series. These diagrams for the tested series are represented in
Figure 7.10. From the analysis of these diagrams it is clearly perceptible, that the younger
series, respectively, 12 and 24 hours, have a more ductile behaviour when compared to the
older ones.
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Figure 7.10: Normalized stress - strain relationships for the series: (a) Cf30 and (b) Cf45.
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7.5 Age influence on the mechanical properties
7.5.1 Compressive strength
Table 7.3 includes the average values of the compressive strength, fcm, and the correspondent
coefficients of variation, CoV. As expected, for both series, the fcm increases with age. At
28 days, the Cf30 series had a higher compressive strength than the Cf45 series. The higher
content of the binder paste on the series Cf45 should have lead to similar resistances. This
may be explained due to the influence of the limestone filler and the curing temperature on
the hydratation process of the Portland cement. Before advancing with a possible explanation
for these results it is important to clarify the following remark: to produce self-compacting
concrete it is advised to incorporate high concentrations of fine particles, e.g. limestone filler,
in order to attain a high flowability and a high segregation resistance concrete (Okamura 1997).
Table 7.3: Average values of the SFRSCC compressive strength, fcm [MPa].
Series
Age
12 h 24 h 3 d 7 d 28 d
Cf30
Avg. 12.3 24.7 52.3 58.1 69.7
CoV 9.95% 8.38% 1.90% 4.32% 1.73%(
fcm,t
fcm,28
)
0.176 0.354 0.750 0.833 1.000
Cf45
Avg. 17.6 25.3 47.9 51.0 56.2
CoV 1.63% 1.24% 1.10% 2.61% 2.15%(
fcm,t
fcm,28
)
0.313 0.450 0.852 0.907 1.000
The strength growing with age is significantly influenced by the curing temperature (Kjellsen
and Detwiler 1992, Schindler 2004). The higher compressive strengths for the Cf45 series at the
younger ages may be due to the higher curing temperature and also to the higher content of filler.
Although the filler material has often been considered to be inert, recent experimental research
(Poppe and Schutter 2005) showed that limestone filler influences the hydration process. The
very small particles of filler favour the rapid growth hydration, the hydrated crystals build
more easily the connection between particles, and the crystalline micro-structure is established
more rapidly, resulting on higher compressive strengths at early ages. For the 3, 7 and 28
days, the compressive strength was higher in the Cf30 series, due to the strength cross-over
effect observed for a lower curing temperature, e.g. as smaller the curing temperature, the
higher the compressive strength at old ages and vice-versa (Kjellsen and Detwiler 1992). This
effect may also been outsized by the higher limestone filler content for the Cf45 series. More
research should be done to understand the influence on the compressive strength of the changes
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introduced in the solid skeleton from Cf30 to Cf45 series.
The influence of age on the concrete compressive strength is depicted in Figure 7.11. The
growing process of the fcm has two distinct phases: a high increase up to 3 days and a smooth
increase after this age. After 3 days, the fcm increase ratio was even less pronounced for
the series Cf45. At the age of 3 days, the compressive strength is nearby 75 and 85% of the
fcm observed for 28 days for the Cf30 and Cf45 series, respectively. These ratios between the
compressive strength at 3 and 28 days, for the studied self-compacting concrete, are slightly
higher than values found in literature (Kjellsen and Detwiler 1992, D’Aloia 1997, Kim et al. 2000,
Yi et al. 2003). Within the previous references, the observed ratios between the compressive
strength at 3 and 28 days ranged between 45 to 70%. The widespread of the aforementioned
ratio obtained in literature can be ascribed to several factors, e.g. to the distinct water/cement
ratios used on those studies, which varied between 0.30 and 0.54, and consequently resulting in
concretes with different class resistances.
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Figure 7.11: Influence of the age on the SFRSCC compressive strength, fcm.
7.5.2 Elasticity modulus
The average values of the elasticity modulus, Eci, and the correspondent coefficients of variation,
CoV, are indicated in Table 7.4. These values were determined in accordance to the procedure
detailed in section 7.2.4.
The Eci increased with age for both series. The influence of the concrete age on the Eci is
depicted in Figure 7.12, from which it can be withdraw that Eci has a similar variation with
age as fcm. However, for Cf30, the fcm value increased between 7 and 28 days, while the Eci of
this series had a marginal increment in this period. The Eci of the Cf45 series, after day three,
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Table 7.4: Average values of the SFRSCC elasticity modulus, Eci [GPa].
Series
Age
12 h 24 h 3 d 7 d 28 d
Cf30
Avg. 13.6 25.3 37.1 40.4 41.5
CoV 17.86% 4.96% 4.31% 0.78% 2.31%(
Eci,t
Eci,28
)
0.328 0.609 0.895 0.973 1.000
Cf45
Avg. 18.8 22.4 31.4 31.9 34.5
CoV 7.10% 5.83% 2.04% 2.14% 4.33%(
Eci,t
Eci,28
)
0.545 0.649 0.910 0.925 1.000
had an increment of only 3 GPa. These results point out that the stiffness of both SFRSCC
is almost attained between the age of 3 to 7 days, due to the high matrix compacity of these
concretes. In fact, at the age of 3 days, the stiffness of both series is approximately 90% of
stifness observed at an age of 28 days. As an example, the Eci,3/Eci,28 computed from the
equation suggested by the CEB-FIP (1993) for conventional concretes yields 0.814, i.e. at the
age of 3 days the stiffness is nearby 81% of the one for 28 days.
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Figure 7.12: Influence of the age on the SFRSCC elasticity modulus, Eci.
7.5.3 Strain at peak stress
The average values of the strain at peak stress, εc1, and the correspondent coefficients of varia-
tion, CoV, are included in Table 7.5. Due to the increase of the concrete stiffness, εc1 decreased
with age for both series. Since the increase of Eci after 3 days is not significant, the variation
of εc1 is small after this age. Similar conclusions were also found by Yi et al. (2003) for the
compressive behaviour of plain concrete at early ages.
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Table 7.5: Average values of the strain at peak stress, εc1 [mm/mm].
Series
Age
12 h 24 h 3 d 7 d 28 d
Cf30
Avg. 0.0067 0.0039 0.0030 0.0031 0.0031
CoV 28.90% 7.84% 3.99% 5.14% 6.28%(
εc1,t
εc1,28
)
2.161 1.258 0.968 1.000 1.000
Cf45
Avg. 0.0047 0.0037 0.0030 0.0029 0.0028
CoV 10.25% 5.27% 5.77% 9.55% 5.69%(
εc1,t
εc1,28
)
1.679 1.321 1.071 1.036 1.000
Figure 7.13 shows the variation of the εc1 with age. The εc1 decreased abruptly up to 3
days, however after this age the decrease is marginal. The εc1 values at an age of 12 hours
are rather large. At this stage, the stiffness of the concrete matrix is quite small (see values
of the elasticity modulus in Table 7.4). Moreover, at this age the hydration processes are still
growing, since calcium silicate hydrate and calcium hidroxide have not yet strongly interlaced
together and there are more moisture and voids. As a result, it is observed a viscous behaviour
of concrete, due to boundary sliding between group of hydration products (Jin and Li 2000).
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Figure 7.13: Influence of the age on the strain at peak stress, εc1.
On the other hand, the εc1 values at the age of 28 days obtained for both series, are
approximately about 0.003. Similar values of εc1 were obtained for steel fibre reinforced concrete
by L. S. Hsu and C. T. Hsu (1994), Barros (1995), Kooiman (2000) and Cunha (2004). This
value is higher than the fixed value of 0.0022, proposed by the CEB-FIP (1993) for plain
concrete. On the other hand, the EN 1992-1-1 (2004) suggests different values of εc1 depending
on the concrete strength classes. For the average compressive strength of the Cf30 series, the
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value suggested by this standard is 0.0026, whereas for the average strength of Cf45 series the
value proposed is 0.00245. This difference is due to the effect of the fibres bridging the cracks
that are formed just before the peak load.
7.5.4 Energy dissipated under compression
The energy dissipated per unit volume under compression, Gc, was calculated as the area under
the stress - strain curve, σc – εc. This value can be computed using Equation 7.2. The Gc value
was always determined until an ultimate deformation, εu, of 0.05, where it was expected that
the residual strength would be small.
Gc =
∫ εu
0
σc dε (7.2)
Table 7.6 includes the average values of Gc and the correspondent coefficients of variation,
CoV. In general, the concrete energy absorption increased with age. The values of the coefficients
of variation however, are quite high. The major part of the energy is released in the softening
phase, which is too dependent on the fibre reinforcement mechanisms provided by fibres crossing
the cracks. The efficiency of those mechanisms depend considerably on the fibre bond length
and fibre orientation towards the cracks they bridge, whose homogeneity can not be assumed
between two, apparently, equal batches. This justifies the high CoV values attained for the Gc.
Table 7.6: Average values of the energy dissipated under compression, Gc [ N/mm2].
Series
Age
12 h 24 h 3 d 7 d 28 d
Cf30
Avg. 0.26 0.36 0.48 0.44 0.49
CoV 18.03% 13.13% 12.70% 14.84% 10.31%(
Gc,t
Gc,28
)
0.530 0.735 0.980 0.898 1.000
Cf45
Avg. 0.33 0.38 0.46 0.47 0.39
CoV 12.35% 12.01% 19.73% 34.37% 18.77%(
Gc,t
Gc,28
)
0.846 0.974 1.179 1.205 1.000
The influence of the age on the Gc values is represented in Figure 7.14. The Gc had an
abrupt increase up to the 3 days, and kept almost constant after this age. The observed decrease
on the Gc, for the series Cf30 with 7 days, and in the series Cf45 with 28 days is justified with
the smaller number of fibres on the rupture surface, as referred in the section 7.3.
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Figure 7.14: Energy dissipated under compression, Gc.
The variation of the energy dissipated under compression, Gc, with the strain is represented
in Figure 7.15. In general, Gc increased with strain more swiftly for the older specimens 3, 7
and 28 days than for the specimens with 12 and 24 hours.
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Figure 7.15: Relationship between Gc and strain for: (a) Cf30 and (b) Cf45 series.
7.6 Compressive toughness index
The concrete toughness represents the material ability to absorb energy. A convenient way to
quantify the increase of toughness provided by the fibre reinforcement is to define a toughness
index, T.I., which is the ratio between the energy dissipated by the fibre reinforced concrete,
up to a given strain limit, and the energy dissipated by its correspondent plain concrete (L. S.
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Hsu and C. T. Hsu 1994). The toughness was computed using Equation 7.2, up to two levels
of strain, 0.001 and 0.005. The stress - strain relationship for the plain concrete proposed by
the CEB-FIP (1993) was used to determine the toughness of an equivalent strength class plain
concrete. In order to define the stress - strain relationship, the values of fcm, Ec must be known.
For this purpose the average values from Tables 7.3 and 7.4 were used for each series of the
steel fibre concrete. The εc1 value for the correspondent plain concrete was always 0.0022.
In Figure 7.16 is represented the variation of the parameter T.I. with the reinforcement
index, R.I. = Vf × lf/df , where Vf , lf and df are, respectively, the fibre volume content, the
fibre length and the fibre diameter. Notice that lf/df is the fibre aspect ratio.
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Figure 7.16: Variation of the toughness index with the reinforcement index up to a strain of: (a) 0.01
and (b) 0.05.
Figure 7.16(a) shows the T.I., calculated until a deformation of 0.01. The value of T.I. for
the Cf30 series (R.I = 0.33), is in the range [2, 2.75], meaning that the energy absorption of this
concrete is 2 to 2.75 times higher that the one absorbed by the correspondent plain concrete,
until a deformation of 0.01. On the other hand, for Cf45 series (R.I. = 0.47), apart from the
12 hours series, the values of T.I. have decreased comparatively to the ones of Cf30 series. This
suggests that, for the designed SFRSCC, up to a deformation of 0.01, the increment of fibre
content was not efficient in what concerns to its energy absorption capability. As already it
was pointed out, this effect might be justified by the evolution of compressive strength and
elasticity modulus of the SFRSCC of the Cf30 and Cf45 series.
In Figure 7.16(b) the T.I. was calculated until a deformation of 0.05. The values of T.I when
compared to those obtained until a deformation of 0.01, increased substantially. The toughness
index, for deformations up to 0.05, increased with the reinforcement index. The only exception
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was the series with 28 days, that could be justified by the larger difference of the fcm and Eci
between Cf30 and Cf45 series, for this age.
7.7 Analytical and numerical results
7.7.1 Statistic control
The experimental data presented in the previous chapter will be used to obtain expressions for
evaluating the influence of age on the properties of the designed SFRSCC. In this section it
will be presented the statistical treatment done to the experimental data. From the sample
distribution, and adopting a confidence interval, 100(1 − α), of 95%, the lower and upper-
confidence limits were determined. The confidence intervals were determined by the following
expression (Montgomery and Runger 1994):
x¯− zα/2 σ/
√
n ≤ µ ≤ x¯+ zα/2 σ/
√
n (7.3)
where n is the number of sample values, x¯ and µ are, respectively, the mean of the sample
and the mean of the population; σ2 and zα/2 are, respectively, the variance and the upper α/2
percentage point of the t-Student distribution. For small samples from non-normal populations
the confidence level may not be exact. Thus, in all the samples was performed the Shapiro-
Wilkin normality test (Montgomery and Runger 1994). The lower and upper-confidence limits
obtained for the experimental data samples are presented on Annex IV.
7.7.2 Fitting method
To obtain expressions for the evaluation of the age influence on the concrete compressive
strength, elasticity modulus, strain at peak-stress and energy absorption capacity, the non-
linear square method was used (Ryan 1997). This method was also applied to obtain a time-
dependent function defining a parameter used on the evaluation of the σ(t)− ε(t) relationships
for the defined SFRSCC. On any fitting procedure there are two main blocks:
1. The data obtained experimentally as a result of certain measurements, in which one or
several independent variables (xi1, xi2, . . .), e.g. strain, are varied over a certain range, in
a controllable manner, so as to produce the measured dependent variable(s) (yi1, yi2, . . .),
e.g. stress.
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2. The mathematical expression, yi = fi(xi1, xi2, . . . ; pk1, pk2, . . .), that represents the theo-
retical model used to reproduce the experimental data. The model usually depends on
one or more parameters (pk1, pk2, . . .).
The aim of the fitting procedure is to find the values of the parameters which best describe
the data. The best fitting was defined by choosing the parameters so that the sum of the
squares of the deviations of the theoretical curve from the experimental points, for a range of
independent variables, is minimum (equation 7.4).
χ2(pk1, pk2, . . .) =
1
neff − p
∑
i
∑
j
wij
[
yji − fj(xi1, xi2, . . . ; pk1, pk2, . . .)
]2
(7.4)
Where, yji are the measured values of the dependent variable, yj , for the values of the indepen-
dent variables, neff is the total number of experimental points used in the fitting, and p is the
total number of adjustable parameters used in the fitting (the difference d = neff − p is usually
referred to as the number of degrees of freedom). The quantities wij represent the weights of
each experimental point. In the present case there was no weighting therefore wij=1.
The minimization of χ2(pj1, pj2, . . .) is performed by a series of iterations on the parameter
values and computing equation 7.4 at each stage. In order to accomplish that, the partial
derivates f
′
j = [∂fj/∂pk1, ∂fj/∂pk2, . . . , ∂fj/∂pkp] are determined for the parameters at each
iteration.
7.7.3 Analytical expressions for the mechanical properties
In this section, the fitting method is applied for the establishment of analytical expressions
to predict the most significant properties of the self-compacting steel fibre reinforced concrete,
SFRSCC, at an age t : compressive strength, fcm, the elasticity modulus, Eci, strain at peak
stress, εc1 and the energy dissipated under compression, Gc.
Compressive strength, fcm
To estimate the compressive strength of plain concrete at various ages, fcm(t), the CEB-FIP
(1993) suggests an expression similar to the subsequent one:
fcm(t) = fcm,28 · exp
{
a
[
1−
(
28
t
)b]}
(7.5)
where fcm,28 is the mean compressive strength value at 28 days, a and b are two dimensionless
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parameters. For plain concrete, CEB-FIP (1993) proposes a = 0.2, in case of using rapid
hardening high strength cements, and a constant value of 0.5 for parameter b.
Using the fcm,28 values obtained in the tested SFRSCC series, the fcm(t)/fcm,28 function,
evaluated according to the CEB-FIP (1993) proposal, is depicted in Figure 7.17. In spite of
the fact that the obtained correlation factors, R2, were quite high, the compressive strength
predicted by equation 7.5 at the ages of 3 and 7 days was underestimated, particularly, for the
series with 45 kg/m3 of steel fibres.
Using the fitting procedure described in the previous section, the values of parameters a
and b of equation 7.5 were determined in order to improve its capability of simulating the age
effect on the developed SFRSCC compressive strength. The degree of the simulation of the
fitted curve increased considerably, specially at the ages of 3 and 7 days. The values of the
fitted curve parameters, as well as, the values of R2 are included in Figure 7.17.
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Figure 7.17: Simulation of the age influence on the concrete compressive strength.
Elasticity modulus, Eci
In resemblance to the compressive strength, CEB-FIP (1993) proposes the following expression:
Eci(t) = Eci,28 ·
{
exp
{
a
[
1−
(
28
t
)b]}}c
(7.6)
to determine the elasticity modulus at an age of t days, Eci(t), where Eci,28 is the elasticity
modulus at an age of 28 days, a, b and c are dimensionless parameters. The CEB-FIP (1993)
indicates for plain concrete c = 0.5, whereas the values of a and b are the same ones as those
proposed for the equation 7.5.
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Using the Eci,28 values obtained in the tested SFRSCC series, theEci(t)/Eci,28 function, eval-
uated according to the CEB-FIP (1993) recommendation, is depicted in Figure 7.18. The CEB-
FIP (1993) approach, once again, underestimates the elastic modulus at the ages of 3 and 7
days, whereas overestimates it, at the age of 12 hours.
Fitting the parameters a, b and c of equation 7.6, the accuracy of the fitted curve also
increased considerably. The fitted curve parameters, as well as the values of R2 are indicated
in Figure 7.18.
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Figure 7.18: Simulation of the age influence on the concrete elasticity modulus.
The CEB-FIP (1993) also proposes equation 7.7 for determining the relationship between
the elasticity modulus, Eci, and the average compressive strength, fcm, in which, for plain
concrete, Ec0 = 21.5 GPa, fcm0 = 10 MPa and a = 1/3.
Eci = Ec0 ·
(
fcm
fcm0
)a
(7.7)
The relationship between the elasticity modulus and the compressive strength is depicted in
Figure 7.19. This figure also includes the analytical expression suggested by CEB-FIP (1993)
and the one obtained by the non linear fitting procedure. Fitting parametersEc0 and a increased
substantially the adjustment of equation 7.7 to the experimental data and consequently the
correlation factor.
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Figure 7.19: Analytical relationships between the elasticity modulus and the compressive strength.
Strain at peak stress, εc1
For predicting the influence of concrete age on the strain at peak stress, εc1(t), it was used an
hyperbolic function as indicated in equation 7.8, where εc1,28 is the strain at peak stress for the
age 28 days. This expression was adjusted to the experimental data by fitting the dimensionless
parameter a.
εc1(t) =
εc1,28 · t28
a+
t
28
(7.8)
The analytical relationship obtained by applying the fitting procedure to equation 7.8 is
represented in Figure 7.20.
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Figure 7.20: Simulation of the age influence on the strain at peak-stress, εc1.
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The quality of the adjustment of the previous equation is quite good, however the obtained
correlation factor is not too high. This is mainly due to the high scatter of the strain at peak
stress observed for the age of 12 hours.
Energy dissipated under compression, Gc
The energy dissipated by a fibre reinforced composite is highly influenced by the fibre content,
among several other factors. Nevertheless, the influence of the fibre addition to a cement matrix,
on the composite toughness, is more preponderant when the material is in tension or tension
under flexure. In fact, as previously seen in section 7.5.4, the differences on the dissipated
energy under compression, between Cf30 and Cf45 series, were not so significant. For this
reason, and also having in mind the high scatter observed for these series, especially for the
Cf45 series, the analytical expression used for fitting the experimental data was applied to both
series. To attain the relationship between the energy dissipated and age, Gc(t), it was used
equation 7.9.
Gc(t) =
a · t
28
b+
t
28
+
c
d+
t
28
+ e · t
28
(7.9)
The variation of Gc with time, for both series, is depicted in Figure 7.21. The values of the
parameters a, b, c, d and e obtained in the fitting procedure are indicated on Table 7.7. The
correlation factor was small, R2 = 0.589, due to the high scatter observed.
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Figure 7.21: Simulation of the age influence on the energy dissipated under compression.
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Table 7.7: Parameters obtained on the non-linear fitting of the Gc(t) relationship.
a b c d e
0.52 0.013 1.1× 10−4 0.18 0.07
7.7.4 Analytical stress - strain relationships
The σc – εc relationships available for modelling the compressive behaviour of plain (Carreira
and Chu 1985, CEB-FIP 1993) and fibre reinforced concrete (Ezeldin and Balaguru 1992, L. S.
Hsu and C. T. Hsu 1994) cannot be directly applied to the developed SFRSCC since the fitting
degree they provide is not good enough. Therefore a new approach is proposed, in this section,
to obtain a σc – εc analytical expression that can predict the compression behaviour registered
in the tested SFRSCC, at the distinct studied ages.
The expression adopted in the present work is similar to the one proposed by the CEB-
FIP (1993) for plain concrete. The stress - strain diagram for loading under compression is
represented schematically in Figure 7.22. In fact, the equation that corresponds to the branch
represented by a straight line in Figure 7.22 is the same one proposed by the CEB-FIP (1993).
For this branch, the stress - strain relationship is given by the following function:
σ(εc) =
Eci
Ec1
· εc
εc1
−
(
εc
εc1
)2
1 +
(
Eci
Ec1
− 2
)
· εc
εc1
· fcm for εc≤ εc,lim (7.10)
where Eci and Ec1 are, respectively, the tangent modulus and the secant modulus from the
origin to the peak compressive stress (Ec1 = fcm/εc1); σc, εc and εc1 are the compressive stress
in (MPa), the compressive strain and the strain at the peak stress, respectively. The strain
εc,lim limits the applicability of equation 7.10 (see Figure 7.22).
For the descending part of the stress – strain diagram, equation 7.10 is valid only for strain
values up to εc,lim. The strain εc,lim at σc,lim (= α ·fcm) may be computed from equation 7.11.
εc,lim =
1
2
[
(1− α) · Eci
Ec1
+ 2α
]
+
[
1
4
[
(1− α) · Eci
Ec1
+2α
]2
− α
]0.5 εc1 (7.11)
For εc > εc,lim the descending branch of the σc – εc diagram (dashed line in Figure 7.22) is
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Figure 7.22: Stress strain diagram for uniaxial compression (CEB-FIP 1993).
described using an equation of the type:
σ(εc) =
[
a
(
εc
εc1
)2
+ b
εc
εc1
]−1
· fcm for εc> εc,lim (7.12)
where the values of parameters a and b are determined in order to assure the continuity of the
function at the point εc,lim. Thus, the following conditions should be assured:
σc(εc,lim)︸ ︷︷ ︸
equation 7.10
= σc(εc,lim)︸ ︷︷ ︸
equation 7.12
∂σc
∂εc
∣∣∣∣
εc,lim︸ ︷︷ ︸
equation 7.10
=
∂σc
∂εc
∣∣∣∣
εc,lim︸ ︷︷ ︸
equation 7.12
(7.13)
Equation 7.12 is converted into the following one:
σ(εc) =

 1εc,lim
εc1
ξ ·
(
1
2α
)2
− 1(
εc
εc1
)2 · 1α

(
εc
εc1
)2
+
 1εc,lim
εc1
· 2
α
− ξ
(
1
2α
)2 εc
εc1

−1
·fcm
(7.14)
with
ξ =
4
[(
εc,lim
εc1
)2 (Eci
Ec1
− 2
)
+ 2
εc
εc1
− Eci
Ec1
]
[
εc,lim
εc1
(
Eci
Ec1
− 2
)
+ 1
]2 (7.15)
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If α = 0.5, equations 7.11 and 7.14 become those proposed by the CEB-FIP (1993).
In order to evaluate the applicability of the previous described relationship in the present
experimental research, the following assumptions were done: the values of the elastic modulus,
compressive strength and strain at peak stress, used in the simulation, were those obtained
experimentally for each series; the parameter α was adjusted in order to obtain the best fit
of the analytical expression to the average stress - strain curve recorded experimentally. The
analytical stress - strain curves obtained from the best fit procedure and the experimental
envelope are depicted in Figures 7.23 and 7.24. The accuracy of the proposed expression
toward the experimental data is quite high.
The pre-peak phase was well simulated with the law suggested by CEB-FIP (1993), just by
using the values of fcm, Eci and εc1 obtained experimentally for the SFRSCC. For the Cf30
series, the post-peak behaviour was also modelled with exactness until high deformations. For
this content of fibres, at the ages of 7 and 28 days, Figures 7.23(d) and 7.23(e), the residual
strength was slightly underestimated after strains higher than 0.04. On the other hand, for the
Cf45 series, at the age of 12 and 24 hours, the first part of the descending branch correspondent
to the analytical curve is slightly less sharp than the experimental envelope. For the 28 day
series, the post-peak behaviour is only correctly simulated up to a strain of 0.01. After this
strain level the residual strength is underestimated, Figure 7.24(e).
The Table 7.8 includes the values of the parameter α obtained in the non-linear fitting
procedure. The α parameter increased with age and tend to the limit value of 0.9.
Table 7.8: Values of parameter α obtained on the non linear fitting procedure.
Age 12 h 24 h 3 d 7 d 28 d
Cf30 0.423 0.657 0.839 0.871 0.889
Cf45 0.675 0.776 0.876 0.890 0.860
In Figure 7.25(a) is depicted the exponential function used to estimate the evolution of the
parameter α with age. Additionally, the value suggested by CEB-FIP (1993) for plain concrete
is represented. The values of α obtained on the fitting procedure for the developed SFRSCC
are higher than the value proposed for plain concrete, excluding the series Cf30 at 12 hours.
Equation 7.16 simulates the variation of parameter α with age. The correlation factor (R2)
obtained was 0.797.
α(t) = 0.9 · exp
{
0.005
[
1−
(
28
t
)1.16]}
(7.16)
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Figure 7.23: Experimental and analytical stress - strain relationships for the Cf30 series: (a) 12 hours,
(b) 24 hours, (c) 3 days, (d) 7 days and (e) 28 days.
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Figure 7.24: Experimental and analytical stress - strain relationships for the Cf45 series: (a) 12 hours,
(b) 24 hours, (c) 3 days, (d) 7 days and (e) 28 days.
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Due to the distinct compressive strengths for the Cf30 and Cf45 series at the same age, and
considering that the compressive strength influences significantly the shape of stress - strain
curve, better results are attained relating the parameter α with the compressive strength.
In Figure 7.25(b) is represented the exponential function (see equation 7.17) used to esti-
mate the evolution of the parameter α with the compressive strength. The degree of accuracy
increased significantly. The value of correlation factor was 0.938.
α(fcm(t)) = 0.87 · exp
{
0.04
[
1−
(
fcm,28
fcm(t)
)1.8]}
(7.17)
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Figure 7.25: Relationship between parameter α and the: (a) age, (b) compressive strength.
7.8 Conclusions
An experimental programme was carried out to evaluate the influence of the fibre content and
concrete age on the compressive behaviour of steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete,
SFRSCC.
The main mechanical properties of the SFRSCC, such as: the compressive strength, fcm,
the elasticity modulus, Eci, strain at peak stress, εc,1 and the volumetric energy dissipated, Gc,
were assessed for the ages of 12 hours, 24 hours, 3, 7 and 28 days. Two distinct contents of
fibres were considered, 30 kg/m3 and 45 kg/m3.
The compressive strength, as well as the elasticity modulus increased with age, mainly in
the recent ages, i.e. until the 3 days. Increasing the fibre content from 30 kg/m3 to 45 kg/m3, in
general, a decrease of fcm and Eci values was observed. This might be justified by the increase
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of the water/cement ratio and percentage of limestone filler, as well as the changes introduced
in the solid skeleton from Cf30 to Cf45 series. More research in this field should be done to get
more clear evidences of these aspects.
The strain at peak stress decreased with age for both series of distinct contents of fibres.
The value obtained experimentally, for the 28 days, was slightly higher than the one of the
corresponding plain concrete, and is similar to the values obtained by several authors for steel
fibre reinforced concrete. In general, the energy dissipated under compression, Gc increased
with age. However, it was not observed a significant change with the increment of the fibre
content, from 30 kg/m3 to 45 kg/m3. Some series presented a lower value of Gc than it was
expected. This can be justified with the number of fibres found on the rupture surface of these
specimens. For the series of 3, 7 and 28 days the failure mode was exclusively by shear, whereas
in the younger specimens two more types of failure modes were observed.
Analytical expressions to predict the most significant mechanical properties of the developed
SFRSCC at an age t were presented. A stress - strain relationship was proposed to model the
behaviour of the SFRSCC since the early ages. This relation was capable of modelling the
complete compressive behaviour of SFRSCC with a high accuracy.
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Chapter8
Post-Cracking Behaviour (Experimental
and Numerical Analysis)
8.1 Introduction
I
t is widely acknowledge that cracks may propagate under three basic fracture modes: tensile
opening (Mode I), in-plane shear (Mode II) and out-of-plane shear (Mode III) (Shah et al.
1995, Van Mier 1997, Bazant and Planas 1998). Moreover, during the cracking process it is
possible the combination of these three modes, also called of mixed modes. Modes II and III
are out of the scope of the present work. Thus, in the present chapter, when referring to the
post-cracking behaviour, it will always be meant the tensile crack opening mode.
The fracture mechanics of cement-based composites containing either notches and sharp
cracks can be characterized by a cohesive zone, or also often called of fracture process zone
(FPZ), which will be formed at their notch tips (Bentur and Mindess 1990, Shah et al. 1995, Van
Mier 1997, Bazant and Planas 1998). Hence, the cohesive zone is the inelastic region around a
crack tip, where due to complex phenomena the damage is accumulated and the fracture process
is developed. Regarding plain concrete, the FPZ is a region of localized debonded and pulled
out aggregates designated by aggregate interlock. In case of fibre reinforced composites, the
FPZ is composed by a fibre-bridging zone, plus a fibre-bridging zone with aggregate interlock.
Additionally, a small zone of diffuse microcracking develops ahead of the aggregate bridging
zone. According to Li and Maalej (1996), the distinct FPZ’s parts for a FRC are sketched in
Figure 8.1.
As previously stated, an axiomatic aspect of the mechanical performance of fibre reinforced
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Figure 8.1: Definition of cohesive zones for either plain and fibre reinforced concrete (adapted from Li
and Maalej 1996).
concrete, FRC, is the tensile post-cracking behaviour. Since this behaviour can mainly be
related to multiple reinforcement mechanisms that arise at the fibre/matrix interface, such as
debonding, frictional and mechanical mechanisms, which on its turn, depend from a multiplicity
of factors, from which can be pointed out, geometry and material type of the fibre, and quality
of the concrete matrix. Moreover, since fibres can bridge the crack surfaces for relatively large
opening widths, the fibre bridging zone, when compared with the aggregate interlock zone, will
be considerably larger. Consequently, the post-cracking behaviour of FRC is mainly governed by
the fibre reinforcement mechanisms, as the aggregate interlock has a relatively smaller influence.
The post-cracking behaviour of a cement based material (either plain or fibre reinforced) can
be predicted by the use of a stress - crack opening displacement relationship, σ−w. Regarding
plain concrete, the post-cracking behaviour can be characterised by its tensile strength and
fracture energy, since the σ − w shape is not too dependent of the concrete strength class,
see Petersson (1981), Gustafsson and Hillerborg (1985), Cornelissen et al. (1986), Rots (1988)
and CEB-FIP (1993). Furthermore, in general, a bilinear σ − w relationship renders a good
estimation of the plain concrete’s post-cracking behaviour. On the other hand, for FRC, the
shape of σ − w curves differs considerably depending on the fibre type, content and quality of
the concrete matrix. Therefore, for each specific FRC composition it is necessary to determine
the σ − w law that best characterizes the mechanical behaviour of the composite in tension.
Usually, “indirect” tensile tests are carried out and an inverse analysis procedure is used to
determine the best fit parameters of the σ − w curve throughout an optimization procedure,
e.g. the least square approach (Roelfstra and Wittmann 1986). For FRC, and in comparison
with plain concrete, it is more suitable to model the post-cracking behaviour with a trilinear
diagram, as used by Hillerborg (1980), Barros et al. (2005) and Cominoli et al. (2007), although
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good results have been achieved with a bilinear diagram (Kooiman 2000, Barraga´n 2002). The
use of poly-linear functions is another approach for representing the σ−w relationships, where
the shape of the curve is also free to vary (Kitsutaka 1997, Kurihara et al. 2000, Lo¨fgren et al.
2008). In the latter procedure a step-wise inverse analysis is carried out using segments of either
the load - deflection or load - crack mouth opening width to acquire a piece-wise polylinear
σ − w law. According to Kurihara et al. (2000) and Lo¨fgren et al. (2008) this approach will
lead to an increase of the fitting quality. However, Uchida and Barr (1998) and Planas et al.
(1999) state that this approach will render inconsistent results on the estimation of the first
part of the σ−w curve and, particularly, the tensile strength. The algorithm should be sensitive
to variations in the fracture properties along the crack path. However, each one of the slopes
of poly-linear softening curve depend on certain limited regions of the experimental load -
displacement curve. In order to overcome these inconsistent results in the prediction of the
initial part of the σ − w, the tensile strength should not be inferred from the inverse analysis,
thus obtained experimentally (Kitsutaka 1997). Alternatively, the initial slope of the σ−w may
be pre-selected (Lo¨fgren et al. 2008). Nevertheless, both approaches reduce the objectivity of
the inverse analysis results. In order to investigate the possibility and reliability of extending
the inverse analysis to more than bi-linear softening curves, Skocek and Stang (2008) performed
a study of the optimal number of degrees of freedom in the softening curve. They concluded
that up to a quad-linear softening curve, the widely used bilinear curve can be replaced with
advantage. On the other hand, for softening curves with five or higher degrees of freedom
occurred problems with local minima and the algorithm could not fulfil the convergence criteria
defined.
Having in mind the aforementioned, the σ−w relationship may be determined either directly,
in a uniaxial tension test (UTT), or indirectly by performing an inverse analysis with test results
of three point bending tests (3PBT), split cylinder tests (SCT) or wedge splitting tests (WST).
Nevertheless, “indirect” tests methods for determining σ − w relationship do not gather the
consensus of the scientific community, since some held the believe that local minimums of the
error function may restrict the inverse analysis from attaining a feasible solution, while others
are concerned about the energy dissipated beyond the test end point. Therefore, research based
upon indirect test methods should still be validated and calibrated using a “direct” uniaxial
tension test.
Even though the gripping problems pointed to UTT have been highly reduced with the
appearance of new strong epoxy resins, the UTT still is a sophisticated and time consuming
test. Therefore, straightforward methods for material parameters determination, like tensile
strength, fracture energy and the full σ − w relationship are still an open research field. As
aforementioned, three and four point bending tests, and splitting tensile tests have been pro-
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posed as an alternative to the UTT. However, beside the drawbacks previously pointed out to
the latter tests, there is also the disadvantage that all these tests superimpose a non-uniform
state of stress over the local stress variation due to material heterogeneity, leading to consid-
erable difficulties in the interpretation of the results (Van Mier 1997, Van Mier and Van Vliet
2002).
8.2 Test methods for assessing the post-cracking behaviour
An insight view of the most widely used tests for assessing the post-cracking behaviour of either
plain or fibre reinforced concrete is given in this section. It is not intended to give a deep detail
on test set-ups, specimens’ geometry and dimensions, since an extensive review on this topic
can be found elsewhere (e.g. Shah et al. 1995, Van Mier 1997, Bazant and Planas 1998, Rocco
et al. 2001, Van Mier and Van Vliet 2002). A brief overview of some advantages/disadvantages
of each test is presented. Furthermore, some considerations regarding the assessment of the
post-cracking behaviour from each test will be discussed.
8.2.1 Estimation of the fracture energy
The more appropriate way for determining the fracture energy, Gf , is by performing an uniaxial
tension test in notched specimens (Hordijk 1991, Barros 1995), under closed-loop displacement
control. Thus, the fracture energy can be computed from the following equation:
Gf =
∫ wlim
w=0
σ(w) · dw (8.1)
where w is the crack mouth opening (excluding deformation up to the peak load) and σ is the
tensile stress, i.e. the load divided by the net cross section area of the specimen, whereas wlim
is the crack mouth opening for a null residual stress. Remark that the area used to compute
the tensile stress is the projection of the fracture surface area in the orthogonal plane to the
longitudinal specimen axis, at the notch. Therefore, the adopted area is a lower bound of the
real fracture area, since the rugosity of the fracture surface is neglected (Bazant and Planas
1998).
In spite of the uniaxial tension being the most suitable test for determining the fracture
energy of a cement composite, the testing rigs to perform this kind of tests are not available in
all laboratories, due to its high cost. Therefore, a simpler test, such as the three point bending
test of notched specimens, has been used for that purpose. In the early 80’s, Petersson (1980)
proposed a method to evaluate the fracture energy with the latter test. According to this
researcher, in order to assume that the fracture energy is an actual material property it must
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comply with the three following conditions. Firstly, the dissipated energy outside the fracture
zone must be significantly smaller than at the fracture zone. To attain that purpose, the ratio
between the notch depth and the beam height should be large enough. Another requirement is
that the fracture energy should be independent from the specimen dimension and notch depth.
Finally, the testing rig should be sufficiently stiff, enabling a stable fracture process.
To ensure a stable test in plain concrete, RILEM 50-FMC (1985) suggests that the dimen-
sions of the specimens, as well the notch depth, should be specified according to the maximum
aggregate dimension of the cement based material. Moreover, the ratio between the beam height
and notch depth should be 0.5. An extensive research of the error sources on the determination
of the fracture energy with a bending test was carried out by Planas and Elices (1989), Guinea
et al. (1992) and Elices and Planas (1992). According to these authors, the major error sources
are:
• The crushing of concrete at the supports, which may lead to an overestimation of the
fracture energy;
• The bulk energy dissipated, i.e. the energy dissipated by the material parcel adjacent to
the crack surface. Remark, that this parcel is relatively small in plain concrete, however
in FRC with high fibre volumetric percentage this may be considerable due to the stresses
redistribution;
• The contribution of the specimen self-weight and the residual energy which is not mea-
sured beyond the final end of the experimental test.
8.2.2 Uniaxial tension test
The uniaxial tension test is, probably, the only test that directly yields an unbiased stress-crack
opening relationship throughout a simple interpretation of test results (Hordijk 1991, Van Mier
and Van Vliet 2002). From these results all the relevant fracture parameters can be obtained.
Nonetheless, care should be taken in order to reduce the effects of the specimen’s structural
behaviour on the obtained results. In spite of these effects can never be fully eliminated, setting-
up some measures can mitigate them on the assessment of the concrete fracture behaviour.
Remark, however, that the acquirement of an unbiased stress-crack opening relationship
only holds true if the test is conducted under very well controlled conditions. In experimental
investigation, the key question that frequently arises is if the results obtained from the tests are a
material property free from structural effects. Several researchers have carried out investigation
of the specimen’s geometry, size and boundary conditions influence on the results of uniaxial
fracture tests of either plain concrete (Bazant and Pfeiffer 1987, Hordijk 1991, Rossi et al. 1994,
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Vliet 2000, Carpinteri et al. 2002) or fibre reinforced concrete (Barraga´n 2002). Moreover,
there is a multiplicity of technical problems that can lead to biased results. Among these
can be pointed out the “perfect” manufacturing and alignment of the concrete specimen with
the loading actuator, in order to avoid undesired secondary flexure; the adopted attachment
between the specimen and loading platens; and the performance of the testing control system. It
is known that the tensile strength decreases with the increasing of load eccentricity (Zhou 1988).
However, when using a modern tensile rig with high rotational stiffness, the heterogeneity of
the material will probably have more influence in the post-cracking behaviour than the load
eccentricity from the machine (Van Mier and Van Vliet 2002).
An extensive overview of the aforementioned issues can be found elsewhere (Van Mier and
Shi 2002, Van Mier and Van Vliet 2002). Nevertheless, in this section will be briefly addressed
some of the more relevant issues regarding the uniaxial tension test set-up and its influence on
the interpretation of the obtained σ − w relationships.
A key issue of some controversy is the dependence of the crack propagation in specimens
from the rotation at the specimen boundaries. Some researchers support that the specimen
boundaries should be free to rotate (Van Mier et al. 1996, Van Mier 1997, Van Mier and Shi
2002), whereas others advocate that not only the specimen boundaries, but also, the material
adjacent to the crack, i.e. crack planes, must be prevented from rotating (Hillerborg 1989,
RILEM TC 162-TDF 2001, Ostergaard 2003). According to Van Mier et al. (1996), the use of
loading platens with high rotational stiffness promotes the arisen of several crack planes and,
consequently, the measured fracture toughness is artificially increased and, therefore, biased.
However, rotating loading platens will increase the bending thus increasing the non-symmetric
crack opening process in the specimen. Cattaneo and Rosati (1997), with the help of interfer-
ometry, have shown that high stiffness loading platens promotes a more even cracking, thus a
more uniform strain field.
In spite of the concrete heterogeneity at a meso-level, if a representative volume element
(RVE) is adopted, from a macroscopic point-of-view the material may be considered homo-
geneous. Thus a RVE can be regarded of an element containing a sufficiently number of
micro-structural inhomogeneities in order for it to be considered macroscopically homogeneous
(Dick-Nielsen et al. 2007). Therefore, if a sufficiently large RVE is adopted, it is feasible to
assume that the stress variations are small and that the crack naturally starts to propagate at
the weakest material point. However, remark that in notched specimens, the crack starts to
propagate at the tip of the notch, due to stress concentrations in this zone (Shah et al. 1995,
Van Mier 1997, Bazant and Planas 1998, Van Mier and Van Vliet 2002).
In Figure 8.2 is depicted the response for a RVE strip for distinct boundary conditions
such as: free rotation, certain rotational stiffness and “infinite” rotational stiffness (clamped
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boundary conditions). Regardless the boundary conditions, the concrete strip starts to crack
at one of the notch tips (see point 1 in Figure 8.2). For the case where no rotational stiffness is
adopted, the crack will propagate only from one side, since due to rotational freedom the crack
plane rotation is not restrained, see points 2 to 4 in Figure 8.2(a). Consequently, the crack
process is highly non-symmetric. According to several researchers (Zhou 1988, Hillerborg 1989,
Ostergaard 2003) this justifies the recommendation for not obtaining the σ−w relationship from
load-deformation curve, since the displacement averaging may not be representative of the crack
opening process. This was demonstrated by Ostergaard (2003) with a finite element analysis of a
uniaxial tension test of a plain concrete specimen. Thus, for fibre reinforced concrete, which has
significant residual stresses for crack width levels much higher than the ultimate crack width
of the corresponding plain concrete, the displacement averaging process may even be more
deviated from the reality. The anisotropic fibre distribution could also contribute for these
phenomena. In terms of the necessary stiffness of the testing device, the more recent standard,
e.g. RILEM TC 162-TDF (2001), requires that the flexural stiffness of both the machine and
grips should be sufficient to prevent significant rotation. This is fulfilled by requiring that, at
the end of the test, the maximum difference between the individual transducers signal and the
average displacement will be smaller than 10%.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.2: Effect of the boundary conditions in an uniaxial tension test for: (a) no rotational stiffness,
(b) certain rotational stiffness and (c) infinite rotational stiffness of the boundary planes (adapted from
Ostergaard 2003).
Having in mind the aforementioned, the rotation must somehow be eliminated. The com-
plete inhibition of the rotation is difficult, resulting often in a partial restriction of the rotation.
For the latter case, in a first stage the crack starts from one tip of the notch, see both points
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1 and 2 in Figure 8.2(b). However, at some stage of the cracking process, since the rotation is
limited, the equilibrium can no longer be maintained and the crack planes start to rotate back
to the direction perpendicular to the load orientation. Hence, a second crack rapidly propagates
from the other notch tip and coalesces into the first one (both points 3 and 4). According to
(Zhou 1988, Hillerborg 1989, Ostergaard 2003) this originates the “hump” observed in the load
- deflection curve, see Figure 8.2(b), since the crack planes will experience some rotation in
order to attain equilibrium. Moreover, these two cracks will not coalesce perfectly into one
crack due to the material heterogeneity (Van Mier 1997, Vliet 2000). These two authors have
been advocating that this leads to an overestimation of the obtained fracture energy. More-
over, they point it out as a disadvantage of the non-rotating tests. Nevertheless, according to
Ostergaard (2003) and the present’s author opinion, this cannot be flashed as disadvantage of
the non-rotation system, but as a disadvantage of the systems with certain rotational stiffness.
Finally, for the case where no rotational of the boundary planes is assumed, as in the
previous cases, the crack starts from one of the notch tips, point 1 in Figure 8.2(c). However,
since the crack boundary planes are restrained to rotate, the crack will rapidly propagate from
both notch tips into a single crack, points 2 to 3 in Figure 8.2(c). This crack will experience
similar opening throughout the strip width, hence enabling the correct derivation of a σ − w
relationship (Zhou 1988, Ostergaard 2003).
8.2.3 Three vs. four-point bending tests
Several international organizations have proposed distinct test configurations for ascertaining
the tensile behaviour under flexure of fibre reinforced composites. Nevertheless, it should be
stressed out two major groups of configurations, one with three loading points and the other
with four loading points.
In the test set-ups with four loading points, two line loads are applied at the beam length
thirds. Among the latter configuration, there are the JSCE–SF4 (1984), the ASTM C1018-89
(1991) and the ACI 544.1R-96 (1996) recommendations. In spite of the abovementioned organ-
isms putting forward similar test configurations, the parameters determined to characterize the
FRC behaviour in each recommendation are distinct. On the other hand, in the three point
bending test, the line load is applied at half the beam’s span (RILEM TC 162-TDF 2002b,
EN 14651 2005, Fib TG-8.3 2007). Regardless the loading differences between the three and
four point tests, there is one major aspect that differentiates them, since in the three point
bending test the cross section has a notch at mid span, whereas in the four point bending test
the beam is flush. Regarding the three-point bending tests, the notch promotes the localization
of the crack initiation. On the other hand, in the four point bending tests, since the specimen
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is not notched, for current fibre volume ratios and compressive strengths, several cracks can
appear between the two applied loads.
According to Groth (2000), the three-point bending tests should not be used for deter-
mining the mechanical properties of FRC, since these tests are not able to show the capacity
of FRC in favouring multiple cracking, and also due to preventing that the crack initiation
arises at the weakest material point. However, this test configuration has widely been used, in
detriment of the four-point loading configurations, for the assessment of the FRC post-cracking
behaviour (e.g. Barros 1995, Kooiman 2000, Barraga´n 2002, Dupont 2003, Gru¨newald 2004,
Barros et al. 2005, Lo¨fgren et al. 2008).
On the following paragraphs some of the back points of two widely used standards for
assessing the FRC properties in tension under four point bending test schemes will be presented
and discussed.
The determination of the tenacity indexes, IN , of ASTM C1018-89 (1991) is susceptible of
errors. This is due to difficulty on ascertaining rigorously the deflection at the crack initiation.
According to ASTM C1018-89 (1991) the deflection at crack initiation is: “. . . the point at
which the curvature first increases sharply and the slope of the curve exhibits a definite change
. . . ”. From the previous transcription can be easily concluded that there is some subjectivity
inherent to the determination of the crack initiation. Since IN index depends of the beginning
of cracking, these indexes are affected by a degree of uncertain. On the other hand, JSCE–SF4
(1984) suggests the determination of a unique tenacity index, FT , which depends of the specimen
geometry and from a limit deflection (span/150 [mm]). However, this deflection limit induces
high levels of deformation and crack opening that are not complacent in current structures, i.e.
the calculated FT is not adequate for being used on the verifications for the serviceability limit
states.
With the scope of enhancing some of the deficiencies previously pointed out to the ASTM
C1018-89 (1991) and JSCE–SF4 (1984) standards, the RILEM TC 162-TDF (2002b) committee
released a new recommendation to appraise the behaviour of FRC in tension under flexure. More
recently, several standards (EN 14651 2005, Fib TG-8.3 2007) are being proposed based upon
on the RILEM TC 162-TDF (2002b) recommendations. Comparatively to the ASTM C1018-89
(1991) standard, the proposal from the RILEM TC 162-TDF (2002b) suggests a more accurate
method for excluding the parcel of the dissipated energy due to the cracking of matrix from
the total energy dissipated by the FRC. Moreover, to characterize the flexural behaviour of
FRC, some parameters are proposed, which are independent from a subjective determination
of the crack initiation. Regarding the document from JSCE–SF4 (1984), the recommendation
from the RILEM TC 162-TDF (2002b) has a novelty of defining parameters for being used on
the verification for both the ultimate and serviceability limit states, as well as, excluding the
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energy parcel due to concrete matrix during the cracking process. Beside the abovementioned
improvements from RILEM TC 162-TDF (2002b), the typology of the three-point bending test,
namely, with the notched specimen has the advantage of decreasing significantly the dispersion
of the obtained results. This is due to the fact that the notch induces the crack at the notched
cross section and, therefore, the results scatter can be attributed to the number, inclination,
and degree of mobilization of the fibres at the fracture cross section.
Equivalent and residual stresses (RILEM TC 162-TDF 2002b)
The FRC post-peak behaviour is appraised by analysing the load - deflection or load - crack
mouth opening curves obtained from three-point bending tests, namely, by assessing some pa-
rameters related to their shape and area. This standard presents two distinct concepts for
characterizing the post-peak behaviour. The first one is supported on the concept of equivalent
flexural tensile strength, feq, and is dependent of the energy dissipated up to certain deflection
levels. The other one, designated by residual flexural tensile strength, fR,i, conceptually differ-
ent, is related to discrete load values obtained for distinct deflection or crack mouth opening
levels.
Apart from the feq and fR,i parameters, the load at the limit of proportionality, FL, is
also calculated from this type of test. The latter concept can be regarded as the force at
crack initiation, and corresponds to the highest load value up to a deflection of 0.05 mm, δL
(Figure 8.3). Based on the FL value, and assuming a linear stress distribution on the cross
section at mid-span of the specimen, the stress at the limit of proportionality, ffct,L, can be
computed by:
ffct,L =
3FL ·L
2b ·h2sp
(8.2)
where b and hsp are, respectively, the width of the specimen and the distance between tip of
the notch and the top of the cross section.
Using δL and FL, and assuming an ultimate deflection of δL+0.3 mm (Figure 8.3), the energy
absorption capacity due to the plain concrete contribution, DcBZ , and therefore the contribution
of the fibres to the energy absorption capacity can be isolated. For the determination of the
DcBZ area a bilinear diagram is assumed as representing the full flexural behaviour of a plain
concrete specimen. In fact is assumed that the dividing line between the concrete and fibres
contribution is defined by a straight line connecting the point on the curve corresponding to
FL and the point on the abscissa δL + 0.3 mm (Figure 8.3).
Then, the influence of the steel fibres added to the cement matrix in terms of energy ab-
sorption capacity, DfBZ , can be evaluated by measuring the area under the load-deflection curve
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.3: Load deflection diagrams for the determination of the equivalent and residual flexural
tensile strengths (RILEM TC 162-TDF 2002b).
up to certain limit deflection and, then, by subtracting the parcel DcBZ . The contribution of
fibres for the energy absorption capacity of the material is evaluated for two deflection limits,
δ2 (= δL + 0.65 mm) and δ3 (= δL + 2.65 mm) determining D
f
BZ,2 and D
f
BZ,3 energy based
concept parameters, the first one is used to calculate feq,2, while the D
f
BZ,3 is used to determine
feq,3.
Based upon on the previous parameters, and once again assuming a linear stress distribution
on the cross section at mid-span, the equivalent flexural tensile strength, feq,2 and feq,3 can be
determined by:
feq,2 =
3
2
(
DfBZ,2
0.50
)
L
b ·h2sp
(8.3)
feq,3 =
3
2
(
DfBZ,3
2.50
)
L
b ·h2sp
(8.4)
On the other hand, the residual flexural tensile strength parameters, fR,i, are related to discrete
load values, FR,i, obtained for distinct deflection levels, δR,i, in the post-peak branch of the
load-deflection curve. Assuming again a linear stress distribution, the residual flexural tensile
strengths can be determined with the following equation:
fR,i =
3
2
FR,i ·L
b ·h2sp
(8.5)
The values of fR,i should be calculated for the force values corresponding to four distinct
deflection levels: δR,1 = 0.46 mm, δR,2 = 1.31 mm, δR,3 = 2.15 mm and δR,4 = 3.00 mm.
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Nevertheless, fR,1 and fR,4 are of more interest, since fR,1 and feq,2 are used in the design
at serviceability limit states, whereas fR,4 and feq,3 in the design at ultimate limit states.
More recently, the Fib TG-8.3 (2007) suggests for the design at the ultimate limit states the
replacement of the residual stress fR,4 by fR,3 which is computed for a deflection of δR,3 =
2.17 mm or a correspondent crack opening of 2.5 mm.
8.2.4 Splitting tension test
The splitting tensile test, also worldwide known as the Brazilian test is widely accepted as a
standard test method to indirectly assess the concrete’s tensile strength. The main advantage
of the splitting test is that only external compressive loading is required. Both cylindrical or
prismatic specimen can be used. The diametrical loading scheme applied to the specimen in-
duces an almost linear tensile stress field perpendicular to the loading plane in the central zone
of the specimen’s cross section (Timoshenko and Goodier 1991). This test is a standardized
method comprised in several major international concrete standards such as: ISO 4108-1980
(1980), BS 1981:Part 117 (1983) and ASTM C496-90 (1991). Furthermore, it is also incorpo-
rated in reference design codes for concrete structures CEB-FIP (1993), ACI 318-R (1993) and
EN 1992-1-1 (2004).
For a perfectly homogeneous material with linear elastic behaviour, the diametrically loading
produces a nearly uniform tensile stress across the loading plane. Nevertheless, since concrete
is a quasi-brittle material, and fibre reinforced concrete is a pseudo-ductile material, with the
toughness level dependent on the fibre content, type of fibre and concrete matrix, this stress
distribution will not be uniform. Moreover, it is well-known that the splitting tensile strength
is higher than the uniaxial tensile strength. This is widely acknowledge in several standards
and recommendations CEB-FIP (1993) and EN 1992-1-1 (2004).
More recently, another type of splitting test is being used for determining the concrete’s
fracture energy that is called the wedge splitting test, see Figure 8.4. This test consists into
splitting a cube in two halves, by applying a wedge pressed between roller bearings placed on
the top of the cube, while monitoring the load and crack mouth opening width. Although this
test was firstly suggested for determining the fracture energy (Bru¨hwiler and Wittman 1990,
Abdalla and Karialloo 2003), several authors have successfully applied the wedge splitting test
to determine, by inverse analysis, the stress - crack opening relationship, e.g Rossi et al. (1991),
Que and Tin-Loi (2002), Ostergaard (2003) and Lo¨fgren et al. (2008). The post-cracking
relationship can be obtained by analytically closed-form equations supported on the fracture
mechanics, namely, on the fictitious crack model (Hillerborg 1980).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.4: Wedge splitting test set-up: (a) specimen placed aligned with support, (b) mounting of
the roller bearings and (c) wedge placed between roller bearings.
8.3 Experimental programme
8.3.1 Materials and specimens
The materials and mixture procedure used for the steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete,
SFRSCC, were described in the previous chapter. To study the post-cracking behaviour of
SFRSCC two batches with distinct contents of fibres (Cf) were used: 30 and 45 kg/m3. Since
the aggregates used for the SFRSCC composition with 45 kg/m3 were from a different shipment,
and in spite of being from the same supplier, the composition for the latter fibre content was
slightly adjusted to take into account the differences on the aggregate granulometric curves. For
that purpose, the solid skeleton of the composition was adjusted using the method described in
the previous chapter.
Table 8.1 includes the composition that has best fitted self-compacting requirements for
the two contents of fibres (Cf) adopted, 30 and 45 kg/m3. Remark that, in Table 8.1, Ws is
the water necessary to saturate the aggregates and W/C is the water/cement ratio. The Ws
parcel was not used to compute the W/C ratio, on the other hand the water parcel from the
superplasticizer was included. In Table 8.1, Lf and Sp are, respectively, the limestone filler
and the superplasticizer; Fs, Cs and Ca are the fine sand, coarse sand and crushed aggregate,
respectively.
For each batch eight cylinders with a diameter of 150 mm and 300 mm height were casted, as
well as five beams with a cross section of 150× 150 mm2 and a 600 mm length. The compressive
strength of each batch was assessed by means of three cylindrical specimens. At the date when
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the tests were performed (approximately at 30 days), the series with 30 kg/m3 of fibres had
an average compressive strength of 71.1 MPa with a coefficient of variation, CoV, of 1.9%. On
the other hand, for the series with 45 kg/m3 of fibres an average value of 67.2 MPa for the
compressive strength, with a CoV of 1.4%, was obtained.
Table 8.1: Compositions for 1 m3 of SFRSCC.
Cf [kg]
Paste/Total Cement Lf Water Ws Sp Fs Cs Ca W/C
volume [%] [kg] [kg] [dm3] [dm3] [dm3] [kg] [kg] [kg] [-]
30 0.34 359.4 312.2 96.9 64.7 6.9 108.2 709.4 665.2 0.29
45 0.38 401.7 344.3 117.3 65.4 7.6 178.3 668.1 600.0 0.31
8.3.2 Uniaxial tensile test
Test set-up and specimen preparation
The RILEM TC 162-TDF (2001) recommendation for the uniaxial tensile test of steel fibre
reinforced concrete was adopted in this work, mainly due to the advantages pointed out in
section 8.2.2.
In agreement to this standard, a notched cylinder of both diameter and height of 150 mm
was used. The specimens were swan out from standard cylinders with 150 mm diameter and
300 mm height. Afterwards, a notch along the perimeter with a 15 mm depth and 5 mm
thickness was swan at mid height of the final test specimen. All the operations related to
sawing were performed on the mature specimen, hence eliminating any effects on the fibre
spatial arrangement during casting at the notch region. A special care was taken in order to
assume that the cuts were perpendicular to the specimens axis, particularly the notch, since in
this work all specimens were ground.
Afterwards, the specimen was ground and carefully cleaned with both compressed air and
solvent. The specimen was then directly glued, “in-situ”, to the loading platens of the testing
rig. The selected glue is a high strength epoxy resin, which achieves a tensile strength of nearby
30 MPa and a bond strength between 4 to 8 MPa (depending on the surface material and treat-
ment). This procedure was adopted due to two reasons: i) to eliminate soft connections between
specimen and testing rig, since this allows to take full advantage of the high rotational stiffness;
ii) the in-situ curing of the adhesive mitigates the specimen misalignment and, consequently,
conduces to a more uniform loading conditions.
A high stiff servo-hydraulic system of 2000 kN static load carrying capacity was the used
testing equipment, Figure 8.5(a). The test was controlled in closed-loop displacement by the
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average signal of three displacement transducers mounted on two steel rings disposed at equal
distances along the perimeter of the specimen, see Figure 8.5(b). The adopted gauge length
was 35 mm, smaller than the upper limit length of 40 mm suggested by RILEM TC 162-TDF
(2001). The adopted displacement rates are: 5 µm/min up to a displacement of 0.1 mm, and
100 µm/min until the completion of the test, i.e. a 2 mm displacement.
(a) (b)
Figure 8.5: Uniaxial tension test set-up: (a) general view and (b) positioning of displacement trans-
ducers (not scaled).
Stress - crack opening curves
In all the performed uniaxial tension tests, the cracking occurred at the notch plane, hence
a desired failure mode was attained. Moreover, due to the careful measures taken in the
specimen’s gluing process, it was not observed failure at the boundaries of the specimen, even
though the relatively high concrete’s strength. Nevertheless, from the ten specimens tested,
only eight of them were successfully tested for each series.
The average curve and the envelope of the experimental uniaxial tension stress - average
displacement relationships, σ − δavg, are depicted in Figures 8.6 and 8.7, respectively, for a
fibre content of 30 and 45 kg/m3. Hereinafter, these series will be designated of Cf30 and Cf45,
respectively. A detailed view of the initial part of the experimental response is depicted on the
right side of the figure. In Annex V is enclosed the experimental response of each specimen.
For both tested series, the σ − δavg response is linear almost up to peak. Only just before
the peak load is observed some non-linearity. However, it can be ascertained that the pre-peak
branch stiffness is slightly higher for the Cf30 series (see Figures 8.6 and 8.7). The values
of the tangent stiffness, computed from the tensile load stress - displacement curves, are 22.5
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Figure 8.6: Experimental uniaxial tension stress - displacement relationship with 30 kg/m3.
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Figure 8.7: Experimental uniaxial tension stress - displacement relationship with 45 kg/m3.
and 19.2 GPa, respectively, for the Cf30 and Cf45 series. Remark that the same gauge length
was used for the displacements transducers in all the tested specimens. Only for that reason,
can undoubtedly be stated that the stiffnesses are different, otherwise it could be related to
distinct gauge lengths. Moreover, since the elasticity modulus for the amount and type of fibres
used could be assumed to be similar in compression and tension, the difference between the
stiffness in tension of the Cf30 and Cf45 series is in accordance with the trends obtained in the
compressive results in Chapter 7. Once the peak load is attained, the load smoothly decreases
up to a minimum post-peak stress nearby a displacement of 0.10 mm (see right side of both
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Figures 8.6 and 8.7). Beyond this displacement, it is observed either a plateau or a hardening-
plastic response, depending on the fibre content. In general, the post-peak hardening is observed
in the series with a higher content of fibres (Cf45). Nevertheless, a hardening behaviour was
also observed in some specimens of the Cf30 series (see Annex V).
After the plateau on the Cf30 series, i.e. beyond a displacement of nearby 0.8 mm, the
residual stress starts to decrease with sudden stress losses corresponding to the fibre fracture.
In fact during the tests it was audible by the peculiar sound of a fibre fracturing. Due to the
averaging process of the specimens response, this is not perceptible in Figure 8.6, however this
can be observed in the responses of the individual specimens (see Annex V). The displacement
value of 0.8 mm is in the range of the pullout peak slip values interval obtained for the hooked
fibres with an inclination angle of 30o (see Chapter 4). Have in mind that the fracture process
during the uniaxial tension response of a FRC can be regarded as the sum of all single fibres
contribution, as well as that the fibre orientation angle enclosed with the load direction influ-
ences significantly the individual fibre pullout response. Moreover, according to Stroeven and
Hu (2006) the average orientation angle value of the active fibres crossing a leading crack is 35o
(value analytically derived), which is quite similar to the value of 34o experimentally registered
by Soroushian and Lee (1990). In the uniaxial tension response the sudden stress drops start
to be more visible after the displacement of 0.8 mm, which corresponds to the fracture of the
fibres with an angle of approximately 30o.
Remark that, from a theoretically point of view, the previous analysis should be made with
the σ−w relationship, and not with the σ− δavg. However, for the latter gauge displacement’s
amplitudes the difference between crack opening width and correspondent displacement can be
neglected.
Regarding the Cf45 series, the observed post-peak pseudo-hardening can be ascribed to
two reasons. Firstly, there is a higher number of active fibres crossing the crack. The other
reason, and probably the most important, is that both the compressive strength and stiffness
of the Cf45 series matrix is lower than the Cf30. In the softening phase after peak stress, the
stress decreased until a minimum stress is attained, roughly at about a deflection of 0.1 mm.
For larger displacements the reinforcement mechanisms provided by the fibre hooked end start
to be further mobilized contributing to the observed pseudo-hardening phase. Since there are
more fibres intersecting the crack and concrete is of lower tensile strength, the accumulated
bulk energy dissipated during cracking for the Cf45 series is smaller when compared with
correspondent released energy in the Cf30 series. Moreover, due to the lower tensile strength
and stiffness of the matrix, fibres did not fracture so often as in the Cf30 series. Consequently,
the residual stress for the Cf45 series is increased due to the full mobilization of the hooked-end.
In spite of the observation of the fibres at specimen’s crack surfaces after the finalization of the
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uniaxial tension test, fibre pullout tests from a matrix with the series Cf45 composition should
be conducted in order to assess the real contribution of a single fibre in the latter matrix.
In general, the responses exhibit very low scatter in the pre-peak branch. On the other
hand, in the post-peak branch the scatter was considerably higher, particularly in Cf30 series,
and for a displacement higher than 0.1 mm. Up to this displacement the commanding pullout
reinforcement mechanisms are the chemical bond and debonding due to the micro-cracking of
the ITZ, hence the influence of the fibre dispersion (implicitly orientation) is not so important.
As the crack width increases, the reinforcement mechanisms of the fibres hooked end start to
be mobilized, hence the scatter of the post-peak behaviour increases due to the variation of the
fibre dispersion between different specimens, namely, the fibre orientation. In addition to the
aforementioned, for the Cf30 series, in general, fibre rupture was observed, as it was expected
from the pullout tests’ results presented described in Chapter 4.
In Figures 8.8 and 8.9 are depicted the experimental average and characteristic uniaxial
tension stress - crack width relationships, respectively, for the Cf30 and Cf45 series obtained
from the previous σ − δavg curves accordingly to the recommendation from RILEM TC 162-
TDF (2001). The characteristic stress-crack opening curve for the lower bound (L.B.) and
upper bound (U.B.) with a confidence level of k = 95% was obtained from the average curve
computed from all tests, σw(w), according to (RILEM TC 162-TDF 2001):
σw,k(w) = σw(w)
GF2mm,k
GF2mm
(8.6)
where GF2mm is the average energy dissipated up to a crack opening of 2 mm and GF2mm,k is
the characteristic energy dissipated for the same crack opening value. For computing the latter
parameter a t-Student distribution was assumed.
Stress and toughness parameters
In Table 8.2 are included the average and characteristic stresses and toughness parameters, as
well as the respective coefficient of variation obtained from the performed uniaxial tests. In
this table σpeak is the maximum stress, and σ0.3mm, σ1mm and σ2mm are the stresses at a crack
opening width of, respectively, 0.3, 1 and 2 mm. On the other hand, GF1mm and GF2mm are the
dissipated energy up to a crack opening width of, respectively, 1 and 2 mm. The characteristic
values were obtained for a k = 95% confidence level assuming a t-Student distribution. The
normality of the sample was ascertained by the Shapiro-Wilk test (Montgomery and Runger
1994).
In Table 8.2 are also included the total number of fibres, Nf , and effective fibres, N
eff
f ,
counted at the fracture surface. As effective fibres were considered all the fibres that had the
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Figure 8.8: Experimental uniaxial tension σ − w relationship for SFRSCC with 30 kg/m3.
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Figure 8.9: Experimental uniaxial tension σ − w relationship for SFRSCC with 45 kg/m3.
hooked end deformed (by a visual inspection), as well as the fibres that have fractured. In spite
of some researchers do not consider the fractured fibres as “effective”, in the author opinion
they should be considered, since they offered resistance to crack opening up to their failure.
Their full effectiveness can be questionable, but it is feasible to admit that they were “partially
effective”. For the simplicity sake, lets assume that the fibre slip when its being pulled out
is approximately equal to the crack opening width. Then, as it was observed in Chapter 4,
in the pullout behaviour of inclined fibres, depending on the inclination angle and embedded
length, a fractured fibre can sustain forces up to a slip, i.e. crack opening width, that varies
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approximately from 0.7 mm to 4 mm.
In general, the stresses and toughness parameters increased with the increase of the fibre
content, as it would be expected. The only exception was the peak stress which was nearby 10%
lower for the series with a content of fibres of 45 kg/m3. Remark, that this decrease is not due
to the content of fibre, even though it could be indirectly appointed to it, since the aggregates,
cement and additions contents for each series are distinct in order to attain self-compatibility
requirements. Moreover, the peak stress cannot be regarded as the tensile strength, but as an
estimation, since due to the notch on specimen used, cracking does not starts at the weakest
material point, and also because there is a stress concentration at the notch tip (Van Mier and
Van Vliet 2002).
Table 8.2: Stress and toughness parameters obtained from the uniaxial tension test.
Cf [kg/m3]
Nf N
eff
f σpeak σ0.3mm σ1mm σ2mm GF1mm GF2mm
[-] [-] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [N/mm] [N/mm]
30
Avg. 27 19 3.392 0.649 0.520 0.186 0.685 1.007
CoV 30.8% 28.8% 13.0% 36.6% 45.1% 22.8% 32.3% 33.7%
k95% 20 14 3.024 0.450 0.324 0.250 0.500 0.724
45
Avg. 67 39 3.019 1.219 1.466 1.342 1.342 2.645
CoV 16.1% 16.5% 9.9% 18.0% 12.7% 18.0% 13.6% 13.1%
k95% 58 34 2.768 1.036 1.310 0.972 1.189 2.356
Regarding the post-cracking stresses, a significant increase with the fibre content was ob-
served. An increase of the fibre content in 15 kg/m3 provided high increments on the values of
the residual stresses, which vary from 2 to 7 times depending on the crack width. Such increase
on the residual stresses is not simply justified by the higher number of fibres crossing the crack
surface for the Cf45 series. Other factors may also have contributed to this. During the uniaxial
tension tests of the Cf30 series, the main fibre failure mode was fibre rupture. The results of the
pullout tests in Chapter 4, performed with specimens of the same SFRSCC composition of the
Cf30, support this type of the fibre rupture. In comparison to Cf30 series, a significant increase
of the dissipated energy was observed up to both deflections of 1 and 2 mm. The increment
ranged between 2 to 2.6 times.
In general, the CoV values obtained for the toughness parameters were considerably smaller
for the Cf45 series. At a first glance, these values may seem relatively high. However, the
magnitude of such values is within the expected for this type of material. In fact, generally, the
CoV values were smaller than the ones obtained by other authors with the same test procedure
and specimen’s dimensions for conventional fibre reinforced concrete, CFRC, (Barraga´n 2002,
Lo¨fgren et al. 2008), which indicates a better fibre distribution in SFRSCC than in CFRC.
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In Figure 8.10 is depicted the relation between the total number of fibres and effective fibres
at the fracture surface, both registered experimentally in all the tested specimens of Cf30 and
Cf45 series.
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Figure 8.10: Relationship between the total number of fibres and number of effective fibres at the
crack surface.
Since the uniaxial tension test specimens (with 150 mm height) were obtained from distinct
parts of a standard cylinder with 300 mm height, additionally, in the aforementioned figure are
distinguished the specimens obtained from the bottom and upper part of the standard cylinder.
This strategy enables to assess “indirectly”, if there is any influence of the gravity on the fibre
distribution. It was observed a linear relationship between the Nf and N
eff
f . Moreover, it was
not found a significant correlation between the number of fibres at the crack surface and the
gravity influence in the production, i.e. type of casting, of these specimens. Dupont (2003) has
also found a linear relationship between the total number of fibres and the number of effective
fibres for small fibre contents. However, for higher contents, this relationship becomes non-
linear. Remark, that the previous comparison is only qualitative, since the fibre mobilization
depends on various factors, such as the type of fibre, the matrix quality, and at last, but not
less important, the group effect, which for higher fibre contents is quite important, since fibre
spacing influences the efficiency of a group of fibres. Thus the number of effective fibres may
decrease as the fibre spacing decreases, due to the higher probability of mutual influence of
adjacent fibres (Naaman and Shah 1976).
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Influence of the number of effective fibers on the post-cracking parameters
Throughout Figures 8.11(a) to 8.11(f) are depicted the relationships between the effective num-
ber of fibres at the specimen’s fracture surface, N efff , and the aforementioned post-cracking
parameters obtained from the uniaxial tension test.
Regarding the peak stress, σpeak, no significant relation was observed with theN
eff
f increase,
see Figure 8.11(a). Since σpeak is mainly governed by the strength of the matrix a smaller
σpeak for Cf45 was expected, which was confirmed by the obtained results. There was also no
significant relation between σpeak and the provenience of specimen, i.e. from lower or upper
part of a standard cylinder. This suggests that there is no significant segregation of the matrix
skeleton and paste in the casted cylinders. On the other hand, for the residual stresses at a crack
opening width of 0.3 and 1 mm, respectively, σ0.3mm and σ1mm, it is clearly visible for both,
a linear relationship between these stresses and the N efff , see Figures 8.11(b) and 8.11(c).
This was expected, since the residual stress sustained by the crack is intimately related to
number of mobilized fibres. Concerning the Cf45 series, the residual stresses for the “upper
specimen” exhibited a lower scatter when compared to the “lower specimens” results. Since due
to technical problems during testing, the number of tested specimens from the lower part (5)
was different of the specimens from the upper part of the standard cylinder (3), no conclusive
elations could be withdraw.
In Figure 8.11(d) is represented the relation between the residual stress at a crack opening
of 2 mm, σ2mm, and the N
eff
f . When compared to the σ0.3mm and σ1mm relationships, the
overall trend is distinct. First of all, there are two clear distinct trends for σ2mm. For the Cf30
series, the increase of σ2mm with N
eff
f is marginal and can be assumed null. On the other
hand, for the Cf45 series it is visible a linear increase of σ2mm with N
eff
f , in spite of a higher
scatter. Moreover, it is visible a clear jump on the σ2mm value from the series Cf30 to Cf45,
even though the small difference between the Cf30 series’ specimen with the highest number of
fibres and the lowest of the Cf45 series. This considerable jump on σ2mm value from the Cf30 to
Cf45 specimens is not ascribed to the increase of effective fibres, hence this jump comprises the
differences on the fibre micro-mechanical behaviour between the two series with distinct fibre
content, as previously stated. In fact for the series Cf30, in general, the fibres fractured before
a 2 mm crack width, while for the Cf45 series, in general, the fibres were fully pulled-out, which
enabled a higher crack bridging stress at these crack openings.
Finally, in the overall, the dissipated energy has shown a linear increase with the N efff ,
for both limits of the crack opening studied. Nevertheless, there are two aspects that should
be enlighten. For the dissipated energy up to a 2 mm crack opening, GF2mm, there is also a
jump on the GF2mm value from the series Cf30 to Cf45 for the same reasons pointed for the
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Figure 8.11: Relationships between the number of effective fibres and the post-cracking parameters:
(a) peak stress, (b), (c) and (d) stress at a 0.3, 1 and 2 mm crack width, respectively; (e) and (f)
dissipated energy up to 1 and 2 mm crack width, respectively.
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σ2mm. However, this jump has a much smaller amplitude than the one observed for σ2mm,
since GF2mm represents the accumulated energy dissipated up to 2 mm of crack width, while
σ2mm represents the residual strength at this crack width, therefore much more susceptible to
the failure modes of the fibres. Another interesting aspect is that the increment rate of both
GF1mm and GF2mm with N
eff
f for the Cf45 series was slightly smaller than for Cf30 series, due
to the detrimental fibre group effect already pointed out.
8.3.3 Three-point bending tests
Test set-up
The tensile behaviour under flexure of the SFRSCC was assessed accordingly to the RILEM TC
162-TDF (2002b) recommendation (Figure 8.12). In general, in the specimens’ preparation all
the requirements of this recommendation were fulfilled. However, the recommended procedure
by RILEM TC 162-TDF (2002b) for filling the moulds was not applicable to the present case,
since the high fluidity of the prepared mixtures would not allowed it.
(a) (b)
Figure 8.12: Three-point bending test set-up: (a) general view and (b) positioning of CMOD trans-
ducer.
Prismatic specimens of 150×150 mm2 cross section and a length of 600 mm were used. The
beams were notched on one of the faces perpendicular to the casting surface, using wet sawing,
through the width of the beam at its midspan. The width and depth of the notch was 5 mm
and 25 mm, respectively. The specimens were placed on roller supports, giving to the beam a
free span of 500 mm. Special care was taken to ensure the correct positioning of the beam and
the loading roller.
The tests were performed using a closed loop system based on deformation-control, using
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the deflection measured at midspan as control variable, Figure 8.12(a). A constant rate of
0.2 mm/s was adopted. The crack mouth opening displacement, CMOD, was not measured as
suggested by RILEM TC 162-TDF (2002b), i.e. along the longitudinal axis at the mid-width of
the specimen’s bottom face, but on the lateral face of the beam,Figure 8.12(b). Nevertheless, it
was adopted a 35 mm distance between the reference points for measuring the CMOD, which
is a smaller value than the one suggested by RILEM TC 162-TDF (2002b).
Load - deflection curves
In Figures 8.13 and 8.14 are depicted the load - deflection at mid-span relationships, respectively,
for the series Cf30 and Cf45. A detailed view of the initial part of the experimental response,
i.e. up to a 3 mm deflection, is comprised on the right side of these figures. Additionally, from
the average curve computed from all tests, the characteristic load - deflection curves obtained
for the lower bound (L.B.) and upper bound (U.B.) are also included, where a confidence level
of k = 95% was assumed.
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Figure 8.13: Experimental load - deflection relationship for the Cf30 series (30 kg/m3 of fibres).
Regarding the pre-peak behaviour, the series Cf30 after attaining the load at the limit
of proportionality revealed a very small load decrease followed by deflection-hardening phase
up to a deflection of approximately 1 mm due to the mobilization of the fibre reinforcement
mechanisms. On the other hand, this load decay just after reaching the load at the limit of
proportionality was not observed in the Cf45 series. Due to the higher fibre content, a markedly
non-linear behaviour is visible up to the peak load.
When the peak load is attained two distinct behaviours are observed for the studied series.
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Figure 8.14: Experimental load - deflection relationship for the Cf45 series (45 kg/m3 of fibres).
In the Cf30 series the load decreases considerably, whereas in the Cf45 series is observed a
plateau up to a deflection of nearby 1.5 mm.
In what concerns to the Cf30 series, this can be ascribed to the fibre fracture, which was
also observed on the uniaxial tension tests, and previously ascertained on the micro-mechanical
pullout tests. In the bending tests, in opposite to the uniaxial tests, the crack opening width
varies along the crack surface plane, therefore the fibres disposed along the specimen’s height
are mobilized at different stages regarding their location towards the neutral axis. The fibres
disposed more distant to the neutral axis have higher probability of fracture first. As it will be
presented in next section, to a deflection of 1 mm corresponds a CMOD just slightly higher.
Having in mind that fibre rupture was observed for a slip value smaller than 1 mm, the fibres
nearest to the bottom face of the beam start to fracture. For simplicity it is admitted that the
slip is equal to the crack width. When the first fibres start to fracture (the ones near the bottom
face), the residual load decay starts to accentuate, since the part of the energy released during
the fibre fracture is sustained by the other fibres, thus rapidly accelerating the pullout process
of these fibres positioned above. However, remark that the bending and uniaxial specimens
have considerably different fibre distributions, as observed in Chapter 6. Due to the geometry
and dimensions of the bending specimen’s and high flowability of the concrete mixture, the
fibres tend to be oriented with the longitudinal axis of the beam and, consequently, the average
angle of the fibre towards the crack plane decreases. Since the average fibre angle is smaller,
then the probability of fibre rupture decreases, when compared to the conditions found in the
uniaxial tests.
In comparison, a smaller load decay is observed in the Cf45 series, which is justified by both
the higher fibre content and smaller amount of fibres that have fracture. These reasons also
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contributed to the lower scatter observed in the flexure responses.
Table 8.3 includes the average and characteristic values of the post-peak parameters obtained
from the three-point bending tests. Moreover, the number of total and effective fibres at the
crack surfaces are also included. The procedure for fibre counting was the same as used for
the uniaxial tension specimens. The meaning and computation procedure of the post-cracking
parameters was already described in section 8.2.3.
Regarding the limit of proportionality, fct,L, which corresponds to the end of the linear
elastic phase, i.e crack initiation, a decrease of nearby 19% was observed with the fibre increase.
This decrease of fct,L was expected, since during uniaxial tests was observed a decrease on the
tensile strength due to distinct concrete compositions. However, the decrease on fct,L was
relatively higher than the reduction observed for tensile strength in the uniaxial tests (≈ 10%).
The higher decrease on fct,L, when compared with the observed in the tensile strength, can be
ascribed to a less stiffer matrix of the Cf45 series. The deflection limit adopted to evaluate fct,L
(0.05 mm) can also contribute for this result, since the deviation from linearity of the force -
deflection curve can occur for deflection values larger than this limit, depending on the content
of fibres of the tested FRC and the properties of the cement matrix. Furthermore, the flexural
strength is a composed effect of a concrete volume in compression and another part in tension.
Table 8.3: Average and characteristic results of the three point bending tests.
Cf [kg/m3]
Nf Neff FL δL fct,L feq,2 feq,3 fR,1 fR,4
[-] [-] [kN] [mm] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]
30
Avg. 116 107 21.758 0.050 6.963 8.002 6.661 7.999 3.322
CoV 15.8% 14.6% 7.2% 0% 7.2% 18.7% 25.2% 17.6% 47.3%
k95% 93 88 19.802 0.050 6.337 6.145 4.578 6.248 1.371
45
Avg. 171 141 17.663 0.050 5.652 10.844 11.332 11.639 9.033
CoV 5.7% 5.8% 3.8% 0% 3.8% 10.7% 13.1% 10.4% 19.0%
k95% 155 131 16.841 0.050 5.389 9.399 9.491 10.141 6.899
Both the equivalent and residual strengths have shown a considerable increase with the fibre
increment. In what concerns to feq,2 and fR,1, which are used in the design verifications for
the serviceability limit states, it was observed an increase of, respectively, 35% and 45%. On
the other hand, feq,3 and fR,4, corresponding to the ultimate limit state design, have revealed
a higher increase with the fibre increment, respectively, 70% and 172%. For feq,2 and fR,1
the increment observed with the fibre content is just ascribed to the higher number of fibres
intersecting the crack plane, since for the Cf45 series there is 47% more fibres crossing the crack
plane than for the Cf30 series. Moreover, the number of fibres at the cross section increment
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ratio is nearby to the increment range observed for feq,2 and fR,1.
On the other hand, the increase observed for feq,3 and fR,4 in Cf45 series, when compared to
feq,3 and fR,4 values for the Cf30 series, cannot be only justified with the increase of the number
of fibres at the crack plane. Once again, the reason lies on the distinct fibre micro-mechanical
behaviour for each series, i.e. fibre rupture was observed for the Cf30 series, while the governing
fibre failure mode in the Cf45 series was pullout. Since feq,3 and fR,4 are evaluated for higher
deflections and, consequently, higher crack widths, the position of the neutral axis will be very
near the top beam’s face. Even though, the crack width varies from a null value at a small
distance of the the neutral axis up to the maximum width at the the bottom beam’s surface,
there will be a considerable parcel of the cross section in which the crack width is larger than
1 mm. In fact, from a finite element analysis of a beam with feasible values of the material
properties’ parameters, for a deflection at mid span of 2.85 mm (average of the deflections for
which feq,3 and fR,4 are computed), 60% of the net cross section has a crack opening width
higher than 1 mm. Hence, there is a high probability of fibres to fracture for the Cf30 series in
a great parcel of the net cross section. Nevertheless, one should be aware that the ratio of fibres
that fracture is intimately linked to their angle towards the active crack plane, as well as the
strength of the surrounding matrix. In addition for the prismatic beams used in the three-point
bending tests a higher fibre orientation factor was observed than for the uniaxial tension test
specimens, i.e. lower fibre inclination towards the crack’s plane.
Crack opening mouth displacement versus deflection relationship
In Figures 8.15(a) and 8.15(b) are represented the experimental relationships between the de-
flection at mid-span and the crack mouth opening displacement, CMOD, respectively, for the
Cf30 and Cf45 series. Additionally, it is included the relationship proposed by RILEM TC
162-TDF (2002b).
For the Cf30 series, the RILEM TC 162-TDF (2002b) relationship is within the experimental
envelope and quite close to the average curve. On the other hand for the Cf45 the agreement
was not so good. Comparing the relationships for the two series, for the same deflection a
smaller crack opening was observed for the Cf45 series. This was expected since the crack
opening will be as smaller as more fibres bridge the crack. Nevertheless, the placement of the
transducer for measuring the CMOD could somewhat have influenced the results. Since the
CMOD was measured from one of the beams’ sides, if the crack opening width is not symmetric
for both lateral sides, due to an asymmetric fibre distribution, the CMOD can be incorrectly
acquired.
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Figure 8.15: CMOD vs. deflection relationship for: (a) Cf30 and (b) Cf45 series.
Influence of the number of effective fibres on the post-cracking parameters
In Figure 8.16(a) is included the relationship between the number of effective fibres and total
fibres at the crack surfaces, whereas throughout Figures 8.16(b) to 8.16(f) are depicted the
relationships between the number of effective fibres and the computed post-cracking parameters
from the flexural responses.
As it was previously ascertained in the uniaxial tension specimens, a linear relationship
between the number of effective fibres and total fibres was observed. Regarding the limit of
proportionality, fct,L, no trend was observed with the increment of fibres within the same series.
However, as it would be expected, the specimens from the Cf45 series presented lower values of
fct,L due to the lower matrix tensile strength of this series, as consequence of different concrete
compositions in the Cf30 and Cf45 series.
Concerning both the residual and equivalent strengths, in general, a linear trend was ob-
served with the increase of effective fibres. For feq,2 and fR,1, and in spite of the observed
scatter, the transition from the series Cf30 to Cf45 is relatively “smooth”, i.e. continuous,
as the specimen from Cf30 series with the highest number of effective fibres has very similar
strengths to the specimen from the series Cf45 with the lowest number of effective fibres. On
the other hand, for the feq,3 and fR,4 it is clearly visible a discontinuity from the series Cf30
and Cf45. As previously explained, for the relatively high levels of deformation at which these
parameters are evaluated and, consequently, relatively high crack openings, the occurrence of
fibre rupture in the series Cf30 justifies this discontinuity. Therefore, the strengths values be-
tween the two series are quite different, even for similar number of effective fibres. Additionally,
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Figure 8.16: Relationship between the number of effective fibres and the: (a) total number of fibres, (b)
limit of proportionality, equivalent flexure tensile strengths (c) feq,2 and (d) feq,3; and residual flexural
tensile strengths (e) fR,1 and (f) fR,4.
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the steeper “jump” observed for the fR,4 when comparing to feq,3 is due to the procedure for
computing each of the flexural tensile strengths, since feq,3 is determined based upon an energy
criterion, thus the energy dissipated by the fibre prior its fracture helps mitigate these differ-
ences between these series. Remark, that when referring to fibre rupture exclusively during the
Cf30 series tests, it is not intended to rule out the possibility of fibre rupture in the Cf45 series
tests. Hence, what is intended is to state that for the series Cf30 there is a higher probability
of fibre rupture. Both the uniaxial and bending test results stress out the aforementioned.
8.3.4 Splitting tests
Test set-up
The specimens used on the splitting tests were obtained from the extremities of the tested
bending specimens. For that purpose, for each series, five cubic specimens with a 150 mm
edge length were swan out from the prismatic bending specimens. The geometry and dimen-
sions were the suggested by the BS 1981:Part 117 (1983). Afterwards, and in order to induce
the crack plane, two notches were swan upon opposite faces. The notch width and depth was
of 5 mm and 15 mm, respectively. A sketch of the specimen geometry is depicted in Figure 8.17.
Figure 8.17: Splitting test set-up and specimen’s geometry.
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Additionally, the localization from which the splitting test specimens were sawn out on the
three point bending specimens is represented.
The tests were conducted on a servo-hydraulic system with a 2000 kN static load carrying
capacity with a high stiff frame. This type of test was performed under closed-loop displacement
control by the average signal of two displacement transducers disposed over the two notches at
the specimen’s mid-height (see Figure 8.17). A displacement rate of 0.01 mm/min was used up
to a displacement of 0.2 mm, and 0.1 mm/min until the completion of the test.
Load vs. crack opening mouth displacement curves
In Figures 8.18(a) and 8.18(b) are depicted the experimental load versus crack opening mouth
displacement envelope and corresponding average curve for the Cf30 and Cf45 series, respec-
tively. The individual responses of each specimen can be found in Annex V.
In general, the splitting test responses had a similar behaviour to the one observed for the
bending tests. For the series Cf30, after the crack initiation, it was visualized a small load
decay followed by a slight deflection-hardening branch, whereas in the Cf45 series, after the
crack initiation, a hardening branch up to the peak load was observed. Afterwards, the peak
load was attained at a CMOD of 0.4 mm, followed by a load decay in both series. The Cf30
series post-peak behaviour, in comparison to the corresponding bending responses, presented a
smaller load decay rate.
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Figure 8.18: Experimental load versus crack opening mouth displacement relationships with: (a)
30 kg/m3 and (b) 45 kg/m3.
A nominal tensile strength, σnom, can be obtained from the load value of the splitting-tension
tests using the following equation (Timoshenko and Goodier 1991):
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σnom =
2 ·P
pi · d · t (8.7)
where P , d and t are, respectively, the load, height and thickness of the prism. Remark,
that equation 8.7 is derived for a disc with a diameter d and thickness t. However due to
the distribution of the compressive load trough the cube, the corners of the cube do not have
significant stresses. Therefore, the behaviour of a cubic and cylindric specimens is similar. The
relationship between the nominal stress and crack mouth opening is represented in Figure 8.19.
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Figure 8.19: Nominal tensile stress - crack opening mouth displacement relationships with: (a)
30 kg/m3 and (b) 45 kg/m3.
The average tensile strength obtained from the splitting tests, for both series, is similar
to the one obtained from the uniaxial tension tests, 3.5 MPa and 3.3 MPa, respectively, for
the Cf30 and Cf45 series. However the scatter observed in tensile strengths obtained from the
splitting tests was quite higher, particularly in the series Cf30, ranging approximately between
2 and 4.5 MPa.
8.4 Determination of the σ − w law by inverse analysis
In this section, the post-cracking behaviour of SFRSCC is assessed by inverse analysis taking the
results from the three-point bending tests. For this purpose, the experimental load-deflection
curves are simulated using the FEMIX finite element program (Azevedo et al. 2003). The imple-
mented algorithm of the inverse analysis procedure is schematically represented in Figure 8.20,
which according to Roelfstra and Wittmann (1986) can be subdivided into three levels.
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Figure 8.20: Inverse analysis procedure (adapted from Roelfstra and Wittmann 1986).
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The first level is designated as input level, where the geometrical boundary conditions of
the specimen are introduced and the parameters defining the post-cracking tensile behaviour
(σ − w) of the material are initialized. The second level is the numerical simulation of the
experimental test where the discretized specimen is subjected to a non-linear finite element
analysis in order to acquire the numerical load - deflection response. In the third level, the
accuracy of the computed numerical response is assessed. Finally, the fourth level is the output
level, in which the values of the parameters that lead to the smaller error and comply with the
imposed restrictions for the maximum load value and correspondent deflection are obtained.
In the input level of the inverse analysis approach, the geometrical boundary conditions
and the material behaviour laws are defined under the framework of a FEM-based numeri-
cal simulation. From preliminary numerical FEM-simulations carried out in the scope of the
present research project, it was observed that the maximum compressive stress values were just
attained nearby the load application’s place, and rapidly decreased to relatively low values,
in addition they were significantly lower than the compressive strengths values of the studied
self-compacting matrices. Moreover, two numerical simulations were previously carried out, one
of them using a plasticity model for the compressive behaviour, and another assuming a linear
elastic behaviour, and no significant differences were found in the load - deflection responses.
Thus, in the inverse analysis was assumed a linear elastic behaviour in compression in order
to make the numerical iterative process more straightforward. To simulate the post-cracking
tensile behaviour, a tri-linear stress crack width relationship was adopted. Since in the present
work an exhaustive search method was used, the intervals and step increment of each parameter
were also defined.
In level II, the numerical simulation is carried out based on the finite element method.
All the aspects regarding the mesh discretization, type of finite element, integration type and
scheme, and ascribed material properties are discussed later on. In last stage (III), the nu-
merical load - deflection curve is compared to the correspondent experimental one. The areas
beneath the load - deflection curves are computed and the normalized error, ei, between them
is determined. If the ei is smaller than the predefined value of 1% (assumed tolerance, µ) the
iterative procedure stops, otherwise a new set of σ−w parameters is updated and checked out.
Additionally, a restriction was imposed regarding the fitting accuracy of the peak load and its
correspondent deflection, which cannot differ from the experimental ones in 2%, otherwise the
current numerical simulation is discarded.
8.4.1 Three-point bending tests
Due to the geometry, support and loading conditions used in the test setup proposed by RILEM
TC 162-TDF (2002b) in the three point bending test for the characterization of the tensile
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behaviour under flexure of SFRSCC, a plane stress state installed in the beam was assumed.
By definition, a prismatic structural element is under a plane stress behaviour if one of the
dimensions (thickness) is significantly smaller than the other two, the stress component normal
to the simulated plane is null (Ona˜te 1992). Regarding the present example, in spite of the
width and height of the beam’s cross section are equal, it is feasible to suppose installed in
the beam a plane stress state, since apart the loaded zones of reduced volumetric amplitude,
the stress component orthogonal to the loading plane and the two out-plane shear component
are of marginal significance when compared to the three stress components that characterize a
plane stress-state.
For the numerical simulation of the crack initiation and propagation, 2D line interface
elements located at the specimen´s symmetry axis were used. The remaining part of the spec-
imen was modelled with eight-node Serendipity plane-stress elements, assuming a linear elastic
behaviour for the material they represent.
In Figure 8.21 is depicted the mesh used in the simulations. In the present mesh were
used two integration schemes. For the 2D line interface elements was used a Gauss-Lobatto
integration scheme with three integration points (IP), whereas for the eight-node elements
was adopted a Gauss-Legendre integration scheme with 2× 2 IP. To avoid undesired spurious
oscillations of the stress field a value of 1× 106 N/mm3 was used for the Mode I initial stiffness
modulus (Schellekens 1990, Sena-Cruz et al. 2004). Since for the current problem sliding does
not occur in the interface elements, the analysis’ results are independent of the values assigned
to the Mode II initial stiffness modulus. The values of the material properties used in the
inverse analysis are comprised in Table 8.4.
Figure 8.21: Finite element mesh used in the simulation of the three point bending tests.
The inverse analysis simulations were performed by “brute force” analysis, i.e. exhaustive
search method, using for comparison purposes the experimental average curves of each series.
The simulations were carried out for two levels of deformation, one using the full load - deflection
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Table 8.4: Concrete properties used in the simulation of the three point bending tests.
Property
Series
Cf30 Cf45
Density ρ = 2.4× 10−5 N/mm3
Poisson’s ratio νc = 0.20
Young’s modulus 41300 N/mm2 40600 N/mm2
Tensile strength Inverse analysis
Tri-linear softening parameters Inverse analysis
response (i.e. up to deflection of nearby 9 mm), and another using the response only up to a
deflection of 4 mm.
In Figures 8.22 and 8.23 are depicted both the experimental and numerical load - deflection
curves for the two distinct levels of deformation, respectively, for approximately 9 mm and
4 mm. The agreement between the numerical and the experimental curves is considerably good
for both series and both deflection levels, which indicates that the trilinear σ−w relationship is
capable of simulating accurately the post-cracking behaviour of SFRSCC. When comparing the
performed simulations, the numerical curve regarding the Cf30 series response up to a deflection
of 9 mm has shown a slightly worse agreement in the pre-peak branch, Figure 8.22(a). This
is ascribed to both the number of branches of the post-cracking law (limited to 3) and to the
reason that all stages of the response have the same weight on the fitting procedure. Therefore,
in order to attain a good approximation of the full bending response, the initial part of the
experimental curve is not so well modelled. On the other hand, the numerical simulation of
the Cf30 series response up to a deflection of 4 mm has shown a better agreement with the
experimental data for this initial stage of the bending response. This is related with the σ −w
law parameters found in the IA that will be discussed in more detail later on.
The obtained σ − w relationship parameters, and equivalent fitting error (e), are indicated
in Table 8.5. At a first glance, it is clear that the σ−w parameters obtained for the Cf30 series
are quite different for the distinct deformation levels analysed. In the Cf45 series the values of
the parameters are not so distinct for both the studied deflection levels, with the exception of
the ultimate crack opening wu.
Table 8.5: Parameters of the σ − w relationship obtained by inverse analysis.
Cf [kg/m3]
fct σ1 σ2 w1 w2 wu Gf e
[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [mm] [mm] [mm] [N/mm] [%]
30
(9 mm) 2.80 2.86 0.56 0.50 2.10 9.0 6.08 2.9
(4 mm) 3.60 2.45 1.87 0.06 0.89 3.1 4.04 1.8
45
(9 mm) 3.90 4.56 1.99 0.43 2.90 12.0 14.80 1.3
(4 mm) 3.70 4.66 3.18 0.31 1.72 5.6 11.70 0.9
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Figure 8.22: Numerical simulation of the three point bending tests with: (a) 30 kg/m3 and (b)
45 kg/m3.
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Figure 8.23: Numerical simulation up to a deflection of 4 mm of the three point bending tests with:
(a) 30 kg/m3 and (b) 45 kg/m3.
Regarding the values found for fct in the Cf45 series, they are higher than the tensile
strength found in the uniaxial tension tests (≈ 20 to 30%). A similar difference between the
tensile strength obtained from the uniaxial and bending tests (11 to 35%) was observed by
Lo¨fgren et al. (2008) for conventional fibre reinforced concrete with fibre contents of 39 and
78 kg/m3. For the Cf30 series, the numerical simulation up to a deflection of 4 mm provided a fct
value in good compliance with the uniaxial tensile strength. Remark, however that the uniaxial
tension test set-up used is not suitable for determining the material tensile strength. In fact,
when comparing the obtained values with the ones suggested from CEB-FIP (1993) (based on
empirical relationship with the compressive strength), they are approximately 25 to 35% smaller
than the “real” tensile strength (3.6 and 4.5 MPa, respectively, for Cf30 and Cf45 series). Rossi
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et al. (1991) using the wedge splitting tests to obtain stress-crack opening relationships for
concrete by an inverse analysis procedure, point out the need for the determination of the
tensile strength apart from the inverse analysis. These author used a split cylinder test, since
their estimations of the tensile strength obtained by IA method were biased.
The graphical representation of the σ−w law is depicted in Figure 8.24. Regarding the laws
obtained by IA for the Cf30 series, the shape of the initial part of the σ−w law is quite different
in case that the IA is performed either up to a 4 mm or 9 mm deflection. In the simulation up to
a 4 mm, a sharp load decay is observed on the σ−w law, while for the simulation up to 9 mm,
the lower tensile strength obtained in the IA is compensated with a strain hardening in the first
post-cracking branch. The higher fracture energy on the σ−w law (until crack widths of 1 mm)
for a 9 mm deflection simulation is clearly related in the overestimation on the corresponding
experimental load - deflection response, see Figure 8.22(a). In what concerns to the numerical
σ − w relationships obtained for the Cf45 series, up to a crack width of 3 mm the ascertained
laws are almost identical, see Figure 8.24. This is reflected in the numerical simulation of the
load - deflection responses carried out for the Cf45 series, compare Figures 8.22(b) and 8.23(b).
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Figure 8.24: σ − w relationships obtained by inverse analysis.
The interest of determining the ultimate crack opening, wu, for fibre reinforced composites
can be questionable, since for practical structural applications the load bearing capacity of these
materials will correspond to considerably higher crack opening widths than the usual allowed
at the serviceability limit states for the design of a concrete structure. In opposition can be
asserted that only with a full knowledge of the material behaviour, hence the knowledge of the
ultimate crack width value, there is the possibility of a correct fracture energy estimation and,
consequently, the real limit capacity of the structure can be determined.
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For the determination of the ultimate crack width by IA, it is important the level of defor-
mation for which the numerical analysis is conducted. Even though the present experimental
results were obtained for considerable high deformations (over 9 mm), the residual load at these
deformations is still considerable, therefore the rest of the bending response, particularly for
the Cf45 series, should not be neglected. The physical meaning of the wu values obtained by IA
will be now analysed. According to Kooiman (2000), the ultimate crack width can be supposed
equal to the average projected embedded length of the fibres, Lb,proj , defined as:
Lb,proj = ηθ
Lf
2
(8.8)
where Lf is the fibre length and ηθ is the fibre effectiveness factor. Remember that the statistical
average fibre embedded length, Lb, crossing an active crack is one fourth of the total fibre
length (Stroeven 1986a), thus for the particular used fibres, Lb = Lf/4 = 15 mm. Therefore, if
an averaging approach is taken, and assuming for the fibre effectiveness factor a value of 0.5 (3D
IURD), equation 8.8 will render a value of the ultimate crack opening width, which in practical
sense can be regarded as a lower limit for the ultimate crack width (Lb,proj = 0.5 · 60/2 =
15 mm).
The fibre effectiveness factor can be computed from equation 8.9, where Nf is the counted
number of fibres at crack section (see Table 8.3), and Ac, Af and Vf are, respectively, the
beam’s net cross section area, the fibre cross section area and the fibre content in volume.
Thus, the fibre effectiveness factors yields for the Cf30 and Cf45 series, respectively, 0.711 and
0.694. These values are within the range of the theoretical values, assuming a uniform isotropic
fibre distribution, for the 1D and 2D cases, respectively, 1 and 2/pi (Stroeven and Hu 2006).
Consequently, by inserting the computed effectiveness factors in equation 8.8, the ultimate
crack width opening will render approximately 21 and 18 mm, respectively, for the series Cf30
and Cf45. These theoretical values are far from the ones obtained from the IA. Hence, this
strengthens the idea that the deformation level of 9 mm is not suffice to render an accurate
estimation of the fracture parameters, in particular the fracture energy.
Nf = ηθ
Vf ·Ac
Af
(8.9)
8.4.2 Analysis of the parameters obtained from the distinct tests
The post-cracking behaviour of the studied steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete was
assessed from distinct tests. In Figure 8.25 are included the stress - crack opening width
relationships obtained from the uniaxial tensile tests (UTT), by the inverse analysis of the
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three-point bending tests (3PBT) and the splitting tests (SPLT). The stress - crack opening
obtained from the inverse analysis of the three-point bending tests and from the splitting
experimental tests clearly overestimates considerably the σ − w relation obtained from the
uniaxial experimental tests for both tested series. This was also observed by other researchers
for conventional fibre reinforced concrete (Barraga´n 2002, Lo¨fgren et al. 2008, Strack 2008). This
is due to different fibre structures for each type of specimen, in consequence of distinct concrete
casting, different mould dimensions and geometry that induce distinct fibre orientations. As
observed in Chapter 6, in the prismatic specimens, the fibres are predominantly oriented along
the specimen’s longitudinal axis, i.e. with a lower inclination towards the crack plane. On
the other hand, in the cylinders (specimens for the UTT), the fibres are positioned with a
smaller angle towards the horizontal plane, and therefore to the cracking plane, thus a fibre
orientation distribution nearer to a 3D uniform isotropic distribution was observed. It should
also be noticed, that the σ − w relationship determined for the splitting tests is not accurate,
since it was computed by equation 8.7 assuming a linear elastic stress distribution, therefore as
the crack opening increases, the σ − w curve determined is more imprecise.
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Figure 8.25: Stress - crack opening laws for the series with: (a) 30 kg/m3 and (b) 45 kg/m3.
As previously visualized, the responses from the indirect tests overestimated considerably
the uniaxial tensile behaviour. Hence, in order to account the distinct fibre distributions, the
σ − w laws obtained from the indirect tests can be corrected using a ratio between the fibre
effectiveness factor for the UTT specimens and the fibre effectiveness factor for the indirect
tensile tests (ηθ,UTT /ηθ,3PBT for the bending and ηθ,UTT /ηθ,SPLT for splitting specimens). This
methodology was used by Strack (2008) for correcting the σ − w laws obtained by inverse
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analysis from 3PBT. Each effectiveness factor is computed from equation 8.9 using the number
of fibres experimentally counted at the crack surface (since for the SPLT tests it was not
evaluated the number of fibre at the crack surfaces, it was used the fibre density obtained from
the image analysis study). The effectiveness factors obtained are indicated in Table 8.6. In the
present work the latter factors were computed using either the total number of fibres and the
effective number of fibres at the crack surfaces. Remember that in the present work the fibres
were considered effective as long their hooked end is deformed or if they have fractured. The
differences between using either the total or the effective number of fibres will be discussed later
on.
Table 8.6: Average fibre effectiveness factors for the distinct tests.
Series
Num.
ηθ,UTT ηθ,3PBT ηθ,SPLT
ηθ,UTT
ηθ,3PBT
ηθ,UTT
ηθ,SPLTfibres
Cf30
total
0.274 0.711 0.743 0.385 0.369
Cf45 0.454 0.698 0.768 0.650 0.591
Cf30
effective
0.193 0.656
–
0.294
–
Cf45 0.264 0.576 0.458
The σ − w laws corrected with the effectiveness ratio computed from the total number of
fibres (e.g. σi · ηθ,UTT /ηθ,3PBT for the bending tests) are depicted in Figure 8.26. Regarding
the Cf30 series a good agreement with the uniaxial tension behaviour is observed, for both the
σ −w relationships from the splitting and bending responses. On the other hand, for the Cf45
series, the uniaxial tension response is still overestimated, in spite of the approximation of the
curves due to adopted strategy. The effectiveness factor computed by equation 8.9 gives an
idea of the orientation degree of a certain fibre structure and is related to the number of fibres
that intersect a certain plane, since the fibre orientation influences the probability of a fibre
crossing a particular surface. Nevertheless, in spite of the effectiveness factor being computed
with the total number of fibres, that intersect an active crack, not all the fibres that bridge the
crack surfaces may be mobilized and, consequently, contribute for the composite response. For
instance, both the fibre inclination angle towards the crack surface plane and the fibre embedded
length play an important role on the probability of a fibre being mobilised. If the embedded
fibre length is smaller than the end-hook, the mechanical deformation of the hook will not
be mobilised (Robins et al. 2002). On the other hand, as the fibre inclination angle increases
the fibre’s surrounding matrix will be more prone to spalling and, in a limit case. a concrete
volume containing the hooked end can spall before the mobilization, i.e. plastic deformation of
the hook. Therefore, having in mind the abovementioned, a more realistic corrective procedure
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Figure 8.26: Stress - crack opening laws corrected with the effectiveness factors for the series with:
(a) 30 kg/m3 and (b) 45 kg/m3 (adopting the total number of fibres).
for the σ − w laws might be assured using the effectiveness ratio computed with the effective
number of fibres. In Figure 8.27 are depicted the σ − w laws obtained by inverse analysis
after being corrected according to this methodology. This approach was not performed for the
splitting tests, since there is not available data regarding the number of effective fibres for these
specimens.
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Figure 8.27: Stress - crack opening laws corrected with distinct effectiveness factors for the series with:
(a) 30 kg/m3 and (b) 45 kg/m3 (adopting the number of effective fibres).
The agreement between the σ−w laws obtained by inverse analysis and the uniaxial tensile
response increased significantly for both studied series. However, even using the latter method-
ology the results for the Cf45 series are still predicting a residual strength higher than the one
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registered in the UTT. Since the fibre content increased, and, consequently, there are more fibres
bridging the crack surfaces, this will favour the concrete’s stress redistribution, in spite of the
crack progression being forced. Therefore, in the bending tests of the Cf45 series the fracture
process zone probably is wider, i.e. diffuse cracking surrounding the main crack. Thus, energy
could be dissipated outside the primary crack surface, hence leading to an overestimation of
uniaxial tension behaviour by the inverse analysis.
8.5 Conclusions
In this chapter the post-cracking behaviour of steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete
was assessed by three distinct tests (uniaxial tension, three point bending and splitting) for two
compositions with distinct fibre contents, either 30 and 45 kg/m3.
The increase of the fibre content enhanced considerably the concrete’s post-cracking residual
strength. Nevertheless, this was not ascribed just to the fibre content increase, since, for the
series with 30 kg/m3, fibre rupture during the post-cracking behaviour has occurred more often,
due to a relatively resistant matrix and smaller number of fibres. Hence, the post-cracking
behaviour of the Cf30 series can be considerably improved by changing the type of fibre used.
Therefore, a fibre of higher tensile strength would be more suitable to these relatively high
strength matrices, since fibre rupture will be prevented. Selecting a fibre of higher aspect
ratio is another possibility, since higher number of fibres will be available per concrete volume.
However, the use of a fibre of distinct geometrical characteristics demands the development of a
new composition, since SFRSCC mix design optimization takes into account the characteristics
of the fibre.
The tri-linear post-cracking relationships applied in the simulation of the three point bending
tests has shown to be capable of describing the load - deflection curves rather well, even for
large deflection levels. In addition, the peak load was also predicted with accuracy. The inverse
analysis was conducted for distinct deformation levels, up to 4 and 9 mm, and revealed that,
even for a large deflection at mid span (9 mm) the ultimate crack opening value estimated is
probably incorrect, hence leading to incorrect estimation of the fracture energy.
When comparing the σ−w relationships acquired from the indirect tests (3PBT and SPLT)
with the uniaxial tension σ−w response a huge discrepancy was observed. This difference was
ascribed to the distinct fibre distributions within the specimens used for the different tests.
Using a ratio computed based on the fibre effectiveness factor for each type of specimen, a good
agreement was observed in both series. Nevertheless, for the Cf45 series this corrective factor
lead to a relatively worse approximation and could be related to the energy dissipation outside
the primary crack, hence overestimating the real post-cracking behaviour.
Chapter9
Finite Element Model with Short Discrete
Embedded Fibres for FRC
9.1 Introduction
W
ithin steel fibre reinforced concrete, SFRC, steel fibres and matrix are bonded together
through a weak interface, which behaviour is important to understand and accurately
model the mechanical behaviour of SFRC, since the properties of this composite are greatly in-
fluenced by the interface zone between fibre/matrix and, consequently, by the micro-mechanical
fibre reinforcement mechanisms that are mobilised. For these composites, when reinforced with
low fibre volume ratios, the fibre contribution benefits arise, mainly, not to say almost ex-
clusively, after the crack initiation. As previously ascertained in the first part of this work
regarding the fibre pullout behaviour, this fact is related to the main reinforcement mechanism
of hooked-end fibres, i.e. mechanical contribution by the deformation of the hook, being con-
siderable higher than the chemical bond contribution that is mobilized for small crack widths
(e.g. < 0.05 mm). Moreover, the mechanical mechanism is mobilized up to relatively high slips,
consequently to high crack opening widths. Nevertheless, even for low fibre volume ratios, the
contribution for the post-cracking behaviour of the fibres intersecting an active crack tenfold
the contribution of the unreinforced concrete matrix.
The post-cracking behaviour of random discontinuous fibre reinforced brittle-matrix com-
posites can be predicted by the use of a stress - crack opening displacement relationship, σ−w.
Several authors developed micro-mechanical models for obtaining the σ−w relationship, since
for quasi-brittle materials, the stress-crack opening relationship that simulates the stress trans-
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fer between the faces of the crack has a significant impact on the behaviour of a structure after
its cracking initiation. In case of FRC, the σ −w relationship can be approximated by averag-
ing the contributions of the individual fibres bridging the matrix crack plane, defining for this
purpose probability-density functions of the centroidal distance of fibres from the matrix crack
plane, and of the orientation angle (Li et al. 1991). Visalvanich and Naaman (1983) derived a
semi-empirical model to simulate the tension - softening behaviour of a cement based material
reinforced with discontinuous randomly distributed steel fibre. In this work they assumed a
purely frictional fibre/matrix interface and the possibility of fibre fracture was not contem-
plated. Based on the assumptions of the latter model, Li (1992) developed an analytical model
which take into account an additional frictional effect called snubbing effect (factor which con-
siders the angle effect of non-aligned fibres on the pullout load). Maalej et al. (1995) extended
the latter fibre pullout model by explicitly accounting for potential fibre tensile rupture.
The latter models, which are based on an averaging process of all the forces that are carried
out by the fibres over a crack plane, can provide the general material composite behaviour with
reasonable accuracy by modelling the main mechanisms on a single fibre pullout. However, they
do not account for some aspects, such as, fibre bending rupture, and matrix spalling at the exit
points of inclined fibres. Moreover, the possible interaction between neighbouring fibres, as well
as the modification of the matrix modulus and packing density by the addition of fibres are
neglected in the above-mentioned models.
Another difficulty on the prediction of the post-cracking behaviour of a FRC in a real struc-
ture is that the material behaviour in a test specimen may differ from the behaviour of a real
structural element. It is well described in literature that various casting procedures and struc-
tural shapes may result in predominant fibre orientation into parallel planes (Stroeven 1986a,
RILEM TC 162-TDF 2002a). In the case of steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete,
SFRSCC, the predominant fibre orientation can be along the flow itself (in the fresh state)
and along the boundary surfaces due to the wall-effect (Gru¨newald and Walraven 2003, Sta¨hli
et al. 2008, Vandewalle et al. 2008). The fibre orientation nearby the walls of a structural
element is not representative of the material, but of a structure (Stroeven 1986a). A predefined
orientation of the steel fibres parallel to the tension direction in a test specimen may result in
overestimating the post-cracking mechanical properties of the steel fibre reinforced concrete,
when compared with specimens with equal amount of fibres, however with a random fibre ori-
entation. Moreover, in laminar structures (i.e. with reduced thickness), the material properties
are better determined by performing “structural tests”, as suggested by the work group TG 8.3
(“Fibre Reinforced Concrete”) who is preparing some sections on FRC to be appended into the
new fib Model Code.
Having in mind this brief introduction of the principal aspects and factors that influence
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and contribute to the post-cracking behaviour of a FRC, approaching the FRC as a continuum
material may lead to a rough estimation, and difficult one, of the mechanical behaviour of
a certain FRC structural element. Even though, material behaviour laws for FRC can be
obtained with great accuracy by inverse analysis procedures of test specimens, these laws may
not translate the accurate material behaviour within a specific structural element, due to the
aforementioned factors that influences this material behaviour. This composite can be assumed
as a two-phase material, namely, an unreinforced concrete matrix phase and a fibre phase, with
the latter one comprising information about fibre density and orientation depending on where
and how the material is applied. Hence, this approach can somehow enhance the numerical
simulation of FRC structures, thus excluding the use of biased material behaviour laws, i.e. from
a macro-mechanical behaviour point of view, obtained from the inverse analysis of experimental
tests.
Therefore, based on the prior reasoning, in the present chapter is detailed a numerical ap-
proach where SFRC is treated as a heterogeneous medium comprised by one homogeneous phase
(aggregates and paste), and another one composed by the steel fibres. The fracture process of
the cementicious matrix (unreinforced) is modelled with a multi-fixed smeared cracking model.
This unreinforced concrete phase is discretized by solid finite elements. On the other hand, the
stress transfer between crack planes due to the fibres bridging active cracks is modelled with
3D truss elements. A non-linear behaviour law is assigned to these last elements in order to
account the fibre-matrix interface properties. These laws are based upon the micro-mechanical
behaviour of the fibres. The random fibre distribution, over the matrix, is simulated with an
algorithm supported on the Monte Carlo method, providing a realistic distribution of the fibres
over a bulk element. The developed algorithm enables to have into account factors that influ-
ence the fibre structure, such as: the so-called wall-effect and the high flowability of SFRSCC.
The geometry, positioning and orientation of the fibres are subsequently inserted in a three
dimensional finite element mesh. The truss elements representing the fibres are considered as
embedded elements. Since the stiffness of the truss elements may not be homogeneously and
isotropically distributed over the intersected “parent” elements (solid elements discretizing the
concrete phase), an inverse mapping algorithm was developed and implemented for enabling
the accurate assessment of the fibre stiffness contribution to the stiffness of the correspondent
“parent” elements.
The elements from the fibre mesh were modelled as embedded elements. In the past decades,
several models for embedded elements have arisen either for two-dimensional (Chang et al.
1987, Elwi and Hurdey 1989) and three-dimensional cases (Bhatt et al. 1989, Ranjbaran 1996)
diferring in their complexity. The present formulation of the embedded fibre model does not
take into account fibre bond - slip capability in a direct fashion. In order to accomplish this,
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another compatibility condition is needed beside the conventional FEM relation between the
strain, ε, and displacements, u, fields (ε = B u where B is the well-known strain - displacement
matrix). The additional compatibility relation would relate the slip, i.e relative displacement
at the fibre/matrix interface, with the nodal displacements (s = ∂s u where ∂s is a differential
operator). However, this would not be enough. Hence, it also would be necessary to insert
a differential equation of equilibrium to have into account the bond - slip behaviour. This
approach would lead to an increase of model’s complexity and, consequently, on the computation
time.
In the present work, within a first stage of the research, as a simplification, the embedded
element is modelled with a perfectly bonded formulation. Hence, the bond - slip behaviour
is simulated in an indirect fashion from the transformation of a load - slip relationship to a
tension stress - strain relation. Moreover, in the author’s knowledge this kind of approach is
quite novel, and within numerical models for FRC with the same philosophy only mesolevel
models using lattice structures are known, e.g. Van Hauwaert and Van Mier (1998), Leite et al.
(2004) and Bolander (2004).
9.2 Random fibre distribution generation
In order to model the fibre distribution in a self-compacting concrete medium a numerical code
was implemented in C++ language, designated by “RFD3D - Random fibre distribution
3D”. This programme, based on the fibre content and geometrical properties of both the fibre
and concrete mould, enables to randomly generate a fibre distribution over a specific volume
representing a test specimen. The fibre structure, whose random configuration is to be gener-
ated, may be distributed over a prismatic, cylindric or even arbitrary volume depending on the
type of concrete specimen to be studied. In this work, the generation of the random fibre struc-
ture configuration is restricted to specimens of prismatic and cylindric form. Moreover, in the
current algorithm, it is possible to either generate an isotropic uniform random distribution or
according to a determinate probabilistic distribution. In addition, the wall-effect of the mould
is also taken into account during the fibre structure generation.
In this section it is briefly addressed the implemented algorithm. Additionally, the numerical
data from the fibres structures generated with the developed algorithm were compared with
the experimental results obtained in Chapter 6, namely, its density and orientation factors.
The fibre segregation was not modelled, since for the cylindric specimens was not significant.
On the other hand, for the prismatic specimens this was also not taken into account, since
the loading direction is orthogonal to the casting direction in order to mitigate the gravity
influence on the fibre segregation. Even though the fibre segregation influence is not very
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significant for obtaining the response of this specific type of specimens, modelling this effect
would be into some extent interesting. In fact, this would enable to model the uneven crack
opening propagation commonly observed in this type of test when fibre segregation is rather
large.
9.2.1 Adopted probabilistic distributions
In the present section, it will be briefly addressed some mathematical aspects regarding prob-
abilistic distributions. Within the implemented numerical code, which will be further ahead
detailed and discussed, were used three kinds of probabilistic distributions for obtaining the fi-
bre distribution, namely, uniform, normal or Gaussian and Weibull distributions. In Figure 9.1
are depicted both the probability density and cumulative probability functions, respectively,
for the three types of adopted distributions.
The uniform density function was used for the generation of both the fibres’ geometrical
gravity centres and the versor corresponding to the fibre’s orientation. A probability density
function of a continuous random variable, fx(x), is a function that defines the relative likelihood
for this random variable, x, to occur at a certain point in the observation interval [x1, x2]. For
the particular case of a uniform density function, x is equally probable of occurring within the
observation interval [x1, x2] (see Figure 9.1). This distribution is often abbreviated G(x1, x2).
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 pseudo Weibull distribution
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Figure 9.1: Adopted probability distributions: (a) density and (b) cumulative.
The Weibull distribution provides a great deal of flexibility and, for this reason, is commonly
used in engineering for modelling several and distinct problems. In the present work, a pseudo-
Weibull distribution was also used for modelling the fibre orientation whenever a partially
oriented fibre structure was desired. The implications of using either uniform or Weibull density
functions to generate the fibre orientation will be discussed later on.
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Finally, the normal or Gaussian density function was not used directly in the fibre gener-
ation algorithm. However, it was applied for comparing the experimental data regarding the
fibre structure with the numerical data obtained from the Monte-Carlo procedure used on the
generation of the fibre structures.
Both the uniform and Gaussian density functions are widely used since a long time ago
and, therefore an extensive description of their definition and characterization is available in
literature, consequently, they are not addressed in full detail in the present work. In spite of
the relatively recent use of the Weibull distribution in engineering problems, its application in
scientific phenomena is quite considerable. The pseudo-Weibull distribution used in the present
work was adapted from the classical definition of a Weibull density function. Therefore, only
the analytical expressions of frequency and cumulative probability functions of the adopted
pseudo-Weibull distribution will be presented.
Frequency probability function
The pseudo-Weibull distribution function used for modelling the relative frequency of the fibre
orientation towards a selected plane’s orientation is given by:
f (x;β, δ, λ,$) =
1
$
·
xλ−1 · exp−xλ +βδ ·
(
1− x
δ
)β−1
· exp
−
(
1− x
δ
)β (9.1)
where δ > 0 and $ > 0 are both scale parameters, whereas β > 0 and λ > 0 are both shape
parameters. Additionally, equation 9.1 is only valid for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, and outside this domain
a constant null value was adopted for the distribution. These parameters, which define the
pseudo-Weibull distribution, are determined by a non-linear fitting procedure, based upon the
experimental data of the fibre orientation accessed and already discussed in Chapter 6.
According to Montgomery and Runger (1994), the function fx(x) is a probability density
function of the continuous random variable x, if for any interval of real numbers [x1, x2] complies
with the following conditions:
(A) fx(x) ≥ 0
(B)
∫ +∞
−∞
fx(x) dx = 1
(C) P (x1 ≤ x ≤ x2) =
∫ x2
x1
fx(x) dx (9.2)
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Equation 9.1 fulfils condition A of equation 9.2, however, both conditions B and C are
not fulfilled since the probability that x assumes in its range is different than one. Therefore,
to obtain the probability density function, equation 9.1 must be normalized in order that the
probability in its domain is equal to one and yields:
fx(x;β, δ, λ,$) =
f(x; . . .)∫ 1
0
f(x; . . .) dx
(9.3)
with,
∫ 1
0
f(x; . . .) dx =
1
$
·
 1λ (λ+ 1− exp−1)− exp−
(
1
δ
)β (9.4)
Notice that for the current practical application, x can be assigned as the orientation angle
of a single fibre. For simplicity, in the present work, the variable transformation x = cos θ was
applied, thus x is defined in [0, 1] interval. On the other hand, fx(x) can be regarded as the
probability of a fibre having an orientation angle x towards a specific plane orientation.
Cumulative probability function
As it will be seen in the next section, the generation of the non-uniform random variable, e.g.
from a Weibull distribution, was accomplished from the inverse cumulative distribution function
method. As its name suggests, it requires the definition of the cumulative function. Hence,
the cumulative probability function of a continuous random variable x with a pseudo-Weibull
probability density function fx(x) is given by:
Fx(x;β, δ, λ,$) =
∫ x
−∞
fx(u) du
=
1
$
·
− 1
λ
· exp−xλ +exp
−
(
1− x
δ
)β
− exp
−
(
1
δ
)β
+
1
λ∫ 1
0
f(x; . . .)dx
(9.5)
Remark that equation 9.3 is only valid for the interval ]0, 1] and, consequently, equation 9.5
is just valid for the same domain.
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9.2.2 Inverse distribution function method
In this section, the meaning of the terms “random numbers” and “random variates” is not
distinguished, thus they are used interchangeably and applied to any pseudo-random numbers
that arise from a distribution, being it uniform or other kind. Generating random variates from
a non-uniform distribution, such as Weibull, usually is achieved by applying a transformation
to uniform variates. Each generation of the non-uniform random variable can be achieved by a
single uniform variate or from a sequence of uniforms (Gentle 1998).
In the present work, a straightforward transformation, namely, the inverse cumulative dis-
tribution function method, was used to convert a uniform random number to a number from
a non-uniform distribution (Gentle 1998). If X is a scalar random variable and Fx is the
pseudo-Weibull non-uniform cumulative distribution function, then the random variable:
G = Fx(X) (9.6)
has aG(0, 1) distribution, i.e it is an uniform distribution over the unit interval (0, 1). Therefore,
the simple relationship between a uniform random variable G and a random variable X with a
cumulative distribution function Fx is easily achieved by:
X = F−1x (G) (9.7)
A graphical explanation of this method is depicted in Figure 9.2. Since the inverse of
the adopted pseudo-Weibull function does not have an analytical closed-form solution, the
generation of random variablesX is obtained by solving with an iterative procedure the equation
Fx(x)−G = 0.
9.2.3 Algorithm
For the implementation of the fibre distribution algorithm some considerations and simplifica-
tions were made. The fibre thickness was assumed to be null, i.e. the fibre was considered as
one-dimensional element and the shape of the end-hooks was also disregarded. Additionally,
overlapping between fibres is not checked and therefore allowed. According to some researchers
(Wittmann et al. 1984, Schlangen and Van Mier 1992, Wang et al. 1999), there is a minimum
gap between adjacent particles (i.e. aggregates), since they must be coated with a minimum
thickness of mortar. Thus, a minimum distance exists either between two adjacent fibres or
between a fibre and specimen’s boundary. However, this distance was not taken into account
in the developed algorithm. According to Stroeven and Hu (2006), the actual fibre distribution
in a certain specimen can be simulated with one of the following modelling strategies:
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Figure 9.2: The inverse cumulative function method to convert an uniform random number to number
from a continuous distribution.
a) The conventional random sequential addition algorithm. In this approach, fibres violating
the boundary conditions are rejected. A logic consequence of this approach is that the
fibre density decreases when approaching the external surface.
b) In the other approach, for the rejected fibres only new orientations are generated, until
they fit in the physical system without violating the boundary conditions. This results in
a uniform distribution of the fibre density over the specimen’s full cross section, but with
adjusted orientations in the boundary zone.
Stroeven and Hu (2006) plead that, the conventional random sequential addition algorithm
should be used. According to these authors, this argument is supported in experimental research
carried out for steel fibre reinforced concretes (Stroeven 1986b). However, other researchers
(Hoy 1998, Kooiman 2000, Gettu et al. 2005) have found evidence of the fibre density close
to boundaries being higher than in the bulk material. It should be realized that in concretes
with high flowability, e.g. SCC, the fibres tend to be preferentially aligned along the flow
direction, due to distinct velocities in the flow velocity profile (Sta¨hli et al. 2008). Therefore,
in the prismatic specimens used where the main concrete flow is along its longitudinal length,
this will probably influence the fibre density due a fibre alignment. Moreover, according to
the justification presented by Sta¨hli et al. (2008), the fibre re-orientation ascribed to the flow
profile will be more predominant in the zones nearer the boundary surfaces (see Figure 6.2).
Since some researchers have found that there is an under reinforcement in the zones near to
the boundaries, while others have found the opposite, in the present work the fibres’ location
assumes, within the specimen, an equal probability. Thus for the fibres violating the boundary
conditions a new orientation is assumed.
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In the author opinion, all the assumptions and simplification previously made seem feasible,
taking into account that in the present work only low fibre contents are used, thus resulting
in a significantly low spatial density of fibres when comparing, for instance, with the spatial
density distribution of aggregates in a concrete volume. Moreover, the mechanical behaviour of
SFRSCC is quite complex, due to the multiplicity of the reinforcement mechanisms involved.
Since, when modelling the composite behaviour with the developed finite element model, there
will be made many simplifications, in the present stage of the research it is not so important to
have an extremely accurate fibre distribution algorithm.
The developed algorithm for generating the fibre structure is depicted in Figure 9.3 and can
be summarised in the following steps:
1. The problem variables are defined. The specimen’s geometry is selected and its dimen-
sions are imputed. The content and geometrical data regarding the fibres is also defined.
Moreover, the type and parameters of the adopted probability distribution for the gen-
eration of the fibre structure is selected, as isotropic uniform randomly distributed or
following a pseudo-Weibull distribution. The variables are initialized as:
Geometrical data of the fibres
lf , Af : fibre length and cross sectional area
mf , Cf : mass weight of a single fibre and fibre content (weight per volume)
Geometrical data of the specimen mould
hrct, brct, lrct: height, width and length of the prismatic specimen
hcyl, rcyl: height and radius length of the cylindric specimen
Pseudo-Weibull distribution parameters
δ, $: scale parameters
β, λ: shape parameters
2. Initialize the random number generation engine. In the present work was used the
Mersenne-Twister (MT) engine. According to the developers, Matsumoto and Nishimura
(1998), the uniform pseudo-random generator has the astronomical period of 219937 − 1
and 623-dimensional equidistribution property. Two functions are used for generating uni-
form random numbers, one named by unif.pos(...) that generates real numbers with
double precision between [0, 1], the other designated by unif.neg.pos(...) that also
generates uniform random numbers with double precision, however, between a [−1, 1]
interval.
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Figure 9.3: Implemented algorithm for the fibre’s mesh generation.
The seed for the MT engine is randomly generated. In a first stage two integer values
are randomly generated with C++ rand(...) function. In order to generate random-like
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numbers, the seed for the previous function is generated with C++ srand(...) being
initialized with a distinct value related to the program’s execution time/date. Afterwards,
the seed for the MT is a long integer obtained from the product of the two integers
previously generated with the rand(...) function. There are other fancier procedures
for generating the seed (Marsaglia 2003), however, for the practical applications of the
present numerical code, the adopted approach guarantees more than a sufficient large
number of starting points for the MT engine.
3. The specimen’s volume, Vs, is computed, afterwards the number of fibres contained in the
specimen is determined by:
Nvol.f = Vs
Cf
mf
(9.8)
Hereinafter, with the exception of the last step, the algorithm steps will be repeated until
Nvol.f is attained.
4. Random generation of the fibre localization coordinates and orientation. Depending on
the geometry of the specimen, prismatic or cylindric, the coordinates are generated, re-
spectively, in a Cartesian or spherical coordinate system. Moreover, based on the type of
the selected fibre orientation distribution, the two following approaches are considered:
(a) For an uniform isotropic random distribution the IURD.gen(...) routine is called:
i. A set of three uniform random numbers, (ξx, ξy, ξz), are generated from the
unif.pos(...) function. The ith fibre’s centre of gravity coordinates are com-
puted, (xi, yi, zi), as:
xi = ξx brct
yi = ξy lrct
zi = ξz hrct
(9.9)
ii. The numbers (ηx, ηy, ηz) are randomly generated from the unif.neg.pos(...)
function. The ith fibre orientation versor nˆi = (ui, vi,mi) is determined from:
ui = ηx / ‖ni‖
vi = ηy / ‖ni‖
mi = ηz / ‖ni‖
(9.10)
where ‖ni‖ is the norm of the vector ni = (ηx, ηy, ηz).
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iii. The coordinates of the ith fibre end-nodes (j = 1, 2) are computed as:
xji = xi ± lf ui/2
yji = yi ± lf vi/2
zji = zi ± lf mi/2
(9.11)
In case of using spherical coordinates a similar procedure is adopted.
(b) On the other hand, for a pseudo-Weibull distribution, the WBull.gen(...) routine
is called:
i. The ith fibre centre of gravity coordinates are randomly generated, (xi, yi, zi),
according to equation 9.9 as described in the procedure step (a)i.
ii. It is randomly generated a value, G, from the unif.pos(...) function, thus
laying between [0, 1]. This value is assigned to the dependent variable of the cu-
mulative frequency pseudo-Weibull function, Fx(x;β, δ, λ,$) = G. The deriva-
tion of this function, adopted parameters and justification for using a cumulative
instead of a frequency probability function will be addressed in a posterior sec-
tion.
iii. The fibre orientation is set as the independent variable, x = cos θi, therefore
Fx(x;β, δ, λ,$) − G = 0 is solved by the solve.eq(...) routine. In this
routine the Newton-Raphson method is used, whenever this method failed to
converge, the bisection method is used.
iv. The ith fibre orientation versor nˆi is determined. Firstly, two aleatory compo-
nents of the fibre orientation versor, nˆi, are randomly generated as described in
step (a)ii. The other component is determined from solving:
cos(θi) = uˆ⊗ vˆ (9.12)
where cos(θi) is the fibre orientation towards the selected studied plane according
to the cumulative pseudo-Weibull function determined in the prior step, and vˆ
is the aforementioned plane’s normal versor. Equation 9.12 is solved with the
routine solve.eq(...).
v. The coordinates of the ith fibre end-nodes are computed as in equation 9.11.
5. The routine check.bound(...) is called to check if the positioning of the ith fibre’s gravity
centre (xi, yi, zi) allows a valid physical placement of the fibre within the specimen mould.
Moreover the ith fibre end-nodes coordinates (xji , y
j
i , z
j
i ) must satisfy also the specimen
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boundary conditions: 
0 ≤ xji ≤ brct
0 ≤ yji ≤ lrct
0 ≤ zji ≤ hrct, j = 1, 2
(9.13)
Regarding the first condition respecting the fibre’s gravity centre positioning, in the case
of a prismatic specimen, if the fibre’s gravity centre distance to a corner is less than
half the fibre length, lf/2, then the fibre cannot be physically contained in the specimen
without being bent, see Figure 9.4(a). For the simplicity sake, it is assumed that fibres
cannot be bent and remain always straight, thus the following condition must be satisfied:
(
xi − xk0
)2
+
(
yi − yk0
)2
+
(
zi − zk0
)2 ≥ ( lf
2
)2
, k = 1, . . . , 8 (9.14)
where the coordinates (xk0, y
k
0 , z
k
0 ) are the centre coordinates of a sphere positioned in k
th
corner node of the prismatic specimen. A similar reasoning can be made for the cylindric
specimens using spherical coordinates, hence the inequation used it is the correspondent
for a torus volume with a cross section of a quarter’s circle. The centre of the torus is
placed at the cylinder top and bottom circular surface centres, see Figure 9.4(b).
6. If checking these conditions with check.bound(...) routine reveals that one of them is
violated, the fibre is not placed into the specimen.
When the violation is due to the first condition, the gravity centre of the fibre is shifted to
the nearest sphere surface point, which enables the fibre being contained in the specimen
without being bent, see Figure 9.4(a). Therefore, the following non-linear equation system
is solved with the solve.eq(...) routine:

(
x− xk0
)2 + (y − yk0)2 + (z − zk0)2 = ( lf2
)2
min ‖t‖ =
√
(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2 + (z − zi)2
(9.15)
where ‖t‖ is the norm of the vector comprising the invalid fibre gravity centre and a certain
point from the sphere surface. Afterwards, steps (a)ii and (a)iii from IURD.gen(...)
routine, or steps (b)ii to (b)v from the WBull.gen(...) are repeated until valid solution
is attained with the check.bound(...) routine.
In the other case, in which the second condition is not satisfied, then only the fibre orien-
tation versor is randomly generated until both the end-nodes coordinates do not violate
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the boundary restrictions. Thus steps (a)ii and (a)iii from IURD.gen(...) routine, or
steps (b)ii to (b)v from the WBull.gen(...) are repeated until valid solution is attained.
This procedure allows in an indirect fashion to take into account the wall-effect of the
mould. Fibres with a gravity centre nearby the specimen walls, i.e. within a distance
smaller than half the fibre length will be preferentially aligned within a direction parallel
to the wall surface, see Figure 9.4(c).
7. The fibres end-nodes coordinates are saved into an output file. The number of fibres
intersecting a specific plane and its correspondent orientation towards the plane are also
saved into a result file.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9.4: Restrictions to fibre positioning: (a) corner of prismatic specimen, (b) base of cylindric
specimen and (c) prismatic mould surfaces.
9.2.4 Numerical simulation of the prismatic specimens
As previously ascertained in Chapter 6, there is a significant difference between the orientation
factors and fibre densities obtained from planes with distinct directions. Thus, it is feasible
to assume the hypothesis that there is an effect of the variable direction on those parameters.
Since the observed differences on both fibre density and orientation between distinct plane
directions are considerable, the fibre orientation factors and densities for distinct orientations
must be analysed separately. This was corroborated by statistical T-tests (Montgomery and
Runger 1994) for a significance level of 0.05, in which the means of the samples from planes
with distinct orientations are statistically different from each other.
Having in mind the abovementioned, and that the orientation of the planes designated as
parallel when assessing the fibre structure parameters, in the image analysis procedure (see
Chapter 6), is the same as the expected orientation of the crack planes, then the parame-
ters of the fibre structure numerically generated were only compared with the correspondent
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experimental parameters for the referred parallel planes. Since, in the present work, is only
comprehended the modelling of fracture problems, in which the orientation of the crack planes
is well known, this is a reasonable simplification. However, if the fracture plane direction is
another one than the direction of the studied planes, the fibre distribution parameters in more
than one direction needs to be assessed, in order to assure a better approximation of the real
fibre structure.
Isotropic uniform random distribution
In Figures 9.5(a) and 9.5(b) are depicted, for the Cf30 series, the relative and cumulative fre-
quency, respectively, for both the experimental and numerical fibre orientation factors. The
values of the orientation factors obtained by the image analysis procedure, presented in Ta-
ble 6.4, are used for computing the normal distribution curves related to the experimental
image analysis. For this purpose, it was used the information of the four planes studied per
specimen, i.e. with a grand total of twenty planes. On the other hand, concerning the numerical
data, both relative and cumulative frequencies, and normal distribution curves were obtained
from the statistical analysis of the five fibre meshes numerically generated assuming an IURD
for the orientation. Within each fibre mesh, the fibre orientation factor was assessed in four
distinct planes (placed at 50, 100, 200 and 300 mm along the specimen’s longitudinal axis).
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Figure 9.5: Orientation factors frequency for the Cf30 series: (a) relative frequency and (b) cumulative
frequency.
The normal distribution functions obtained for the orientation factor, respectively, from the
experimental data and numerical simulations have a similar shape. This is due to the fact that
the normal distribution shape is characterised by the value of the sample’s standard deviation,
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since the experimental and numerical samples have almost identical values of standard deviation,
the shape is similar for both distributions. However, the mean value of the orientation factor
from the numerical analysis is lower than the obtained from the specimen’s cross section image
analysis. This was expectable, since as already discussed, the orientation factor observed for the
prismatic specimens was considerable higher than the theoretical value for a three-dimensional
IURD (see sections 6.6.2 and 6.6.2). The same reasoning can be applied to the cumulative
frequency distributions.
In Figures 9.6(a) and 9.6(b) are depicted the relative and cumulative frequency, respec-
tively, for both the experimental and numerical fibre orientation factor assuming an isotropic
uniform random fibre orientation for Cf45 series’ specimens. The procedure for obtaining the
experimental and numerical normal distribution functions was identical to the one described
for the Cf30 series. For the Cf45 series, the shape of the normal distributions regarding the
experimental and numerical results is now slightly different, particularly, the one obtained from
the numerical analysis, which is slightly more skewed, i.e. with a lower standard variation of
fibre orientation. Nevertheless, the mean value of the numerical orientation factors is still lower
than the corresponding experimental ones, in similarity to the observed for the series Cf30.
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Figure 9.6: Experimental and numerical orientation factor for specimens with 45 kg/m3: (a) relative
frequency and (b) cumulative frequency.
The average experimental and numerical fibre densities along the longitudinal axis of the
prismatic specimens of both Cf30 and Cf45 series are included in Figure 9.7. The standard
deviation, s.d., correspondent to the average density values is also included in this figure. The
data concerning the numerical analysis was withdraw from the five meshes previously generated
with the fibre orientation factors presented in Figures 9.5(a) and 9.6(a).
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Figure 9.7: Fibre density in the RILEM beams assuming an IUR distribution for specimens with:
(a) 30 kg/m3 (b) 45 kg/m3.
The predicted fibre density with the developed algorithm, in general, underestimated the
fibre density along the studied planes measured from the experimental specimens. Moreover,
this difference was slightly higher for the Cf30 series. This is quite reasonable, since for the
Cf30 series, the average fibre orientation factor obtained numerically was farther from the
correspondent experimental one when comparing with the Cf45 series. However, curiously, the
average fibre density of the numerical meshes of the Cf30 series (0.528) is within the interval
range of the fibre density at the prismatic beam’s mid-span, [0.505, 0.705]. Remark again,
as discussed in Chapter 6, this results could be biased, due to the beam’s notch, which was
executed in a zone where it is present the wall-effect, i.e. probably with a higher fibre density.
Pseudo-Weibull random distribution
As seen in the previous section, the fibre orientation factors and fibre densities of the numerically
generated meshes, assuming an IURD for the fibre orientation, are quite different from the
fibre distribution assessed by the image analysis procedure. Therefore, the adopted strategy
comprises the generation of five new fibre meshes adopting a pseudo-Weibull distribution for
the fibres’ orientation, with the scope of obtaining “virtual” fibre meshes that better reproduce
the experimentally observed.
The fibre orientation frequencies were assessed regarding each single fibre inclination in
all the parallel cross sections from the prismatic specimens analysed with the image software.
The frequency distributions were assessed separately for each studied series. The frequency
distribution for the Cf30 and Cf45 series are depicted in Figures 9.8(a) and 9.8(b), respec-
tively. Afterwards, the parameters of the proposed pseudo-Weibull frequency function, see
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equation 9.1, were obtained by a non-linear fitting procedure for each series.
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Figure 9.8: Fitted curves of the pseudo-Weibull distribution function for: (a) Cf30 and (b) Cf45 series.
In Table 9.1 are presented the parameters of the pseudo-Weibull frequency function, as well
as the regression coefficient value (R2) obtained by non-linear fitting of the experimental data
from the image cross section analysis of the prismatic beams. The numerical distribution curve
has fitted the experimental data with a good agreement, see Figures 9.8(a) and 9.8(b).
Table 9.1: Parameters obtained by non-linear fit of the pseudo-Weibull distribution function.
Series
Parameters
R2
$ λ β δ
Cf30 64.51 2 2.923 0.200 0.94
Cf45 63.85 2 3.230 0.234 0.98
In Figures 9.9(a) and 9.9(b) is included, respectively, the relative and cumulative frequency
functions for the fibre orientation factor assuming the abovementioned pseudo-Weibull function,
namely, for the Cf30 series. Remark that the frequency function of the fibre orientation fitted in
Figures 9.8(a) and 9.8(b) regards the inclination of a single fibre, i.e. is the relative frequency of
all the fibres’ inclination angle in all the studied cross sections, whereas the normal distribution
function presented in Figures 9.9(a) and 9.9(b) concerns to the fibre orientation factor, which
is the computed mean value of the fibres’ orientation in a single plane. The average fibre
orientation factor of the numerical meshes generated with a pseudo-Weibull function is closer
to the average fibre orientation factor assessed experimentally, when comparing with numerical
simulations assuming an IURD. Nevertheless, the numerical average orientation factor is now
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slightly higher than the orientation factor assessed experimentally.
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Figure 9.9: Experimental and numerical orientation factor for specimens with 30 kg/m3: (a) relative
frequency and (b) cumulative frequency.
The relative and cumulative frequency function for the fibre orientation factor, in series
Cf45, assuming the abovementioned pseudo-Weibull function for the fibre orientation is com-
prised, respectively, in Figures 9.10(a) and 9.10(b). The average orientation factor obtained
numerically, for the referred series, is also closer and slightly higher to the corresponding ex-
perimental, when comparing to the simulations assuming an IURD fibre orientation, for the
Cf45 series. However, the shape of the numerical normal distribution is more skewed than the
experimental one, thus a worse simulation of the fibre orientation factor’s scatter is obtained
with a pseudo-Weibull function.
Finally, in Figures 9.11(a) and 9.11(b) is depicted, respectively, for the Cf30 and Cf45
series, the experimental and numerical fibre density along the longitudinal axis of the prismatic
beams adopting a pseudo-Weibull distribution for the fibre orientation. The agreement between
the experimental results and numerical ones was very good, and increased considerably when
compared with the simulation assuming an IUR distribution, see Figures 9.7(a) and 9.7(b). In
general, the predicted fibre density from the virtual fibre meshes was slightly higher than the
fibre density observed on the specimens. This was already expectable, since this is a direct
consequence of the higher numerical orientation factor when comparing to the one observed
experimentally. Curiously, for the Cf30 series, the fibre density numerically computed at the
specimen’s mid-span differed 12 % from the observations made on the beams at this location,
while it differed considerably less, nearby 6 %, from the average fibre density observed at the
other plane sections.
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Figure 9.10: Experimental and numerical orientation factor for specimens with 45 kg/m3: (a) relative
frequency and (b) cumulative frequency.
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Figure 9.11: Fibre density along the longitudinal axis of the RILEM beams assuming a pseudo-Weibull
distribution for: (a) Cf30 and (b) Cf45 series.
9.2.5 Numerical simulation of the cylinders
In Figures 9.12(a) and 9.12(b) are included the fibre density along the cylindric specimen
longitudinal length observed experimentally and the correspondent numerical simulation, re-
spectively, for the Cf30 and Cf45 series. The numerical data arises from five fibre meshes
generated assuming an isotropic uniform random distribution, IURD. The agreement between
the numerical fibre meshes’ density with the one observed experimentally is quite different for
the Cf30 or Cf45 series.
For the Cf30 series the average number of fibres, i.e. average fibre density, of the numerical
fibres that intersect the studied planes is significantly higher than the one observed experimen-
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Figure 9.12: Fibre density along the longitudinal axis of the cylindric specimens assuming a IUR
distribution for: (a) Cf30 and (b) Cf45 series.
tally. On the other hand, for the Cf45 series the agreement is quite good. Remember that for
the Cf30 series the theoretical density value assuming a three-dimensional IURD is 0.435, see
Chapter 6. As can be observed in Figure 9.12(a), the average fibre density of the numerical
simulations is higher than the theoretical value, in opposition the experimental one is consid-
erably smaller than the referred theoretical value. Thus, if having in mind that the cylindric
specimen is relatively slender, which favours the fibre orientation along the lengthier dimension
due to the wall effect, it is quite feasible that the expected fibre density will be higher than the
theoretical one assuming a three-dimensional IURD. Moreover, the average orientation factor
obtained from the image analysis procedure, 0.586, is higher than the theoretical orientation
factor for a three-dimensional IURD, 0.5. The use of this last value in equation 6.20 yields the
referred theoretical fibre density value of 0.435 for a three-dimensional IURD.
These facts and the good agreement obtained with the Cf45 series could suggest that the
observed experimental fibre density in the cylindric specimens may not correspond to a fibre
content of 30 kg/m3. That is to say, the “real” fibre content comprised in each cylinder volume
may not correspond to the 30 kg/m3, this could be ascribed to a improper filling of the moulds
during the casting procedure or a deficient dispersion of the fibres in the mixer.
Due to the aforementioned arguments, and taking into account the relatively small experi-
mental data obtained from the image analysis procedure for the cylindric specimens, which does
not allow to have a statistical significant sample, a different approach than the one used for the
prismatic specimens was adopted, in order to obtain a better simulation of the fibre density
in the cylindric specimens. Therefore, the fibre structure of the Cf30 series’ specimens was
obtained assuming a reduction of the fibre content. In spite of this approach being question-
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able, the analysis of the experimental data point out that it is quite feasible that the cylindric
specimens in reality have a reduced fibre volume ratio than the expected one. Moreover, from
the academic point of view, this will enable to model the uniaxial tensile behaviour of this series
with the developed strategy. In Figure 9.13 is depicted the fibre density along the cylindric
specimen obtained from the numerical simulation assuming a fibre content reduction. The nu-
merical simulations were carried out adopting a fibre content of 20 kg/m3, i.e a 33% reduction
on the fibre volume ratio. This reduction was selected by trial and error, until a resonable
agreement with experimental data was achieved.
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Figure 9.13: Fibre density on the cylindric specimens assuming a reduction on the fibre volume ratio
for the Cf30 series.
9.3 Finite element model with short discrete embedded rein-
forcements
9.3.1 Concrete material modelling
The nonlinear behaviour of the concrete matrix was modelled with a multi-fixed smeared crack
model. This model was firstly implemented by Barros (1995) on the femix software and later
was reimplemented in the femix 4.0 version for the two-dimensional case by Sena-Cruz (2005),
and extended by Ventura-Gouveia et al. (2008) for the three-dimensional case. In the present
work, the modelled specimens have a notch to force the occurrence of a single macro-crack in
the notched plane, consequently, only one crack is admitted per integration point of the finite
element. Thus the described formulation included in this section only envisages one crack per
integration point and is a particular case of the multi-fixed smeared crack model formulation.
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The extension of this formulation for the multi-cracks’ case can be found elsewhere (Sena-Cruz
2005, Ventura-Gouveia et al. 2008).
Since it was adopted a nonlinear material model to simulate the crack propagation into
concrete, an incremental-iterative procedure is used to solve the resulting system of nonlinear
equations. The relationship between the incremental strain and stress is given by the well-known
equation:
∆σ = D ∆ε (9.16)
where ∆σ and ∆ε are, respectively, the stress and strain increment vectors and D is tangent
constitutive matrix.
In smeared crack models, the incremental strain vector is decomposed into an incremental
crack strain vector, ∆εcr, and an incremental strain vector regarding the contribution of the
uncracked concrete, i.e. concrete between cracks, ∆εco:
∆ε = ∆εcr +∆εco (9.17)
The strain decomposition in equation 9.17 is the main basic assumption of the smeared crack
models and has been widely adopted by several researchers (Bazant and Gambarova 1980, de
Borst and Nauta 1985, Rots 1988, Barros 1995, Sena-Cruz 2005, Ventura-Gouveia et al. 2008).
Crack strain and stress vectors
In Figure 9.14(a) is comprised a sketch of the crack plane within a solid finite element, for the
three-dimensional case. According to the classical fracture mechanics three distinct types of
crack modes can be considered. The crack opening mode, Mode I, the in-plane shear mode,
Mode II, and the out-of-plane shear mode, Mode III, (Shah et al. 1995, Bazant and Planas
1998). Remark that, for the three-dimensional case the distinction between the Mode II and
III can be disregarded, see Figure 9.14(b). The referred fracture modes are correlated to the
relative displacements between the crack surfaces: Mode I with the crack opening displacement,
w, and Modes II and III with the crack sliding displacements, respectively, s1 and s2. The local
axes of the crack’s coordinate system are defined by the crack normal direction, nˆ, and both
crack tangential directions, tˆ1 and tˆ2, see Figure 9.14(a).
Hereinafter, it is adopted the contracted notation for stresses and strains. Therefore, the
directions of both normal stresses and strain are indicated with subscripts corresponding the
direction of the stress or strain (e.g. σ1 ε1). On the other hand, the shear stresses and strains
are indicated by two subscripts regarding the plane where the stresses and strains act (e.g. τ12
and γ12). In the local coordinate system, the directions of all the stresses and strain components
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.14: Three-dimensional scheme of the crack plane: (a) stress components, displacements and
coordinate systems (after Ventura-Gouveia et al. 2008), (b) fracture modes.
are indicated with subscripts corresponding the direction of the stress or strain (e.g. σcrn and
τ crt1 ).
In the smeared crack approach, w is replaced with a crack normal strain, εcrn , and both s1
and s2 are replaced, respectively, with the crack shear strain γcrt1 and γ
cr
t2 . Thus, the incremental
local crack strain vector, ∆εcrl , has the following components:
∆εcrl = [∆ε
cr
n , ∆γ
cr
t1 , ∆γ
cr
t1 ]
T (9.18)
whereas the incremental crack strain in the global coordinate system is defined by:
∆εcr = [∆εcr1 , ∆ε
cr
2 , ∆ε
cr
3 , ∆γ
cr
23, ∆γ
cr
31, ∆γ
cr
12]
T (9.19)
The transformation of the incremental crack strain vector between the local and global
coordinate system is represented by:
∆εcr = [T cr]T ∆εcrl (9.20)
in which T cr is the transformation matrix:
T cr =

a211 a
2
12 a
2
13 2 a12 a13 2 a11 a13 2 a11 a12
a11 a21 a12 a22 a13 a23 a12 a23 + a13 a22 a11 a23 + a13 a21 a11 a22 + a12 a21
a11 a31 a12 a32 a13 a33 a13 a32 + a12 a33 a13 a31 + a11 a33 a12 a31 + a11 a32
 (9.21)
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where aij are the components of the matrix a comprising the direction cosines:
a =

a11 a12 a13
a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33
 =

cos(n, x1) cos(n, x2) cos(n, x3)
cos(t1, x1) cos(t1, x2) cos(t1, x3)
cos(t2, x3) cos(t2, x2) cos(t2, x3)
 (9.22)
The incremental stress vector in the local coordinate system, ∆σcrl , has the following com-
ponents:
∆σcrl = [∆σ
cr
n , ∆τ
cr
t1 , ∆τ
cr
t1 ]
T (9.23)
where ∆σcrn is the incremental crack normal stress, and ∆τ
cr
t1 and ∆τ
cr
t2 are the incremental
crack shear stresses, respectively, in tˆ1 and tˆ2 directions.
Concrete constitutive law
An isotropic linear elastic behaviour was assumed for concrete between cracks, i.e. uncracked
or undamaged concrete. Thus, the constitutive relation between ∆εco and ∆σ stands:
∆σ = Dco ∆εco (9.24)
with,
Dco =
Ec
(1 + νc) (1− 2νc)

(1− νc) νc νc 0 0 0
νc (1− νc) νc 0 0 0
νc νc (1− νc) 0 0 0
0 0 0
1− 2νc
2
0 0
0 0 0 0
1− 2νc
2
0
0 0 0 0 0
1− 2νc
2

(9.25)
where, Ec and νc are, respectively, the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the concrete.
In similarity to equation 9.24, the crack opening and shear sliding behaviour can be estab-
lished in terms of a relationship between ∆σcrl and ∆ε
cr
l :
∆σcrl = D
cr ∆εcrl (9.26)
where Dcr is the crack’s constitutive matrix comprising Modes I, II and III crack fracture
parameters. Combining equations 9.16 to 9.26, can be obtained the constitutive law of the
cracked concrete, which yields:
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∆σ = Dcrco ∆ε (9.27)
with,
Dcrco = Dco −Dco [T cr]T (Dcr + T cr Dco [T cr]T)−1 T cr Dco (9.28)
where Dcrco is the constitutive matrix of the cracked concrete. The deduction of this matrix
can be found elsewhere (Barros 1995, Sena-Cruz 2005).
TheDcr matrix of the present model does not account with the shear-normal stress coupling,
therefore this matrix is diagonal with the non-null terms being the crack’s stiffness modulus
associated to each fracture mode (Mode I, II and III). The crack opening mode was simulated
by an exponential tensile-softening diagram proposed by Cornelissen et al. (1986) defined by:
σcrn (εcrn )
fct
=

1 +(c1 εcrn
εcrn,ult
)3 exp(−c2 εcrn
εcrn,ult
)
− ε
cr
n
εcrn,ult
(
1 + c31
)
exp (−c2) if 0 < εcrn < εcrn,ult
0 if εcrn ≥ εcrn,ult
(9.29)
where c1 = 3.0 and c2 = 6.93, for plain concrete. The ultimate crack normal strain, εcrn,ult, is
computed from:
εcrn,ult =
1
k
· Gf
fct lb
(9.30)
where fct, Gf and lb are the tensile strength, fracture energy and crack band-width, respectively,
whereas k is a constant computed from:
k =
[
1
c2
[
1 + 6
(
c1
c2
)3]
−
[
1
c2
+ c31
(
1
c2
+
3
c22
+
6
c32
+
6
c42
)
+
1
2
(
1 + c31
)]]
exp(−c2) (9.31)
The Mode I stiffness modulus, Dcrn , comprised in the D
cr matrix is determined with:
Dcrn = fct
3(c1 εcrn
εcrn,ult
)2
c1
εcrn,ult
exp
(
−c2 ε
cr
n
εcrn,ult
)
+
exp
(
−c2 ε
cr
n
εcrn,ult
)(
−c2 ε
cr
n
εcrn,ult
)1 +(c1 εcrn
εcrn,ult
)3− 1 + c31
εcrn,ult
exp (−c2)

(9.32)
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The shear fracture modes II and III stiffness modulus, respectively, Dcrt1 and D
cr
t2 are com-
puted from:
Dcrt1 = D
cr
t2 =
β
1− β Gc (9.33)
where Gc and β are, respectively, the elastic shear modulus and the shear retention factor. A
linear softening constitutive law is used to model the shear degradation of the concrete.
9.3.2 Fibre structure model
In section 9.2 was presented the methodology to randomly generate a fibre structure that
represented, with a certain level of accuracy, the distribution of fibres in a hardened matrix.
After the generation of the elements’ mesh representing the fibres, there is the need to insert it
in the solid three-dimensional mesh for modelling the plain concrete.
In the present work, since it is assumed that the embedded cables (representing the fibres)
are always straight, it is enough to represent the fibre by two end-nodes defined in the global co-
ordinate system. Remark, however, that a fibre can intersect one or even several solid elements,
thus there is the need to account with several additional points for the distinct intersection
points. A fibre is represented by several embedded cables segments, in which each segment
contribute exclusively to the reinforcement of a single solid brick. The determination of these
intersecting points was performed by an inverse mapping technique. Therefore, the search of
the intersecting points was carried out at the element natural axis, within the computational
domain.
Inverse mapping technique
The global coordinates of a point contained in an embedded cable either curved or straight can
be evaluated in a general manner as:

xf
yf
zf
 =

nf∑
i=1
Nfi (ζ) x
f
i
nf∑
i=1
Nfi (ζ) y
f
i
nf∑
i=1
Nfi (ζ) z
f
i

(9.34)
where Nfi (ζ) is the embedded cable Lagrangian interpolation functions, ζ is the parametric
coordinate in the interval [−1, 1]; xfi , yfi and zfi are the global coordinates of the embedded
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cable nodes with nf = 2 in the present work. On the other hand, the point belonging to an
embedded cable that intersects an element face must satisfy one of the following conditions:
∥∥ξf∥∥ = 1 ∧ ∥∥ηf∥∥ ≤ 1 ∧ ∥∥ςf∥∥ ≤ 1
∥∥ξf∥∥ ≤ 1 ∧ ∥∥ηf∥∥ = 1 ∧ ∥∥ςf∥∥ ≤ 1
∥∥ξf∥∥ ≤ 1 ∧ ∥∥ηf∥∥ ≤ 1 ∧ ∥∥ςf∥∥ = 1
(9.35)
where ξf , ηf and ςf are the natural embedded cable coordinates in the solid element natural
coordinate system. Thus, the natural coordinates of the embedded cable may be evaluated as:

ξf
ηf
ςf
 = Inverse mapping of

nf∑
i=1
Nfi (ζ) x
f
i
nf∑
i=1
Nfi (ζ) y
f
i
nf∑
i=1
Nfi (ζ) z
f
i

(9.36)
The inverse mapping technique, basically, consists on looking within the solid element’s natural
coordinates domain, correspondent to the solid global coordinates, which match the embedded
cable global coordinates. Therefore, equating the element global coordinates to the embedded
cable global coordinates, yields:

xf
yf
zf
−

nc∑
i=1
N ci (ξ, η, ς) x
c
i
nc∑
i=1
N ci (ξ, η, ς) y
c
i
nc∑
i=1
N ci (ξ, η, ς) z
c
i

= 0 (9.37)
where N ci (ξ, η, ς) are the solid element shape functions; x
c
i , y
c
i and z
c
i are the solid element
nodal coordinates and nc is the number of nodes of the solid element. Equation 9.37 is solved
by the Newton-Raphson method, whenever this method fails to converge the bisection method
is used. For each embedded cable, a search is performed in natural coordinate system looking
upon the ζ belonging to any embedded cable that intercepts, skirts or touches one of solid
element’s face.
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Afterwards the completion of the point intersection determination, the embedded cable mesh
data is rewritten in order to take into account the compatibility between the embedded cables
and the solid mesh elements. Coincident nodes from different solid element faces belonging to
the same embedded cable are eliminated, finally, the embedded cables nodes are renumbered.
Constitutive model for the embedded fibres
The present formulation of the embedded fibre model does not take into account fibre bond-
slip capability in a direct fashion. Therefore, the embedded cable is modelled with a perfectly
bonded assumption. Hence, the bond - slip behaviour is simulated in an indirect fashion from
the transformation of a load - slip relationship to a tension stress - strain relation.
The constitutive laws for the embedded cables were determined from the fibre pullout tests.
Three distinct σf − εf laws corresponding, respectively, to the studied fibres pullout inclination
angles, α, (0o, 30o and 60o) were ascertained. In Figure 9.15 is depicted the procedure adopted
to obtain the σf − εf relationship, where εf , lb and s are, respectively, the embedded cable
strain, the crack band-width and the steel fibre’s slip; σf is the stress computed from the
pullout force, P , divided by the fibre’s cross sectional area, Af .
Figure 9.15: Determination of the embedded cable’s stress - strain diagram based on the experimental
pullout force - slip relationship.
The tri-linear stress-strain σf−εf diagram used for modelling the fibres including the bond-
slip effect was obtained from fitting the experimental pullout load-slip curves. For each fibre’s
inclination angle, α, an average pullout load-slip curve was computed from the experimental
envelope of the series with a 10 mm and 20 mm embedded length, thus corresponding, ap-
proximately, to the expected pullout load-slip behaviour of a fibre with an embedded length of
15 mm. This averaging procedure was adopted due to two reasons. The influence of the fibre
embedded length on the pullout behaviour is not so significant as the angle effect, moreover its
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influence is practically linear (see Chapter 4). In addition, the theoretical average value of the
embedded length of a fibre crossing an active crack is lf/4 = 15 mm (Stroeven and Hu 2006).
This simplification has rational and scientific fundaments and accomplishes the purpose of de-
veloping a model that takes into account the most relevant data obtained from fibre pullout
tests, and it does not require too computing time in the numerical simulations.
The tensile - strain law assigned to an embedded cable depends on the inclination angle, θ,
between the cable and the normal vector of the active crack surface, (see Figure 9.16). Moreover,
also depends on the crack band-width, lb, of the intersected solid element (see Figure 9.15). Due
to the impossibility of having a σf − εf law for every possible inclination angle and embedded
length, the σf −εf laws obtained from the pullout tests with an angle α of 0o, 30o and 60o were
assigned to the embedded cables with an orientation towards the active crack surface θ ranging
from, respectively, [0o, 15o], [15o, 45o] and [45o, 75o]. The contribution of the fibres with θ in
the interval [75o, 90o] was neglected.
Figure 9.16: Three-dimensional scheme of the embedded cable intersecting an active crack (n is the
vector normal to the crack plane).
9.3.3 Evaluation of the concrete and embedded fibre structure stiffness ma-
trix
In order to model both the concrete and fibre reinforcement contribution, it was adopted an
embedded formulation. The element stiffness matrix representing a concrete bulk reinforced
with fibres can be expressed as:
Krc = Kcrco +
nf∑
i=1
Kfi (9.38)
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where Kcrco, Kfi and nf are, respectively, the concrete element stiffness matrix, the stiffness
matrix of the ith fibre that is embodied in the concrete mother-element, and the total number
of embodied fibres in the concrete element. The concrete element stiffness matrix is given by:
Kcrco =
∫
V
BTc D
crcoB dV (9.39)
where Dcrco is the cracked concrete’s constitutive matrix (determined from equation 9.28) and
B is the well-known strain – displacement matrix of a solid element (see Zienkiewicz and Taylor
2000).
The axial contribution of the fibre reinforcement to the stiffness matrix can be computed
by the internal work regarding the axial component as follow:
Wa =
∫
V
εTf σf dV
=
∫
L
εTf εf Ef Af dL
(9.40)
with,
dL =
√(
dx1
ds
)2
+
(
dx2
ds
)2
+
(
dx3
ds
)2
· ds = J ds (9.41)
where σf , εf and Af are the stress, strain and cross-sectional area of the fibre, whereas J is the
Jacobian at a generic point of the fibre. Thus, substituting equation 9.41 in equation 9.40, the
internal work can be computed in natural coordinates by:
Wa =
∫ +1
−1
εTf εf Ef Af J ds (9.42)
The stiffness matrix is obtained by substituting εf = T
f
1 B a in equation 9.42, where a is the
vector with the solid element nodal displacements and T f1 is the vector corresponding to the
first line of the transformation matrix from the fibre’s local coordinate system to the global
coordinate system, T f given by:
T f =

a211 a
2
12 a
2
13 a12 a13 a11 a13 a11 a12
a21a31 a22a32 a23a33 0.5(a22a33 + a23a32) 0.5(a23a31 + a21a33) 0.5(a21a32 + a12a31)
a11a31 a12a32 a13a33 0.5(a13a32 + a12a33) 0.5(a13a31 + a11a33) 0.5(a12a31 + a11a32)

(9.43)
where aij are the components of the matrix a comprising the direction cosines:
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 (9.44)
Hence, the component of the stiffness matrix with the fibre’s axial contribution is given by:
Kfa =
∫ 1
−1
BT T f1
T
T f1 BEf Af J ds (9.45)
In a similar way the components of the fibre stiffness matrix with the shear contribution is
given by:
Kfs,1 =
∫ 1
−1
BT T f2
T
T f2 BGf A¯f J ds
Kfs,2 =
∫ 1
−1
BT T f3
T
T f3 BGf A¯f J ds
(9.46)
where Gf is the fibre’s elastic shear modulus, T
f
2 and T
f
3 are, respectively, the vector corre-
sponding to the second and third lines of the transformation matrix, see equation 9.43. For
the shear components, the value adopted for A¯f is the reduced shear area for circular sections
(Timoshenko and Goodier 1991).
The equivalent nodal forces vector, qe is computed from:
qe =
∫
V
BT σ dV︸ ︷︷ ︸
concrete
+
∫ 1
−1
BT T T σf Af J ds︸ ︷︷ ︸
axial component
+
∫ 1
−1
BT T T τ f A¯f J ds︸ ︷︷ ︸
shear component︸ ︷︷ ︸
fibre contribution
(9.47)
where σf is the fibre’s stress with axial component obtained from the adopted tension stress
- strain diagram for modelling the fibre pullout behaviour. On the other hand, τ f is the
fibre’s stress vector with the two shear components. For the fibre shear behaviour was adopted
an elasto-plastic behaviour. A shear stress cut-off was introduced for shear strains higher than
0.01. Moreover, the fibre’s shear contribution was just take into account for crack opening width
smaller than 0.5 mm. The shear stress yield criterion used in the present work is uncoupled.
9.4 Appraisal of the numerical model
The model performance is appraised by simulating the uniaxial tension tests and the three-point
bending tests already presented in this work. The numerical simulations of the uniaxial and
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bending tests were performed on only one mesh per each studied series, i.e. only one generated
fibre structure was run under the FEM basis. Note that, due to randomness of the developed
approach there is the possibility of obtaining an envelope of numerical responses with a certain
scatter associated to distinct fibre structures, i.e. different number of fibres crossing an active
fibre and with distinct inclination angles. This is one of the research topics for future works to
be suggested in next chapters.
9.4.1 Numerical simulation of the uniaxial tension tests
In Figure 9.17(a) is represented the mesh used exclusively for the concrete matrix phase, whereas
in Figures 9.17(b) and 9.17(c) are depicted the three-dimensional meshes used for modelling
the steel fibre contribution, respectively, for the Cf30 and Cf45 series. Remark, that the fibres
intersected by the notch were not included on the finite element mesh. Moreover, since the
numerical fibre mesh was obtained for a cylinder with 300 mm of height, and on another hand
the tested cylinder had only a height of 150 mm, the fibres which are not fully comprised in
only one half of the specimen were also removed. These simplifications have an almost null
influence on the numerical simulations, since the fibre contribution outside the fracture zone is
very reduced for this kind of material and test setup.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9.17: Three-dimensional finite element mesh of the cylindric specimens: (a) concrete phase,
(b) fibre phase for the Cf30 series and (c) fibre phase for the Cf45 series.
In the present mesh are used Lagrangian 8-node solid elements for modelling the plain
concrete contribution. Since the specimen had a notch at its mid-height, all the non-linear
behaviour was localized at the notch region, thus a 2×2×1 Gauss-Legendre integration scheme
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is used (1 integration point in the loading direction). The remaining solid elements are modelled
with linear elastic behaviour, and a 2 × 2 × 2 Gauss-Legendre integration scheme is adopted.
The Cornelissen et al. (1986) softening law was used for modelling the nonlinear behaviour of
SCC. The material properties of the concrete matrix used in the simulations are included in
Table 9.2. These values were obtained taking into account the strength class (CEB-FIP 1993)
registered for the Cf30 and Cf45 series. On the other hand, the steel fibres are modelled with
3D embedded elements with two integration points (Gauss-Legendre). For all the embedded
elements is assumed a nonlinear behaviour.
Table 9.2: Concrete properties used in the simulation.
Property
Series
Cf30 Cf45
Density ρ = 2.4× 10−5 N/mm3
Poisson’s ratio νc = 0.20
Young’s modulus 41300 N/mm2 40600 N/mm2
Compressive strength 71.1 N/mm2 67.2 N/mm2
Tensile strength 4.6 N/mm2 4.5 N/mm2
Fracture energy 0.117 N/mm 0.114 N/mm
Crack band-width lb = 5 mm (equal to element height at the notch)
In Figures 9.18 and 9.19 are depicted the numerical simulations of the uniaxial tension tests
of the Cf30 and Cf45 series, respectively. Regarding the Cf30 series a good agreement with
the experimental response was obtained. The predicted numerical tensile strength is nearby
the upper bound limit of the experimental envelope. This is feasible, since during testing
is almost impossible to completely exclude eccentricities, thus the experimental post-cracking
average strength is smaller than the correspondent numerical one. Moreover, the maximum
tensile stress obtained in the numerical simulations is smaller than the value of the adopted
tensile strength for concrete. This is due to the stress concentrations that arise at the notch
tip. Thus, when the concrete’s tensile strength is attained near the notch tip, for the maximum
load capacity of the specimen, the overall tensile stress computed from averaging the tensile
load with the net cross section at the notch will be smaller than the concrete’s tensile strength
defined as a material property.
On the other hand, for the Cf45 series two numerical simulations were carried out. The
first one adopting the σ − εf cable laws obtained from the fibre pullout tests (in which fibre
rupture was observed for an α = 30o and 60o). Up to a crack width of approximately 1.0 mm
a relatively good agreement with the experimental response is observed. However, a significant
stress decay is observed after this crack width limit (1 mm) due, mainly, to the rupture of the
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Figure 9.18: Numerical simulation of the uniaxial tension tests for the Cf30 series.
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Figure 9.19: Numerical simulation of the uniaxial tension tests for the Cf45 series.
embedded cables with an inclination between 15o and 45o. Remark that, the embedded cables
with an inclination between 45o and 75o have also rupture, but only for crack widths higher
than 2 mm. Since for the uniaxial tension tests of Cf45 series, fibre rupture did not occur so
often, due to both a less resistant matrix and a higher number of fibres crossing the crack’s
fracture surface, another simulation was carried out assuming that the embedded cables with
an inclination angle θ between 15o and 45o did not rupture. For this purpose it were used the
pullout load - slip test results with an inclination of 30o in which fibre rupture did not occur (see
Chapter 4). With this approach the quality of the simulation was improved (see Figure 9.19).
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9.4.2 Numerical simulation of the three-point bending tests
The sketch of the finite element mesh used for modelling the concrete matrix phase in the
prismatic specimens, for both Cf30 and Cf45 series, is included in Figure 9.20(a). On another
hand, in Figure 9.20(b) is included a three-dimensional view of the mesh used for modelling
the steel fibre phase contribution for the Cf30 series. The steel fibre mesh for the Cf45 series is
not here represented since its graphical rendering would not enable a clear visualization. The
fibres that intersected the notch were removed, in similarity to the performed for the tensile
test simulations.
(a)
(b)
Figure 9.20: Three-dimensional finite element mesh of the prismatic specimens: (a) concrete phase
and (b) fibres phase (Cf30 series).
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In the prismatic specimen’s finite element mesh are also used Lagrangian 8-node solid ele-
ments for modelling the concrete behaviour. In similarity to what was carried out for modelling
the tension tests, all the non-linear behaviour was localized at the notch region, in this specific
case at mid-span of the beam. Thus, a 2 × 1 × 2 Gauss-Legendre integration scheme is used
(1 integration point in the normal direction to the crack surface, i.e. accordingly to the longi-
tudinal axis of the prism. The remaining solid elements are assumed as having a linear elastic
behaviour, and a 2 × 2 × 2 Gauss-Legendre integration scheme is adopted. The Cornelissen
et al. (1986) softening law was used to simulate the SCC fracture mode I propagation. The
values of the material properties of the concrete used in the current simulations are the same
already adopted in the simulations of the uniaxial tension tests, see Table 9.2. The steel fibres
are modelled with 3D embedded elements with two Gauss-Legendre integration points. For all
the embedded elements is assumed a nonlinear behaviour.
The numerical simulations of the three-point bending tests are included in Figures 9.21(a)
and 9.21(b), respectively, for the Cf30 and Cf45 series. The agreement between the numerical
curve and the experimental results was quite good for both series.
Regarding the Cf30 series, the numerical load correspondent to the crack initiation was
modelled with accuracy, however, afterwards is observed a significant load decay of the numer-
ical curve down to the lower bound, L.B., of the experimental results envelope. This sudden
decrease on the numerical response was also observed on the numerical simulations of uniaxial
tension tests, however, not with such intensity. Up to a deflection of nearby 0.75 mm the numer-
ical curves arises just below the L.B. of the experimental envelope. After the later deflection,
the curve is within the experimental envelope.
Concerning the sudden load decay, in the author opinion, this is ascribed to some limitations
of the developed model, beside the adopted simplifications on the procedure for transforming
the fibres’ load-slip relationship into the fibres’ constitutive laws, there is one aspect that was
not take into account. In particular, the fact that the fibre slip was assumed equal to the
crack width. In the first stage of the fibre pullout, while the fibre’s embedded halves are in the
debonding phase, the process of fibre debonding starts from both crack surfaces throughout the
two embedded halves of the fibre. This stage finishes when the end of the shortest embedded half
is reached, afterwards one of the fibre’s hooked end is mobilised. Thus, during this debonding
stage the slip cannot be assumed equal to the crack width.
On the other hand, the agreement between the numerical curve of the Cf45 series and the
experimental results was considerably higher than the observed for the CF30 series. Moreover,
the abovementioned load decay was not observed for the numerical simulation of the Cf45
series. Since this series was modelled posteriorly to the Cf30 series and knowing of the model’s
limitation, it was chosen from the five meshes generated in section 9.2.4 the one with the
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Figure 9.21: Numerical simulation of the three-point bending tests for: (a) Cf30 and (b) Cf45 series.
highest number of fibres intersecting the mid-span section. Thus, the numerical curve shown
in Figure 9.21(b) can be regarded as the upper bound of the numerical envelope if all the fibre
meshes generated would been simulated.
9.5 Conclusions
In this chapter was presented a numerical approach for modelling the behaviour of FRC, based
upon the micro-mechanical behaviour of the steel fibres. The adopted strategy comprises three
main steps: i) assessing the fibre pullout behaviour (micro-level); ii) generation of “virtual”
fibre structures (meso-level); and iii) modelling the SFRSCC as a two phase material, in which
the concrete phase is modelled with a smeared-crack model, while the fibre phase are ascribed
the fibre’s positioning and orientation obtained from step ii, whereas the fibre reinforcement
mechanisms are modelled with the micro-mechanical behaviour laws obtained in step i.
In what concerns to the fibre meshes generation, the implemented algorithm enabled to
model the fibre structure parameters assessed experimentally with good accuracy. When as-
suming an isotropic uniform random distribution, IURD, for the fibre orientation, the generated
meshes underestimated both fibre densities and orientation factors observed experimentally for
the prismatic specimens. This may be ascribed to the high flowability of SFRSCC which favours
the alignment of fibres according the lengthier dimension of the mould. To overcome this, it
was used a non-uniform distribution function for the fibre orientation. The parameters of the
latter distribution were fitted using experimental data from the image analysis procedure. The
agreement of the numerical results with experimental data increased considerably by using this
approach, in particular, the fibre density and orientation factor parameters. Regarding the
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cylindric specimens, only IURD was adopted. The numerical fibre density obtained on the
“virtual” generated fibre meshes for the Cf45 series was quite proximate of the experimental
data. On the other hand, for the Cf30 series, it were not obtained so satisfying results. However,
this probably is not related to the fibre generating algorithm, but with an effective smaller fibre
content on the cylindric specimens of this series, as the information from the image analysis
procedure suggests.
Finally, the numerical finite element simulations of both the uniaxial tension tests and three-
point bending tests revealed a very good agreement with the experimental test results. In spite
of the model’s good performance, the developed model has some limitations, mainly, due to
some simplifications adopted during its implementation. Amongst these simplifications, can be
extolled the fact of not have been considered a “pure” fibre bond-slip formulation. Instead, it
was adopted an indirect procedure for modelling the micro-mechanical behaviour of the fibres.
In a general manner, the numerical response after the crack initiation slightly underestimates
the experimental responses. This can be ascribed to the adopted procedure for transforming
the fibres’ load-slip relationship into the fibres’ constitutive laws. In addition, the crack width is
assumed equal to the fibre slip, which for small crack widths, thus just after the crack initiation
stage, may be a rough estimate.
Chapter10
Conclusions
10.1 General conclusions
T
he present work has been carried out involving both experimental and analytical/numerical
research regarding the behaviour of steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete,
SFRSCC. The main purpose was to achieve, as much as possible, a consistent comprehen-
sion of the behaviour of this composite material, and to collect data for the calibration of the
analytical formulations and FEM-based numerical models.
The experimental research covers aspects from distinct scale levels, in which during this
work were approached from an increasing scale level point of view. At a micro-level, micro-
mechanics aspects were ascertained, i.e. fibre reinforcement mechanisms embraced on the fibre
pullout. At second stage, passing through a meso-level, where the fibre distribution structure on
the hardened concrete was assessed. The research carried out at a micro/meso-level enables to
have a deeper understanding of the multiple reinforcement mechanisms and factors that influ-
ences the overall composite behaviour at a macro-level. Finally, at macro-level, the composite
mechanical behaviour, namely, compressive, flexural and uniaxial tensile behaviour is assessed.
The assessment of the mechanical behaviour of SFRSCC, under different loading conditions,
has been limited to the short-term response, i.e. no creep and shrinkage was accounted for.
With the gathered experimental information at the distinct studied scale levels, analyti-
cal and numerical tools were developed and their predictive performance was appraised. One
of the objectives is to acquire a deeper knowledge of the multiple reinforcement mechanisms
involved. In terms of the numerical research, the main goal was the development of an inte-
grated numerical approach that, from a rational and sustainable point of view, was capable of
predicting the mechanical properties of fibre reinforced composites, based on the main fibres’
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micro-mechanical properties.
10.1.1 Micro-mechanical behaviour
Fibre pullout in CFRC
A preliminary study of the micro-mechanical behaviour of three types of hooked fibres (type A,
type B and type C) was carried out in a conventional vibrated fibre reinforced concrete. The
results from this study were used to select the fibre type to be used in SFRSCC and to serve
as reference when studying the fibre’s micro-mechanical behaviour in a SFRSCC medium.
Regarding the pullout performance, the type A and type C fibres, for a 0o orientation
angle, revealed a similar performance, as it was expected, since they are both very similar
from the geometrical point of view. When comparing the pullout performance of those two
types of fibres, for an orientation angle of 30o, the dissipated energy of the type A fibres was
considerable higher than of the type C, in spite of the maximum pullout load has been quite
similar. This difference is ascribed to the distinct failure modes observed for each brand, i.e.
fibre pullout for type A and fibre rupture for type C. Hence, the slight difference observed
between the tensile strength of type A and type C fibres (nearby 10% higher in type A)
influenced considerably the dissipated energy during the pullout process. The pullout response
of the fibres with a higher diameter and hook length (type B) has shown, in general, a signif-
icantly higher pullout load and dissipated energy, when comparing with the other two brands
of smaller diameter. However, in the context of the post-cracking behaviour of a steel fibre
reinforced concrete element, it should be noticed that as larger is the number of fibres effec-
tively oriented in terms of a potential crack planes, as higher is the effectiveness of the fibre
reinforcement. Therefore the fibre pullout performance is only one of the aspects on the fibre
strengthening efficiency.
The fibre to be used in steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete was selected based on
the pullout performance of each fibre brand. The two types of fibres with similar geometry, in
general, exhibited a very similar behaviour. However, the pullout response of the type A fibres
was considerably better for an orientation angle of 30o. Thus, and apart economical aspects,
intuitively this fibre was chosen in detriment of the type C fibres.
On the other hand, opting from the type A and type B fibres was not a so straightfor-
ward task, since these fibres have distinct geometry dimensions. Hence, assuming a 3D isotropic
uniform random distribution of the fibres, it was computed that for the type A fibre there will
be approximately 78% more fibres intersecting a certain plane. Therefore, the benefits that the
better micro-mechanical behaviour of type B fibre seem to provide can be of smaller signifi-
cance when compared to the reinforcement benefits derived from the fact that a higher number
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of fibres is available when type A fibre is selected. Thus, probably, the overall mechanical
behaviour of a composite reinforced with type A fibres will be better than other composite re-
inforced with type B fibres. For these reasons, the type A fibre was used in the composition
of the steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete.
Fibre pullout in SFRSCC
In general, two main pullout failures modes were observed during the pullout tests. The com-
plete fibre pullout was observed for aligned hooked fibres and smooth fibres (either aligned
or inclined), whereas for inclined hooked fibres the principal failure mode observed was fibre
rupture. The relatively high strength and compact concrete matrix would have contributed for
the occurrence of the type of failure mode observed in the hooked inclined.
Generally, the maximum pullout load increased linearly with the embedded length for both
hooked and smooth fibres. However, this increase was more significant on the smooth fibres,
since the pullout response of hooked fibres at a given embedment length is predominantly
influenced by the mobilisation and straightening of the hook. Regarding the effect of the
orientation angle, the maximum pullout load increased up to a inclination angle of 30o, i.e. from
0o to 30o, and then decreased from 30o to 60o inclination angle. For both hooked and smooth
fibres the highest maximum pullout load was observed for an inclination angle of 30o. However,
the increase of the maximum pullout load with the inclination angle was more significant on the
smooth fibre series. The pullout toughness was computed by integrating the load - slip curve
up to slips of 1 and 3 mm, respectively, G1mm and G3mm. In general, as the fibre embedded
length increased, the toughness to a given slip also increased. Looking upon the influence of
the inclination angle on the toughness, in general, an increase of G1mm was observed up to
an inclination angle of 30o followed by a decrease for a 60o angle. On the other hand for the
G3mm, two distinct trends were perceived for each the smooth and hooked series. Concerning
the smooth series, an increase of G3mm was observed with the orientation angle, while for the
hooked series the opposite was observed. The overall toughness was markedly influenced by
the type of failure, since fibre fracture significantly reduced the toughness when comparing to
fibres that underwent a complete pullout.
Regarding the influence of the matrix type, the inclusion of large amounts of limestone
filler in the SFRSCC, in order to attain self-compactability requirements, has an important
influence in the fibre/matrix interface properties, namely, bond strength and mobilization of the
mechanical anchorage. The principal differences between the pullout responses from SFRSCC
and CFRC are during the post-peak stage. These differences arise from distinct grades of the
hooked end mobilization and the frictional resistance. The higher strength and compactness of
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the SFRSCC matrix enables a better mobilization of the hook, however both the smoothness
of the matrix and limestone filler favour the fibre pullout under frictional resistance. The post-
peak response of the aligned hooked fibres pulled-out from CFRC specimens had an higher
residual pullout strength and toughness than the for SFRSCC. However, for the series with an
inclination of 30o, it was not possible to withdraw conclusive remarks, due to the unexpected
distinct tensile strengths of the fibres used in each CFCR and SFRSCC compositions.
Analytical model for fibre pullout
The analytical model developed was able to simulate with extreme accuracy the experimental
pullout load - slip curves, even for high slips, for both hooked and smooth fibres (aligned
or inclined). In the simulation of inclined fibres, the present model neglected the following
aspects: bending and plastification of the fibre, spalling of the concrete matrix at the fibre
exit point and, finally, the change on the embedded length due to matrix spalling. In spite
of the accurateness of the numerical simulation, the coefficients of variation of the bond law
parameters were extremely high. This fact can be related to the method used in back-analysis
(exhaustive search), since the parameters search is based on a previously defined range and step,
i.e. the parameter variables are discrete. Moreover, it was used only one objective function,
i.e. difference between the area under the experimental and numerical curves to determine
the best fit for each series. A possible way to solve this problem could be the utilisation of a
multi-objective function, hence additional study should be performed in order to ascertain the
local bond law parameters with a lower coefficient of variation.
10.1.2 Fibre structure at a meso-scale
Within the analysis of the fibre distribution in a self-compacting concrete matrix, it were
ascertained some parameters that give an idea of the fibre structure, such as: fibre density,
orientation and segregation. The obtained experimental results were compared with results from
literature for conventional vibrated fibre reinforced concrete, CFRC, and other concretes with
self-compacting ability. The fibre structure analysis was performed in cylindric and prismatic
specimens, by means of fibre counting at the fractured surfaces of the specimens, and using an
image analysis procedure on sawn sections from the specimens.
Regarding the prismatic specimens, the fibre density and orientation factor were assessed
in two orthogonal planes’ directions. One plane is parallel (||) to the notched plane (crack
surface) of the tested specimens, and the other is perpendicular (⊥) to this surface. The fibre
density measured for SFRSCC at the parallel planes, N ||f , was considerably higher than the
expected theoretical fibre density assuming a 3D isotropic uniform random distribution, N3Df .
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In fact, N ||f was between 47% and 66% higher than N
3D
f . This effective increase on the fibre
density can be ascribed to both the wall-effect and high flowability of the SFRSCC in the fresh
state. This effective increase on the fibre density for SFRSCC was higher than for conventional
SFRC. This was to some extent expected, if having in mind that an eventual effective increase
for conventional SFRC can only be justified by the wall-effect, abnormal high vibration or a
poor fibre dispersion, i.e. fibre bundles at the measured sections. In what concerns to the
fibre orientation factor similar findings can be pointed out. In fact, the difference between the
measured fibre density and the correspondent expected one for SFRSCC is due to an increase
of the average orientation factor, consequence of a fibre alignment along the concrete’s flow
direction. The degree of fibre segregation due to gravity effect on the SFRSCC was slightly
smaller than the fibre segregation of CFRC.
For the cylindric specimens, both the fibre density and orientation factor were much closer to
the expected theoretical values assuming a 3D isotropic random distribution, when comparing
with the results obtained in the prismatic specimens. However, in general, the experimental
fibre density was smaller than the theoretical one for a 3D random distribution.
At last, epitomizing, the fibre structure parameters assessed for the prismatic and cylindric
specimens shown that there are considerable differences on their fibre structure. The differences
on the fibre effectiveness found for each type of specimen, due to distinct geometries of the
mould and casting procedures, will lead to distinct mechanical performance of the composite.
The knowledge of how the fibre orientates within certain test specimens (e.g. cylindric - uniaxial
tension tests; prismatic - three-point bending tests) enables a better understanding of the post-
cracking behaviour derived from each experimental test.
10.1.3 Mechanical behaviour of SFRSCC
Compressive behaviour
An experimental programme was carried out to evaluate the influence of the fibre content and
concrete age on the compressive behaviour of steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete,
SFRSCC. The main mechanical properties of the SFRSCC, such as: the compressive strength,
fcm, the elasticity modulus, Eci, strain at peak stress, εc1 and the volumetric dissipated energy,
Gc, were assessed for the ages of 12 hours, 24 hours, 3, 7 and 28 days. Two distinct contents of
fibres were considered, 30 kg/m3 and 45 kg/m3.
The increase of the compressive strength and the elasticity modulus was quite pronounced
up to 3 days. Increasing the fibre content from 30 kg/m3 to 45 kg/m3, in general, conducted
to a decrease of fcm and Eci. This might be justified by the increase of the water/cement ratio
and percentage of limestone filler, as well as the changes introduced in the solid skeleton from
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Cf30 to Cf45 series, in order to assure self-compacting requirements with the increase of the
fibre content. More research in this field should be done to get more clear evidences of these
aspects.
In general, the energy dissipated under compression, Gc, increased with age. However, it
was not observed a significant change with the increment of the fibre content, from 30 kg/m3
to 45 kg/m3. Some series presented a lower value of Gc than it was expected. This can be
justified with the number of fibres found on the rupture surface of these specimens. For the
series of 3, 7 and 28 days the failure mode was exclusively by shear.
Analytical expressions to predict the most significant mechanical properties of the developed
SFRSCC at an age t were presented. A stress-strain relationship was proposed to model the
behaviour of the SFRSCC since the early ages. This relation was capable of modelling the
complete compressive behaviour of SFRSCC with a high accuracy.
Post-cracking behaviour
The post-cracking behaviour of steel fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete was assessed by
three distinct tests (uniaxial tension, UTT, three-point bending, 3PBT, and splitting, SPLT)
for two compositions with distinct fibre contents, either 30 and 45 kg/m3, Cf30 and Cf45,
respectively.
The increase of the fibre content enhanced considerably the concrete’s post-cracking residual
strength. Nevertheless, this was not ascribed just to the fibre content increase, since, for the
series with 30 kg/m3, fibre rupture during the post-cracking behaviour has occurred more often,
due to a relatively higher resistant matrix and smaller number of fibres. Hence, the post-cracking
behaviour of the Cf30 series can be considerably improved by changing the type of fibre used.
Therefore, a fibre of higher tensile strength would be more suitable to these stiffer matrices since
fibre rupture will be prevented. Selecting a fibre of higher aspect ratio is another possibility,
since higher number of fibres will be available per concrete volume. However, the use of a fibre
of distinct geometrical characteristics demands the development of a new composition, since
SFRSCC mix design optimization should take into account the characteristics of the fibre.
The tri-linear post-cracking relationships applied in the simulation of the three point bending
tests have shown to be capable of describing the load - deflection curves rather well, even for
large deflection levels. In addition, the peak load was also predicted with accuracy. The inverse
analysis was conducted for distinct deformation levels, namely up to 4 and 9 mm, and revealed
that, for a large deflection at mid span (9 mm), the ultimate crack opening value estimated is
probably incorrect, hence leading to incorrect estimation of the fracture energy.
When comparing the σ−w relationships acquired from the indirect tests (3PBT and SPLT)
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with the uniaxial tension σ−w response a huge discrepancy was observed. This difference was
ascribed to the distinct fibre distributions within the specimens used for the different tests.
Using a ratio computed based on the fibre effectiveness factor for each type of specimen, a good
agreement was observed in both series. Nevertheless, for the Cf45 series this corrective factor
still was not enough to assure a good approximation, which could be related to the energy
dissipation outside the primary crack, hence overestimating the real post-cracking behaviour.
10.1.4 FEM model with short discrete embedded fibres for FRC
A rather innovative numerical approach was used for modelling the mechanical behaviour of
FRC. This model was based upon the micro-mechanical behaviour of the steel fibres. The
adopted strategy comprises three main steps: i) assessing the fibre pullout behaviour (micro-
level); ii) generation of “virtual” fibre structures (meso-level); and iii) modelling the SFRSCC
as a two phase material, in which the concrete phase is modelled with a smeared crack model
and the fibre phase deals with the fibre’s positioning and orientation obtained from step ii.
The fibre reinforcement mechanisms are modelled with the micro-mechanical behaviour laws
obtained in step i.
In what concerns to the fibre meshes generation, the implemented algorithm enabled to
model the fibre structure parameters assessed experimentally with good accuracy. When as-
suming an isotropic uniform random distribution, IURD, for the fibre orientation, the generated
meshes underestimated both fibre densities and orientation factors observed experimentally for
the prismatic specimens. This may be ascribed to the high flowability of SFRSCC, which
favours the alignment of fibres according the lengthier dimension of the mould. To overcome
this, a non-uniform distribution function was used for the fibre orientation. The parameters
of this distribution were fitted using experimental data from the image analysis procedure.
The agreement of the numerical results with experimental data increased considerably by using
this approach, in particular, when adopted the fibre density and orientation factor parameters.
Regarding the cylindric specimens, only an IURD was adopted. The numerical fibre density
obtained on the “virtual” generated fibre meshes for the Cf45 series was quite proximate from
the experimental data. On the other hand, for the Cf30 series it was not obtained so satisfying
results. However, probably, this is not related to the fibre generating algorithm, but with an
effective fibre content reduction in the cylindric specimens of this series, as the information
from the image analysis procedure suggests.
Finally, the numerical finite element simulations of both the uniaxial tension tests and three-
point bending tests revealed a very good agreement with the experimental test results. In spite
of the model’s good performance, the developed model has some limitations, mainly, due to
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some simplifications assumed during the implementation. Amongst these simplifications, it can
be extolled the fact that instead of having considered a “pure” fibre bond - slip formulation it
was adopted an indirect procedure for modelling the micro-mechanical behaviour of the fibres.
In a general manner, the numerical response after the crack initiation slightly underestimates
the experimental responses, which can be ascribed to the adopted procedure to transform the
fibres’ load - slip relationship into the fibres’ constitutive laws. In addition, the crack width is
assumed equal to the fibre slip, which for small crack widths, thus just after the crack initiation
stage, may be a rough estimate.
10.2 Recommendations for future research
Research is a torturous and long-term process, since rarely from the obtained results can be
unfold or perceived definitively conclusions and often lead to further stages of experimen-
tal/numerical investigation. This work is not an exception, even though it provides some
answers and a rather innovative modelling approach for fibre reinforced concretes, also yields
a number of new questions that should be assessed with further investigation. The main goal
when developing/studying rather new materials is to promote their utilization into new ap-
plications, whereas establishing them in the building industry. Moreover, it is also intended
to push through the available knowledge, so that new materials could be covered within the
scope of design guidelines and recommendations. Regarding these aspects, the studied steel
fibre reinforced self-compacting concrete was successfully employed in pre-casting industry, in
particular, in the fabrication of light-weighted fac¸ade panels.
In the present work, the assessment of the mechanical behaviour of SFRSCC, under dif-
ferent loading conditions, has been limited to the short-term response. So in a more abroad
sense, this study should be extended to cyclic behaviour, since few research is available for
this kind of fibre reinforced composites. Moreover, the knowledge of the behaviour of SFRSCC
structures during their service life is also scarce, and therefore is an interesting area that should
be investigated. Hence, more research on durability, shrinkage, fire resistance and fatigue of
SFRSCC is recommended.
Regarding the further developments, that directly have arisen from the investigation carried
in this work, the following points are recommended for future research:
• Micro-mechanical behaviour of fibres
i) Assessment of the pullout behaviour under cyclic and fatigue loading conditions;
ii) Assessment of the pullout behaviour for distinct confinement conditions, since in a
structural element, very rarely it’s subjected to a pure uniaxial tensile loading state;
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iii) A further optimization of the hooked end fibre to be used in SFRSCC should be
conducted, in particular, the use of fibres with high strength, i.e. with high carbon
content;
iv) Depending on the grade of the fibre pullout mobilization of hooked fibres, it should
also be assessed the employment of other mechanical deformed fibres, e.g. crimped,
in order to take advantage of both the high strength and compactness of the SFRSCC
matrices;
v) Regarding the analytical modelling of fibre’s pullout behaviour, the presented model
should be enhanced, in particular, for inclined fibres. Thus, it should be comprised
the variation of the embedded length due to matrix spalling.
• Fibre structure
i) Development of empirical/analytical relations between the rheology of the fresh
SFRSCC mixtures and properties of fibre structure within structural elements made
by this material. If this is achieved, then the rheology of the fresh SFRSCC mixture
can be correlated with the mechanical properties of a structural element;
ii) More investigation on the orientation of fibres in different types of structural elements
is required (beams, plates, shells, columns), and for different casting procedures;
iii) Development and implementation of computational models able to predict the fi-
bre dispersion and orientation, based upon rheological parameters, concrete’s flow
direction and mould geometry.
• Stress - crack relationship (σ − w)
i) Further investigation should be conducted on the assessment of the σ−w law, espe-
cially, within the indirect test methods. The σ − w is not a pure material property
but more a structural material property, since it depends on specimens’ boundary
conditions (size, shape), way of manufacturing (mixture composition, wall effects,
casting direction) and loading conditions;
ii) Development of a more reliable inverse analysis method for obtaining the σ − w
law from indirect tests. Other optimization methods, such as genetic or evolutive
algorithms, should be checked. Moreover, multi-objective error functions should be
used.
• Mechanical behaviour
i) The mechanical behaviour for the SFRSCC should be further assessed, now, for new
compositions using an enhanced fibre material/geometry optimization;
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ii) Study of the SFRSCC mechanical behaviour under shear. For that is important a
rational assessment of the shear fracture mode (Mode II). This fracture mode should
be assessed for distinct crack-openings, since the referred mode cannot be dissociated
from a pure tensile fracture mode (Mode I);
iii) Assessment of the SFRSCC behaviour performance on large scale elements.
• FEM model with short discrete embedded fibres for FRC
i) Further appraisal of the developed model performance, in particular, within the
behaviour’s numerical simulation of either large scale specimens and with distinct
geometries;
ii) Development of a “pure” fibre bond - slip formulation instead of the adopted indirect
procedure for modelling the micro-mechanical behaviour of the fibres;
iii) Incorporation of the model within the scope of other non-classical finite element
method formulations, such as: strong embedded discontinues or extended finite ele-
ments. Probably, this will be mandatory for an accurate simulation of the behaviour
of specimens under mixed fracture modes.
Chapter11
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Annex I
Experimental Pullout Results – SFRC
In Tables I.1, I.2 are indicated, respectively the average maximum pullout load and the average
slip at peak load.
Table I.1: Average values of the maximum pullout load, Nmax.
Orientation angle
Fibre type 0o 30o 60o
Nmax [N] CoV [%] Nmax [N] CoV [%] Nmax [N] CoV [%]
S
m
o
o
th A 194.4 23.3 244.9 9.1 211.0 15.1
B 398.8 17.6 328.4 16.9 319.0 34.4
C 182.3 17.8 237.6 14.0 239.2 13.6
H
o
o
k
ed A 373.1 15.7 412.1 5.6 360.1 5.7
B 639.3 12.6 696.6 14.4 560.7 33.3
C 387.6 9.4 420.4 4.9 343.1 7.0
Tables I.3 and I.4 comprise the average values of the energy dissipated up to a 1 mm and
3 mm slip, respectively.
In Figures I.1, I.2 and I.3 are depicted, respectively, for a fibre inclination angle of 0o, 30o
and 60o, the pullout load-slip curves for each specimen tested.
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Table I.2: Average values of the slip at maximum pullout load, speak.
Orientation angle
Fibre type 0o 30o 60o
speak [mm] CoV [%] speak [mm] CoV [%] speak [mm] CoV [%]
S
m
o
o
th A 1.525 23.3 1.697 171.7 4.367 44.8
B 2.223 17.6 0.307 47.7 3.435 74.1
C 4.095 17.8 2.804 64.8 4.603 69.4
H
o
o
k
ed A 0.878 15.7 3.348 40.3 4.106 22.4
B 2.278 12.6 2.842 52.7 3.746 62.8
C 2.114 9.4 1.682 26.1 3.354 31.4
Table I.3: Average values of the energy dissipated up to a 1 mm slip, G1mm.
Orientation angle
Fibre type 0o 30o 60o
G1mm [kN.mm] CoV [%] G1mm [kN.mm] CoV [%] G1mm [kN.mm] CoV [%]
S
m
o
o
th A 0.149 34.9 0.167 22.5 0.112 11.4
B 0.231 13.5 0.199 31.0 0.178 38.1
C 0.132 30.2 0.144 30.2 0.096 24.3
H
o
o
k
ed A 0.312 16.6 0.253 8.0 0.119 13.2
B 0.489 11.9 0.392 13.9 0.267 14.3
C 0.304 16.7 0.235 15.1 0.162 18.6
Table I.4: Average values of the energy dissipated up to a 3 mm slip, G3mm.
Orientation angle
Fibre type 0o 30o 60o
G3mm [kN.mm] CoV [%] G3mm [kN.mm] CoV [%] G3mm [kN.mm] CoV [%]
S
m
o
o
th A 0.438 33.7 0.462 29.6 0.429 17.3
B 0.627 41.5 0.424 44.2 0.540 19.4
C 0.387 29.7 0.553 28.6 0.368 12.1
H
o
o
k
ed A 0.964 12.1 1.000 6.9 0.524 22.2
B 1.665 10.2 1.505 21.1 1.020 31.6
C 0.964 7.8 0.569 28.5 0.612 14.9
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Figure I.1: Pullout load - slip curves for a 0o fibre inclination angle: (a), (c) and (e) hooked end
fibres from type A, type C and type B, respectively; (b), (d) and (f) smooth fibres from type A,
type C and type B, respectively.
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Figure I.2: Pullout load - slip curves for a 30o fibre inclination angle: (a), (c) and (e) hooked end
fibres from type A, type C and type B, respectively; (b), (d) and (f) smooth fibres from type A,
type C and type B, respectively.
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Figure I.3: Pullout load - slip curves for a 60o fibre inclination angle: (a), (c) and (e) hooked end
fibres from type A, type C and type B, respectively; (b), (d) and (f) smooth fibres from type A,
type C and type B, respectively.
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Annex II
Experimental Pullout Results – SFRSCC
In Tables II.1 and II.2 are indicated, respectively, the average maximum pullout load and the
average slip at peak load.
Table II.1: Average values of the maximum pullout load, Nmax.
Orientation angle
Lb [mm] 0
o 30o 60o
Nmax [N] CoV [%] Nmax [N] CoV [%] Nmax [N] CoV [%]
S
m
o
o
th 10 - - - - 154.2 43.8
20 77.4 2.0 173.5 18.2 172.8 8.7
30 155.2 9.7 203.7 13.8 189.4 15.0
H
o
o
k
ed 10 321.8 5.6 360.9 13.9 342.0 2.3
20 347.8 2.8 400.1 4.9 335.2 3.0
30 388.2 1.6 416.0 3.4 365.1 2.5
Tables II.3 and II.4 comprise the average values of the energy dissipated up to a 1 mm and
3 mm slip, respectively.
In Figures II.1, II.2 and II.3 are depicted for a fibre inclination angle of 0o, 30o and 60o,
respectively, the pullout load-slip curves for each specimen tested.
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Table II.2: Average values of the slip at maximum pullout load, speak.
Orientation angle
Lb [mm] 0
o 30o 60o
speak [mm] CoV [%] speak [mm] CoV [%] speak [mm] CoV [%]
S
m
o
o
th 10 - - - - 3.34 45.6
20 0.12 11.8 0.19 7.4 2.02 2.0
30 0.25 14.4 0.38 32.3 2.17 11.8
H
o
o
k
ed 10 0.59 8.7 0.94 11.4 2.40 20.81
20 0.65 9.4 1.00 9.7 2.33 15.1
30 0.69 11.0 0.80 19.3 2.64 23.2
Table II.3: Average values of the energy dissipated up to a 1 mm slip, G1mm.
Orientation angle
Lb [mm] 0
o 30o 60o
G1mm [kN.mm] CoV [%] G1mm [kN.mm] CoV [%] G1mm [kN.mm] CoV [%]
S
m
o
o
th 10 - - - - 0.074 19.1
20 0.046 3.1 0.114 6.9 0.105 2.0
30 0.095 5.9 0.141 7.4 0.100 4.4
H
o
o
k
ed 10 0.273 5.6 0.290 11.7 0.125 19.4
20 0.283 3.6 0.314 5.6 0.129 15.4
30 0.322 2.5 0.286 11.8 0.126 37.8
Table II.4: Average values of the energy dissipated up to a 3 mm slip, G3mm.
Orientation angle
Lb [mm] 0
o 30o 60o
G3mm [kN.mm] CoV [%] G3mm [kN.mm] CoV [%] G3mm [kN.mm] CoV [%]
S
m
o
o
th 10 - - - - 0.263 13.4
20 0.117 8.5 0.282 4.0 0.420 6.4
30 0.251 9.3 0.356 9.7 0.418 5.8
H
o
o
k
ed 10 0.689 5.1 0.465 41.9 0.482 21.3
20 0.756 5.5 0.558 53.6 0.490 15.3
30 0.886 1.3 0.317 23.7 0.523 15.2
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Figure II.1: Pullout load - slip curves for a 0o fibre inclination angle: (a), (c) and (e) hooked end
fibres with an embedded length of 10, 20 and 30 mm, respectively. (b), (d) and (f) smooth fibres with
an embedded length of 10, 20 and 30 mm, respectively.
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Figure II.2: Pullout load - slip curves for a 30o fibre inclination angle: (a), (c) and (e) hooked end
fibres with an embedded length of 10, 20 and 30 mm, respectively. (b), (d) and (f) smooth fibres with
an embedded length of 10, 20 and 30 mm, respectively.
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Figure II.3: Pullout load - slip curves for a 60o fibre inclination angle: (a), (c) and (e) hooked end
fibres with an embedded length of 10, 20 and 30 mm, respectively. (b), (d) and (f) smooth fibres with
an embedded length of 10, 20 and 30 mm, respectively.
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Annex III
Runge-Kutta-Nystro¨m Methods
The Runge-Kutta-Nystro¨m (RKN) method (Kreyszig 1993) computes the solution of y′′ =
f(x, y, y′) using the initial values y(x0) = y0, y′(x0) = y′0 at equidistant points x1 = x0 + h,
x2 = x0 + 2h, ..., xN = x0 + Nh, h the step length and N the number of steps. Figure II.1
shows the corresponding algorithm.
The following functions are used in the present study:
y′′ =
d2s
dx2
f(x, y, y′) =
Pf
(EfAf )
· τ(s)
(3.1)
The first point of the effective bond length, Lef , is x0 = 0 and the last one is xN = Lef .
The effective bond length was divided in 100 segments of equal width (N = 100).
The initial values are the free end slip, y(x0) = sf , and the fibre strain at the free end,
y′(x0) = (ds/dx)0 = ε(x = 0) = 0. According to the algorithm represented in Figure II.1, the
loaded end slip, y(xN ) = sl, and the laminate strain at the loaded end, y′(xN ) = ε(xN ), are
calculated.
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Figure III.1: Runge-Kutta-Nystro¨m algorithm.
Annex IV
Uniaxial Compressive Behaviour
I Experimental results
Tables IV.1 and IV.2 indicate the values of the compressive strength obtained for all the tested
specimens for the Cf30 and Cf45 series, respectively.
Table IV.1: Compressive strength values obtained in the Cf30 series [MPa].
Age
Specimen
Average
1 2 3 4 5 6
12 h 14.12 10.95 12.71 11.50 12.12 - 12.3
24 h 22.22 22.96 25.23 26.06 27.36 24.99 24.7
3 d 51.27 52.78 52.07 53.26 51.22 53.55 52.4
7 d 57.02 59.87 59.18 60.68 57.90 53.70 58.1
28 d 69.80 69.97 70.97 67.79 70.69 68.74 69.7
Table IV.2: Compressive strength values obtained in the Cf45 series [MPa].
Age
Specimen
Average
1 2 3 4 5 6
12 h 15.32 17.08 17.62 19.43 16.85 19.60 17.7
24 h 24.77 23.39 24.75 26.94 25.94 25.85 25.3
3 d 48.40 45.86 48.16 49.05 47.63 48.33 47.9
7 d 52.86 51.73 54.22 50.56 46.87 49.45 51.0
28 d 56.12 54.64 53.58 58.52 55.14 58.90 56.2
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In Tables IV.3 and IV.4 are comprised the values of the elasticity modulus obtained for each
specimen tested.
Table IV.3: Elasticity modulus values obtained in the Cf30 series [GPa].
Age
Specimen
Average
1 2 3 4 5 6
12 h 12.99 17.87 12.35 11.97 12.74 - 13.6
24 h 24.72 27.50 25.10 25.14 25.47 23.68 25.3
3 d 36.55 36.57 34.44 37.54 38.24 39.00 37.1
7 d 40.72 40.71 40.52 40.37 39.92 40.18 40.4
28 d 42.30 40.52 40.15 42.32 41.51 42.17 41.5
Table IV.4: Elasticity modulus values obtained in the Cf45 series [GPa].
Age
Specimen
Average
1 2 3 4 5 6
12 h 16.64 18.47 17.92 19.98 19.68 19.88 18.8
24 h 21.96 20.82 21.69 24.69 22.69 22.40 22.4
3 d 31.30 30.91 32.42 31.20 30.73 31.92 31.4
7 d 32.48 32.64 30.95 31.81 31.27 32.26 31.9
28 d 34.56 36.55 32.50 35.61 33.22 34.81 34.5
Tables IV.5 and IV.6 include the values of the elasticity modulus obtained for each specimen
tested.
Table IV.5: Strain at peak stress values obtained in the Cf30 series.
Age
Specimen
Average
1 2 3 4 5 6
12 h 0.0094 0.0040 0.0072 0.0068 0.0062 - 0.0067
24 h 0.0034 0.0041 0.0037 0.0040 0.0042 0.0037 0.0039
3 d 0.0030 0.0031 0.0029 0.0032 0.0029 0.0031 0.0030
7 d 0.0034 0.0032 0.0030 0.0030 0.0030 0.0031 0.0031
28 d 0.0031 0.0034 0.0032 0.0028 0.0032 0.0031 0.0031
In Tables IV.7 and IV.8 are indicated the values of the energy dissipated under compression
obtained for each specimen tested.
In Figures IV.1 and IV.2 is represented the relationship between the dissipated energy under
compression and the strain.
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Table IV.6: Strain at peak stress values obtained in the Cf45 series.
Age
Specimen
Average
1 2 3 4 5 6
12 h 0.0050 0.0052 0.0044 0.0045 0.0049 0.0039 0.0047
24 h 0.0040 0.0039 0.0035 0.0036 0.0038 0.0036 0.0037
3 d 0.0031 0.0027 0.0029 0.0030 0.0031 0.0032 0.0030
7 d 0.0032 0.0029 0.0031 0.0030 0.0024 0.0029 0.0029
28 d 0.0029 0.0029 0.0029 0.0028 0.0029 0.0025 0.0028
Table IV.7: Energy dissipated under compression values obtained in the Cf30 series [N/mm2].
Age
Specimen
Average
1 2 3 4 5 6
12 h 0.30 0.18 0.27 0.28 0.25 - 0.26
24 h 0.41 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.43 0.31 0.36
3 d 0.55 0.53 0.38 0.47 0.48 0.45 0.48
7 d 0.45 0.49 0.54 0.37 0.42 0.38 0.44
28 d 0.52 0.56 0.49 0.48 0.41 0.47 0.49
Table IV.8: Energy dissipated under compression obtained in the Cf45 series [N/mm2].
Age
Specimen
Average
1 2 3 4 5 6
12 h 0.29 0.35 0.32 0.27 0.37 0.36 0.33
24 h 0.44 0.34 0.33 0.42 0.35 0.37 0.38
3 d 0.59 0.49 0.44 0.35 0.37 0.51 0.46
7 d 0.63 0.32 0.62 0.40 0.27 0.60 0.47
28 d 0.38 0.42 0.28 0.43 0.33 0.48 0.39
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Figure IV.1: Relationship between the energy dissipated under compression and the strain for the
series Cf30: (a) 12 hours, (b) 24 hours, (c) 3 days, (d) 7 days and (e) 28 days.
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Figure IV.2: Relationship between the energy dissipated under compression and the strain for the
series Cf45: (a) 12 hours, (b) 24 hours, (c) 3 days, (d) 7 days and (e) 28 days.
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II Analytical and numerical results
In Table IV.9 are indicated the lower-confidence limit (lc) and the upper-confidence limit (uc)
values, for the sample with the compressive strength values, whereas in Tables IV.10, IV.11
and IV.12 are indicated, respectively, the (lc) and (uc) values for the samples of the elasticity
modulus, strain at peak-stress and energy dissipated under compression.
Table IV.9: Confidence limits for the compressive strength.
Age
Cf30 Cf45
lc [MPa] lc [MPa] lc [MPa] lc [MPa]
12 h 10.76 13.80 15.93 19.36
24 h 22.52 26.86 23.98 26.57
3 d 51.31 53.40 46.75 49.06
7 d 55.42 60.69 48.21 53.68
28 d 68.40 70.92 53.89 58.40
Table IV.10: Confidence limits for the elasticity modulus.
Age
Cf30 Cf45
lc [MPa] uc [MPa] lc [MPa] uc [MPa]
12 h 10.57 16.60 17.36 20.16
24 h 23.95 26.59 21.00 23.74
3 d 35.38 38.73 30.74 32.08
7 d 40.07 40.73 31.19 32.61
28 d 40.49 42.50 32.97 36.11
Table IV.11: Confidence limits for the strain at peak-stress.
Age
Cf30 Cf45
lc [-] uc [-] lc [-] uc [-]
12 h 0.0043 0.0091 0.0041 0.0051
24 h 0.0035 0.0042 0.0035 0.0039
3 d 0.0029 0.0032 0.0028 0.0031
7 d 0.0029 0.0032 0.0026 0.0032
28 d 0.0029 0.0033 0.0026 0.0030
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Table IV.12: Confidence limits for the energy dissipated under compression.
Age
Cf30 Cf45
lc [N/mm2] uc [N/mm2] lc [N/mm2] uc [N/mm2]
12 h 0.20 0.31 0.28 0.37
24 h 0.31 0.41 0.33 0.42
3 d 0.41 0.54 0.36 0.55
7 d 0.37 0.51 0.30 0.64
28 d 0.43 0.54 0.31 0.46
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AnnexV
Post-Cracking Behaviour
I Uniaxial tension test results
In Figures V.1 and V.2 are depicted the experimental uniaxial tension stress - displacement
curves, respectively, with 30 kg/m3 and 45 kg/m3 of fibres for all tested specimens. Where as,
in Figures V.3 and V.4 are depicted the experimental uniaxial tension tension σ − w curves,
respectively, with 30 kg/m3 and 45 kg/m3 of fibres for all tested specimens.
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Figure V.1: Experimental uniaxial tension stress - displacement relationship with 30 kg/m3.
In Table V.1 are included the values of the stress and toughness parameters obtained in
all the uniaxial tension tests performed. Additionally are included the average values for each
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batch, Avg., as well as the correspondent coefficients of variation, CoV. In the latter table, Nf
and Neff are, respectively, the total and effective number of fibres; σpeak is the tensile strength,
σ0.3mm, σ1mm and σ2mm are the post-cracking stress for a crack opening of 0.3, 1 and 2 mm,
respectively; GF1mm and GF2mm is the fracture energy dissipated up to a crack opening width
of 1 and 2 mm, respectively.
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Figure V.2: Experimental uniaxial tension stress - displacement relationship with 45 kg/m3 of fibres.
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Figure V.3: Experimental uniaxial tension σ − w relationship with 30 kg/m3 of fibres.
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Figure V.4: Experimental uniaxial tension σ − w relationship with 45 kg/m3 of fibres.
Table V.1: Stress and toughness parameters from the uniaxial tension test.
Specimen
Nf Neff σpeak σ0.3mm σ1mm σ2mm GF1mm GF2mm
[-] [-] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [N/mm] [N/mm]
Cf30
1 29 22 3.015 0.585 0.449 0.263 0.602 0.930
2 32 25 2.937 0.878 0.669 0.188 0.863 1.273
3 32 26 4.014 0.964 0.878 0.189 1.016 1.571
4 37 21 4.042 0.549 0.512 0.211 0.618 0.937
5 26 17 3.259 0.523 0.267 0.195 0.580 0.797
6 20 14 3.596 0.207 0.141 0.144 0.278 0.415
7 30 22 3.207 0.717 0.636 0.170 0.740 1.114
8 35 21 3.072 0.766 0.610 0.124 0.784 1.022
Avg. 27 19 3.392 0.649 0.520 0.186 0.685 1.007
CoV 30.8% 28.8% 13.0% 36.6% 45.1% 22.8% 32.3% 33.7%
Cf45
1 83 46 3.520 1.459 1.634 1.078 1.571 2.880
2 65 44 2.532 1.178 1.578 1.528 1.338 2.906
3 59 34 2.858 1.026 1.411 0.996 1.227 2.482
4 81 43 2.902 1.334 1.517 1.185 1.434 2.765
5 76 46 3.089 1.558 1.706 1.354 1.591 3.145
6 64 39 2.857 1.227 1.425 1.110 1.323 2.584
7 62 32 3.255 0.964 1.339 0.990 1.173 2.310
8 48 28 3.136 1.004 1.117 0.912 1.087 2.089
Avg. 67 39 3.019 1.219 1.466 1.342 1.342 2.645
CoV 16.1% 16.5% 9.9% 18.0% 12.7% 18.0% 13.6% 13.1%
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II Three-point bending test results
In Figures V.5 and V.6 are depicted the experimental three point bending load - deflection
curves, respectively, with 30 kg/m3 and 45 kg/m3 of fibres for all tested specimens. On the
other hand, in Table V.2 are included the main flexure properties obtained from load - deflection
relationships. In the latter table, FL, fct,L and δL are, respectively, the load, stress and deflection
at the limit of proportionality; feq,i and fR,i are the equivalent and residual flexural tensile
strengths, respectively.
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Figure V.5: Three point bending experimental load - deflection curves with 30 kg/m3 of fibres.
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Figure V.6: Three point bending experimental load - deflection curves with 45 kg/m3 of fibres.
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Table V.2: Average and characteristic results of the three point bending tests.
Specimen
Nf Neff FL δL fct,L feq,2 feq,3 fR,1 fR,4
[-] [-] [kN] [mm] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]
Cf30
1 142 131 24.084 0.050 7.710 9.620 8.154 9.551 3.578
2 104 97 22.625 0.050 7.240 6.385 5.419 6.535 2.036
3 94 90 20.255 0.050 6.482 6.937 4.371 6.913 1.399
4 123 111 20.813 0.050 6.660 9.538 7.966 9.430 4.580
5 119 106 21.004 0.050 6.721 7.531 7.396 7.568 5.018
Avg. 116 107 21.758 0.050 6.963 8.002 6.661 7.999 3.322
CoV 15.8% 14.6% 7.2% 0.0% 7.2% 18.7% 25.2% 17.6% 47.3%
Cf40
1 168 143 17.124 0.050 5.490 10.327 10.255 11.122 7.214
2 157 132 17.246 0.050 5.519 10.102 10.802 10.831 9.304
3 179 152 17.201 0.050 5.504 10.212 10.984 11.013 9.496
4 188 167 18.628 0.050 5.961 12.892 13.940 13.755 11.531
5 162 140 18.083 0.050 5.787 10.668 10.678 11.472 7.623
Avg. 171 141 17.663 0.050 5.652 10.844 11.332 11.639 9.033
CoV 5.7% 5.8% 3.8% 0% 3.8% 10.7% 13.1% 10.4% 19.0%
III Splitting test results
In Figures V.7(a) and V.7(b) are depicted the experimental splitting load - crack mouth opening
displacement curves, respectively, with 30 kg/m3 and 45 kg/m3 of fibres for all tested specimens.
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Figure V.7: Experimental load - crack opening mouth displacement relationships with: (a) 30 kg/m3
and (b) 45 kg/m3 of fibres.
